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Zoltán Abádi-Nagy: The Man, Teacher, Scholar, 

and Manager of Higher Education  

Lehel Vadon 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy was born on November 16th, 1940 in Abád-

szalók, along the bank of the Tisza River, the ancient lands of the 

Pechenegs, where he spent his childhood. The soil, the surroundings, and 

the village, its celebrated figures of renown and nameless inhabitants 

alike, all formed an important heritage and left a deep impression on the 

young scholar-to-be, and to this day Abádi-Nagy continues to feel a close 

bond to the village of his birth. His parents and grandparents were both 

loved and respected by the people of the village. His father, Zoltán Nagy, 

who had a diploma in agriculture, was a stalwart man of resolve who 

sooner accepted the designation ―class enemy‖ (and in consequence was 

denied employment) than show spinelessness in the face of the 

ideological pressures of communism and thereby bring shame on his 

family. His mother, Irén Polyák, took a keen interest in politics, and had a 

passionate love of literature and history. It was from her that the young 

boy first heard the names Mark Twain and Charles Dickens. He describes 

the lessons he learned from his parents with eloquent simplicity: ―What 

my parents left me, their heritage, shaped my inner sense of direction: 

respect the opinions of others, but do not tolerate injustice, never allow 

stubborn stupidity to gain ground; be open to the world, but determined, 

regard it with an independent capacity for analysis and ability to form 

your own opinion, but at the same time measured consideration of the 

opinions of others and the ability to reach compromises logical but always 

founded on principle; hold both the work of the body in high esteem and 

also the work of the mind, learning, scholarship, and culture (―knowledge 

is what no one can ever take from you‖); and one should always use one‘s 

head, always think for oneself, and always think before acting (never pass 
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judgment in haste, take care what you say); and encourage and help those 

less fortunate than you, protect those who suffer the maltreatment of 

others, and be able to forgive; expect results only from conscientious, 

focused work, and always recognize the achievements of others; never 

give up, and always play by the rules.‖ (The Honor of the Sentence. 

Writings on the Occasion of the Seventieth Birthday of Zoltán Abádi-

Nagy. Lehel Vadon: Interview with Zoltán Abádi-Nagy). His earliest 

childhood memories are memories of the war, which cast its somber 

shadow over the first years of this life, years of destitution, scraping by on 

bread and lard, toiling under the constant threats of wartime with little 

prospect for a brighter future. 

He completed grade school in the village of his birth and almost 

became an electrician, as the principal of the school had not wanted to 

support his pursuit of further studies because of his father‘s political 

views. He eventually became a student at the highly esteemed grammar 

school in Kisújszállás, where several excellent teachers played formative 

roles in his education. He partcipated in the events of the Revolution of 

1956 as a student leader, and fortunately later managed to avoid reprisal. 

He began to study to become a doctor, but he fell ill and for some time 

was confined to a hospital for treatment. His experiences in the hospital 

curbed his eagerness to pursue a career as a physician. He decided instead 

to apply for admission as a student majoring in Hungarian and English, 

and it was then that he first began diligent study of English. Following 

two years of medical treatment he passed his matriculation exam and was 

admitted to the Faculty of the Humanities at the Kossuth Lajos University 

to pursue the study of English and Hungarian literature.  

In Debrecen he became a student in the recently restructured 

English Department under the tutelage of the internationally renowned 

scholar László Országh. Országh quickly recognized his aptitude and 

sedulity, at his initiative the young Abádi-Nagy became an English major 

only so that Department would be able to count him among its instructors. 

Under Országh‘s guidance, he immersed himself in his studies of English 

literature. His essays on the writings of Jonathan Swift won awards at the 

university and national level. 

He earned his diploma with highest distinction as a secondary 

school teacher of English. He began his career as an English teacher and 

then a teacher trainee at the training school affiliated with the Kossuth 

Lajos University, where he later served as a school inspector. He was a 

methodical and effective English teacher, as the two English textbooks he 
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wrote for the grammar school classes specializing in the study of English. 

He maintained his ties with the English Department, and at Országh‘s 

promptings and under his guidance he began pursuing research on 

Jonathan Swift. He was supported in his work by recognized scholars and 

respected institutions in Hungary and abroad. The British Council 

awarded him a one-year scholarship, a significant part of which he 

devoted to research at the English Department of the University of Leeds. 

The work became part of his doctoral dissertation, which defended in 

1969. A work of immediately recognized scholarly value, it was 

published by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences under the title Szwift, a 

szatírikus és tervező (Swift: The Satirist as Projector). 

His doctorate in hand, he returned to the English Department in 

Debrecen in 1970, a young scholar of great erudition and promise. Given 

the merits of his contributions as scholar and instructor it is hardly 

surprising that within the space of a single year he rose from the position 

of instructor to assistant professor (1971–1981), later to be named 

associate professor (1981–1993) and in 1993 full professor.  

As a scholar and teacher Zoltán Abádi-Nagy has pursued a diverse 

array of interests. His primary areas of research include 18th century 

British literature, the 20th century British and American novel, literary 

theory, narratology and the theory of the novel, theories of the comic and 

satire, and translation theory. One of his fields of more narrow 

specialization is 18th century English satire, the contemporary American 

novel, and cultural narratology (postmodernism, entropy, dark humor, 

minimalist prose, and the acculturation of narrative). It would be difficult 

to list the courses he has taught, which extend far beyond the interests 

mentioned above and include lectures offering broad overviews of periods 

in literary history, seminars narrowly focused on specific themes or 

authors, and a variety of other courses on British and American literature 

and culture. 

He has taught at institutions abroad as a guest professor or Fulbright 

professor, both for short periods of time and for years. He taught at the 

University of Joensuu in Finland, the Salzburg Seminar American Studies 

Center, the University of Minnesota, the University of Oklahoma, the 

University of California, Irvine, and the Texas Christian University. He 

has also held presentations and lectures at innumerable universities in the 

United States as an invited speaker. 

In addition to his work as an instructor, he has also assumed a 

number of other important roles in his Institute and Department. He has 
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served as an advisor for innumerable theses, many of which have been 

presented at national conferences. For some time he assumed the 

responsibility for designing and directing the courses of English majors, 

and he founded American Studies as a disciplinary subject of study at the 

university in Debrecen, not to mention the doctoral program in American 

Studies. He also directed the English–American program and the School 

of Literary Scholarship in Debrecen (debreceni Irodalomtudományi 

Iskola). He has served on doctoral and habilitation committees at the 

faculty, university, and national level and has taken active part in 

TEMPUS projects. He has served on Erasmus committees and headed the 

Teacher Training Committee of the Higher Education Council and the 

Postdoctoral Fellowship Committee, in addition to coordinating the 

development of the disciplinary English–American master‘s degree 

program. 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy has achieved renown both nationally and 

internationally as one of the foremost scholars of his field. His 

contributions to the study of English and American literature are 

impressive in their depth and subtlety of insight, and their sheer quantity. 

His early work illustrates his fascination with and devoted interest in 

English literature and culture. László Országh intended him to pursue a 

career as a scholar of English culture, but following the completion of his 

work on Swift, Abádi-Nagy made something of a giant leap from English 

to American studies, from the 18th century to the 20th, from Swift to 

authors like Vonnegut and John Barth. He was helped in this shift by an 

American scholarship. In 1972/73, under the guidance of professors Arlin 

Turner and Louis J. Budd, he pursued research at Duke University in 

North Carolina, studying the novelistic literature of the 1960s and in 

particular dark humor. In 1979 he defended the resulting monograph as a 

dissertation for a so-called candidate‘s degree, and in 1982 it was 

published by Magvető Publishing House under the title Válság és 

komikum (Crisis and Comedy). He continued to study American 

literature, focusing on the novels of the 1970s and 1980s. His Mai 

amerikai regénykalauz (Guide to Contemporary American Fiction, 1995) 

was not a monograph on a specific period of American literary history so 

much as a handbook on the American novel of the time. It offers an 

overview of the works of some fifty authors and analyses of seventy 

individual novels, as well as brief synopses of an additional 160 works. A 

work unique in literature in Hungary at the time, it quickly sold out. 

Adádi-Nagy spent three years in the United States as a Fulbright 
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Professor (1988–1990), during which he studied the exciting innovations 

in American prose. His work culminated in the completion of a 

monograph entitled Az amerikai minimalista próza (American Minimalist 

Fiction), which he submitted for the title of Academic Doctor in 1993. It 

was a work of groundbreaking scholarship, as reflected by the fact that to 

this day no similar monograph has been published, not even in the United 

States. In 1994 it was published by Argumentum Publishing House. In 

1997 he published a compilation of interviews with prominent American 

authors entitled Világregény—regényvilág: Amerikai íróinterjúk (The 

Novel of the World—the World of the Novel: Conversations with 

American Writers).  

In addition to the aforementioned monographs, he also published 

numerous essays and articles in prestigious scholarly journals in Hungary 

and abroad. His articles are notable for their precision and depth, 

demonstrating both intellectual rigor and thorough knowledge of primary 

and secondary literature. The bibliography included in the current volume 

offers eloquent testimony to his keen curiosity and seemingly unrivalled 

capacity for work: articles published as chapters in twenty-seven books, 

thirty-four scholarly journals, sixteen additional essays, nineteen 

interviews, thirty-four encyclopedia articles, seventy-four book reviews, 

three bibliographies, and twenty-three other publications. His work has a 

scholar has been extolled in numerous contexts, and the references to his 

publications are practically innumerable. 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy has studied translation both as theory and 

practice and has taught courses on translation history and theory, but in 

addition he is himself a distinguished translator. He views translation as 

essential for two reasons. The first is perhaps a bit self-centered: he loves 

to translate and considers it a challenge. But he also considers it important 

to familiarize the Hungarian readership with the works of American 

authors. The works of several American writers were introduced in 

Hungary through his translations, including Walker Percy‘s Lancelot, 

Peter De Vries‘ The Blood of the Lamb, Robert Coover‘s The Babysitter 

and The Elevator, Russel Banks‘ The Lie, and excerpts from works by 

Ronald Sukenick és Raymond Federman. Furthermore, he also 

recommended specific works to publishers for translation, such as 

Thomas Berger‘s Little Big Man and Coover‘s The Origins of the 

Brunists. He has translated prose works by John Barth, Arthur C. Clarke, 

Donald Barthelme, and Richard Brautigan, but also drama for the stage, 

such as the Robert Coover‘s The Kid, which he did for his former student 
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and friend, director István Pinczés and composer Tibor Kocsák. He casts 

light on the riddle of how he went from being a translator to a song-writer 

and fellow author of Coover in an interview included in the volume 

published for his 70th birthday. (The Honor of the Sentence. Writings on 

the Occasion of the Seventieth Birthday of Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. Eds. 

Bényei, Tamás; Bollobás, Enikő; Rácz, István D. Debrecen: Debreceni 

Egyetemi Kiadó, 2010). He has also translated essays, articles, interviews, 

and theoretical writings. In the latter half of the 1970s and the first few 

years of the 1980s he published a veritable series of translations in the 

literary journal Nagyvilág. 

Scholars in the fields of English and American studies owe a great 

debt of thanks to Zoltán Abádi-Nagy for his work as an editor as well. He 

has always regarded the task of an editor as of considerable importance. 

Twenty-five years ago he became a member of the editorial board of 

Filológiai Közlöny. He has served for fifteen years as an editor of Modern 

Nyelvoktatás, and the Transylvanian journal Acta Universitatis Sapientiae, 

Philologica invited him to join its editorial board as well. He has also 

served as invited editor of the John O‘Hara Journal and several editions 

of the Hungarian literary journal Helikon. He compiled three editions of 

the journal Hungarian Studies in English, which was founded by 

Országh, and was a founding editor himself of The Hungarian Journal of 

English and American Studies, which remains the most prominent journal 

of English and American scholarship in Hungary, as well as the oldest in 

continuous publication. He was chief editor of the journal from its 

founding in 1995 to 2007, and oversaw the publication of twenty-two 

volumes. He also launched and edited Orbis Litterarum, a series of books 

on world literature. He worked for eleven years as coeditor with fellow 

professor Tivadar Gorilovics, during which time sixteen volumes were 

published. 

Over the course of his career Zoltán Abádi-Nagy has played many 

important roles in scholarly life. He has worked together closely with 

doctoral students and helped young scholars pursue research. He has 

accepted positions on innumerable committees and has helped organize 

and supervise research programs. As department chair, institute director, 

dean of the faculty of humanities, and university rector he has organized 

and guided the scholarly endeavors of different units and branches of the 

university in Debrecen. He has also served on committees of the 

Hungarian Academy of Sciences and as the co-chairman of the Modern 

Philological Committee of the Academy. At the moment he continues to 
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serve as the co-chairman of the Committee for Literary Scholarship. He 

worked in the Social Science Collegium of the Hungarian Scientific 

Research Fund and served as a member of the advisory board of the 

Széchenyi Professors Fellowship. He played an influential role in the 

foundation of scholarly societies of English and American studies in 

Hungary. Together with Péter Szaffkó he founded the Hungarian Society 

for the Study of English (HUSSE), serving for years as its president. In 

the 1990s he was co-president of the Hungarian Association for American 

Studies (HAAS), at which time both HAAS and HUSSE began holding 

their national biannual conferences. In 1986 he organized and served as 

the secretary of the conference of the European Association for American 

Studies in Budapest, the first conference to be held by the Association in 

a country behind the Iron Curtain. In 1997 he and Szaffkó organized the 

international conference ESSE/4 in Debrecen. The list of papers he has 

presented at conferences is far too long to recite, as indeed is the list of 

occasions on which he has presented as a plenary speaker or served as a 

panel chair or organizer of a roundtable. 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy made significant contributions to higher 

education in Hungary in various supervisory positions as well, including 

department chair, institute director, and rector, among others. He did not 

shirk the myriad responsibilities of the role of organizer and director of an 

academic body, but rather deliberately prepared himself, when he 

resolved to shoulder such tasks, to be able to address the practical 

problems that would inevitably await him. From 1982 to 1987 he served 

as vice-head of department, a position from which he stepped down to 

teach as the recipient of a fellowship through the Fulbright Foundation. 

When he returned to Hungary in 1990 he accepted a position as head of 

the English Department, which entailed organizing and coordinating 

instruction. The important process of drawing new distinctions and 

creating new specializations, which benefited from the opportunities that 

arose with the change of regimes, was completed under his guidance, and 

the first English–American Institute in Hungary was established, bringing 

together three different departments. He served as the founding director of 

the Institute of English and American Studies and the founding chair of 

the North American Department. He found himself faced with the 

challenges of securing necessary funds and finding the best possible 

instructors, tasks that his successors had to address as well. Of the work 

associated with the transformations, the introduction of the credit system 

was groundbreaking. On the basis of his suggestion a Mexican component 
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was introduced into the curriculum, making courses on Mexican history, 

literature, and culture part of the program in American Studies. Today the 

Mexican guest professor in Debrecen has become part of a bilateral 

cultural convention between the two states. The digitalization of the 

library holdings was begun during his tenure as department chair and 

institute director, and he successfully urged the creation of opportunities 

for the librarians to pursue further training in Hungary and England and 

acquire the new skill set demanded by changes in technology. Together 

with his colleagues he continued to work to further the acquisition of 

materials, helping to give rise to a superb collection of works essential to 

English, American, and Canadian, and Australian studies. 

In 1992 he was selected to serve as dean of the Faculty of 

Humanities at the Kossuth Lajos University. In the early 1990s long-

established habits were gradually being changed as part of the larger 

transformation of institutions of higher education. New goals and new 

demands were being formulated and new regulations prepared concerning 

issues related to education, scholarship, funding, and internal and external 

relations. Abádi-Nagy considered the construction and reestablishment of 

the Italian Department, a project launched by dean László Imre and 

continued by dean István Bitskey, important, and he worked to further 

their efforts. 

In 1993, following his brief service as dean, he became the rector of 

the Kossuth Lajos University, a position he was to hold for two years (the 

term for a rector at that particular university at the time). During his 

tenure as rector events of historical importance took place at the 

university. Looking back on the 1990s, from the perspective of the 

Kossuth University (as it was known at the time) and the Debrecen 

University (at it is known now) he considers the process of integration to 

have been the most important transformation. The everyday tasks of a 

university rector are far too numerous to list, but a few of Abádi-Nagy‘s 

more significant achievements deserve mention. These include the 

acquisition by the university of the barracks on Kassai Street, the 

completion of the economics building and the broadening of the 

curriculum in economics, the joining of the Debrecen unit of the Ybl 

Miklós Technical College to the university, and the introduction of a 

program in pharmacology, a common initiative of the Kossuth University 

and the Debrecen Medical School. His name is linked to the initiatives to 

reestablish the Faculty of Law in Debrecen, develop the Center for the 

Study of Physics, and launch the process of accreditation for several new 
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subjects of study, including molecular biology, the dramatic arts, 

information sciences, and environmental studies. One of the major 

achievements of the era was the creation of the Teachers Training 

Council. Debrecen University Press was founded, as was the Kossuth 

Lajos University Circle of Friends. The regional center for long-distance 

learning was also created, and innumerable new regulations were 

introduced. 

In 1998–2000 he was a guest professor in Texas. One year after his 

return to Hungary, he became the international vice-rector of the 

university in Debrecen. He founded the Center for External Relations, 

where he engaged in an almost indescribably diverse array of activities. 

The international vice-rector then became the founding president of 

Debrecen University‘s Centre of Arts, Humanities and Sciences. 

The various organizational roles he played in higher education in 

and of themselves represented new challenges and tasks. As university 

rector he became an automatic member of the Hungarian Rectors 

Conference, which entailed further responsibilities and spheres of 

competence, not least of which was his service as head of the institutional 

committee of the Conference. He worked for an extended period for the 

Hungarian Accreditation Committee, which often meant having to accept 

an enormous workload, particularly when the basic subjects of study of 

the Bologna system were going through the process of accreditation. For 

some time he was a member and twice the president of the Hungarian–

American Fulbright Committee, the most prestigious educational research 

exchange program in the world. He devoted considerable energies to 

promoting the work of the Summer School in Debrecen, and he is due 

great thanks for working to preserve the memory of the Revolution of 

1956 on the university campus. The monument to the uprising in the park 

by the university church, a white-marble rose sculpted by Miklós 

Melocco, was erected in no small part thanks to his efforts, as was the 

granite commemorative plaque in the ambulatory on the third floor of the 

main building.  

Though he has served as head of department, dean, and rector, not 

to mention innumerable other positions, Zoltán Abádi-Nagy has always 

been first and foremost a teacher. He describes his view of the role of an 

instructor in the following manner: ―I always strove to help my students, 

whom I considered and consider equal partners in the pursuit of 

knowledge, experience the joys of intellectual comradary and immersion 

in scholarship and at the same time recognize the shared imperatives of 
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humanity toward which immersion in scholarship must lead us. I could 

rephrase this by saying that while tending to the noble task of the quest 

for knowledge we must take care to air out the confines of our narrowly 

defined disciplines in our mind. I would add to this that when I think of 

my students my memories of them as people are always more vivid than 

my recollection of their scholarly achievements. My intention was always 

to be a conscientious instructor who held high expectations of his students 

but was at the same time responsive and fair. This was not a conscious 

decision on my part, rather it seemed natural, since as a human individual 

I am identical with the teacher in me, at least according to my inner 

sense.‖ 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s philosophy, his belief and idea, the root of the 

matter are beautifully and clearly expressed in his answer to my last 

question in the interview for his 70th birthday: 

 

Could you explain for your successors, as a means of taking 

inventory and passing on your experience on the occasion of your 

birthday, what you mean by stepping out of the confines of the narrowly 

defined disciplines? Why is this necessary? 

 

I once asked myself the same question. When I was writing my 

farewell speech as rector. What had crystalized in my mind had not 

changed. Indeed it seemed to have crystalized in a such a way that it 

captured everything the great figures who came before us had already put 

into words for us, were we only better able to pay them heed. I will 

borrow from their wisdom to explain my meaning. Let‘s consider a few 

main components. We can begin with Széchenyi, it is always worthwhile 

to begin with him. Whatever subject of study we may be pursuing, we 

should always, at all times desire to remain Hungarian, for – and here we 

think of Széchenyi – alongside the word ―Hungarian‖ must come the 

sentiment ―Hungarian,‖ and alongside the sentiment, virtue, and the mere 

mantle of patriotism is not enough. As Széchenyi says, ―we should not 

seek to be Hungarians of ‗glazed exterior,‘ to lift to the clouds with 

glazed exterior, for too many glazed exterior Hungarians are already 

‗working on the murder of the homeland‘ as is.‖ Babits no doubt would 

continue by noting that a person of glazed exterior is inevitably a person 

of empty interior, someone who has surrendered to his own ease: ―Be 

recalcitrant! Take care, lest the wind blow through you.‖ In other words 

let us hold ourselves to sensible ideals, and never give them up. ―Between 
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the ages of twenty and thirty one strangles, with considerable exertion, 

one‘s ideals,‖ writes Hippolyte Taine. ―Then one lives in peace, or at least 

one thinks one lives in does. But this peace is the peace of an unwed 

mother who has murdered her first child.‖ A teacher has a particularly 

large responsibility. If the universal winds of humanity and the mind blow 

through the discipline, which thereby does not become alienated in its 

narrow confinement, then neither teacher nor discipline will shackle the 

child or youth or deprive him or her of faith in possibility. For (let us 

continue with Ady) the child has not yet been vanquished by the 

consequential thinking of the homo sapien. The child thinks anything 

possible: ―The child is vitality, joy, the promise of the future, man not put 

in shackles, the truly true God.‖ Let me conclude this line of thought with 

mention of an American author from my narrower field of specialization, 

Donald Barthelme, and his story entitled ―Sentence,‖ which I happened to 

have translated into Hungarian. For he shows us how to cultivate, instead 

of the Hungarian of ―glazed exterior‖ (Széchenyi), someone who will 

withstand the shifting winds (Babits), who will not become the murderer 

of his own ideals (Taine), because we do not deprive him of faith in 

possibility (Ady). Barthelme reminds us that we do not admire the 

sentence because it is unbreakable like a rock, for every sentence ―is a 

man-made object,‖ ―a structure to be treasured for its weakness.‖. A 

sentence can be bridled, ensnared, which explains why the sentence was 

so often abused in the 20th century. Let us then take care in our dealings 

with this fragile, often humiliated thing, which progresses with self-

destructive conscientiousness down the page from left to right, top to 

bottom, unable to flee anyone who wants to snap it shut. It‘s that 

simple—or is this the most difficult thing of all? Let the sentence be 

sacred in our eyes and in our handling of it. Let us honor and respect it. 

 

In recognition of the excellence of Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s academic, 

scholarly, educational achiements, and professional services he was 

awarded several prizes and distinctions: 

 Nívó Prize. (Nìvódìj.) For an English textbook for high schools, 

coauthored with Zsolt Virágos. Publishing House of Textbooks, 

1972. 

 Nívó Prize for Criticism. (Kritikai nìvódìj.) Publishing House of 

the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 1985. 
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 Nívó Prize for Translation. (Fordìtói nìvódìj.) Európa Publishing 

House, 1985. 1986. 

 SZOT-oklevél. (The national trade union‘s decoration for 

excellence.) 1985. 

 Decoration for Excellence. (Kiváló munkáért.) Ministry of Culture 

and Education, 1985. 

 Chartered Royal City Commemorative Certificate. (Szabad Királyi 

Város Emléklap.) Debrecen Városa, 1994. 

 Pro Summer School. (Nyári Egyetemért Emlékérem) Lajos 

Kossuth University, 1996. 

 Pro Universitate. (Lajos Kossuth University‘s decoration for 

outstanding achievement in university development and university 

leadership.) 1997. 

 Szent-Györgyi Albert Prize. (Szent-Györgyi Albert-dìj.) Ministry 

of Culture and Education, 1997. 

 László Országh Award. (Országh László-dìj.) Hungarian Society 

for the Study of English and University of Debrecen. 2001. 

 Diploma of Excellence. Vasile Gold‘s University, Arad, 2002. 

 Economists‘s Globus Prize. (Közgáz Glóbusz Dìj.) Faculty of 

Economics and Business Administration, Student Self-

Government, University of Debrecen. 2006. 

 REMEMBER HUNGARY 1956. (Honory diploma and silver 

medal.) (A ―REMEMBER HUNGARY 1956‖ Szervező Bizottsá-

gának és a Szabadságharcos Világ Szövetség Los Angeles-i Szer-

vezetének Dìszoklevele.) 

 Pro Independent Faculties. School of Independent Faculties, 

University of Debrecen, 2006. 

 Officer‘s Cross (Civil Division). Order of Merit of the Republic of 

Hungary. (A Magyar Köztársaság Érdemrend Tisztikeresztje.) 

President of the Hungrian Republic, 2006. 

 For the University of Debrecen. (A Debreceni Egyetmért.) 

University of Debrecen, 2006. 

 Medal for Merit. (A Debreceni Egyetem Állam- és Jogtudományi 

Karának Dìszérme.) University of Debrecen, Faculty of Law, 

2006. 

 Kossuth Lajos Medal. (Kossuth Lajos Emlékérem.) Kossuth 

University‘s Alumni Association, 2007. 
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 Pro Scientia Medal. (Pro Scientia Érem.) (Life Achievement 

Award.) Debrecen Chapter of the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences, 2008. 

 For Eszterházy Károly College Prize. (Scale of gold, for 

outstanding external contribution.) Eszterházy Károly College, 

2008. 

 Pro Auditoribus Facultatis Philosophiae Universitatis. Debre-

ceniensis Prize. (For the Students of Debrecen University‘s 

Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences.) University of 

Debrecen, 2008. 

 Honorary doctorate. (Doctor honoris causa.) Babeş-Bolyai 

University, Kolozsvár, Romania, 2005. 
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Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s Life and Work in Pictures 

Abádi Nagy Zoltán élete és munkássága képekben 

Lehel Vadon 

I. Family  

A család 

   

 His mother, Irén Polyák His father, Zoltán Nagy 

 *** *** 

 Édesanyja, Polyák Irén Édesapja, Nagy Zoltán 

 

His birthplace 

*** 

A szülőház 
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Childhood photo, with his mother 

*** 

Kiskori felvétel, édesanyjával 

 

Old-age photo of his father 

*** 

Édesapja időskori képe 
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His daughter,  Katalin and family, New Year‘s Eve, 1999. Left to right: Dóra Kinga 

Bìró, Dr. Csaba István Bìró, Dr. Bìróné Dr. Katalin Nagy, Soma Csaba Bìró 

*** 

Lánya, Katalin és családja 1999 szilveszterén. Balról jobbra: Bìró Dóra Kinga, dr. Bìró 

Csaba István, dr. Bìróné dr. Nagy Katalin, Bìró Soma Csaba 

 

His daughter and family, after her doctoral degree-awarding ceremony, 2007. 

Left to right: Dóra, Katalin, Csaba, Soma 

*** 

Lánya és családja, Katalin doktoravatásán, 2007.  

Balról jobbra: Dóra, Katalin, Csaba, Soma 
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II. Portraits 

Portrék 

 

High-school-leaving photo, class of 1958 

*** 

Az 1958-as érettségi tablókép 

 

His university lecture-book photo, 1960 

*** 

Az egyetemi index kép, 1960 
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Fulbright Professor, University of Minnesota, 1987–1988 

A minneapolisi vendégtanár  

*** 

(Fulbright, University of Minnesota 1987–1988) 

 

 

Fulbright Professor, University of Oklahoma, 1988–90 

Az oklahomai vendégtanár  

*** 

(Fulbright, University of Oklahoma 1988–1990) 
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English Department Chair, then founding Head of the Institute of English and American 

Studies as well as North American Department founding Chair, Lajos Kossuth 

University, 1990–1992 

*** 

Az Angol Tanszék vezetője, majd az Angol–Amerikai Intézet alapìtó igazgatója, és az 

Észak-amerikai Tanszék alapìtó tanszékvezetője, Kossuth Lajos Tudományegyetem, 

1990–1992 

 

Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 1992–93, on a TEMPUS visit to the 

University of Hull, UK, 1993 

*** 

A bölcsészdékáni időszak, 1992–1993; TEMPUS-látogatáson Angliában, a 

Hulli Egyetemen, 1993 
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Rector of Lajos Kossuth University, 1993–1995 

*** 

A Kossuth Lajos Tudományegyetem rektora, 1993–1995 
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Being interviewed in the Rector‘s Office, 1994 

*** 

Interjút ad a rektori dolgozószobában (1994) 
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Discussing Debrecen Universitas with fellow university rectors in the editorial office of 

the local newspaper 

*** 

Rektorként, a Debreceni Universitas helyzetéről szervezett beszélgetésen, a Hajdú-Bihari 

Napló szerkesztőségében 

 

Official photo taken for the portrait gallery of the university‘s rectors 

(photo: József Hapák, 1995) 

*** 

A rektori arcképcsarnok számára készült hivatalos portré  

(Hapák József felvétele, 1995) 
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„Distinguished visiting professor,‖ Texas Christian University, 1998–2000 

(institute-to-person invitation) 

*** 

A texasi vendégprofesszor, Texas Christian University, 1998–2000 

(személyre szóló meghìvás) 

 

Vice Rector, University of Debrecen, 2001–2005 

*** 

A rektorhelyettes, Debreceni Egyetem, 2001–2005 
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Vice Rector and Founding Chair, Centre of Arts, Humanities, and Sciences, University 

of Debrecen. One of the three large organizational units of the university, comprising 

eight faculties (the other two being the agricultural and medical centres).  

*** 

A Tudományegyetemi Karok Központjának alapìtó elnöke, rektorhelyettes.  

A TEK az orvos és agrár centrum mellett az egyetem nyolc kart magában foglaló, 

harmadik nagy egysége. 

 

Hosting a dinner for a visiting American professor 

*** 

Amerikai vendégprofesszor vendéglátójaként 
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The professor, at the age of 68 

*** 

A 68 éves egyetemi tanár 

 

At a family dinner 

*** 

Családi körben 
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Sitting for a cartoonist at the request of his grandchildren by the Tisza storage-lake, 

Abádszalók, 2006 

*** 

Unokái kérésére karikatúrát rajzoltat a Tisza-tónál, Abádszalók, 2006 
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III. Teaching, research, professional life, important friends in the 

profession  

Oktatási, tudományos, szakmai élet, fontos szakmai barátságok 

 

Dr. László Országh, his professor, mentor, the model to follow 

*** 

Dr. Országh László, a professzor, mentor, példakép 
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Conference photo, very likely from the 1970s.  Front, extreme left: László Országh. 

Behind him, left to right: Mrs. Miklós Kretzoi and Péter Egri, together with Országh, 

both of them teachers of Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. Next to Egri: Viktor Julow, who became a 

close friend at the end of Julow‘s life.  

Behind Julow, three rows back: Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. 

*** 

Konferenciafelvétel, nagy valószìnűséggel az 1970-es évekből. Balszélen, elöl: Országh 

László. Mögötte, balról jobbra: Kretzoi Miklósné, Egri Péter, mindketten Abádi Nagy 

Zoltán tanárai voltak. Egritől jobbra: Julow Viktor, akivel, Julow életének kései 

szakaszában közeli barátságba kerültek.  

A Julow mögötti harmadik sorban: Abádi Nagy Zoltán. 
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Second from left, with (Japanese, Croatian, and Nigerian) fellow overseas students, 

British Council doctoral research year, University of Leeds, 1967–1968. The only 

surviving photo from the year of the Swift-research conducted in England and Ireland. 

*** 

Balról a második, külföldi ösztöndìjas (japán, horvát, nigériai) barátokkal, British 

Coucil-ösztöndìjas kutatóév, 1967–1968. Az egyetlen felvétel mely az angliai és 

ìrországi Swift-kutatás esztendejéből fennmaradt. 
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American Council of Learned Societies Fellow (with his six-year old daughter, Katalin, 

in Sarah Duke Memorial Park), Duke University, North Carolina, 1972–1973, the 

academic year when he researched what became his book on the interrelationship of 

entropy and comedy in the American novel of the 1960s 

*** 

Az American Council of Learned Societies ösztöndìjasa. A Sarah Duke Emlékparkban, 

hat éves lányával, Katalinnal. Duke University, Észak-Karolina, 1972–1973, a Válság és 

komikum c. munkát megalapozó kutatások éve.  

 

New York, Fifth Avenue, when visiting to deliver 

an occasional lecture at Columbia University (1988) 

*** 

New Yorkban, az Ötödik sugárúton, a Columbia 

Egyetemen tartott előadásának napjaiban (1988) 
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Between sessions at a conference, with dr. Péter Egri (in the middle) and dr. Lehel 

Vadon. Graz, Austria, 1992. 

*** 

Az 1992-es grazi konferencián. Balról dr. Vadon Lehel, középen dr. Egri Péter. 

 

With Vincent D. Balitas, editor of John O‘Hara Journal, who asked him to guest-edit a 

section introducing Hungarian Americanists in the winter 1982–83 issue of the journal 

*** 

Vincent D. Balitas-szal, a John O‘Hara Journal szerkesztőjével, akinek felkérésére a 

folyóirat 1982–83-as téli számába a magyarországi amerikanisztikát bemutató blokkot 

szerkesztette (Országh László, Pálffy István, Gellén József, Szilassy Zoltán, Bollobás 

Enikő, Sarbu Aladár és Abádi Nagy Zoltán szerepeltek a számban) 
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With dr. Robert Murray Davis, one of the old, valued, loyal friends, who invited him to 

teach at the University of Oklahoma between 1988–1990 

*** 

Dr. Robert Murray Davis professzor is fontos, régi szakmai kapcsolat. Az ő meghìvására 

kapott Fulbright vendégtanárságot Oklahomában, 1988–1990 között. 

 

With one of his old friends, former US cultural attaché dr. John Jablonski, in  front of 

John and Marilyn‘s Michigan house at the end of the 1990s 

*** 

A régi barátok közé tartozik dr. John Jablonski egykori amerikai kultúrattasé is.  

A michigani Jablonski-ház előtt, a kilencvenes évek végén. 
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With dr. David L. Vanderwerken, a friendship dating back to the years of the Texas 

visiting professorship (1998–2000). This time David was teaching in Debrecen as a 

Fulbright Professor. 

*** 

Dr. David L. Vanderwerken professzorral – az 1998–2000 közötti texasi 

vendégtanársághoz fűződő barátság. Ezúttal David tanìtott Debrecenben, Fulbright 

Professzorként. 

 

The conference organizer. ESSE/4, Debrecen, 1997. Left: dr. Patrick Parrinder.  

Right: dr. David Punter. 

*** 

A konferenciaszervező. ESSE/4, Debrecen, 1997. Balról dr. Patrick Parrinder,  

jobbról dr. David Punter. 
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With dr. Christopher Bigsby at ESSE/4, 1997. One of the professional friendships that 

dates back to Marta Sienicka‘s 1979 Poznan symposium on American Literature, 

similarly to the friendly relations with Marc Chénetier, Josef Jařab, Elžbieta Oleksy, and 

Myron Simon. 

*** 

Christopher Bigsbyvel az ESSE/4 konferencián, 1997-ben. Egyike azon szakmai 

barátságoknak, melyek Marta Sienicka 1979-es poznani amerikai irodalmi 

szimpóziumára mennek vissza, mint a Marc Chénetier-vel, Josef Jařabbal, Elžbieta 

Oleksyvel és Myron Simonnal való kapcsolatok. 
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With dear professor friends in California, at the time of his Claremont McKenna College 

lecture in 1999. Left to right: dr. Myron Simon, dr. Jay Martin. 

*** 

Kedves professzor barátokkal, Kaliforniában, a Claremont McKenna College-ban tartott 

előadása idején, 1999-ben. Mellette, balról jobbra: dr. Myron Simon, dr. Jay Martin 
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The translator and lyricist. Csokonai Theatre‘s poster for the musical version of Robert 

Coover‘s The Kid in Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s translation (1992) 

*** 

A fordìtó és dalszövegìró. A Csokonai Szìnház Kid-plakátja (1992). 
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Scenes from Robert Coover‘s musical, The Kid 

*** 

Jelentek Robert Coover A Kid c. musicaljéből.  
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The Ph.D. Program director (since 1993). With dr. Victor Sage (left) and dr. Marc 

Chénetier (right), both of whom taught a course in  University of Debrecen‘s American 

Studies Ph.D. program (1995). 

*** 

A doktoriprogram-vezető (1993-tól). Dr. Victor Sage (balról) és dr. Marc Chénetier 

professzor (jobbról), akik egy-egy kurzust tartottak a debreceni amerikanisztika PhD-

programban (1995). 

 

The Texas visiting professorship, 1998–2000. Next to him: dr. Larry Adams, TCU‘s 

associate provost for academic affairs, with whom they created good programs of 

TCU/Debrecen cooperation. 

*** 

A texasi vendégprofesszori évek 1998–2000. Mellette dr. Larry Adams, Texas Christian 

University oktatási rektorhelyettese, akivel sokat tettek a két egyetem közötti 

együttműködésért. 
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He was editor for HJEAS for 16 years. At an editors‘ dinner, with professors dr. Donald 

E. Morse and dr. Csilla Bertha, members of the editorial board. It was Professor Morse, 

his closest friend in the profession, who succeeded him as editor in 2006. 

*** 

16 évig a HJEAS főszerkesztője volt. Szerkesztőségi vacsorán, dr. Donald E. Morse 

professzorral és dr. Bertha Csilla docenssel, a folyóirat szerkesztőivel. 2006-ban hozzá 

legközelebb álló szakmai barátja, Prof. Morse vette át tőle a főszerkesztést. 

 

It was from this TCU graduate class of his that he recruited Lisa Cooper (second row, 

right), who served as editorial assistant for HJEAS for many years 

*** 

Ebből a texasi mester-, illetve PhD-hallgatói tutori csoportból verbuválta Lisa Coopert, 

aki sok éven át a HJEAS anyanyelvi lektora volt (hátul, jobbra) 
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He was a founding member of, and for a decade member of the Board for, the Maastricht 

Center for Transatlantic Studies. MCTS leadership visiting Debrecen. On his left: dr. 

Terry Rodenberg, whose brainchild MCTS was, and MCTS secretary, Diana Duvall. On 

his right: Rector Tsutsida. Opposite: professors dr. Péter Molnár and dr. Nóra Séllei, 

MCTS faculty alumni. 

*** 

A Maastricht Center for Transatlantic Studies alapìtó tagja és egy évtizeden át az MCTS 

igazgató tanácsának tagja volt. Az MCTS vezetőinek látogatása Debrecenben. Abádi 

Nagy Zoltántól balra dr. Terry Rodenberg professzor, akinek a fejéből az MCTS ötlete 

kipattant, és Diana Duvall az MCTS titkára. Jobbra Tsutsida rektor. Velük szemben: dr. 

Molnár Péter professzor és dr. Séllei Nóra docens, akik tanìtottak Maastrichtban. 
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It was his idea and organizational achievement that the Mexican program could be 

launched and the English-language Mexican component added, making Debrecen‘s 

American Studies program truly North American. Rector‘s Office, University of 

Debrecen: José Luis Martìnez y Hernândez, Ambassador of the United States of Mexico 

(centre) and Aurora Pineiro Carballeda, the first Mexican visiting faculty (2002). 

*** 

Ötlete és szervező munkája eredményeként kerülhetett sor a mexikói program 

beindìtására, amikor a debreceni amerikanisztikai képzés, angol nyelvű mexikói 

komponenssel kiegészülve, valóban észak-amerikai jelleget ölthetett. Debreceni 

Egyetem, Rektori Hivatal, középen José Luis Martìnez y Hernândez, a Mexikói Egyesült 

Államok nagykövete, mellette Aurora Pineiro Carballeda, az első mexikói vendégtanár 

(2002).  
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Kolozsvár‘s Babeş-Bolyai University is conferring an honorary doctorate on him (2004). 

He devoted the „inauguration address,‖ traditionally required by the university, to higher 

education culture and delivered it in Hungarian. The university‘s festive hall, Rector dr. 

Andrei Marga, and the Senate. 

*** 

A kolozsvári dìszdoktor-avatás, 2004. Az egyetem hagyományai által megkövetelt 

„székfoglaló beszéd‖-et a felsőoktatás-kultúráról tartotta, magyar nyelven. A Babeş-

Bolyai Egyetem dìszterme, dr. Andrei Marga rektor és a szenátus. 
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Audience of the Kolozsvár doctor-awarding ceremony. Front row, left to right: Registrar 

Enikő Batìz and Katalin Bìróné-Nagy. 

*** 

A dìszdoktor-avató közönsége. Az első sorban, balról jobbra: Batìz Enikő főtitkár és 

Bìróné Nagy Katalin.  
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Professor dr. Marius Jucan, who delivered the laudation, is complimenting him on his 

honorary doctorate. It was with dr. Jucan that he created the Debrecen-Kolozsvár 

American Studies Erasmus connection. 

*** 

Dr. Marius Jucan professzor gratulál. Ő mondta a laudációt és vele ìrt alá Erasmus-

szerződést a debreceni és a kolozsvári amerikanisztika program. 
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He chaired the Országh memorial committee. In front of University of Debrecen‘s 

assembly hall on Országh Memorial Day (2007). Left to right: Zoltán Abádi-Nagy; dr. 

Gyöngyi Pomázi, publishing director of Akadémia Publishing House; dr. Huba 

Brückner, managing director of the Fulbright Commission; dr. Lehel Vadon, professor 

and Chair of Eszterházy Károly College‘s Department of American Studies. 

*** 

Az Országh-emlékbizottság elnöke. Az Országh-Emléknapon a Debreceni Egyetem 

Aulája előtt (2007). Balról jobbbra: Abádi Nagy Zoltán; dr. Pomázi Gyöngyi, az 

Akadémiai Kiadó Nyelvi Szerkesztőségének igazgatója; dr. Brückner Huba, a Fulbright 

Bizottság ügyvezető igazgatója; dr. Vadon Lehel, az Eszterházy Károly Főiskola 

Amerikanisztika Tanszékének vezetője. 
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After unveiling the Országh commemorative plaque in Budapest. Left to right: professor 

dr. Tamás Magay, Országh‘s quondam fellow-lexicographer and successor in dictionary-

making; Zoltán Abádi-Nagy, Gyöngyi Pomázi, and dr. Huba Brückner. 

*** 

A budapesti Országh László-emléktábla avatása után. Abádi Nagy Zoltán mellett, balról: 

dr. Magay Tamás, Országh munkatársa és utóda a szótárszerkesztésben; jobbra: Pomázi 

Gyöngyi és dr. Brückner Huba. 
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IV. Writers: interviews, meetings, inscriptions, letters  

 Írók: interjúk, találkozások, dedikációk, levelek 

 

Participant of Marc Chénetier‘s handpicked Paris symposium speculating at the turn of 

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries about the present and future of American 

literature. At Beckett‘s grave. Left to right from him: Marc Chénetier, William H. Gass, 

and Robert Coover; extreme right: Heinz Ickstadt. 

*** 

A Marc Chénetier által Párizsban összehìvott szűkkörű szimpózium az amerikai 

irodalom helyzetéről és jövőjéről tanakodott az új századfordulón. Beckett sìrjánál. Tőle 

jobbra: Marc Chénetier, William H. Gass, Robert Coover; jobb szélen: Heinz Ickstadt. 
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Draftsman and painter Harvey Beverman‘s 1984 pastel, charcoal, and graphite work 

gathers some of the most distinguished figures who worked at SUNY Buffalo at one and 

the same time, in the great period of that university. Upper row, left to right: Raymond 

Federman, John Barth, Tom Wolfe. Sitting (centre): René Girard. Bottom row, left to 

right: Leslie Fiedler, Michel Sana, and Robert Creeley. The color photo-reproduction 

was presented to Zoltán Abádi-Nagy by Raymond Federman and later autographed by 

Federman in Buffalo (1988, left margin of the picture), Barth at Langford Creek (1989, 

left of his head), and Tom Wolfe in Minneapolis (1988, above his head). 

*** 

Harvey Breverman grafikus és festőművész pasztelles, szén- és grafitrajzos alkotása a 

State University of New York at Buffalo nagy korszakában ott dolgozó nagyságokból 

kötött csokrot 1984-ben. Fent, balról jobbra: Raymond Federman, John Barth, Tom 

Wolfe. Középen ül: René Girard. Lent: balról jobbra: Leslie Fiedler, Michel Sana és 

Robert Creeley. Abádi Nagy Zoltán Robert Federmantól kapta a szìnes fotó-reprót, 

melyet később hárman autogrammal láttak el: Federman Buffalóban, 1988-ban (a kép 

bal szélén); Barth Langford Creekben, 1989-ben (a fejétől balra); és Tom Wolfe 

Minneapolisban, 1988-ban (a feje fölött).  
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Zoltán Abádi-Nagy prepared a tableau, with photos of the writers he interviewed. Left to 

right, above: Ronald Sukenick, Kurt Vonnegut, William Gaddis; left to right, below: E. 

L. Doctorow, Raymond Federman, Walker Percy. The Sukenick and the Vonnegut are 

his own photos. 

*** 

Abádi Nagy Zoltán saját készìtésű tablója az interjúkötetben szereplő ìrókról. Balról 

jobbra, felső sor: Ronald Sukenick, Kurt Vonnegut, William Gaddis; alsó sor: E. L. 

Doctorow, Raymond Federman,Walker Percy. A Sukenick- és a Vonnegut-fotó Abádi 

Nagy Zoltán felvétele. 
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Visiting John Barth, 1989. 

*** 

Látogatóban John Barthnál, 1989. 

 

Barth with his „Island Packet‖ (photo: Abádi-Nagy) 

*** 

Barth az „Island Packet‖-tel (Abádi Nagy Zoltán felvétele)
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With Raymond Federman in  Debrecen 

*** 

Raymond Federmannal Debrecenben 

 

With Raymond Federman on the SUNY Buffalo campus 

*** 

Raymond Federmannal a buffalói kampuszon
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 Sukenick at the interview  Gaddis at the interview  

 (photo: Abádi-Nagy) (photo: Abádi-Nagy) 

 *** *** 

 Sukenick az interjún Gaddis az interjún 

 (Abádi Nagy Zoltán felvétele) (Abádi Nagy Zoltán felvétele) 

 

   

 Doctorow inscribing Vonnegut in his New York home 

 (photo: Abádi-Nagy) (photo: Abádi-Nagy) 

 *** *** 

 Doctorow dedikál Vonnegut, NewYork-i lakásában 

 (Abádi Nagy Zoltán felvétele) (Abádi Nagy Zoltán felvétele)  
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Allen Ginsbergtől megkérdezte, miért „AH‖-nak ìrja magát? A betűk feloldása: 

„asshole‖. 

 

Ronald Sukenick dedikációja, Up cìmű regénye elején 
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William Gaddis dedikáció, a regény cìme JR 
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A Vöcsöktó Doctorow-dedikációja 
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Kurt Vonnegut New Yorkban dedikálta neki Bluebeard c. regényét 
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Raymond Federman dedikációja
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John Barth dedikációja 
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Alan Sillitoe does not consent to an interview conducted through correspondence, but 

suggests a personal meeting (1967) 

*** 

Alan Sillitoe nem vállalkozik a levélinterjúra, személyes találkozást javasol (1967). 
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Robert Coover‘s response to Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s questions 

*** 

Robert Coover egyik válaszlevele, Abádi Nagy Zoltán kérdéseire  
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Kurt Vonnegut consents to the interview (1973), but it had to be postponed, for reasons 

beyond both parties‘ cotrol. The conversation took place many years later.  

*** 

Kurt Vonnegut beleegyezik az interjúba (1973), mely akkor, mindkét félen kìvül álló 

okokból, elmaradt. A beszélgetés sok évvel később jöhetett létre. 
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John Barth‘s first reaction to the news that Lost in the Funhouse will be translated into 

Hungarian 

*** 

John Barth első reakciója a Lost in the Funhouse magyarra fordìtásának hìrére (1975) 
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Peter De Vries answers the questions the translator of his novel The Blood of he Lamb 

asked (1983). (The answers came as an enclosure.) 

*** 

Peter De Vries, A bárány vére ìrója válaszol a fordìtónak a szöveggel kapcsolatos 

kérdésére (1983). (A válaszok a levél mellékletében érkeztek.) 
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He was asked to conduct a second (definitive) interview with Walker Percy by The Paris 

Review. He relayed the request to the writer, who answered (consenting to the interview) 

in a hand-written letter (1986). 

*** 

A második (a definitìv) Percy-interjú készìtésére a The Paris Review kérte fel Abádi 

Nagy Zoltánt. A kérést Abádi Nagy Zoltán közvetìtette Percynek, aki kézzel ìrott 

levélben (beleegyezőleg) válaszolt (1986). 
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The Gaddis interview was meant for, and submitted to, The Paris Review by Gaddis 

himself, as a hand-written note on the upper margin of his letter testifies (1987) 

*** 

A Gaddis-interjút maga az ìró szánta és vitte be a The Paris Review-nak, amint azt a 

kézzel ìrott megjegyzés tanúsìja a levél felső szélén (1987) 
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Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s handwriting 

*** 

Abádi Nagy Zoltán kézìrása 
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V. Books by Zoltán Abád-Nagy  

Abádi Nagy Zoltán-kötetek 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

   
 

The monographs and the book of interviews 

*** 

A monográfiák és az interjúkötet 
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He prepared a tableau with the pictures of the writers in his Amerikai regénykalauz 

(guidebook to contemporary American fiction) 

*** 

Abádi Nagy Zoltán saját készìtésű tablója, a Mai amerikai regénykalauzban szereplő 

ìrók arcképeivel 
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Zoltán Abádi-Nagy prepared a tableau with the photos of the writers in his book on 

American minimalist fiction 

*** 

Abádi Nagy Zoltán saját készìtésű tablója, a minimalista könyv szerzőinek arcképeivel 
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The high-school English textbooks co-authored with dr. Zsolt Virágos 

*** 

A dr. Virágos Zsolttal társszerzőségben ìrt egykori reformtankönyvek 
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VI. Mixed bag 

Vegyes fényképek 

  
Signing diplomas in the Rector‘s 

Office 

*** 

Diplomákat ìr alá a rektori 

dolgozószobában 

The rector proposing a toast to open a Summer 

School reception (left: dr. József Gellén, 

managing director of Debrecen Summer School) 

*** 

Rektori pohárköszöntőt mond a Debreceni Nyári 

Egyetem nyitófogadásán 

(balról dr. Gellén József ügyvezető igazgató) 

 

 
City Hall, Paderborn, Germany. Ceremonial signing of partnership agreements by the 

mayors of Paderborn and Debrecen as well as the rectors of the University of Paderborn 

and Lajos Kossuth University (1994)  

*** 

Debrecen és Paderborn városok polgármesterei, valamint a Paderborni Egyetem és a 

Kossuth Lajos Tudományegyetem rektorai egyszerre ìrnak alá testvérvárosi, illetve 

testvéregyetemi szerződést, ünnepélyes keretek között, a paderborni városházán (1994)  
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Kossuth University rectorial leadership retreat at Sìkfőkút. Left to right: Vice Rector dr. 

András Görömbei; Natural Sciences Dean, Kálmán Győry; dr. Zoltán Abádi-Nagy, 

Rector; dr. István Bitskey, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. 

*** 

Kihelyezett Kossuth egyetemi rektori vezetői értekezleten, Sìkfőkúton. Balról jobbra: dr. 

Görömbei András rektorhelyettes, dr. Győry Kálmán TTK dékán, dr. Abádi Nagy Zoltán 

rektor, dr. Bitskey István BTK dékán. 

 

About a decade later, as vice rector for the University of Debrecen, on a ceremonial 

occasion, with fellow-vice Rector László Fésüs. 

*** 

Körülbelül egy évtizeddel később, egyetemi ünnepélyen, dr. Fésüs László 

rektorhelyettes-társával 
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Vice rector for international relations and president of Friends of Higher Education 

Foundation, he is visiting Hungarian American Foundation‘s New Brunswick center 

(2003). In the background: the Hungarian Heritage Museum, Library and Archives. 

Right: George Dózsa, member of the Board of Directors; center: dr. Ágoston Molnár, 

founding president of the Foundation. 

*** 

Nemzetközi rektorhelyettesként és a Friends of Hungarian Higher Education Foundation 

elnökeként látogatást tesz az Amerikai Magyar Alapìtvány New Brunswick-i 

Központjában (2003). Háttérben a Magyar örökség múzeuma, könyvtára és levéltára. 

Jobb szélen Dózsa György, az igazgató tanács tagja; középen dr. Molnár Ágoston, az 

alapìtvány alapìtó elnöke. 

 

Dr. Ágoston Molnár, founder and president of American Hungarian Foundation (left), 

awarding the Foundation‘s Lincoln Prize to the University of Debrecen, in an 

appreciation of the university‘s achievements in networking with American Hungarians. 

Next to him, left to right: dr. János Nagy, rector and dr. László Imre, vice rector. 

*** 

Dr. Molnár Ágoston, az Amerikai Magyar Alapìtvány alapìtó elnöke (bal szélen) 

Lincoln-dìjat ad át a Debreceni Egyetemnek az amerikai magyarsággal való 

kapcsolatépìtő munkáért. Tőle jobbra dr. Nagy János rektor és dr. Imre László 

rektorhelyettes. 
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Degree-awarding ceremony in University of Debrecen‘s festive inner courtyard. 

*** 

TEK-elnök rektorhelyettesként diplomákat ad át a Debreceni Egyetem Dìszudvarán 

 

 

 
 

As Board member and twice Chair of the Board, he faithfully served the Fulbright cause 

for many years, in undisturbed harmony with his friend, Commission director dr. Huba 

Brückner 

*** 

A Fulbright  Bizottság tagjaként, két ciklusban elnökként, sok éven át hűségesen  

szolgálta a Fulbright-ügyet, zavartalan, baráti együttműködésben dr. Brückner Huba 

ügyvezető igazgatóval 
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Vice rector for international relations, 

opening an International Opportunities Fair 

for students 

*** 

Külügyi Börzét nyit meg a DE 

Dìszudvarán 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With one symbolic volume, US 

Ambassador Nancy Goodman Brinker is 

presenting tne Embassy‘s donation of the 

100-volume Library of America series to 

the Institute of English and American 

Studies (2002) 

*** 

A jelképes példánnyal Nancy Goodman 

Brinker amerikai nagykövet a Library of 

America cìmű 100 kötetes könyvsorozatot 

adja át az Angol–Amerikai Intézetben, a 

követség ajándékaként (2002) 

 

 

 

Signing a partnership agreement with the 

University of Lüneburg, Germany 

*** 

Külső kapcsolati rektorhelyettesként 

szerződést ìr alá a Lüneburgi Egyetemmel 
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At the invitation of HRFA (Hungarian Reformed Federation of America) he made two 

presentations for the Hungarian American reformed community‘s leadership of bishops 

and presbyters (Ligonier, 2003). Behind him, on the right: George Dózsa, former 

president and chairman of the board of directors of HRFA, and a leading figure of 

Hungarian American organizational life in  multiple roles in general, as well as an 

invaluable supporter of Zoltán Abádi-Nagy‘s networking missions in particular. From 

the point of view of the University of Debrecen, bottom row, left: Ilona Tisza, close 

relation to the university‘s quondam great patron and former name-giver Count István 

Tisza can be seen. 

*** 

A HRFA (Hungarian Reformed Federation of America) meghìvására két előadást tartott 

az amerikai magyar reformátusság püspökei, preszitere, vezetősége számára (Ligonier, 

2003). Jobbra mögötte Dózsa György, a HRFA és az amerikai magyar szervezeti élet 

többszörös vezetője, Abádi Nagy Zoltán kapcsolatépìtő munkájának segìtője. A 

Debreceni Egyetem nagy patrónusa és egykori névadója szempontjából érdekes személy 

látható az alsó sor bal szélén: Tisza Ilona, Gróf Tisza István rokona. 
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President of Friends of Hungarian Higher Education Foundation. US Ambassador 

George Herbert Walker‘s office in Budapest. The envelope is a symbolic representation 

of the Ambassador‘s donation to support the Foundation. 

*** 

A Friends of Hungarian Higher Education Foundation alapìtvány elnöke. Jelképesen 

George Herbert Walker amerikai nagykövet adományát veszi át a nagykövet 

dolgozószobájában. 
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Chair of University of Debrecen‘s 1956 memorial committee, 2006-2007. Joint 

commemorative ceremony of the city, county and the university in the university‘s 

assembly hall, to mark the 50th anniversary of 1956, October 23, 2006. Left to right 

from him: Lajos Kósa, mayor of the city of Debrecen and dr. János Nagy, rector. 

*** 

A Debreceni Egyetem ‘56-os Emlékbizottságának elnöke, 2006–2007. A város, a megye, 

az egyetem együttes dìszünnepsége az Aulában, 2006. október 23. Tőle jobbra: Kósa 

Lajos, Debrecen polgármestere és dr. Nagy János rektor. 

 

His speech at the unveiling of the 1956 commemorative marker in the third-floor 

„ambulatory‖ of the university‘s main building. October 23, 2006. On his right: artists 

Aranka E. Lakatos and Imre Szilágyi. 

*** 

Az egyetem főépületének harmadik emeleti Kerengőjében elhelyezett 1956-os 

emléktáblát felavató beszéd, 2006. október 23. Tőle jobbra a művészek: E. Lakatos 

Aranka és Szilágyi Imre. 
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Eszterházy Károly College bestowed „For Eszterházy Károly College‖ Prize on him 

(Eger, 2008). Left: dr. Lehel Vadon, professor; right: dr. Zoltán Hauser, rector. 

*** 

„Az Eszterházy Károly Főiskoláért‖ Dìj átadásakor, 2008.  

Balról dr. Vadon Lehel egyetemi tanár, jobbról dr. Hauser Zoltán, rektor. 
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VII. Some of the recognitions, prizes, and distinctions  

Néhány a kitüntetések közül 
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The Publications of Zoltán Abádi-Nagy 

Lehel Vadon 

BOOKS 

Monographs 

1. Swift, a szatirikus és a tervező [Swift: The Satirist as Projector]. Bu-

dapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1973. 179 pp. 

2. Válság és komikum—A hatvanas évek amerikai regénye [Crisis and 

Comedy: The American Novel of the Nineteen-Sixties]. Buda-

pest: Magvető Könyvkiadó, 1982. 538, [1] pp. 

3. Az amerikai minimalista próza [American Minimalist Fiction]. Buda-

pest: Argumentum Kiadó, 1994. 404 pp. 

4. Mai amerikai regénykalauz, 1970–1990 [Guide to Contemporary 

American Fiction, 1970–1990]. Budapest: Intera Rt., 1995. 594, 

[1] pp.  

Book of Interviews 

1. Világregény—regényvilág: Amerikai íróinterjúk [The Novel of the 

World—the World of the Novel: Conversations with American 

Writers]. Debrecen: Kossuth Egyetemi Kiadó, 1997. 250, [1] pp. 

Textbooks 

1.  Angol nyelvkönyv a gimnáziumok szakosított tantervű III. osztálya 

számára [English Textbook for Special Curriculum Classes of 
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Hungarian High Schools, 3rd Year]. Coauthor: Zsolt Virágos. 

Budapest: Tankönyvkiadó, 1971. 359 pp. 

2.  The History of Old and Middle English Literature. Based on László 

Országh‘s lectures and coauthored with Dr. Miklósné Kretzoi. 

Budapest: Tankönyvkiadó, 1972. 93 pp. 

3.  Angol nyelvkönyv a gimnáziumok szakosított tantervű IV. osztálya 

számára [English Textbook for Special Curriculum Classes of 

Hungarian High Schools, 4th Year]. Coauthor: Zsolt Virágos. 

Budapest: Tankönyvkiadó, 1972. 339 pp. 

4. Aesthetics [Reader and language textbook exercise for advanced 

learners of English specializing in aesthetics]. Coauthor: Zsolt 

Virágos. Budapest: TIT, 1976. 187 pp. 

BOOK CHAPTERS AND CRITICAL ESSAYS 

Book Chapters 

1. ―Alan Sillitoe‖ [Alan Sillitoe]. Az angol irodalom a XX. században. 

Ed. László Báti and István Kristó-Nagy. Budapest: Gondolat 

Könyvkiadó, 1970. 209–229. 

2. ―Rendhagyó gondolatok egy rendhagyó regényről‖ [Irregular 

Thoughts about an Irregular Novel—on Ken Kesey‘s One Flew 

over the Cuckoo‘s Nest]. Útmutató műelemző baráti köröknek. 

Ed. Judit Porkoláb. Budapest: TIT, 1980. 98–106. 

3. ―Innovative Uses of Some Traditional Comic Techniqes in Recent 

American Fiction.‖ Traditions in 20th Century American 

Literature: A Symposium. Ed. Maria Sienicka. Poznan: Adam 

Mickiewicz University, 1981. 9–11. 

4. ―An Original Look at Origins: Bokononism.‖ The Origins and 

Originality of American Culture. Ed. Tibor Frank. Budapest: 

Akadémiai Kiadó, 1984. 601–608. 

5. ―Black Humor versus Satire in the American  Novel of the Sixties.‖ 

Cultural Change in the United States since World War II. 

European Contributions to American Studies. IX. Ed. Maurice 
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Gonnaud, Sergio Perosa and C. W. E. Bigsby. Amsterdam: Free 

UP, 1986. 28–34. 

6. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of John Barth‘s Lost 

in the Funhouse]. Bolyongás az elvarázsolt kastélyban. Trans. 

Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. Budapest: Európa Könyvkiadó, 1977. 273–

282. 

7. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of Robert Coover‘s 

The Origin of the Brunists]. Az utolsó ítélet West Condonban. 

Trans. László Gy. Horváth. Budapest: Európa  Könyvkiadó, 

1980. 565–572. 

8. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of Walker Percy‘s 

Lancelot]. Hurrikánok évszaka. Trans. Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. 

Budapest: Európa Könyvkiadó, 1984. 277–294. 

9. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of Peter De Vries‘ 

The Blood of the Lamb]. A bárány vére. Trans. Zoltán Abádi-

Nagy. Budapest: Európa Könyvkiadó, 1985. 257–266. 

10. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of John Irving‘s The 

World According to Garp]. Garp szerint a világ. Trans. Tibor 

Bartos. Budapest: Európa Könyvkiadó, 1988. 525–533. 

11. ―Utószó‖ [Afterword—to the Hungarian version of Raymond 

Federman‘s Smiles on Washington Square]. Mosolyregény. Trans. 

Péter Pásztor. Budapest: Európa Könyvkiadó, 1990. 135–145. 

12. ―Everyday Values and Contemporary American Minimalist Fiction.‖ 

Values in American Society. Ed. Tibor Frank. Budapest: Eötvös 

Loránd U, 1995. 197–212. 

13. ―Bokononism as a Structure of Ironies.‖ The Vonnegut Chronicles: 

Interviews and Essays. Ed. Peter J. Reed and Marc Leeds. 

Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1996. 85–90. 

14. ―Disciplinary Self-Evaluation and the English Profession.‖ HUSSE 

Papers 1995. Ed. György Novák. Szeged: József Attila U, 1995. 

3–8. 

15. ―A humántudományok válságának kérdése a felsőoktatás-menedzs-

ment szemszögéből‖ [Crisis in the Humanities—The Higher 

Education Management Angle]. Éhe a szónak?—Irodalom és 
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irodalomtanítás az ezredvégen. Ed. Ágnes Péter, Aladár Sarbu, 

and Krisztina Szalay. Budapest: Eötvös József Könyvkiadó, 

1997. 210–226. 

16. ―Minimalism vs. Postmodernism in Contemporary American Fiction.‖ 

A színes eszmék nem alszanak (Szépe György 70. születésnap-

jára). Vol. 1. Ed. József Andor, Tibor Szűcs, and István Terts. 

Pécs: Lingua Franca, 2001. 29–43. 

17. ―A szépprózai narratìva kulturalizációja‖ [The Culturalization of 

Fictional Narrative]. Látókörök metszése (Írások Szegedy-Maszák 

Mihály születésnapjára). Budapest: Gondolat Könyvkiadó, 2003. 

11–21. 

18. ―From Fabula to Story: Cultural Potential and Narrative Technique 

(Case Study of Toni Morrison‘s Jazz).‖ Universitate şi Cultură. 

Ed. Nicolae Bocşan, Wolfgang W. Breckner, et al. Cluj-Napoca: 

Presa Universitară Clujenă, 2006. 307–316. 

19. ―A Bologna Folyamat és a szaknyelvi oktatás‖ [The Bologna Process 

and ESP]. Porta Lingua 2006: Utak és perspektívák a hazai 

szaknyelvoktatásban és kutatásban. Debrecen: ATC, 2006. 9–14. 

20. ―A trópus mint kulturalizációs narrativitás‖ [The Trope as Cultural 

Narrativity]. A regény és a trópusok. Tanulmányok: a második 

veszprémi regénykollokvium. Diszkurzìvák. Ed. Árpád Kovács. 

Budapest: Argumentum Kiadó, 2007. 7–20. 

21. ―The Role of the Danube Universities in the European Research and 

Higher Education Area.‖ The Role of the Universities and 

Competitiveness of the Danube Region. Ed. Ivan Rozman and 

Lučka Lorber. Maribor: U of Maribor, 2006. 135–139. 

22. ―Kossuth Lajos Tudományegyetem (1993–1995), Debreceni Egyetem 

(2003–2005)‖ [Lajos Kossuth University (1993–1995), University 

of Debrecen [2003–2005]. Ahogy rektoraink látták: visszaemlé-

kezések a Debreceni Egyetem integrációjáról. Debrecen: Deb-

receni Egyetem, 2007. 103–116. 

23. ―Országh László debreceni egyetemi működése‖ [László Országh‘s 

Contribution, Debrecen university]. In Memoriam Országh László. 

Ed. Lehel Vadon. Eger: Eszterházy Károly Főiskola, Amerika-

nisztika Tanszék, 2007. 291–362. 
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24.  ―Anglisztika—amerikanisztika a mai Magyarországon‖ [English and 

American Studies in Hungary Today]. Anglisztika és amerika-

nisztika: Magyar kutatások az ezredfordulón. Ed. Tibor Frank 
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ESSAYS 
 ______________________________________________________ EJAS 

Victorian Motherhood in the Art of Lilly Martin 

Spencer 

Irén Annus 

Victorian ideology in the 19th-century United States re-shaped the 

social landscape considerably, delineating a new model for gender roles 

and the ideal family structure that would distinguish members of the 

emerging middle and upper classes. The booming economic development 

of the era necessitated a new division of labor, resulting in the 

constitution of separate spheres based on gender. Women were confined 

to the private sphere of the home by Victorian domesticity, where they 

were regarded as the guardian angels of the family. Being devoted 

mothers was among the chief responsibilities expected of them in the 

home, which was popularized in various novels, self-help books on 

domesticity, and widely circulated women‘s magazines. Genre paintings 

disseminated through art unions also comprised a fashionable form of 

representation of Victorian values and lifestyle. This study investigates 

the ways in which Victorian motherhood was depicted in the mid-century 

in a selection of genre pictures by Lilly Martin Spencer (1822–1902), one 

of the first professionally recognized American woman painters of the 

era. 

1. Motherhood in the Victorian period 

The Victorian period, referring to the reign of Queen Victoria 

(1837–1901), is understood to have marked a unique cultural domain, 
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primarily a ―transatlantic English-speaking subculture of Western 

civilization‖ (Howe 508). Interestingly, ―Victorian culture was 

experienced more intensely in the United States than in Victoria‘s 

homeland‖ (Howe 508), where the Victorian cultural pattern associated 

with the emerging middle class was at variance with traditionalist 

aristocratic cultural patterns. Naturally, this does not mean that American 

Victorianism did not have its critics: it was at odds with people with 

conservative values who gave preference to a society structured and 

differentiated in the traditional manner, supporting the patriarchal family 

model and the republican ideal of natural aristocracy, among other things, 

against a more democratic and egalitarian social model (Lubin 138; 

Masten 351).  

In this sense, Victorianism may be regarded as reflective of a 

progressive social turn of the era. It introduced a new gender-based 

division of labor in family life, for example, where ―[m]en conducted the 

family‘s business, financial, and political affairs outside the home [while] 

women supervised the children, guarded the family‘s religious and moral 

values, and provided comfort and tranquility for their husbands in a well-

run household‖ (Buettner 15). The private became the realm of the 

woman through the cult of domesticity, where female authority expanded 

at the expense of traditional patriarchy. The presumed moral authority at 

the home also laid the groundwork for leisured women to enter into the 

public sphere and assume a public voice, as was the case with women 

involved in the temperance movement, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe 

and Frances Willard, and the abolitionist and suffragist movements, such 

as Lucretia Moss, Martha Coffin Wright, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and 

Susan B. Anthony. Victorianism, therefore, established a social milieu 

and a cultural context in which women could initiate changes and set out 

on their march for political recognition and socio-economic equality. 

On the other hand, people envisioning a more progressive or 

utopian society, including the same suffragists and feminists, utopian 

socialists such as Robert Owen, and the Fourierists Albert Brisbane and 

Horace Greeley, harshly criticized Victorian ideology and its attendant 

economic, political, and social structure, and envisioned a more 

democratic, equal, and humane society all around. They frequently voiced 

criticism of the very same practices that others welcomed as progressive, 

amongst them the way gender roles were divided. They viewed the 

confinement of women to the home with disapproval, as a practice that 

excluded them from the real public realm where definitive political 
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discourses were taking shape, major decisions were being made, and 

business, finance, and industrial production thrived.  

It was also found problematic that the series of practices through 

which the separate spheres were marked were frequently presented in 

essentialist categories. Female sexuality, for example, was considered in 

utilitarian terms first and foremost. Women‘s primary role within the 

family— and in fact, in society—was explained through their biological 

ability to give birth. Their bodily condition constituted them as 

reproductive agents, who therefore were presumed to be the fittest to 

assume all ensuing responsibilities tied to child-rearing. This line of logic 

was also supported by certain stereotypical features assigned to the 

female character as natural and innate, such as patience, affection, 

compassion, innocence, and submission, which rendered them genteel 

caregivers and educators of children. Their motherly duties bound them to 

the home, through an essentialist hegemonizing logic, which, for the most 

part, seemed impossible to challenge. 

The Victorian age, therefore, was far from being a monolithic, 

strictly uniform period; it was much rather a highly contested era in which 

various ideals and ideologies waged a struggle for mainstream 

domination. Johns found that the various cultural phenomena that 

characterize mid-19th-century American society may be effectively 

revealed through a careful reading of genre painting, so popular in the US 

between the 1830s and the Civil War (xi). Flemish in origin, this genre 

first appeared in the 16th century, and depicted commonplace scenes with 

average people engaged in everyday activities. While genre painting in 

the US ―might have been about ordinary people, … it was not about 

ordinary matters‖ (Johns 2). And motherhood was a distinct issue, by 

extension intertwined with the morality, the potential, the future 

achievements, and the ultimate destiny of the whole of the American 

nation. 

It is worth noting that ―[t]he cultural role of genre painting—

namely, to identify social types, delineate their relationships, and anchor a 

social hierarchy— made it a potentially dangerous ground for women to 

explore, since it could evolve into a critique of the domestic realm‖ 

(Prieto 55). It would therefore be especially edifying to explore genre 

paintings depicting motherhood in the oeuvre of one of the most 

celebrated female artists of domesticity at the time, Lilly Martin Spencer. 

Her figure united many of the contesting positions and ideologies of the 

age: she was not only the daughter of Fourierist parents, a wife in a happy 
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marriage, a devoted mother, and a practicing child-rearer, but also a 

painter with unique artistic drives and a professional artist living off the 

market. An iconological exploration of her images hopefully reveals how 

she portrayed Victorian motherhood, what informed her depictions 

regarding the forms of representation, and how various positions and 

forces in her life intersected in her art, making it a balancing act 

structured around market forces and morality. 

2. Spencer and her images of motherhood 

Spencer was born in England to French immigrants, who moved to 

the US when she was 9 years of age. She spent most of her childhood 

years on an Ohio farm where her parents, both followers of Fourier, 

planned to establish a phalanx. Her mother was also an avowed feminist 

and a schoolteacher, who supported her daughter‘s art education; Spencer 

thus moved to Cincinnati as a young woman to take art courses. It was 

there that she fell in love with Benjamin R. Spencer, a tailor, and married 

him at the age of 22, sharing the rest of her life with him in what she 

herself described as a blissful marriage. The couple ignored both the 

traditional patriarchal family model and that of Victorianism as well: as a 

renowned genre painter, she assumed financial responsibility for her 

family, while her husband stayed at home, taking care of household 

chores and their children as well as helping out in the studio. The couple 

had thirteen children, seven of whom lived to reach adulthood. Their life 

as a family seems to have been the embodiment of lower middle-class 

Victorian ideals, as their marriage was filled with romantic affection, they 

embraced their children with love and care, and, despite recurring 

financial hardships, they stayed together, apparently exemplifying the 

modern loving family. 

Spencer‘s images focused on themes related to family life, primarily 

topics of the ―maternal, infantine, and feminine‖ (Prieto 56), portraying 

women as mothers, wives, and maids, performing their womanly 

household chores, while men as husbands and fathers often appear as 

somehow ill-at-ease within the realm of the home. While contemporary 

art critics, such as Johns, Katz, Lubin, and Masten, are primarily drawn to 

images of ―working housewives or cooks who prepare meals in kitchens 

cluttered with ingredients and utensils‖ (Bjelajac 190) in order to map the 

politics of art and gender relations in the antebellum period, Spencer‘s 
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sentimental paintings of family life also deserve a closer look. The 

majority of these were completed during her most prolific period in New 

York between 1848 and 1858, as an up and coming artist and a young 

mother. Consequently, a number of these images are in fact portraits of 

her family: she used her husband and young children as models for these 

paintings, often also placing her self-portrait on the canvas. 

The picture that earned her great fame instantly and established her 

reputation as a painter of domestic sentimentality was Domestic 

Happiness (Figure 1). A romantic portrait of a young family, the painting 

captures a serene moment in the privacy of the nursery, in which the 

parents look tenderly at their adorable children asleep on the soft white 

bed. The babies are depicted as perfect, white-skinned, blonde, curly-

haired, innocent angels, while the mother‘s figure, ―with a face from 

Raphael and golden softness from Titian‖ (Lubin 138), evokes classical 

images of the Madonna. The warmth of the colors and supplementing 

contours, the softness of the fabrics portrayed, and the gently curving 

lines that connect the four figures in the composition all radiate the tender 

harmony which unite the family.  

The mother seems to command over the view and, therefore, over 

the whole family: she stands before the father, closer to the children, as a 

mediator between their worlds, and gently asks the husband to be quiet 

with her raised hand. This, notes Masten, is an image that captures the 

Victorian egalitarian family model in three ways: ―Love and harmony are 

depicted in the intimate proximity and shared feelings of the couple. 

Equality is shown in the mother‘s raised hand: clearly she has authority 

over the father, at least in the domestic sphere. And even more radical is 

the mutual agreement that the children‘s need to sleep takes precedence 

over either parent‘s desire to speak‖ (358). 

Conversation Piece (Figure 2) is another family self-portrait, 

depicting the mother sitting on a chair, holding their third son, looking 

down at him, and taking pleasure at the sight, as does the father, who is 

attempting to entertain the boy. This father figure is very different from 

that of the stiff, cold patriarch that had traditionally been preferred in 

American culture. On arriving home, his attention immediate turns to his 

child, with the pre-poured drink awaiting him on the table is left 

untouched. Unlike the previous painting, this one does not take place in 

the more intimate parts of a private home, but captures a cherished 

moment in the parlor. It resonates both parents‘ unconditional devotion to 

their child, who ultimately commands the scene and the attention of both 
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adults: their love is subservient to the child, in accordance with 

contemporary Victorian expectations.   

Another image of her family is Fi! Fo! Fum! (Figure 3). It captures 

the father as he is telling the story of ―Jack and the Beanstalk‖ to his two 

daughters, holding on to them tight, as if protecting them from any of the 

negative turns the tale may take, or perhaps finding security for himself. 

He is fully immersed in the narration, as indicated by his posture and 

facial expression, through which he is visually connected to the younger 

girl. The older one already has her doubts about the truth value of the 

story, as her position and the look on her face signify. Meanwhile, the 

mother, Spencer herself, observes the situation as an outsider, warmly 

smiling at the child-like joy of the others. 

In some of her works, Spencer portrayed intimate moments between 

mother and child, such as in This Little Piggy Went to Market (Figure 4). 

These pictures capture private moments of a mother and her child: the 

mother is taking time to play with her baby. She is not pressured by work 

or other responsibilities, but is completely lost in such moments of joy. 

Time stands still as mother and child are bound together in an instant of 

love and joy, and their angelic, innocent faces convey the Victorian 

understanding of the natural condition of children and women. They are 

portrayed in a highly theatrical setting: a luxuriant canopy enveloping 

much of the cozy white bed; a richly decorated Persian rug on the floor; 

the finely dressed mother figure seated in the middle, as if center stage; 

and her baby looking out at the spectator with a radiant smile.  

Similarly to Spencer‘s other paintings of motherhood, this image 

―supplies a domestic model of utopian harmony‖ (Katz 62). Lubin, 

however, offers another interpretation. He argues that because of the 

hardness of the surface, the brilliant colors, the sharp edges, and detailed 

lines, this depiction of a ―latter-day Madonna … is to be taken more as a 

joke than a pledge of allegiance to the middle-class sentimental creed‖ 

(144–145). Moreover, he considers the title, which is also the initial line 

of a popular nursery rhyme, as expressive of Spencer‘s criticism of 

contemporary economic divisions in society, and of her rejection of the 

Victorian social structure associated with them.  
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3. Motherhood on stage 

A unique feature of Spencer‘s art, argues Johns, is that she offers an 

insider‘s view of the domestic sphere: ―Spencer was also almost alone in 

constructing images of a type from within an implied group‖ (160). Prieto 

also observes how in Spencer‘s oeuvre, two segments of her identity, the 

domestic and the professional, were intricately intertwined (56). These 

may perhaps best be observed through her paintings of Victorian 

motherhood. The images discussed above are all self-portraits as far as 

motherly roles and positions are concerned. The intimacy, light-hearted 

joy, and pride these images radiate derive from Spencer‘s first-hand 

experience as a young mother, with as yet only a handful of children 

among them during the period under investigation. 

Prieto also notes that Spencer‘s paintings ―promote sentimental 

family‖ (56), but she implies that the relation between Spencer‘s private 

and professional selves is most obviously captured in Fi! Fo! Fum! 

(Figure 3). The mother figure in this image is placed in the position of an 

observer, but in fact an implied parallel may be drawn between the 

mother figure and the ―ultimate observer of the scene: the artist. This 

suggests a compatibility, or even equality, between the social roles of 

mother and painter‖ (56–57). This equation conveys the most vital aspect 

of her as an artist of Victorian motherhood, and at the heart of this lies the 

intersection of her two positions, united through the issues of success and 

morality. 

As the breadwinner of her family, Spencer was well aware of the 

fact that her pictures must cater to the demands of the market. She was 

especially conscious of expectations placed on her as an artist and was 

willing to play along. Masten, for example, describes an incident that 

demonstrates this quite well: already as a young artist, she told a 

journalist from New York that she was financially successful, when in 

fact they were living in poverty. When her mother asked about it, she 

responded: ―You know when a person wants to get along they must shake 

their nails in their pockets when they have no money‖ (Masten 353). She 

did what common sense dictated in order to keep up appearances. 

The images she created at the beginning of her career were mainly 

devoted to the allegorical and literary themes that she enjoyed painting. 

However, these were not very fashionable at the time; she therefore 

decided to turn to themes of domesticity. Her scenes, marketed through 

the art unions and the Cosmopolitan Art Association, ―found a receptive 
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audience among quite unsophisticated middle-class viewers‖ (Bjelajac 

191). She saw clearly the social expectations at work in the professional 

world in general, and within her designated audience in particular, so she 

tailored her images to match these: she offered the idealized, utopian 

image of her own experience as a mother, presented with sentimental 

undertones to adapt them to Victorian fashion. 

An element of this tailoring was the recognition that her audience 

also needed to be educated: her paintings were not mere depictions of her 

family life as she experienced it, but had significant didactic overtones, 

indoctrinating spectators in the cult of motherhood. She wrote early on to 

her mother: ―I want to try to make all my painting have a tendency toward 

morall [sic!] improvement as far as it is in the power of painting‖ (Masten 

357). Her paintings provided a model for Victorian sentimental family 

life, married with American egalitarianism, and rooted in the values of 

American democracy, because of which women embraced equality and 

independence, at least within their sphere of the domestic.  

Spencer‘s self-positioning as creator of idealized images that uplift 

morality can be related to their theatrical setting, especially noticeable in 

her nursery paintings, such as This Little Piggy Went to Market (Figure 

4). The theatricality of the painting signifies a key context in which the 

ideological positioning of the painting may best be captured. The painting 

can be interpreted in terms of Goffman‘s dramaturgy, which 

conceptualizes social interaction through the metaphor of theatrical 

performance: that is, in daily interaction people play certain roles, as 

dictated by social expectations, in the course of which, through 

impression management, they also manage the way they are perceived by 

others. The stage creates the space for the presentation of idealized 

performances that may also provide the models for interaction with 

normalizing tendencies. Following this logic, it can be presumed that this 

is therefore also the platform for social change, i.e. the indoctrination of 

new types of roles and interaction that demand entry into the social world. 

As for culture‘s social presence, Goffman notes, ―[t]he cultural and 

dramaturgical perspectives intersect most clearly in regard to the 

maintaining of moral standards. The cultural values of an establishment 

will determine in detail how the participants are to feel about many 

matters and at the time establish a framework of appearances that must be 

maintained, whether or not there is feeling behind the appearances‖ (241–

42). Spencer‘s paintings can be interpreted as representations of the 

proper performance of the new motherhood initiated by Victorianism, 
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idealizing this new cultural construct, transmitting its values and moral 

standings, and filled with both joy and gentility, which seem to be 

genuine feelings in support of the construct. 

Another unique feature of these paintings is the fact that Spencer, 

through painting the familial, brought the private sphere of mothering, i.e. 

a performance in the Goffmanian back region, to the public view, 

revealing how model Victorian motherhood was to be done in the privacy 

of the nursery or the bedroom. While structurally she drew on traditional, 

often devotional depictions of Mother and Child, she did away entirely 

with the religious implications of the Madonna motif in the sense that she 

signified the Victorian mother as a joyful, playful, and light-hearted 

figure, who enjoys traditional forms of enjoyment that derive from 

childhood entertainment. The intimacy of the scene, however, is 

maintained by the shape of the painting: the arched top or oval shape 

employed in the framing of some of her nursery paintings both softens 

and distances the view and transforms the experience into a moment of 

quiet, an untroubling personal glimpse for the viewer into how proper 

motherhood is done in the intimate private sphere. 

Butler comments that ―identity categories tend to be instruments of 

regulatory regimes, whether as the normalizing categories of oppressive 

structures or as the rallying points for liberatory contestation‖ (333). As a 

category of identification in Spencer‘s paintings, motherhood seems to 

serve the purposes of gender liberation at the expense of the traditionalist 

religious and socially conservative currents that proposed that female 

existence was epitomized by the figure of Eve, by her evil nature that had 

brought upon humanity its fallen condition, in consequence of which 

strong patriarchal dominance was required on earth in order to earn the 

possibility of salvation in heaven. Instead, Spencer offered the ideological 

model of Victorian motherhood, that operated as a new normalizing 

category of identity in the service of the new power relations introduced 

by capitalist economic production, and expressed by Victorian ideology. 

This is one possible way to locate Spencer‘s depictions of motherhood 

within the matrix of contemporary ideological positionings on gender and 

society. 
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Figure 1. Spencer, Lilly M. Domestic Happiness (Hush! Don‘t Wake 

Them). 1848. Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, Michigan.  

Detroit Institute of Arts. Web. 25 May 2010. 
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Figure 2. Spencer, Lilly M. Conversation Piece. 1851–52. Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York City. Metropolitan Museum of Art.  

Web. 25 May 2010. 
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Figure 3. Spencer, Lilly M. Fi! Fo! Fum! 1858. Betz, Mr. And Mrs. 

Joseph, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. AHWA. Web. 25 May 2010. 
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Figure 4. Spencer, Lilly M. This Little Piggy Went to Market. 1857. Ohio 

Historical Society, Campus Martius Museum, Marietta, Ohio. The 

Athenaeum. Web. 25 May 2010. 
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Johann Georg Kohl  

Among the Ojibwa Indians of Lake Superior1 

Robert E. Bieder 

The windy shores of Lake Superior probably seemed like another 

world to the German writer Johann Georg Kohl when in the summer of 

1855 he visited the Ojibwa Indians in northern Wisconsin.
2
 Who was 

Kohl, why was he in America, what was the importance of his visit and 

what was his interest in the American Indians? Born in 1808 in Bremen, 

the eldest of twelve children, Kohl attended universities in Göttingen, 

Heidelberg and Munich. Unfortunately, he had to leave the latter 

university when his father, a wine merchant, died in 1830. With little 

financial support, Kohl moved to Latvia to assume the task of tutor and 

then, a few years later, moved to St. Petersburg again working as a tutor. 

In St. Petersburg, he became interested in the effects of topography and 

geography on migration and trade. Giving up his position as tutor, Kohl 

remained in Russia collecting maps, traveling and writing on the 

geography and rivers of that country. In 1839 Kohl returned to Germany 

and although Dresden served as his official address, he more often could 

be found traveling around Europe. His works on Russia were published in 

Germany and became ―best sellers‖ and were translated into multiple 

languages. They established him as an important travel writer. Subsequent 
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travel books that he wrote, including works on Austria and Scotland, were 

received favorably and established him as an important travel writer.
3
  

Economic developments in Germany partially account for the 

popularity of Kohl‘s cultural travel works. Steam boats began plying 

German rivers after 1805 giving rise to increased public travel. After 

1835, river travel had to compete with the emergence of railroads which 

by 1848 radiated from several regional centers and a network of new 

hard-surfaced roads resulting in an even greater volume of traffic. 

Germany was not alone in this travel revolution. Other countries, such as 

France and the Netherlands also moved to improve their transportation 

systems.
4
 Hence, books on cultural geography became popular. 

Sometime around mid-century, Kohl developed an interest in 

America and set about, drawing on his large collection of early maps on 

America, to write on its founding. Kohl thought his study would be 

improved by a trip to America; but what drew him to this study? There 

were many influences but it is difficult to say which one proved the most 

important. His father had often mentioned America as a land of 

opportunity, a land of new beginnings. One of Kohl‘s younger brothers 

had already emigrated to Canada. Germans who had emigrated to 

America sent news of the great political experiment that the United States 

had embarked upon and urged emigration to this new world. Books 

describing the American land and people were eagerly sought in Germany 

at mid-century. Some works, like those of Gottfried Duden and Francis 

Joseph Grund, were written to actually encourage emigration and the 

formation of colonies to settle the frontier in the Mississippi Valley and 

Texas. Although some Germans were repelled by the stories decrying the 

lack of culture or ideals in the new nation, many others, attracted by the 

reports of freedom and opportunity, crossed the Atlantic and embarked on 

a new life in the new land. German immigrants to the United States 

numbered in the thousands each year from the 1830s to the mid-1850s, 

when emigration peaked.
5
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Another factor that must have influenced Kohl‘s interest in America 

was the social, economic and political uneasiness in Germany. As one 

historian noted, ―unemployment, scarcity, and misery were great in the 

Prussian towns and cities, as elsewhere in Germany when the year 1848 

began.‖ Still a country of separate states and principalities, Germany was 

in the throes of a structural transition to modernism;—on the one hand, it 

was battered by the demands of the liberals for political changes including 

calls for a free press, trial by jury, state constitutions and a national 

assembly and on the other hand, by conservatives who sought to retain the 

old system of local Junker rule.
6
 All these forces prompted the revolution 

of 1848–49. The parliament that met in Frankfurt in 1848, to address the 

rising discontent in Germany failed and with this failure intensified the 

frustration throughout much of the general population. Whether or not 

this political collapse led to an increase in German emigration to the 

United States after 1850 is difficult to say, but after the failed revolution 

emigration increased dramatically.
7
 

Kohl stood witness to the whirligig of discontent that gripped 

Prussia and the rest of Germany in these years. In 1849 Kohl wrote, ―In 

the chilling context of the political atmosphere one hears of a new world, 

of a distant place, of a country of the future, and always one thinks here of 

America. ‗The train of world history goes west‘ is being proclaimed. ... 

Everywhere I find a new element, hitherto unknown to me, which I can 

only name the American element.‖
8
 Kohl‘s friends also reflected this pro-

American stance. One, Karl Andree, who had studied ethnology and 

geography under the famed ethnographer-geographer Carl Ritter at the 
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University of Berlin, strongly supported Kohl in his American studies and 

spoke of the ―flight of history westward.‖ Another of Kohl‘s friends, 

Arnold Duckwitz, a senator from the state of Bremen, also urged Kohl to 

make the trip to America.
9
 

During the winter of 1850–51, Kohl worked on his American 

project in Dresden. He read extensively probably drawing on the travel 

accounts of Prince Maximilian of Wied-Neuwied and also those of Duke 

Paul Wilheim of Württemberg describing the Indians of the upper 

Missouri and the ethnological novels of Charles Sealfield (Karl Postl) and 

Freidrich Gerstacker on American Indian life. It is probable that he also 

studied the travel account of Alexander von Humboldt among the Indians 

of South America. We know his reading included the works of American 

writers: Washington Irving, William Prescott, George Bancroft and 

ethnologists Henry Rowe Schoolcraft and Lewis Henry Morgan.
10

  

In 1854, Kohl decided to make the trip to American. He solicited 

letters of introduction from ethnologist Ritter and Alexander von 

Humboldt. Before leaving for America, Kohl presented a lecture before 

the Berlin Geographical Society on his American research. On his way to 

America, Kohl stopped off in Paris and presented von Humbuldt‘s letter 

of introduction to the famous geographer E. François Jomard and to the 

Geographical Society of Paris. After presenting a paper at the Paris 

society, Kohl headed to England to pursue map research at the Admiralty, 

the British Museum and the Hudson Bay Company archives. In Oxford, 

he also looked at the map collection of Thomas Bodley and then on 

September 7, 1854 departed for America.
11

 

Back in New York, after a short trip to Canada, he began his map 

research in earnest. He enjoyed the opportunities the city offered: meeting 

with important scholars, contacts with publishers and giving lectures 

before the New-York Historical Society and the New-York Geographical 

Society. Through members of the latter society, Kohl gained introductions 

to writer Washington Irving, ethnologist Henry R. Schoolcraft and poet 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Kohl‘s reputation as a scholar of 
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American geography traveled quickly. On a trip to Washington in 1855, 

Kohl met Alexander Dallas Bache of the United States Coastal Survey. 

So impressed was Bache of Kohl‘s knowledge of cartography and his 

collection of maps and documents on America that he hired Kohl to make 

a survey of America‘s coasts. Also in 1855, Kohl accepted an offer from 

the publisher D. Appleton to write a book on the Upper Mississippi 

Valley.
12

 

Lacking empirical knowledge of that part of the United States, Kohl 

planned a three month trip to the Upper Mississippi. When he heard that 

the United States government planned to make its yearly payment to the 

Indian tribes of the upper Midwest in the summer of 1855, he decided this 

would be a fine opportunity to see both the Indians and that part of the 

country. In Germany, Kohl‘s attitude about Indians was rather negative 

but in America he altered his view. Kohl became fascinated observing the 

Lakota, or Sioux, and the Ojibwa peoples and their customs and what 

started as a three month trip was extended to six. 

The Ojibwa, also known as Ojibway, Chippewa or Anishinaabe, are 

an Algonquian speaking people who once ranged over parts of Michigan, 

Wisconsin, Minnesota and in Canada, parts of Ontario and Manitoba. 

They lived in small patrilineal bands numbering twenty or thirty 

individuals all related to each other. In summer these bands congregated 

at noted fishing sites that included Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan and 

Ontario), Green Bay (Wisconsin) and Georgian Bay (Ontario). In the 

autumn, the bands would leave these fishing sites and return to the 

interior or woods, each family in its own canoe, to hunt and trap 

throughout the winter. Survival over the harsh winter months depended 

on hunting and so each band claimed extensive territorial rights including 

the animals that inhabited the areas. Starvation, however, always lurked 

as a possibility.
13

 

By the time Kohl arrived among the Ojibwa, many had been placed 

on reservations, land set aside for them by the federal government, in 

northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Ontario. A year later, 1856 and for the 

next decade, more Ojibwa would be placed on reservations in 
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Minnesota.
14

 As Kohl noted, the Ojibwa on their new reservations 

attempted to maintain the Aold ways,@ living in round or oblong bark 

wigwams, performing their old ceremonies and dances and making items 

like baskets, canoes, snow-shoes and clothing.
15

  

The question remains, however, why would this educated urbane 

German want to spend weeks among mostly Ojibwa Indians in the 

wilderness of northern Wisconsin and Michigan? As a travel writer, Kohl 

undoubtedly knew of the German market for books about American 

Indian cultures.
16

 His planned work on America may also have motivated 

him but these are only conjectures. Kohl was a student of the 

interrelationship of culture and geography. Intrigued by the ethnological 

questions that Indians and mixed-bloods (people of Indian and Caucasian 

descent) posed, he probably saw his trip to the North as an opportunity to 

test assumptions and verify in person what he had read and heard about 

these peoples. On his trip among the Ojibwa he set out to gather his own 

data. From long experience as a travel writer, Kohl firmly believed in the 

need to observe people before writing about them. As Kohl explained, 

―For an observer [actually living among the Ojibwa] was naturally the 

best opportunity [that] could [be desired] to regard more closely these 

curious American aborigines and collect information as to their traditions 

and customs.‖
17

 

Besides recording instances of Ojibwa material culture—at one 

point he actually had an Ojibwa woman build him a wigwam in the 

village so that he could live in their midst—Kohl explored their religion, 

ecology and language.
18

 For Kohl, these aspects of culture were sources 

that proved their humanity and similarity to other peoples and especially 
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Europeans. Other writers had also noticed these aspects of culture but 

only to use such information to exemplify Ojibwa primitiveness and 

paganism and buttress support for the government‘s civilization policy.  

Kohl‘s attitudes and contribution to North American ethnology are 

better appreciated when compared with works of contemporary 

―ethnologists‖ then writing on the Ojibwa. The Territorial Governor of 

Michigan, Lewis Cass, engaged in what I have previously called ―frontier 

ethnology,‖ that is, an ethnology directed to destroy Ojibwa culture and 

force civilization upon them was one such ethnologist.
19

 To Cass, Indians 

seemed to lack those mental traits Caucasians found vital in constructing 

their civilization. According to Cass, Indians acted more from impulse 

than from reason. The Indian mind had to be altered before they could be 

civilized.
20

 Cass‘s protégée, Schoolcraft also wrote extensively on the 

Ojibwa. As an Indian agent in Michigan, Schoolcraft had better access to 

the Ojibwa than Cass. Schoolcraft dealt with the Ojibwa daily but his 

greatest source of information came from his wife, a mixed-blood 

Ojibwa, and her brother George Johnston. Both were greatly exploited by 

Schoolcraft and given little recognition. Schoolcraft also tended to serve 

up his ethnology with a large dose of strict Presbyterianism claiming that 

Indians must experience a change of heart through the acceptance of 

Christianity before they would forsake their ―savagery.‖
21

 Schoolcraft 

believed that Indians could not think abstractly and so instilling Christian 

beliefs and values would be extremely difficult. 

Schoolcraft viewed Indians in moralistic terms and as children who 

needed to be led. According to Schoolcraft, the Indians‘ dark and gloomy 

future was compounded by their inability to cope with change. Their lack 

of progress lay not in their economic insufficiency but in their moral 

degeneracy.
22

 Schoolcraft saw himself as their spiritual advisor and his 

―ethnology‖ was a argument for forced acculturation.
23
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Kohl‘s work differed from American ethnology partly because he 

drew upon a different ethnological tradition. Kohl inherited a German 

tradition of travel ethnography, the practice of keeping a travel journal 

that described people, places, and traditions. Around 1800 this tradition 

began to change moving from merely recording what was seen to 

interpreting what was seen.
24

 Kohl interpreted and compared. 

Kohl‘s ethnology differed in yet other ways. His description of 

Ojibwa culture is in sharp contrast from that of the Americans, not 

because Kohl asked better questions than Schoolcraft and all the others, 

but because his concerns were different. Unhampered by the American 

preoccupation with converting Indian people to Christianity, nor seeking 

their removal from tribal lands, nor their forced acculturation, Kohl‘s 

objective was to produce an ethnological account of a rich and unique 

culture at a particular time and place. He wrote elegantly on how the 

Ojibwa lived; the foods they ate; the clothes they wore; how they painted 

their faces; their forms of ―writing;‖ their methods and implements used 

in travel, hunting, and fishing. Kohl was able to peel back layers of 

Ojibwa culture to discover the ―language‖ of the culture. He was sensitive 

to nuances within Ojibwa culture such as in face painting and in 

differences in life-styles between the Ojibwa who lived near Lake 

Superior and those who lived further inland. Because of his interest in the 

relationship between culture and geography, Kohl also gave greater 

attention to environmental and geographical aspects of culture change and 

development than did American works.  

Kohl even foreshadowed later anthropologists and ethnologists 

regarding similar behavior among distant peoples when, in reply to those 

who claimed that Indian customs proved they were descended from the 

lost ten tribes of Israel, he insisted that such customs ―are ... no more than 

the resemblances they bear to all other peoples that live in a similar 

nomadic state.‖
25

 Americans saw Indians as different and sought to force 

them to change through restructuring their environments and their 

cultures. Kohl endeavored to represent them as they were in order to 
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enable understanding; to see them as different from Europeans but also as 

similar.
26

 

When Kohl returned to Germany, he gathered his notes on his 

adventure in the Lake Superior wilderness and his life among the Ojibwa. 

As Kohl‘s biographer claims, the trip from the Mississippi Valley, north 

to Lake Superior, along the southern shore of the lake from Wisconsin to 

Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan and Canada was the highpoint of Kohl‘s 

travels in America and yielded the most result for ethnology.
27

 The notes 

Kohl took on his trip among the Ojibwa would become his two volume 

work Kitchi-Gami. oder, Erzählungen vom Obern See: Ein Beitrag zur 

Charakteristik der Amerikanischen Indianer (translated into English in 

1860 as Kitchi-Gami: Life Among the Lake Superior Ojibway). This 

work is not only an account of the interaction between Ojibwa and 

Americans at mid-century and between Ojibwa and their environments, 

but also the best ethnography produced at this time on the Ojibwa people.  

Why was Kohl‘s work on the Ojibwa so outstanding? It was how he 

observed the Ojibwa. Unlike other accounts that situated the Ojibwa in 

savagery and saw little good about their culture and their morals and 

sought to turn them into something they did not want to be, Kohl wrote of 

them as a people with their joys, hopes and fears, living in communities 

rooted in different environments not unlike Europeans. Repeatedly he 

compared aspects of Ojibwa religion, legends, material culture, behavior 

and inventiveness to similarities in European cultures. Kohl did not 

indiscriminately accept all of Ojibwa culture as good but he was quick to 

point out that in the European past similar concepts and behaviors could 

be found. Unlike the ethnocentrism that plagued American ethnology at 

that time, Kohl was a relativist. He observed the Ojibwa as surviving in a 

very difficult environment. Through stories, religion, and practice they 

lived an ecological life. If Europeans had invented tools to deal with their 

environment so had the Ojibwa. The Ojibwa were not flawed human held 

hostage by racial inferiority and inability to reason abstractly, as many 

Americans believed, but brothers to all mankind.  

Kohl exhibited a sensitivity and perceptiveness in his ethnology that 

Americans did not nor could not match. Americans often denigrated 

Europeans attempts to study ethnology and especially race. Americans 

claimed that because they had both Indians and blacks in America, they 
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were in a better position to make such studies. Kohl, however, proved 

them wrong. In regards to Indians, at least, Americans carried too much 

cultural baggage. Kohl, attuned to observing different peoples and 

cultures in Europe could see the Ojibwa through a different lens. This was 

Kohl‘s great contribution to ethnology and history. 

An American philosopher once said that some people are moved by 

a different drummer.
28

 Surely the Ojibwa were moved by a different drum 

and Kohl had a better ear than most to hear that drum and understand its 

rhythms. 
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The FATHER 

in Sherman Alexie‘s Reservation Blues  

Katalin Bìróné-Nagy 

All literature is idenity politics. Some way or another literature is 

―latent infection‖ spreading identity viruses, which might sicken at times 

but always strengthen us. Works by writers of colonized nations—Native 

Americans alike—abound in identity issues, depicting the crisis of having 

been deprived of traditional means of identity formation, while being 

offered only assimilation as an alternative on a route paved with 

colonizer-conceptualized expectations and stereotypes. Naturally, ―the 

central theme of post-World War II Indian writing in the United States 

[…] is identity‖ (Cheyfitz 8). The present paper focuses on a 

contemporary Native North American novel: Sherman Alexie‘s 

Reservation Blues (1995), examining its concern with one of the most 

profound sources of identity formation: the Father. Be a father present in 

or missing from one‘s life, active or inactive, natural or unnatural, loving 

or oppressive, he is a formative part of one‘s intellectual and emotional 

make-up. Sherman Alexie celebrates that but grieves it also, depending on 

what type of father his work is invoking, displaying mostly the cultural 

and historical sides of the issue. 

Alexie is not an easy case: he defies categorization, is often called a 

controversial writer, mostly because it is difficult to tell whether he is a 

traditionalist or the very opposite. His playful and challenging 

postmodern-like narrative stance has often been compared to the trickster 

narrator Vizenor‘s, while, surprisingly, some critics misread him, stating 

that ―the identity theme so common in Native American fiction … is not 

actually present in Sherman Alexie‘s works‖ (Krupat and Eliot 167). Can 

it possibly be so with a writer believing  
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the whole idea of authenticity—―How Indian are you?‖—is the most 

direct result of the fact that we don‘t know what an American Indian 

identity is. There is no measure anymore. There is no way of knowing, 

except perhaps through our pain. And so, we‘re lost. We are always 

wondering (Nygren 157).  

For Alexie ―Native literature is the literature of humiliation and 

shame‖ (Nygren 155)—attributes of identity crisis. Yet, no matter how 

sadly disturbed, chaotic, destructed and self-destructive the Alexie 

universe is, the moral obligation is always there never to give up 

searching until there is a flick of hope to secure some sense of identity.  

The colonizer as father 

The roots of pain and wondering Alexie talks about in the above 

quoted interview is in colonial oppression Native Americans have been 

suffering from for centuries. Alexie‘s fiction is saturated with the grand 

narrative of colonialism and no matter in what form colonial power 

reveals its presence, it functions as a Freudian tyrannical father, who 

steals the mother‘s and here the natural father‘s embrace (both: tradition, 

heritage) from the child. The father metaphor is, in fact, a historically 

relevant way of grasping Indian-White relations, since US political 

rhetoric has always applied the ―ward‖ context to Indian affairs 

(addressing Indians as children) and has acted accordingly.  

The oppressive and in this case also unnatural father appears in two 

forms in Reservation Blues: as the American government and as Christian 

religion. The former is seen as responsible for the economic and social 

disintegration of indigenous America, while the latter for its weakening 

moral and spiritual state. The novel suggests that disintegration originates 

from George Washington, one of the founding fathers of the American 

political system. He appears in a haunting vision, as the one allowing for 

the ―official‖ victimization of Indians. Washington is the first to shoot at 

Indian horses, whose songs of mourning can be heard even today. The 

devastating reservation life Alexie presents is also a context set forth by 

the American government, as outlined by ―The Reservation‘s Ten 

Commandments‖: 

You shall have no other forms of government before me. […] Remember 

the first of each month by keeping it holy. The rest of the month you 

shall go hungry, but the first day of each month is a tribute to me, and 

you shall receive welfare checks and commodity food in exchange for 
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your continued dependence. […] Honor your Indian father and Indian 

mother because I have stripped them of their land, language, and hearts, 

and they need your compassion, which is a commodity I do not supply. 

[…] (Reservation 154) 

Assimilating urban life is not better, either, as one of the blues 

poems suggests:  

I‘ve been relocated and given a room 

In a downtown hotel called The Tomb 

And they gave me a job and cut my hair 

I trip on rats when I climb the stairs 

I get letters from my cousins from the rez 

They wonder when they‘ll see me next 

But I‘ve got a job and a landlady 

She calls me chief, she calls me crazy (Reservation 221) 

Christianity, the other aspect of the unnatural and oppressive father 

imposed on the Indian targets the most precious native value: spiritually. 

Based on the history of religious contact, Christianity seems to have 

become synonymous with fear: ―Fear is just another word for faith, for 

God‖ (Reservation 165). Likewise, Thomas believes, when contemplating 

the contemporary world, it ―[s]eems there‘s more proof of the devil than 

proof of God‖ (Reservation 160). Even the reservation priest feels 

emotionally enchained by his religion, let alone by his Church as an 

institution. The hypocritical aspect is most evident in Victor‘s case—he 

was sexually abused by a seemingly loving, fatherly priest at boarding 

school.  

There are more subtle and indirect ways of colonial oppression, 

through which both oppressive father concepts (government and religion) 

remain empowered: most importantly, the ―misrepresentation of reality‖ 

that leads to ―its reordering‖ (Loomba 57). There have been two modes of 

misrepresentation operating hand in hand in indigenous America: one is 

what Martin Calvin termed ―historiographic colonialism‖ (33) and the 

other is stereotyping.  

Historiographic colonialism implies writing cultural anthropology 

and the history of Indian-White relations exclusively from the dominant 

society‘s—from the oppressive father‘s point of view, excluding the 

Indian side. In Alexie‘s novel historiographic colonialism is not a 

thematic concern, yet it is underlying many of the contemporary 

grievances and without an awareness of it, there is no comprehension of 
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the characters‘ motivation. The songs of the dead horses, for example, 

represent horses and Indians massacred at Wounded Knee and beyond 

that a history of genocide. All these songs and with them all that sacrifice 

constantly echo in the lives of the novel‘s characters. However, it is not 

something to forget about but to cope with. In the last scene the storyteller 

protagonist leaves the tribe to find ways of bridging worlds on and off the 

reservation, ways of survival, but does not leave behind the shadows of 

these horses, carries them along. 

The second means of ―misrepresenting reality‖ (Loomba 57) is 

stereotyping. The source is again the oppressive, colonizing ―father,‖ his 

gaze, his prejudices, and his judgment. Yet, this means of misrepresentation 

is a more profound presence in the novel, since stereotyping is the 

primary level on which even historiographic colonialism manifests itself 

in everyday reality. Colonial stereotyping ―facilitates colonial relations, 

and sets up a discursive form of racial and cultural opposition in terms of 

which colonial power is exercised‖ (Bhabha 78). Stereotypes as means of 

racial bias, ―construct identity from the outside‖ (Vickers 3), and 

eventually penetrate into the private sphere of the colonized, becoming a 

determining factor in the individual‘s identity-formation processes. Its 

consequence for the Native world is identity crisis. The proper handling 

of what is called ―the colonizer‘s gaze‖ implies either internalizing the 

alien stereotypical image imposed on the colonized self or rebelling 

against it, but, in either case, racial bias is to be made the colonized‘s own 

as a result of being forced to be defined in relation to it. The problem, 

however, is not only how much of him/herself the colonized self can 

retain in opposition to, or in alliance with, the colonizer, but who s/he is 

in relation to others in colonial subjugation, since a major component of 

colonial discourse has been the restructuring of Native ―heterogeneous 

identities (for each tribe has developed its own tribal identity) into a more 

homogeneous identity […], [to] replace historical Indian identities with 

an easily manipulated sameness‖ (Vickers 3). 

When studying traditions of identity-formation, the historical as well 

as the psychological fate of the colonized self is determined to a great 

extent by the ―othering‖ process of which stereotyping is a symptom. Two 

distinct ways of perceiving the Native have developed in the American 

colonial context: a positive and a negative one. The ―positive‖ way 

formulated variations on the ―noble savage,‖ a metaphoric stereotyping 

that results from a ―narcissistic object-choice,‖ to use Homi Bhabha‘s 

terminology (77). In Dee Horne‘s analysis, ―[c]olonizers see a metaphoric 
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image like themselves [i.e., one that resembles their best], but it is an 

image that they have constructed‖ (73). At the same time, this positive 

identification maintains the hierarchical relationship between colonizer 

and colonized (father and son) by adding the negative category ―savage.‖ 

The ―negative‖ stereotypes, variations on the ―ignoble savage‖ 

(Vickers 4), are metonymic ones, which ―register the perceived lack‖ 

(Bhabha 75) of characteristics similar to those of the colonizer and intend 

to ―negate individuality‖ (Horne 73) by homogenizing heterogeneity 

(Vickers 3), when incorporating individuals into ―collective categories of 

otherness in which differences become the mark of sameness‖ (Horne 73).  

Although the bulk of the novel takes place on the Spokane 

reservation, the presence of the dominant white society can strongly be 

felt, most profoundly through metaphoric and metonymic stereotypes that 

dominate the media—and Indians here do watch a lot of television. With 

high unemployment rate, poverty, economic frustration, little hope for a 

better life, a lot end up yearning for white riches, or at least are blinded by 

the show of it, while feeling inferior and outsiders to it. Even Thomas, the 

storyteller in the novel, who honestly tries to maintain traditional Indian 

values, is troubled by the fact that ―[w]hite people owned everything: 

food, houses, clothes, children. Television constantly reminded Thomas 

of all he never owned‖ (Reservation 70). Moreover, the cultural identity 

crisis the Indian world is in—―nobody believed in anything on this 

reservation‖ (Reservation 28) —leads to the internalization of alien/false, 

stereotypical values and characteristics presented about Indians in 

Western movies. The metonymic stereotype is applied by one Indian 

against the other in the statement: ―That‘s a vending machine, you savage. 

It works on electricity‖ (Reservation 135). An example of how the 

―misrepresentation of reality‖—here: considering the Indians savage 

beasts—becomes ―its reordering‖ (Loomba 57), that is they start looking 

upon themselves and one another as inferior savages.  

In Native American Postcolonial Psychology (1995) the Durans 

describe how peoples ―assaulted in a genocidal fashion,‖ internalize after 

despair ―what appears to be genuine power—the power of the oppressor. 

[…] merely a caricature of the power actually taken from Native 

American people‖ (29). One Indian calling the other savage is none other 

than exercising, idealizing this stolen, externalized, oppressive fatherly 

power. According to Jessica Benjamin, ―every idealization defends 

against something: the idealization of the father masks the child‘s fear of 

his power‖ (232). However, such an act of idealization—as the Durans 
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point it out—leads to self-hatred, which can be internalized (the 

symptoms are alcoholism and suicide) or externalized (manifesting itself 

in violence). Alexie‘s Spokane characters, especially the males, are often 

brutally violent and get into trouble all the time for drinking heavily. 

Oppressive white fathering is evidently devastation to the Indian world. 

The Indian father 

What can overpower such an unnatural and tyrannical father as 

dominant white America is for the Indians? Only a natural Indian father 

of the Native heritage: a father that, as a consequence of Indian-White 

relations, has been ―banished‖ or is simply lost, forgotten. Reservation 

Blues is a quest story, then, a search after the natural father, after Indian 

fathering as opposed to White fathering. Here lies the answer to the 

question: why fathering and not mothering? It is in fact the father‘s 

position that has been intimidated the most when replaced by ―white 

fathering.‖ The mother has also been pushed to the background by newly 

imposed patriarchal thinking and attitudes; the role has suffered serious 

distortions. Yet, it is Indian fathering that needs to be restored first in 

order to contest devastation and its source (white fathering) and allow for 

the return of the mother.  

The comeback of the most profoundly traditional Native fatherly 

presence in the novel is father as text (be it poetic or narrative): textualizing 

as ―fathering,‖ the very act of storytelling/reciting as begetting, maintaining 

life, ensuring cultural survival (as has always been the case in oral 

cultures). Nicely theoretical and stupidly vague as it may sound, Alexie 

does manage to sustain the sense of some fatherly presence (not his) 

prevalent less in what a text says but in its initial being, through the fact 

that it is there inviting reaction (self-creation) to it; not necessarily 

actively writing or reciting something to respond to but by simply being 

there, no matter in what silent or hidden way, thus initiating 

communication, activating the Indian in the characters. The concept is not 

God-like, which would require adherence to some divinity or to certain 

principles. It is not the narrator‘s presence either, but arises from some 

spiritual connection, a dialogic relationship between the prose body of the 

novel and the poems that introduce every chapter. The result functions as 

the novel‘s distinct cultural cohesion.  
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The texts that initiate intratextual/intertextul communication are the 

poems and the dream sections. The poems—lyrics to blues songs—

poeticize the problems set forth in the prose chapters following them. 

These songs connect the contemporary topics to other time dimensions, 

mostly to the past, and show resemblance partly to traditional Native 

lyricism, partly to the blues. Traditional Indian lyrics ―rhyme perceptions, 

moods, natural objects, the world as word (the poem as unifying 

association)‖ and weave ―the story through poetic time‖ (Lincoln 95). 

Consequently, the issues raised in the novel get to be connected to a ―land 

base‖ of feelings and ideas traditionally there (arriving from the past as 

eternal presence), with which one can bond, and start to heal. As usual in 

Alexie, the reader is to do the job: ―[t]hrough the dialogic exchange of the 

synchronic and the diachronic messages that shape the written text, 

Alexie engages his readers in piecing together these stories. He moves his 

readers from the position of reading (or watching) to becoming part of 

‗the happening‘—the ongoing retelling of stories and consequent 

recreation of identity‖ (Carroll 82–3). ―Narrative fathering‖ thus implies 

the offering of prose and poetic texts for temporal and topical 

harmonization along with what goes identity formation. The past and the 

present meet in an embrace for the sake of a future—textual dialogue 

moves in an Indian circle of time. And it is this temporal 

recontextualization that constitutes the ceremonial, healing aspect of the 

Native American storytelling mode the novel utilizes. 

Temporal traffic is rendered by the blues genre also since it ensures 

survival (a future) through remembering the past in the present: the ―blues 

is an impulse to keep the painful details and episodes of a brutal 

experience alive in one‘s aching consciousness, […] and to transcend it 

[…] by squeezing from it a near-tragic, near-comic lyricism‖ (Ellison 

212). The blues allows for a balance between the tragic and the comic, 

however, in a Native American novel it gains additional significance. As 

Jennifer Gillian points it out when discussing Alexie‘s poetry, through the 

blues can the author ―explore the possibilities of crosscultural 

articulation‖ (109). The African American and the Indian share the pain 

of genocidal and discriminating marginalization in the history of the 

United States, while both feel to belong to more ancient and spiritually 

much richer cultures than the ―white‖ one that has been imposed on them. 

Feeling ancient implies rootedness; an awareness of tradition, ancestry, 

generations of fathers and mothers talking through you. The novel is an 

example of how means of securing such richness can be learned from 
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another culture with the same experience of oppression, from African 

Americans in this case.  

Blues temporality and Indian lyric and story time are not only 

similar but need to be harmonized. They symbolize strategies of coping, 

key to maintaining survival balance in an Indian-White reality. At times 

harmonizing fails, there is no blues-prose communication: 

Then the music stopped. The reservation exhaled. Those blues created 

memories for the Spokanes, but they refused to claim them. Those blues 

lit up a new road, but the Spokanes pulled out their old maps. Those 

blues churned up generations of anger and pain: car wrecks, suicides, 

murders. Those blues were ancient, aboriginal, indigenous. (Reservation 

174)  

―Consciousness of self is only possible if it is experienced by 

contrast,‖ claims Emile Benveniste (40), thus when the Spokane Indians 

in the prose segment refuse to open up to and communicate with the blues 

songs with characteristics of ancient Indian lyricism, they fail to 

recognize the significance of contrast that reveals sameness. They let go 

of the possibility to develop awareness of identity through the Other; 

consequently, the traditional fatherly embrace by means of 

contextualizing is not recognized, has no opportunity to heal. At this point 

the Indian is ―trapped in the now‖ (The Lone Ranger 22)—not to be 

confused with the Native sense of eternal present. The Indian idea of the 

wheel of time expresses movement with a sense of eternity. Although the 

wheel moves around a center, it is in motion, does not stand still, does not 

get stuck in one place. Heritage, traditions, identities must do the same, as 

Thomas, Alexie‘s storyteller warns his fellows in another novel: 

Your past is a skeleton walking one step behind you, and your future is a 

skeleton walking one step in front of you. Maybe you don‘t wear a 

watch, but your skeletons do, and they always know what time it is. 

Now, these skeletons are made of memories, dreams, and voices. And 

they can trap you in the in-between between touching and becoming. 

[…] What you have to do is keep moving, keep walking, in step with 

your skeletons. They ain‘t ever going to leave you, so you don‘t have to 

worry about that. […] Sometimes, though, your skeletons will talk to 

you, tell you to sit down and take a rest, breathe a little. Maybe they‘ll 

make promises, […] will dress up as beautiful Indian women and ask 

you to slow dance. […] But, no matter what they do, keep walking, keep 

moving. And don‘t wear a watch. Hell, Indians never need to wear a 

watch because your skeletons will always remind you about the time. 

See, it is always now. That‘s what Indian time is. (The Lone Ranger 22) 
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Indian time and Indian identity are inseparable—if you do not 

understand one there is no access to the other and both are inseparable 

from heritage, the broadest sense of the natural father in the novel. Father 

as tradition, is not only textual presence or absence, but also the spiritual 

fathering through teaching how to ―move with skeletons,‖ skeletons that 

are texts that come your way, texts you MUST respond to because they 

are all you—you by reflecting upon your thoughts, feelings, desires; or 

you by highlighting who you are not. The concept is none other than the 

Indian web of life: do not ignore any strand (text) around you, no matter 

where it seems to originate it leads to you, thus it is your responsibility to 

maintain a balanced relationship with it. In case locked up in a shell, the 

strands around are torn, the balance of the world is disturbed. Thus, the 

most profound sense of fathering in Reservation Blues does not originate 

from the author, or the narrator, or the storyteller within the story. It is 

rather the tradition of offering. An offering of texts, of strands, of the 

world with an invitation in them to please respond and build a web, be a 

web. Those who were fortunate enough to experience such fathering stay 

constantly empowered by that offer.  

Blues-prose communication, the recognition of fatherly embrace 

does not always fail. It is achieved, for example in one of the blues 

poems, ―Father and Farther.‖ Father and son share the kind of suffering 

and frustration the novel abounds in. Still, they are not in it together; as if 

a character from the novel stepped out into the realm of poetry knowing 

that only there can he find fathering, understanding and consolation: 

Sometimes, father, you and I 

Are like a three-legged horse 

Who can‘t get across the finish line 

No matter how hard he tries and tries and tries and tries 

 

And sometimes, father, you and I 

Are like a warrior 

Who can only paint half of his face 

While the other half cries and cries and cries‖  

 

chorus: 

Now can I ask you, father 

If you know how much farther we need to go? 

And can I ask you, father 

If you know how much farther we have to go? (Resrvation 93) 
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The question is not answered. The father has been through it all, he 

is a fellow-sufferer, not superior, oppressive, just silently there for the son 

with the same experience, with no comments, yet with cultural 

expectations he himself fails to live up to, e.g. to be a warrior. Still, both 

the father and the son feel these cultural attributes to be relevant. All 

might fail as warriors but the warrior status is not outdated, simply needs 

to be updated. The boy‘s question is a poetical one, he expects no answer. 

What matters is that he can turn to a father who represents a tradition, and 

as such offers textual embrace—not cold authority but a respected partner 

even in failure. Two alternatives of the father as partner merge here: the 

one that offers the text, the poem in this case, and the one that is in it, who 

shares the same experience with his son. 

In the poetry section the offering of texts, strands to be connected 

into a web is the gesture of understanding pain and solitude—here the 

tragic tone dominates. In the prose section, however, tragedy and solitude 

are almost natural undercurrents nobody cares much about anymore. It is 

some desperate will to survive combined with self-irony that generates 

the special Alexie humor or rather sarcasm from which the prose section‘s 

tragicomic, at times solely comic, note develops. As Joseph L. Coulombe 

argues, Alexie ―uses humor—or his characters use humor—to reveal 

injustice, protect self-esteem, heal wounds, and create bonds‖ (94). 

Humor, then is part of the textual strategies with which to grapple the task 

of undoing the colonial misrepresentation of reality and of rebuilding the 

web of identity (even if it is no longer purely indigenous). It is another 

kind of fatherly embrace, offering a different tool (besides knowing how 

to move with our skeletons) with which to approach the task of fitting 

strands into a web. A father with a great sense of humor is a lot of fun and 

true medicine. To stay with the previous example of ―the warrior,‖ the 

status is handled differently in the prose than in the blues sections, with 

more sarcasm, less understanding: ―Victor and Junior were fragile as 

eggs, despite their warrior disguises‖ (Reservation 16). Even worse when 

seen through the eyes of women: 

When Indian women begin the search for an Indian man, they carry a 

huge list of qualifications. He has to have a job. He has to be kind, 

intelligent and funny. He has to dance and sing. He should know how to 

iron his own clothes. Braids would be nice. But as the screwed-up Indian 

men stagger through their lives, Indian women are forced to amend their 

list of qualifications. Eventually, Indian men need only to have their own 

teeth to get snagged. (Reservation 74–5)  
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As for father characters, all the protagonists in the prose section 

have intense feelings towards theirs, be it love, understanding, confusion, 

disgust, or hatred. The seemingly upright and strong Indian is David 

WalksAlong, the Spokane Tribal Council Chairman, who used to be a 

great basketball player and ―looked almost like an old-time Indian 

warrior‖ (Reservation 37), but plays golf now, and has become a corrupt 

politician, paying for votes. He is a father figure, raised his nephew, 

White Hawk, an ―alcohol baby,‖ who has grown into a monster: little 

brain capacity, a lot of muscle and arrogance. WalksAlong ends up 

faceless in the midst of all the roles he is playing, in a fake life he has 

built up, deserting his son when that gets into prison. He is a sad case of 

mimicry, internalizing the colonizer‘s power that destroyed his people.  

The other fathers are all victims of the colonial situation, deprived 

of traditional roles, fighting all the time but not sure whom or for what 

and where the battleground is; as a result mostly drunk. The father of the 

two women singers, Chess and Checkers is paid most attention. When his 

son is dying, he goes out to get some help, knowing, he will not find any 

and returns as a defeated warrior, eventually becoming an alcoholic.  

The more abstract father attributes of the Indian world are seen in a 

different light. Nature, for example, is not addressed as mother but as 

father –―‗Father,‘ he [Thomas] said to the crickets, who carried their own 

songs to worry about‖ (Reservation 101). When no one wants to listen to 

his stories, Thomas tells them to pine trees and is grateful for their 

attention. Nature for him is like the father in the ―Father and Farther‖ 

blues poem, to whom you bond, with whom you spiritually communicate 

but who does not answer questions for you. A father who knows how to 

listen without wanting to interfere in one‘s life is a blessing. In Alexie‘s 

world Nature, poetry, and music share the same spiritual realm and have 

the attributes of a father. They even turn into each other to father life: 

Music rose above the reservation¸ made its way into the clouds, and 

rained down. The reservation arched its back, opened its mouth, and 

drank deep because the music tasted so familiar. Thomas felt the 

movement, the shudder that passed through tree and stone, asphalt and 

aluminum. The music kept falling down, falling down. (Reservation 24) 

Cultural tradition is a profound fathering principle, even if some 

Indians no longer adhere to it or believe in it. The protagonists form a 

band but cannot decide on the name. Finally, Thomas comes up with 

―Coyote Springs,‖ which is ―too damn Indian‖ (Reservation 45) for the 
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others. Coyote, the trickster is angered by that, lightening falls on the 

reservation, a fire is started and Coyote steals Junior‘s water truck, hiding 

it in an abandoned dance hall. As a consequence, Junior loses his job, so 

they all agree to stick to the name ―Coyote Springs.‖ Big Mom represents 

a similar power in the novel. Like Coyote, she is semi-human, semi-

divine. As a helpful mountain spirit she teaches musicians, heals the sick 

and comes down to the people when there is a fry bread contest. Her text 

or strand is that of the divine mother but like all the mother characters she 

is kept in the background. She trains Coyote Springs, gives the musicians 

singing lessons, cares a lot about them, but cannot be there for them, has 

to watch the band fall apart; they do not even come for consolation to her. 

Ancestors also participate in the offering of texts that father our 

lives, lining up behind all our thoughts, feelings, and actions: ―Thomas 

also heard something hidden behind the words. He heard Robert 

Johnson‘s grandmother singing backup. […] Johnson‘s grandmother was 

not alone […]. Other black men, women and children sang with her‖ 

(Reservation 174–5). In times of emotional and spiritual hunger the 

ancestral pile of textual offerings is what functions as a set of roots 

through which to take ―food for life.‖ One receives ancestral stories—

often from the father or the grandparents—as tokens of sharing, of 

belonging, of family embrace. A grave problem with contemporary 

reservation life in the Alexie novel is that for many living there equals 

being an Indian and no one searches for or offers access to ancestral 

values and stories. Geographical space is endowed with spiritual power, 

but without the traditional knowledge of what language to address it in, 

connection fails, the reason why the songs in the rain are not heard.  

In case an ancestor‘s words of wisdom are in fact noted, they 

become an important strand with which to connect to the world: ―[m]y 

grandfather always told me you can take a boy off the reservation, but 

you can‘t take the reservation off the boy‖ (Reservation 227). The Indian 

sense of place is emphasized here, traditionally the most important aspect 

of Native American Weltanschauung—space as Nature, as culture, as 

father/mother. The sources of power are geographical locations imbued 

with spirituality, the most significant being the one where the specific 

tribe came to the earth. The others are normally prominent historical sites. 

As Eric Cheyfitz points it out, ―Native storytelling, which reinforces 

kinship, is land based, tied to the local sites of communities that narrate 

their origins as autochthonous‖ (66). Characters in the novel travel a lot 

off the reservation, even to New York City, but feel alien and powerless. 
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When Thomas is worried about leaving at the end of the novel, Chess is 

surprised, saying the destination is only an hour away. Still, for Thomas 

―[a]nywhere off the reservation […] is a long ways from the reservation‖ 

(Reservation 304). The reservation has magnetic power—it is people, 

culture, Nature: 

Meanwhile, the reservation remained behind. It never exactly longed for 

any Indian who left, for all those whose bodies were dragged quickly 

and quietly into the twentieth century while their souls were left behind 

somewhere in the nineteenth. But the reservation was there, had always 

been there, and would still be there, waiting for Coyote Springs‘s return 

from New York City. Every Indian, every leaf of grass, and every animal 

and insect waited collectively. (Reservation 220) 

Nonetheless, after arriving home, the destruction of their lives 

continues in the lack of goals or any initiative. Drinking remains the only 

program. Alexie‘s Indians seem to be left with isolation in the world 

outside the reservation, alienation inside it, and no hope for any 

perspective.  

Yet another ancestral text, the mournful singing of the screaming 

horses, is the consequence of the clashing concepts of fathering. These 

horses slaughtered by white soldiers at Wounded Knee more than a 

hundred years ago symbolize the tragic history of Indian-White relations, 

a history of white fathering that involves the destruction of both people 

and Nature—a spiritual and textual heritage difficult to address, yet an 

essential strand with which to bond to contemporary reality. However, the 

horses still communicate owing to Indian fathering. As mentioned earlier, 

these horses symbolize victimization by an oppressive father (the 

American government), while they also stand for the warrior ancestors 

whose voices echo in their songs. Big Mom is the one most bothered by 

this music; she watches the constantly returning spirits of the horses fail 

as musicians, some of whom are not even Indians. The horses at this point 

represent whoever was victimized by American politics. Big Mom tries to 

help, she never succeeds: even 500 years after the colonization of the 

American continent,  

[in] 1992, Big Mom still watched for the return of those horses and 

listened to their songs. With each successive generation, the horses 

arrived in different forms and with different songs, called themselves 

Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Marvin Gay, and so many other names. 

Those horses rose from everywhere and turned to Big Mom for rescue, 

but they all fell back into the earth again. (Reservation 10)  
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Into this standing water arrives Robert Johnson, an African 

American blues guitarist and meets Thomas Builds-the-Fire, ―the misfit 

storyteller of the Spokane Tribe‖ (Reservation 5). Both display 

extraordinary cases of artistic obsession. Robert Johnson is an African–

American blues musician, who, like a modern Faust, has given his soul 

away to a so-called Gentleman in return to a magical guitar that makes 

him the best guitar player in the world. The problem is that his talent 

leaves him when he plays for money. Losing everything as a 

consequence, then not being able to get rid of the guitar (if it is broken it 

mends itself; if it is lost, it finds its way back to him), Johnson arrives on 

the reservation as a sick man, searching for a woman he has seen in his 

dreams, who turns out to be Big Mom. Johnson withdraws to Big Mom‘s 

to heal, and the magic guitar is left with Thomas: a gift from one race to 

the other, an offering of the blues of the African American world to the 

Indians.  

First the guitar plays itself and talks to Thomas, initiating a dialogue 

through the channel of music between Indians and their past (both history 

and spiritual heritage): ―‗The blues always makes us remember,‘ the 

guitar said. […] Y‘all need to play songs for your people. They need you. 

Y‘all need the music‘‖ (Reservation 22–3). Yet another offer: music. The 

blues poems outside the narrative enter the plot as music initiating 

communication, starting to weave a protective web around the Indians. 

Eventually, the band, Coyote Springs is formed, Thomas writes the lyrics, 

is also the lead singer and Victor plays the guitar. Music is like a blanket 

that keeps them warm against the chills of reservation reality. Such a 

blanket is a soul-securing offering. Everything goes well until they 

perform in front of an Indian audience on or off the reservation. However, 

when they are after the white musicians‘ carrier and after making money 

from entertaining white people, the guitar fails them and the band is 

sacked. Music is power; it constantly recreates the world (Reservation 10) 

and when the boys forget to respect that by misusing it, music leaves 

them. It is power offered as a means of strengthening identity, not 

destroying it. When the boys try to please whites to be a success, they 

hope to be recognized in the white world. As Louis Owens argues, ―In 

order to be recognized, and thus have a voice that is heard by those in 

control of power, the Native American must step into the mask and be the 

Indian constructed by white America‖ (176). It is indeed checked if the 

band looks and sounds Indian enough. So does the destruction of already 

unstable Indian identities begin: the members of Coyote Springs are 
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expected to perform double and contradictory mimicry: to mimic the 

white musicians‘ attitude, through that to show assimilating intentions; 

but at the same time they are to mimic white stereotypes of the Indian, 

thus to maintain difference—and both alien identities are expected to be 

authenticated. The result is collapse into voicelessness, frustration, 

storming violence the guitar wants no part of, can be no protection 

against. Music as offering and embrace fails when distorted into a 

medium of mimicry. 

Fortunately, there are stories instead. Thomas believes he ―caught 

some disease in the womb that forced him to tell stories‖ (Reservation 6), 

which ―crept into dreams‖ and ―hung in your clothes and hair like smoke, 

and no amount of laundry soap or shampoo washed them out‖ 

(Reservation 15). No beating, no attempt at trying to sweet-talk him into 

silence is ever successful—he keeps talking and talking. Thomas appears 

to be the last ―traditional‖ Indian, in the contemporary context a real 

misfit. But his traditionalism, his interest in the past, is like blues 

remembrance for survival in the future. The Wounded Knee massacre for 

him is not an event that has passed and is none of their concern: ―We 

were slaughtered at Wounded Knee. I know there were whole different 

tribes there, no Spokanes, or Flatheads, but we were still somehow there. 

There was a part of every Indian bleeding in the snow‖ (Reservation 167).  

Thomas is the key to spiritual survival. He is the one who maintains 

the tribal heritage; not by telling old stories but by making up ones that 

adhere to tradition, yet speak to the present moment, this way keeping the 

heritage flexible, alive: ―Thomas looked into himself. He knew his stories 

came from beyond his body and mind, beyond his tiny soul‖ (Reservation 

167). He can reach to the source of stories because he is a visionary, for 

which he is both ridiculed and envied. The others find his serene 

countenance and his closed eyes before stepping on the story path 

ridiculous. Nevertheless, when Junior commits suicide and Victor 

questions his buddy‘s dead spirit about the reasons, its answer is that 

―when I closed my eyes like Thomas, I didn‘t see a damn thing. Nothing. 

Zilch. No stories, no songs. Nothing‖ (Reservation 290). Since having 

dreams and visions is an essential attribute to the formation of Native 

American identity, receiving no vision is the sign of identity crisis.  

Thomas, the seer, although constantly teased or ignored, emerges as 

a father figure for the other characters. His narratives are offerings, 

strands with which to connect to a web, create a web. These stories are 

warriors, fight for the Indians, take care of them, teach and comfort them. 
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As a visionary, Thomas is the one within the prose section of the book 

who bridges the realms of prose (in which he is a character and parts of 

which he tells) and poetry (the blues lyrics he writes); he embraces the 

time spheres of past, present, and future; Nature and culture; the spiritual 

and the material worlds. As such a synthesizer, he is the personification of 

the traditional Indian father presence the novel maintains; he is live 

heritage, offering his fellow Indians texts to relate to, texts that address 

the Indian in them. Thomas intends to heal, ―wanted the songs, the 

stories, to save everybody‖ (Reservation 101). Although scared in New 

York, having no stories for the new context, he is the one who decides to 

leave the reservation with his girlfriend and her sister (also Indians but 

from another tribe) at the end of the novel. The Reservation as space 

imbued with spirituality makes an offering to them: gives shadows and a 

dream: 

They all held their breath as they drove over the reservation border. 

Nothing happened. […] No voices spoke, although the wind moved 

through the pine trees. It was dark. There were shadows. Those shadows 

took shape, became horses running alongside the van. […] Those horses 

were following, leading Indians toward the city. […] In a dream, Chess, 

Checkers and Thomas sat at the drum with Big Mom during the 

powwow. All the Spokane Indians pounded the drum and sang. Big 

Mom taught them a new song, the shadow horses‘ song, the slaughtered 

horses‘ song, the screaming horses‘ song, a song of mourning that would 

become a song of celebration: we have survived, we have survived. […] 

She‘d play a note, […] [o]ne for each of the dead horses […], one note 

for each of the dead Indians. 

In the blue van, Thomas, Chess, and Checkers sang together. They were 

alive; they‘d keep living. […] Thomas drove the car through the dark. 

He drove. Checkers and Chess reached out of their windows and held 

tightly to the manes of those shadow horses running alongside the blue 

van. (Reservation 305–6) 

At this point is Thomas ready to leave the reservation: when he 

enters fully into the spirit of his Indian identity: he communicates with the 

spirituality of space (the reservation shadows), with history (learning the 

songs of the screaming horses massacred at Wounded Knee) and heritage 

(drumming the Indian rhythm of life in a tribal circle). Now can he be 

lead off the reservation by the pain of his ancestors to build a bridge 

between the reservation and the world outside and thus ensure survival for 

his people. When the Indian synthesizer and warrior father revives, the 
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mother returns with him as demonstrated by Big Mom‘s active 

participation in the last scene.  

Reservation Blues is an outcry against disempowerment, against the 

tragedy of no comprehension of but a desperate urge for an Indian 

identity. Only a vague sense of belonging lingers on, accompanied by 

constant insecurity; still, Alexie‘s characters hang on to it against all odds. 

Perhaps that stubborn, unconscious drive to belong keeps the roots of the 

Indian in these characters alive. The heritage is difficult to make out and 

many are literally or psychologically orphaned on both sides—no one to 

acquire tribal knowledge from. Parents have fallen victim to the 

consequences of colonialism and the novel seems to suggest that it is the 

father who has to be restored first as a traditional, at the same time new 

type of warrior to counter the oppressive ―white father‖ before the mother 

can come back into view. This father is a warrior, empowering through 

the act of offering: offering himself as heritage, as a series of texts 

(stories/poems), as silence, as humor, as music, as lessons in how to move 

with one‘s skeleton and as Nature—offering the embrace of a synthesizer 

storyteller.  
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The Organization of Travels in Early Modern 

Hungary 

István Bitskey 

In 1578 the illustrious humanist scholar of the early modern 

Netherlands, Justus Lipsius, expounded upon his theories on traveling in a 

long letter concerning a journey to be taken by a young nobleman to the 

Italian peninsula. According to the advice he gave in what was called 

Epistola de peregrinatione italica, ―anyone can wander, ramble, or 

peregrinate but few are able to scrutinize and to learn, i.e. to travel in the 

proper fashion... That is to say, like those who, when casting a spear, do 

not throw it in vain but explore the aim they take ahead of time, you 

should also make a decision ahead of time about the purpose of this 

journey of yours. If I am not mistaken, your goal is twofold: it covers 

both usefulness and pleasure... However, one has to strive hard to obtain 

the usefulness aspect..., and I want you to remember this, for which 

purpose I shall mark it with the triple path leading to wisdom, knowledge, 

and morality. The reason for this is that a proper journey must entail all 

these‖.
1
 

                                                 
  Jelen tanulmány a TÁMOP 4.2.1/B-09/1/KONV-2010-007 sz. projekt keretében 

készült. 
1
 ―Sed ista hic cautio: ut id fiat non cum voluptate solum, sed cum fructu. Vagari, 

lustrare, discurrere quivis potest; pauci indagare, discere; id est, veré peregrinari ... Ut 

enim ii qui iaculum mittunt, non in vanum dirigunt, sed scopum praespeculantur ad 

quem collineent: sic tu praefini, quid peregrinatione istac queras. Duo nisi fallor: 

utilitatem et voluptatem ... At in utilitate laborandum est ... Eam tibi ingero et triplici 

hoc linvite designo, Prudentiae, Scientiae, Morum. Haec enim omnia peregrinatio 

adferre debet; si consilio, si rité instituta." Justus LIPSIUS, Epistolarium centuriae 

duae, Lugduni Batavorum, Ex officina Plantiana, 1591, 44–45. Epistola XII, Duacum, 

Philippo Lanoyo nobilissimo iuveni S. D. About the edition of this letter see: 
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On the one hand Lipsius‘ exhortation summed up the earlier travel-

related experience of European civilization, while on the other it 

represented an expression of the desire for knowledge and the mental 

fastidiousness and steadfastness of purpose characteristic of the Late 

Renaissance. While in the Middle Ages usefulness (utilitas) was 

considered the primary principle of travel and a traveler (called viator or 

peregrinator) accordingly had a specific goal to accomplish, the Age of 

Humanism introduced the idea of delectation (delectatio, voluptatio) as a 

reason for a voyage. As a matter of course, the practical aspect, or 

usefulness, was also a priority for travelers in the Early Modern period. 

However, at the same time, even if it was not a conscious element, it had 

an interesting quality of personal experience to it, which surfaced more 

and more frequently in the diaries, travelogues, and descriptions of 

different countries. In the 16th century the wish to travel seemed to 

increase all over Europe and, as a result, publications about the 

preparatory organization, regulation, and types of journeys emerged in a 

staggeringly vast number. The authors of the most notable of these 

writings (Guglielmo Grataroli, Hilarius Pyrckmair, Hieronymus Turler, 

and others) enthusiastically urged people to travel on the one hand, while 

on the other hand they also provided professional guidance for those who 

set forth on individual journeys. Recently, there has emerged a fairly 

extensive branch of professional literature focusing on the cultural history 

of travel and the versions and methods of its theory.
2
 The collection of 

critical studies by Peter J. Brenner contains a substantial bibliography on 

the subject.
3
  

                                                                                                                         
Inventaire de la Correspondence de Juste Lipse 1564–1606, par Alois GERLO et 

Hendrik D. L. VERVLIET, Anvers, 1968, 29.  
2
 J. STANGL – K. ORDA – C. KÄMPFER, Apodemiken. Eine räsonnierte Bibliographie 

der reisetheoretischen Literatur des 16., 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts, Paderborn, 1983 

(Quellen und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Stadtbeschreibung und Statistik, 2); H 

WIEGAND, Hodoeporica. Studien zur neulateinischen Reisedichtung des deutschen 

Kulturraums im 16. Jahrhundert. Mit einer Bio- Bibliographie der Autoren und 

Drucke, Baden-Baden, 1984 (Saecula spiritualia, 12) ; Marc LAUREYS, Theory and 

Practice of the Journey to Italy in the 16th Century: Stephanus Pighius‘ Hercules 

Prodicius, in Myricae. Essays on neo-lain literature in Memory of Jozef Ijsewijn, 

Leuven UP, 2000, 269–301. 
3
 Der Reisebericht, Hg. Peter J. BRENNER, Frankfurt am Main, 1989; siehe noch dazu: 

Reiseberichte als Quellen europäischer Kulturgeschichte. Aufgaben und Möglichkeiten 

der historischen Reiseforschung, Hgg. Antoni MACZAK und Hans Jürgen 

TEUTEBERG, Wiesbaden, 1982 (Wolfenbütteler Forschungen, Bd. 21); Reisekultur. 
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Although the documents testify of a surprisingly high level of 

mobility in Europe even in the Middle Ages,
4
 by the Early Modern Age 

people‘s willingness to travel had become even stronger, and the authority 

and respect garnered by those who traveled also increased dramatically. 

In the beginning, the impulse to set out on journeys came from the 

courage of Renaissance people to seek adventure, while later undertaking 

the proper arrangements for travel developed into a well-planned activity, 

and evolving more and more into a profession that required expertise and 

a wide range of knowledge. Hungary also became a part of this process. 

By the end of the 16th century, the domestic body of literature on travel 

started to grow extensively, with almost all of its salient genres appearing 

in intellectual circles in the Carpathian Basin. Hungarian researchers 

began to study and process this rich material of cultural history towards 

the end of the 1970s. Series of reference books, databases, and studies 

were published that now make it possible to survey the period with a 

focus on Hungarian types of travel, destinations, typical preparations for 

journeys, and processes and experiences of travel. 
5
 

                                                                                                                         
Von der Pilgerfahrt zum modernen Tourismus, Hgg. Herman BAUSINGER, Klaus 

BEYRER, Gottfried KORFF, München, 1991; Justin STAGL, Ars apodemica: 

Bildungsreise und Reisemethodik von 1560 bis 1600, in Reisen und Reiseliteratur im 

Mittelalter und in der Frühen Neuzeit, Hgg. Xenja von ERTZDORFF, Dieter 

NEUKIRCH, Rodopi, Amsterdam, 1992, 141–189 (Chloe. Beihefte zum Daphnis, Bd. 

13). 
4
 Norbert OHLER, Reisen im Mittelalter, München-Zürich, 1986; PETNEKI Áron, 

Tanta malitia itineris..., in Klaniczay-Emlékkönyv, ed. by JANKOVICS József, Bu-

dapest, 1994, 10–31; CSUKOVICS Enikő, Középkori magyar zarándokok (Hungarian 

Pilgrims in the Middle Ages), Budapest, 2003. 
5
 László TARR, The history of the carriage, London, 1969; BINDER Pál, Utazások a 

régi Európában. Peregrinációs levelek, útleírások és útinaplók 1580–1709 (Travels in 

the old Europe. Travel letters, description of travels, travel diaries), Bucharest, 1976; 

KOVÁCS Sándor Iván, Pannóniából Európába (From Pannonia to Europe), 

Budapest, 1975, 72–79; IDEM, Szakácsmesterségnek és utazásnak könyvecskéi (The 

booklets of culinary art and travel), Budapest, 1988; HOFFMANN Gizella, 

Peregrinuslevelek 1711–1750 (Letters of peregrinators 1711–1750), Szeged, 1980; 

Magyar utazási irodalom 15–18. század (Hungarian Travelogues from the Fifteenth to 

the Eighteenth Centuries), ed. by KOVÁCS Sándor Iván and MONOK István, 

Budapest, 1990; Peregrinatio Hungarorum, vol. I–VII, ed. by HERNER János, Sze-

ged, 1988–1990; Régi és új peregrináció. Magyarok külföldön, külföldiek Magyar-

országon (Old and new Peregrination. Hungarians abroad, foreigners in Hungary), 

vol. I–III, ed. by BÉKÉSI Imre, JANKOVICS József, KÓSA László, NYERGES 

Judit, Nemzetközi Magyar Filológiai Társaság, Budapest–Szeged, 1993; SZELESTEI 
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1. The First Hungarian in the Americas 

Understandably, news of Columbus‘ discovery of the New World 

and the conquests that followed traveled quickly in Western Europe, but 

with some delay knowledge of the new continent began to become part of 

public discourses in regions distant from the seas as well. Numerous 

travel accounts were printed in the 16th century offering information and 

accounts concerning the Americas to an ever wider circle of the European 

intelligentsia.
6
 The Huttich–Grynaeus anthology, which recounts the 

voyages of Amerigo Vespucci and Magellan and gives a detailed 

description of the history of the discovery of the New World, figures on 

several contemporary Hungarian booklists.
7
 One edition that had been in 

the possession of István Balázsi in 1567 became part of the collection in 

the library of the Jesuit college in Nagyszombat (present-day: Trnava, 

Slovakia).
8
 According to one hypothesis, Albert Szenci Molnár had the 

book sent to Hungary from Wittenberg with his friend in 1592, since a 

book entitled Historia novi orbis Americae is listed on the receipt of 

volumes delivered.
9
 If this was the case, he must have had considerable 

knowledge of the New World. In Catholic circles, however, works based 

on the experiences of Jesuit missionaries were used. One of the most 

comprehensive of such volumes was Historia natural y moral de las 

Indias (Sevilla, 1590) by Spaniard Joseph de Acosta (1539–1600). Within 

a few years of its publication it had been translated into almost every 

major European language and Comenius himself makes reference to it. 

                                                                                                                         
NAGY László, Naplók és útleírások a 16–18. századból (Diaries and description of 

journeys from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries), Budapest, 1998 (Historia 

Litteraria 6); A Cultural History of Hungary. From the Beginnings to the Eighteenth 

Century, ed. by L.ászló KÓSA, Budapest, 1999, 67–71, 280. 
6
 John ALDEN – Dennis C. LANDIS, European Americana: a Chronological Guide to 

Works Printed in Europe Relating to the Americas 1493–1776, New York, 1980 

(Readex Books). J. H. ELLIOTT, The Old World and the New 1492–1650, 

Cambridge, 1970. 
7
 Simon GRYNAEUS – Johann HUTTICH, Novus orbis regionum ac insularum 

veteribus incognitarum, Basel, 1532.  
8
 FARKAS Gábor Farkas, A nagyszombati egyetemi könyvtár az alapításkor (The 

University Library Nagyszombat in the time of its foundation), Budapest–Szeged, 

2001, Nr. 102 (A Kárpát-medence koraújkori könyvtárai, III). 
9
 KOVÁCS Sándor Iván, Szenci Molnár Albert utazási emlékei, IDEM, Pannóniából 

Európába, op.cit. 85–86. 
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It is a well-known fact that the first Hungarian to set foot in the 

New World was István Budai Parmenius. Born sometime around 1555 in 

Buda, following completion of his schooling in Hungary he traveled in 

Western Europe to pursue his studies. In 1581he settled briefly in Oxford, 

but his interests soon turned towards seafaring. He extolled the voyages 

of admiral Sir Humphrey Gilbert to the New World in a compendious 

Latin verse (De navigatione… Humfredi Gilberti, London, 1582), 

enthusiastically praising the heroism of the undertaking. One year later he 

himself had the opportunity to take part in the admiral‘s second 

expedition, over the course of which he traveled to Newfoundland (a 

territory of present-day Canada). In his letters he gave valuable 

descriptions of regions they explored.
10

 In a letter of August 6th, 1583 to 

Richard Hakluyt he wrote that the expedition, which consisted of five 

boats, had moored in St. John‘s Harbour and begun exploring the 

surroundings. He mentions enormous forests, waters teeming with fish, 

the favorable climate, and having seen only bears so far, no indigenous 

peoples. He had plans to right an epic poem about the voyage, and his 

English friends had great hopes for it. Barely a month later, however, the 

boat was caught in a storm during the voyage back to Europe and the 

great humanist scholar perished. It is regrettable indeed that the first 

Hungarian to travel to the Americas was unable to realize his vision and 

leave a more extensive record of his experiences of the New World for 

posterity. 

2. The travelbooks and guidebooks in Hungary 

It is worth keeping in mind that in the Early Modern Age it was 

very rare for anyone to consider a journey to a far-off destination with the 

intention of staying for only a short period of time, even a period as long 

as a few weeks. Such journeys were undertaken only by royal couriers 

(cursores) or by messengers in the service of affluent noblemen. 

                                                 
10

 David B. QUINN – Neil N. CHESIRE, The New Found Land of Stephen Parmenius. 

The Life and Writings of a Hungarian Poet Drowned on a Voyage from 

Newfoundland 1583, Toronto UP, 1972; KOVÁCS Sándor Iván, Budai Parmenius 

István, a tengerbe veszett magyar humanista költő, Vigilia, 1977, 466–471, IDEM, 

Jelenlévő múlt, Bp. 1978, 39–48; GÖMÖRI György, Adalékok és feltevések Budai 

Parmenius Istvánról, Irodalomtörténeti Közlemények, 1983/4, 368–373; VASVÁRY 

Ödön, Magyar Amerika, Szeged, 1988. 
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Traveling was always dependent on the quality and the level of 

development of the contemporary means of transportation and road 

conditions. Accordingly, in the Early Modern Age, extensive preparations 

(often lasting for several months) had to made before setting out for a 

more significant journeys abroad. The person making arrangements for 

the journey, the patron of the traveling group or the peregrinators 

themselves, had to study a multitude of oral and written guidelines if they 

wanted to ensure that the trip would be successful. Each phase of the 

individual journeys had their corresponding literary genres, which 

provided a framework of guidance and counsel for those wishing to reach 

distant lands. There were theoretically based sources referred to as ars 

peregrinandi, listing the advantages and disadvantages of taking trips and 

always giving preference to the adventurous spirit over the tendency to 

stay home and behave as a ―homebody.‖ The theoretical background was 

supplemented by the practical instructions of the patron who financed the 

trip, in which detailed instructions were laid out for the young wayfarers 

and their escorts. For the purposes of exploring notable towns, the more 

scrupulous travelers used guidebooks (guida) as early as the 17th century. 

There was a particularly increased demand for the guidebooks about 

Rome, and the relevant literature notes the presence of a virtual 

guidebook-industry on the city. The epic poet Miklós Zrìnyi, the 

wealthiest Hungarian aristocrat of the Baroque Age, most probably used 

the guidebook Le cose meravigliose dell‘alma citta di Roma (published in 

Rome in 1636), which gave a detailed discussion of the sights of the 

eternal city.
11

 

During the journeys it was a general custom to keep a diary 

(diarium), while letters (missiles) were sent back home giving accounts of 

the sights and adventures seen and experienced. Later on, the experience 

was related in detailed travelogues or travel books (descriptiones), which 

sometimes developed into high quality memoirs. The accounts sent back 

home by the peregrinators were allowed for an exchange of information 

between the population of Europe and that of the Carpathian Basin. The 

                                                 
11

 KOVÁCS Sándor Iván, Zrínyi római útikönyve (The Rome-guidebook of Zrìnyi), 

Irodalomtörténet, 1981, 299-331 and in „Adria tengernek fönnforgó habjai‖. 

Tanulmányok Zrínyi és Itália kapcsolatáról (―High Frothing Wawes of the Adriatic‖. 

Studies on Zrínyi‘s Italian Contacts), Budapest, 1983, 19; A Bibliotheca Zriniana 

története és állománya (The history and stock of the Bibliotheca Zriniana), ed. by 

KLANICZAY Tibor, Budapest, 1991, 397. 
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acquaintances and friendships with people abroad were recorded in many 

an album amicorum, which also contained numerous variants of the 

poems written on departing or saying farewell (propemtikon, 

apobaterium, etc.). These genres were widely known in the Carpathian 

Basin, and they continue to supply ample information both in Latin and in 

Hungarian concerning the contemporary customs of travel. 

The Hungarian travellers of the age came from a variety of social 

layers. Their ranks included kings and dukes, diplomats and officials, 

preachers and students, tax collectors and merchants, soldiers and 

artisans, as well as journeymen from guilds and itinerant musicians. On 

more important religious holidays, large crowds of peasants took to the 

road for the purpose of pilgrimages or processions. Naturally, the 

mobility of the population was strongly influenced by military and 

political events, which could be both a help and a hindrance. The 

theoretically oriented contemporary analytical writers divided the travels 

that were important from the perspective of cultural history into two 

larger groups. Peregrinatio sancta and peregrinatio academica were 

considered meritorious undertakings representing activities enriching both 

the individuals and their communities. The two kinds of motivation were 

sometimes interrelated. However, one distinct group of travel types 

included pilgrimages, processions seeking penitence, and visiting en 

masse miraculous springs, fountains, caves, shrines, statues, and other 

locations where miracles were said to be worked. Such voyages were 

undertaken on the one hand for the purpose of seeking penitence and on 

the other in hope of gaining other graces. They were the popular forms of 

travel in the Early Modern period because they were inexpensive. 

Pilgrimages mostly meant journeys taken in relatively large groups: 

individual families, communities of relatives and, even more often, 

inhabitants of individual settlements set out together on a journey. If the 

group consisted of more than 30 people, it generally qualified for a 

pilgrims‘ procession (processio), in which the members prayed and sang 

together under the leadership of by the parish priest and carried banners 

and devotional objects. Naturally the group covered the distance to their 

destination on foot, and only in exceptional cases did people ride on 

vehicles (e.g. when carrying sick people on carts or on wheelbarrows, or 

when crossing rivers in boats, etc.). For accommodation, they frequently 

used the cloisters of monasteries, occasionally with as many as a thousand 

people finding shelter for the night. Not even people belonging to the 

aristocratic or wealthy layers of society qualified for exemption from this 
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asceticism, since pilgrimages could only achieve their aims if one 

undertook suffering through vicissitudes.
12

  

A different motivation and a different manner of implementation 

characterized the journeys undertaken for the purposes of academic 

improvement and the acquisition of information. These journeys can be 

considered the forerunners of latter-day forms of modern tourism, much 

more so than pilgrimages, processions for the purpose of gaining 

absolution, etc., so it seems reasonable to focus on the organizational and 

preparatory methods applied to them. 

The author of the first significant treatise in Hungarian literature on 

the theory of travel was Baron Mihály Forgách, who was in regular 

correspondence with Justus Lipsius. Delivering a speech of an almost 

hymn-like quality on the subject at the University of Wittenberg in 1587 

(called Oratio de peregrinatione et eius laudibus), he zealously urged 

young people in Hungary to travel. He introduced his train of thought 

with a rhetorical question: ―Would you like to know how Ulysses 

obtained glory and fame for himself? He went to the end of the world, 

visited many different kinds of people and various cities, and this is how 

he earned the recognition on the basis of which people all over the world 

continue to write poems about him. Thus, if you wish to secure glory for 

yourself, go and visit far-off countries like Ulysses did. This advice 

comes to you from a noble and distinguished aristocrat, who has learned 

about the many advantages of traveling as part of his personal experience. 

Youth of Hungary, follow him as your guide, if you do not want to fall 

behind and deliberately waste your glory‖.
13

 

As far as we know, young people (first of all Protestant students) 

undertook travel in great numbers in early modern Hungary. The most 

widespread form of this was university studies. However, this kind of 
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peregrination was still an enterprise based on utilitarian principles, 

prompted by the need to keep abreast of international scholarly standards. 

Thus, it was different in quality from the so-called wellness (recreational) 

tourism of the modern age. Nevertheless, the students sometimes made 

detours on their way back home, the aim of which was clearly related to 

seeing the world, obtaining further experience, and supplementing their 

studies with adventures while ―seeing foreign lands.‖ A classic example 

of this was the journey taken by Márton Szepsi Csombor: he studied for 

almost two years in Gdansk, from where he then set forth on a tour of 

Western Europe. He visited Denmark, the Netherlands, England, France, 

Germany, and Bohemia. He saw, among other cities, Amsterdam, 

London, Paris, Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Nuremberg, and Krakow. He 

traveled by ship, road carts, and on foot, and he offered an enthusiastic 

account of the products of civic culture in Europe, including buildings, 

customs, people, the landscape, and rarities. The critics have highlighted 

the dichotomy inherent in the way he viewed Europe, noting that he 

always made comparisons. He compared what he saw with the conditions 

in Hungary, and he did his best actually to bring home what was worth 

remembering and borrowing. For him, travel was not merely 

entertainment, but an opportunity to have eye-opening experiences and 

gain a kind of double vision. At the same time, his work also depicted the 

hardships and dangers of ―wayfaring‖ in a deeply human and direct 

fashion. For example, when referring to the ordeals he had to undergo by 

the seaside in the Netherlands, he offered succinct advice to other 

travelers that resembled Latin proverbs in its compactness: ―Peregrinans 

duos saccos debet habere, alterum patientiae, alterum pecuniae,‖ i.e. 

travelers ought to have two pieces of luggage, one for patience and the 

other for money.
14

 

3. Protestant students and traveling instructions 

Adopting modes of travel similar to those used by Szepsi Csombor, 

hundreds of other Protestant young men traversed Europe, visiting 

primarily centers of higher education in Germany, the Netherlands, and 
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England. There is abundant secondary literature available on them.
15

 It 

was mainly these young people who could put to use the books written by 

Dávid Frölich, the scholarly rector of the school at Késmárk [the present-

day town of Kežmarok in Slovakia]. The author was reputed to have spent 

12 years traveling and collecting material for his works, which provided 

fundamental direction and guidance for would-be travelers, covering 

every necessary detail. His book on geography, Medulla geographiae 

practicae, published in Bártfa [present-day Bardejov, Slovakia] in 1639, 

was prepared specifically ―for the use of travelers‖ and, accordingly, its 

preface launched a strong attack on the opponents of travel.
16

 In Frölich‘s 

opinion, ―there are knowledgeable eggheads who continually hide at 

home like boot-makers, expressing scorn for wandering, reading only 

authors of geographical books, who are called Buchgelehrten by the 

Germans, and who are so impudent and obstinate that they believe that 

they will know as much by just reading books as others can see with their 

own eyes.‖ Following this passionate piece of propaganda, the book 

systematically lists and covers in seven chapters the things to be 

contemplated during a journey (Tabella delineans in peregrinationibus 

potissimum observanda). According to the author, after the mental 

preparation and the singing of psalms, one has to observe the region that 

serves as one‘s destination in depth, one has to be familiar with the place-

names (old and new), the reason for the choice of names for individual 

countries, their founders, the circumstances of their inhabitants, and the 
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location of the cities visited. The list furthermore includes the names of 

rivers, mountains, ports, forests, and groves. One has to become familiar 

with the man-made institutions, houses, monasteries, churches, palaces, 

forts, marketplaces, towers, bastions, arsenals, gardens, wells, statues, and 

paintings. Finally, the traveler ought to study the political life of the 

country, including the means and manner of its government, its schools 

and educational institutions, libraries, and public morals. One must take 

account of the country‘s scholars and artisans, as well. He gives a general 

rule for travel (Peregrinandi regulae) as follows: 

―The wayfarers have to endure and suffer a lot. Those who cannot 

bear this, should not even set out on a journey. Before departing, they 

should learn about the individual destinations. They should not just 

observe the superficial, but also the life and customs of the people, the 

location of places, and the relics of old, because this is where wisdom 

comes from. They should have a map with them, as this is the guide and 

the eye of any wayfarer. Without it, they wander blindly in strange lands. 

They should pick a reliable travel companion. They should set out at 

dawn, stay put at night, find safe accommodation in the evening, and 

should not proceed when there is a storm. They should not believe 

everyone, yet should not lie to anyone, should not gossip or vie with the 

locals, and should converse with the scholars. They should be careful in 

the inns and should not count their money in front of others.‖  

According to the author, his next work, which was published a few 

years later (Ulm, 1643–44) under the title Bibliotheca seu cynosura 

peregrinantium (travel ―library or guideline‖) and which comprised the 

contents of Medulla as well, was ―a more complete, enjoyable, and useful 

travel book than any published before.‖ Among other things, the book 

contains more than a hundred problematic situations that might occur 

while one is traveling, counsel related to journeying, a methodology for 

the proper observation of sights, a travelers‘ geography and history, a 

calendar, and information on the roads, fairs, and currencies, but it also 

has a selection of different kinds of travelers‘ prognoses (interpretations 

of dreams, palm readings, weather forecasts), as well as prayers and songs 

for the road. Frölich‘s traveler‘s encyclopedia exerted a significant impact 

on the formation of the image of Hungary (Ungarnbild) in German public 

opinion.
17
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The everyday life of contemporary travelers can be easily 

reconstructed on the basis of the heedings and admonishments penned by 

the scholarly rector from Késmárk (present-day Kežmarok, Slovakia). It 

suffices to cite only a few of these as illustration. It is interesting that both 

the theoretical appraisal of travel and the physical fragility and frailty of 

travelers are mentioned in these quotes. Examples of the former include 

the following: ―Learnedness is the surest traveling kit, as neither 

shipwreck, nor fire, nor war, nor thievery, nor robbery can do any harm to 

it.‖ ―The birthplaces of great personalities must be visited, scrutinized, 

and valued with inherent interest.‖ ―We should diligently visit and attend 

the churches on the way.‖ Examples touching on the means and manner 

travel are: ―The dangers of the road do not have to be excessively feared.‖ 

―Not only the way to our destination but also the way back must be 

carefully planned and considered.‖ ―Horses have to be duly taken care of 

both night and day.‖ There are several pieces of advice in the book on 

eating and meals: ―When in an inn, we sometimes have to put up with 

meals that are not prepared according to our tastes.‖ ―When we are 

entertained as somebody‘s guest, we should eat the food piecemeal.‖ 

―Drunkenness should be avoided.‖ ―In Italian restaurants, we should 

avoid eating rabbit meat.‖  

It seems that even back in those times there were unruly travelers 

without the necessary education or manners, as several warnings uttered 

by the scholar from Késmárk allow us to conclude: ―Sometimes the 

peasant-like and rude quality of the fellow-travelers has to be patiently 

endured.‖ ―We should not easily fall into rivalry with our fellow-

travelers.‖ The author also considered the proper behavior at places of 

accommodation important: ―In the inns, conversations should be initiated 

and carried on that entertain the host and the other customers and make 

them fancy the guest.‖ ―Let us refrain from hollow bragging.‖ ―Those 

who lie had better have a good memory.‖ ―First, we should make sure that 

our host is reliable, and only then should we trust him to hold our money 

in trust.‖ ―We should not harass the daughters or the maidservants of the 

host indecently.‖ Finally, further admonitions to protect the traveler from 

hazards are: ―We should not go to dangerous locations at random.‖ ―We 

should not venture into strange and dangerous forests without a 

companion.‖ ―We should not swear when we are in the middle of a 

storm.‖ 

One clearly sees from these few citations from Frölich‘s travel 

guide that anyone who studied it thoroughly could acquire sufficient 
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knowledge about contemporary regulations for traveling and could 

properly prepare for the enterprise. Following this, the success of the 

journey, which represented considerable risk and cost, depended only on 

the traveler (and the generosity of his patron). 

4. The Kavalierstour of the young aristocrats 

The preparatory organizational work for tours of study for the more 

affluent young people, who came primarily from aristocratic families, 

certainly took on different dimensions. For example, the task of preparing 

the 16-year-old Miklós Zrìnyi for his grand tour of the Italian Peninsula 

was given by the king to Péter Pázmány, the bishop of Esztergom 

himself. The preparatory stage lasted more than six months. First letters 

of recommendation were sent from the king to the ambassadors in Rome 

and Venice, while Pázmány asked cardinal and state secretary Francesco 

Barberini to grant support for the tour. A large delegation, at the head of 

which was Mátyás Senkviczy, canon of Esztergom, accompanied the 

young Hungarian aristocrat, who was then officially received by 

numerous Italian lay and secular dignitaries. Among these were the Grand 

Duke of Tuscany and Pope Urban VIII. The latter actually gave Zrìnyi his 

books of verses as a present. They stayed at several important cities, 

including Rome, Naples, Florence, and Pisa. Benefits of the tour included 

acquiring a command of Italian and thorough knowledge of the fields of 

literature and military and political science. This enabled Zrìnyi later to 

respond in a manner more mature and conscientious to the callings of his 

vocation as a politician.
18

 

The young Miklós Bethlen, one of the most talented representatives 

of the aristocracy, benefited similarly by traveling in a different direction. 

Having pursued studies at universities in the Netherlands, he visited 

London, Oxford, and Paris so that he would be able to return to his native 

Transylvania as a person with an extensive knowledge of politics. 

According to his autobiography, he was deeply impressed by the 

achievements of western culture, the forms of representation around the 

sovereigns, the captivating lectures he attended at the universities, and the 

libraries, hospitals, archeological discoveries, collections of art, rarities 

and other curiosities, and last but not least, by the organized quality and 
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practical aspects of life in general. Thus, it made perfect sense that he 

later prepared with utmost care the grand tour for his son, Mihály. 

Following his studies in Frankfurt and Franeker, Mihály Bethlen 

traversed Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, the Netherlands, England, 

Switzerland, the German and Italian states, Austria and Poland. 

Everywhere he went he looked at the sights and consulted scholars and 

politicians, exactly as he had been instructed to do by his father. Due to 

his untimely death, however, he could not put the experience he had 

gathered abroad to any use back home.
19

  

At the end of the 17th century, the so-called Kavalierstour, a 

fashionable form of traveling throughout Europe, also came into vogue in 

Hungary.
20

 During the course of this type of aristocratic-chivalric tour of 

study, the young noblemen sent abroad did not have to study at 

universities. Instead they were expected to acquire some knowledge of the 

local manners of courtly behavior and the rules and regulations of social 

demeanor among the members of the nobility. They were also encouraged 

to study foreign languages, dancing, horseback riding, fencing, 

architecture, and legal practices, while becoming accustomed to handling 

their money on their own. An excellent example of this is Zsigmond 

Széchenyi‘s tour around the Italian states, which was organized by his 

father, György, with extraordinary care given to the details. The young 

man, 19 years of age, set out on his journey accompanied by four escorts 

each of which had their own individual tasks recorded in the form of 

separate written instructions. The father prescribed a strict itinerary, 

including the people and institutions to be visited. He also outlined a 

budget and provided the members of the group with moral advice. The 

letters they then sent back home duly gave an account of each and every 

detail of the tour.
21

  

Among the destinations popular in the circles of educated 

Hungarian Catholic youth, Rome was certainly the first, partly because of 
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the possibility of pursuing theological studies there and partly due to 

relations with the papal court. The bishops of Eger in the Baroque period 

studied theology almost without exception in the eternal city, and the 

years they spent there represented a life-long experience for them.
22

 The 

detailed description of the Vatican by Imre Pongrácz amply illustrates the 

feelings and impressions shared by Hungarian students of theology upon 

arrival and first sight of the art treasures in Rome. Among the works of art 

seen and admired by the author, Pongrácz‘s work laid special emphasis 

on Michelangelo‘s fresco in the Sistine Chapel, about which he 

enthusiastically wrote: ―This should also be seen by those who wish to 

find out what enormous strength the art of painting has‖.
23

 However, he 

did not reserve his admiration exclusively for the decorative architectural 

forms applied in St. Peter‘s Cathedral and in palaces located in the 

Vatican . He also wrote enthusiastically of the gardens surrounding these 

buildings. He noted how, alongside the fruit trees and the palms at these 

locations, one could see springs, wells, waterfalls, caves, steps, and 

groups of statues constituting an artistic unity. All this indicates an 

affinity for the artistic tastes characteristic of the Baroque, and one can 

assume that Rome made similar impressions on the rest of the Hungarian 

travelers, as well. 

As indicated by several travel journals and diaries, travelers from 

Hungary to destinations in Italy would invariably depart from Vienna, and 

the road to Rome would generally last for a month. In 1687 the rector of 

the University of Nagyszombat (present-day Trnava, Slovakia), Jesuit 

priest László Sennyey, covered the distance between Vienna and Rome in 

34 days, while his return journey lasted only 31 days. In 1721Cardinal 

Imre Csáky got there in three weeks‘ time and back in 30 days. Minorite 

Provincial Zsigmond Elek Ladányi departed from Eger with two of his 

companions to attend a chapter session of the order in Rome in 1731, and 
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they spent 73 days traveling there and 58 on the way back. His travel 

journal indicates that they covered an average of 32 kilometers a day, and 

that for the good part of the journey they walked, and it was only for 

shorter distances that they traveled by coach and horses or on board a 

ship.
24

 If it was possible, monks always took up quarters in monasteries, 

while lay travelers put up for the night in inns, and those of noble ranks 

would stay at the courts of another nobleman during their travels. 

Nevertheless, it was general custom among travelers of all ranks and 

social standing to take time to see the sights along the routes they 

followed. Sometimes they would spend several days at the places they 

deemed worthy of a stay. Venice was one such place. Almost everyone 

stopped for a few days in Venice. Franciscan Father István Kiss from 

Eger, for example, who stopped in Venice in the course of his pilgrimage 

to the Holy Land, went into raptures about the beauty of the ―queen of the 

Adriatic Sea.‖ Most probably, quite a few Hungarian visitors to Venice 

had similar experiences and shared his enthusiasm. His first impression 

was that ―among the waters of the sea in the whole world, noble Venezia, 

built by the greatest masters (...) lies on a strange isle, as if the whole city 

would let the huge and exceedingly beautiful palaces grow out of the 

water.‖ He was deeply impressed by St. Mark‘s Square and the palace of 

the Doge, where he was enchanted by the paintings, sculptures, and 

tapestries. He especially liked the colorful marble columns of the Jesuit 

Church and also praised ―the playing of music and singing‖ in one of the 

nunneries. About the latter he remarked that ―I have never before heard 

anywhere anything more beautiful than this (...) There cannot exist a 

canary that could lead the song in such a fashion. What‘s more, I 

reckoned that the singing was not human but of a somewhat angelic 

quality.‖  

Venice was one of the most captivating cities for travelers in the 

Baroque period, partly because of its own charms, partly due to its 

advantageous geographical position. It was the location where in 1766 

István Kiss embarked for his voyage to Jerusalem, during the course of 

which he gave the most complete and colorful travel account in 
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Hungarian of the Baroque Age, covering both the adversities and the 

positive aspects of his sea voyage.
25

  

5. On foot or by coach? 

As far as the Carpathian Basin region was concerned, traveling was 

possible on foot, on horseback, in a horse-drawn carriage, or by coach, 

depending on the financial standing of the individual traveler.
26

 Vagrant 

musicians and relatively poor students trod in the dust or mud of the 

roads, and they considered themselves lucky when they were given a cart-

ride. In the Habsburg Empire of the 17th century, mail-coaches ran with 

relative regularity, but this was a service that only the wealthy could 

afford. Naturally, noblemen used their own coaches if they set out on a 

trip together with their families. If they were by themselves, as Péter Apor 

noted, they ―rode a steed,‖ while a servant would follow them on a led 

horse. These latter carried a satchel for food, in which the fare included a 

chunk of lard, fried chicken, white bread, garlic, and a few bottles of 

wine. In good weather, lunch was served in a meadow, mostly by a 

haystack. There were noblemen who traveled with 10–15 servants in 

attendance, and oftentimes, even musicians, singers, and other 

entertainers also joined them. If they traveled from one estate to another, 

they had 8–10 wagons in the caravan, with food, kitchen utensils, and 

several bottles of wine on them. One should not forget that at the time it 

was not easy to find drinking water in most places.
27

 

Even more preparation was necessary if people wanted to travel 

together with their families. For a shorter trip they used coaches drawn by 

two horses, for longer journeys, coaches drawn by four horses. More 

affluent people had coaches drawn by six horses, with the driver sitting on 

the back of one of the horses.
28

 They placed pillows in the coaches, 

covered and fixed them with ornamented carpets, and thus created 

comfortable seats. Behind the coach-box they kept a leather-covered trunk 
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exquisitely studded with tin nails into which ―one packed the gowns, the 

skirts, and all the other luggage of the wife.‖ There was a separate trunk 

for ―white linen undergarments.‖ Yet another trunk held the spare parts of 

the coach and the spare harnesses. It is no wonder that at times one could 

not see the front or the back because of the multitude of boxes and trunks. 

Péter Apor also described the seating arrangement in detail. According to 

him, the back seats were for the landlord and his wife. If they had 

children of 3–4 years of age, they had them sit between them. If they had 

older children, they had them sit on the front seat together with the nanny, 

where four people could be seated altogether, if necessary. The young 

women were seated by the window, where sometimes as many as four of 

them were huddled at the two windows. The young unmarried women 

were seated next to the window. The dangerous quality of the journeys by 

coach can be illustrated with reference to the fact that both the horseman 

and the servant had to be rather alert, because ―wherever there was a 

slanted section of the road, they would have to get off and hold the coach 

so that it would not tip over‖.
29

 The servants on horseback would ride in 

front of the coaches, clearing the way, while the outrider would take up a 

position in the back, driving the led horses. If the traveler was a dignitary 

of the Church, the caravan of coaches would also take a portable altar 

with them, and impromptu masses could be held in the open air by the 

side of the road, as was noted in the records of the journeys of Cardinal 

Imre Csáky, the archbishop of Kalocsa.
30

 

All in all, one can clearly see that a great deal of work and 

painstaking preparation was necessary to organize travel in the early 

modern age. However, before concluding the overview of this period of 

the history of travel, it is perhaps worth raising one more question. One 

might wonder who actually acquired more experience during the course 

of the travels: was it the participants in the journeys of the period, when 

these voyages involved a considerable amount of conscientious 

preparation and obliged travelers to risk numerous hazards at the same 

time, or the tourists of our modern age, who have far fewer concerns 

about organizing their travels, who are promptly assisted by travel agents 

in implementing their travel plans, and who can be transported to their 

destinations in a matter of a few hours at most? We might wonder if 
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velocity and the compulsion to make the most of one‘s time do not result 

in a quite considerable loss of positive experience. In other words, does 

the mass tourism of the present age provide an opportunity for us to do 

what travelers in the ―good old days‖ could easily do, i.e. come into direct 

contact with nature, the hidden beauties of the landscape, and the local 

people so that they might learn something about their language, their way 

of thinking, and their culture in general?  

6. ―A tour of his own soul"? 

While trying to find an answer to the above query, having outlined 

the travel customs of the early modern period, it might not be entirely 

amiss to remember the words of yet another widely-traveled Hungarian 

writer, Gyula Illyés, who in 1966 wrote the following in his diary. ―He 

who travels in far-off lands, by necessity, also takes a tour of his own 

soul, as well. And this additional journey is the more important of the 

two‖.
31

 The truth-value of this statement could not be better illustrated 

than by the experience of several centuries collected in the Hungarian 

literature on organizing travel. It is highly recommended for the mass 

tourism of our age to take into consideration the basic principle advocated 

by Illyés. Traveling should not just stand for moving from one location or 

environment to another, but also for an opportunity to observe and think, 

to widen one‘s horizon, and to strengthen one‘s awareness of one‘s 

identity. Because of the improved technical aspects of travel preparation 

and organization over time, there has also been an increase in the volume 

of modern travel preparation and organization.
32

 It would be truly 

beneficial if the latter could couple its presentation of the oftentimes truly 

fascinating superficial sights with an inner experience that would 

facilitate spiritual enrichment and edification.  

 

 

                                                 
31

 ILLYÉS Gyula, Naplójegyzetek 1961–1972 (Diary Notes 1961–1972), Budapest, 

1989, 208. 
32

 FÜLÖP Ilona, Culture and Tourism in the Changing World (PhD dissertation), 

Debrecen, 2001. 
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At Play, to the Full: 

On the Subject Performed in Gender Passing 

(the Case of Mark Twain‘s Is He Dead? and 

Vladimir Nabokov‘s Lolita) 

Enikő Bollobás 

In this paper I would like to discuss a particular set of performative 

subjectivities, the subject produced in gender passing. Passing is a term 

originally used in the context of race, but has been recently extended to 

cover other forms of boundary crossings. As a general term, it involves 

various, often multiple transgressions between the binary oppositions of 

man/woman, white/black, or heterosexual/homosexual. Gender passing 

comes about predominantly through the dramatic or theatrical replaying 

of existing social scripts, uncovering the purely imitative and constructed 

nature of gender by ignoring, transforming, or literally re-dressing the 

―biological.‖ In other words, these are performances where the binaries of 

feminine/masculine leave the body marked as their ―natural‖ site and 

become staged or acted out. In such instances of passing, gender is visibly 

constructed in a catachrestic manner, lacking both a literal referent where 

ontologies might be located and an ―original‖ which might be copied and 

cited.  

Dislodged from the body, gender will be seen as constructed 

through institutions and discourses; foregrounded as both product and 

process, passing will reveal itself as series of performance acts of 

oscillation and transgression between boundaries, categories, and 

subjectivities. As an instance of transgression, gender passing often 

appears as a threat: it threatens the order believed to have been solid; it 

threatens identity categories thought to have been securely planted in our 

bodies; threatens positions of domination and hegemony, with all their 
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rights and privileges, which are now ―usurped,‖ as Lynn Friedli puts it 

(qtd. in Ginsberg 13), by the passer.  

As much as one might agree with Juda Bennett in seeing the term 

passing ―inelegant‖ (36), its original meaning—coming from the slip of 

paper that, preventing slaves from being taken for fugitives, granted free 

movement to them (36)—can be transferred to the realm of gender too. 

As such, by gender passing I will mean that elaborate performance 

through which the ―passing figure‖ will be allowed free movement as the 

person produced in this performance. By opposing power relations, the 

passer will violate the norms of subjection and critique discursive 

boundaries; by what Gayatri Spivak calls ―enabling violation‖ in the post-

colonial context (Spivak Reader 19), the passer will be self-constructed as 

a subject with agency.  

1. Gender passing: full passing and play passing (gender play) 

Gender passing, just like its constituent term gender, exhibits a 

strong asymmetry: instead of referring equally to passing in either 

direction, it highlights the marked elements—―gender‖ as an attribute of 

woman—as its target configuration. In other words, in the transparent 

meaning of gender passing, womanhood—as the marked element of the 

man/woman binary—will be the predominant identity inflection targeted. 

This is so in spite of the fact that asymmetrical power relations would 

privilege the reverse—as they do in the case of race passing, where the 

predominant direction of passing is from the disempowered black position 

to the more powerful white position. In my reading there is a very 

important reason for this gender asymmetry: while man‘s is the obvious, 

unmarked/unseen, and transparent position, woman‘s is palpable, 

marked/seen, and opaque (to continue the transparency/opacity metaphor). 

She is the one who ―has‖ gender, whose gender is more obviously ―made,‖ 

its constructedness visible and legible, therefore the technologies available 

for its imitative construction in passing are more prevalent. 

Moreover, the transgression of the woman who passes as a man is 

more serious: she will be a usurper of male privilege indeed, a female 

Prometheus who steals the fire—this time not from Zeus but man in 

general. The woman transgressor seems to commit a grave crime when 

she dissociates masculinity—which, as Judith Halberstam explains, is still 

the property of the white male heterosexual (2)—from the male body. In 
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this case, part of woman‘s crime, I would add, is that masculinity‘s 

appropriation by the female body makes a most subversive claim 

unambiguously: that masculinity is as much of a construction as femininity. 

Gender passing from female to male, in other words, will undo the 

marked/unmarked distinction by foregrounding the constructedness of the 

―unmarked universal‖ subject, and will also undo unmarked as dominant 

and invisible equation (see Lisa Walker 14). Female masculinity is 

obviously one such instance when masculinity leaves the male body: this 

is masculinity in women which appears as the ultimate transgression; this 

is the appropriation not only of gender but also of power, as well as of 

unmarked transparency. (Masculinity‘s wider reassignment to the female 

body is a rather recent phenomenon only, part of ―postmodern cool,‖ as 

Susan Bordo points out [Male Body 41]). In spite of the many examples of 

cross-dressing, female-to-male transsexuals, thirdness, or cross-identifying 

women (which Halberstam cites throughout Female Masculinity), this 

female masculinity has not found its entry in literature to the degree a 

man‘s passing for a woman has. I too will discuss the mechanism of gender 

passing through examples only where womanhood is being performed.  

Gender passing is a most complex phenomenon. I will differentiate 

between two kinds of passing from the perspective of binaries, both 

revealing, in Butler‘s words, ―gender itself to be an imitation‖ (Psychic 

145). Both are, moreover, parodies ―of the idea of the natural and the 

original‖ (Gender Trouble 31), since what they copy are technologies and 

not ―essences.‖ Of the two kinds, the first refers to the replacement of one 

pole for the other in the system of binaries; this is the case when a man 

―passes over‖ for a woman. This type, which I will call full passing, is 

always the staging of existing normative identities. The other kind, which 

I call play passing, or gender play, is the interrogation and subversion of 

the binary system; as such, these instances can be seen as the 

performative creations of new ontologies. It is much like mimicry, to 

adopt the meaning of Homi Bhabha‘s concept of colonial mimicry: of 

wanting to be ―almost the same, but not quite‖ (86). While full passing 

aims to deceive (to be altogether ―the same‖), gender play seems to 

purposefully reveal its own transgression by constantly producing its own 

slippage. While the first is a deadly serious game, where the stakes are 

high indeed, in the second playfulness is a key factor. 

I will start with full passing. By openly deploying imitative-mimetic 

processes taken from the ―other‖ in the binary, this performance 

foregrounds the theatrical basis of gender and race, and gives a high 
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visibility to playful repetition or mime—to be reenacted by a person of 

the ―opposite‖ gender or race. As a narrative which ―assumes that there is 

a self that masquerades as another kind of self,‖ as Halberstam puts it, full 

passing will limit gender or race identification by allowing movement 

between the binaries of man and woman or black and white only. This 

binary understanding of passing—when the passer can only step from one 

category into the ―opposite‖ other—involves the either/or logic of power 

relations. Concomitantly, there is often a moral element involved: the 

passer is considered a trespasser, while passing is seen as deception, ―an 

attempt to claim status and privilege falsely‖ (Ginsberg 8). This element 

of deception, as well as the claiming of privilege falsely, is present even 

in instances where the passer masquerades as belonging to the 

subordinated group: when a man passes as a woman. In these instances, 

however, as I will show, the male passer assumes only more power (in the 

legal, sexual, or political arena) by masquerading as woman. 

But, as I mentioned above, this is only one kind of passing, from 

one pole to the other. There exists that other kind too, play passing or 

mimicry, where the passer refuses the logic of dichotomous thinking and 

assumes both gender and race to be hybrid categories, occupying a 

continuum rather than opposite poles. So, together with the insistence of 

passing as ―almost the same, but not quite‖ comes a multiplication of 

categories for constructions between the two poles. It is playful 

approximation and in-betweenness, as well as the opening of the field for 

new, transitional categories. 

Confounding the logic of binary thinking, gender play will allow for 

new possibilities of gender configurations to come about by showing that 

all identities are constructed, acted out, through a series of normative 

performances (when woman performs femininity, for example). Once 

femininity leaves the body of the woman, what was purportedly the 

―essential‖ site naturalized for its performance, gender ceases to be a 

binary category: not conforming to the two poles of the binary, gender 

will be constructed at variable or random points of the continuum, making 

for multiple and contingent gender categories (depending, for example, on 

the imbrications of other identity categories such as race, class, sexuality, 

nationality). Moreover, gender play will contribute to the fundamental 

destabilization of the categories themselves, creating a ―category crisis‖ 

defined by Marjorie Garber as ―a failure of definitional distinction, a 

borderline that becomes permeable, that permits of border crossings from 

one (apparently distinct) category to another‖ (16)  
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Let me give some examples. George Harris‘s Spanish masquerade 

and Eliza Harris‘s cross-dressing in Harriet Beecher Stowe‘s Uncle Tom‘s 

Cabin satisfy all the specifications of full passing: they aim at deception, 

wanting to fully enact the ―other‖ race and gender, and make some 

alterations on their bodies. George‘s full passing is proclaimed a 

―dangerous game‖ (123), one of life and death, where he not only dresses 

up as a Spanish gentleman but changes his skin and hair color too:  

―I am pretty well disguised, I fancy,‖ said the young man, with a smile. 

―little walnut bark has made my yellow skin a genteel brown, and I‘ve 

dyed my hair black; so you see I don‘t answer to the advertisement at 

all.‖ (123) 

Similarly, when, in another deadly serious game, Eliza dresses up as 

a man before crossing Lake Erie, she adapts ―her slender and pretty form 

the articles of man‘s attire,‖ cuts her ―black curly hair‖ (410), and is 

learning to take long steps in an effort to ―try to look saucy‖ (412). No 

slippage is allowed in either case; otherwise they would be caught and 

returned to their owners. Historically, cross-dresser women in the Civil 

War, of whom there were probably around four hundred, according to 

Elizabeth Young (184), made every attempt to perform full passing. One 

of the better-known passers, Loretta Velasquez/Lt. Harry Buford went as 

far as ―combining gender masquerade with heterosexual seduction‖ 

(Young 192). But, to take an example of gender play, George Sand sports 

a masculine look by wearing pants and smoking cigars without wanting to 

pass fully as a man; hers is a performance that meant to reveal its 

slippage. The effort to not fully hide but highlight this playful slippage 

from a linguistic-orthographic perspective is there even in the name 

George, spelled purposefully differently from the French way, without an 

s. If much of passing is about visibility—or ―specularity,‖ as Ginsberg 

claims (2)—then this kind of gender play is much about making the 

slippage visible too. 

Wholly constructed in processes that challenge biology, gender 

passing provides a serious argument against gender essentialism. Of 

course, both full passing and gender play relate to biology in certain 

ways: the first attempts at some alterations of the body, ―biology‖ (like 

skin or hair), while the second applies changes on the body, but usually 

not to the body. But not even do the alterations performed on the body in 

full passing involve radical sex changes as in the case of 

transgendered/transsexed bodies, for example. We could say that sex is 
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made irrelevant in both forms of gender passing; it is through gendering 

instituitions and practices only that gender performance is conducted. All 

gender traits will be produced by gendering institutions, discourses, 

practices, and performances independent of whether man performs 

womanhood (in the Mark Twain text), or, in the case of the as yet 

―unsexed‖ child‘s performance, a woman comes about without regard to 

biology (in the Nabokov text).  

Gender passing, finally, usually does not occur within one category 

only, but involves other inflections of identity too, like race and sexuality. 

Since identities are not made up of single inflections but are formed of 

complex imbrications of such inflections, the passing figure will most 

often be seen as passing along more than one axis. Therefore, gender 

passing will involve, more often than not, additional forms of passing, 

between white/black, straight/gay, genuine/fake, original/copy, 

subject/object, for example. 

I turn now to my two texts informed by gender passing. 

2. Full passing: (cross-)dressing and constructing the body:  

Mark Twain, Is He Dead? 

Mark Twain‘s late comedy Is He Dead? was thought to have been 

lost for over a hundred years. Written in Vienna in 1898, it was published 

in 2003 only, just in time perhaps to offer another supporting argument 

for theories on the performative construction of the subject.  

The play was inspired by the fate of what was considered the most 

famous painting of the time, The Angelus of Jean-François Millet, the 

object of an ―intense bidding war‖ between France and America (see 

Fishkin 159), to sell finally for the amazing price of 550,000 francs. The 

issue problematized in the play concerns the fact that while artists are 

unable to sell their paintings during their lives, heirs and art dealers make 

fortunes on these same paintings after the death of the artists. The Millet 

in Twain‘s play cannot sell a single painting, not even the one recognized 

as a masterpiece by all, The Angelus, and not for the meager sum of 275 

or even one hundred francs. Bound by a contract to the villain of the play, 

the art dealer Bastien André, who wants to ruin the painter, Millet and his 

pupils decide to stage the master‘s death. Giving him three ―last months‖ 

to enjoy his creative frenzy and to introduce Millet‘s heir, his ―twin 

sister‖ ―Widow Daisy Tillou‖ (played by the cross-dressing Millet of 
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course), they first spread the news of his imminent death, then start 

selling his paintings. Some of the same buyers appear, now happy to pay 

80,000 francs for pieces they refused to buy for a hundred earlier. The art 

dealer also reappears, insisting that he owns the pictures (the same which 

he considered invaluable before) by contract. Having to attend his own 

funeral, Millet/Widow Tillou now must find a way to get rid of the art 

dealer, who wants to marry the widow in exchange for burning the 

contract. The painter passing as his own twin sister takes a desperate step 

and performs a peculiar Swiftian undressing ceremony for André, who 

thinks he is unnoticed in the room, as she removes her wig, glass-eye, 

false teeth, and even wooden legs. Having successfully disposed of 

André, Millet reveals the whole theatrics to his grieving fiancée, together 

with the new plan that he will reenter art life under the name of Placide 

Duval, a ―marvelously successful imitator of the late lamented‖ (128)—

and the whole victorious gang rejoices to the simultaneous sound of the 

Marseillaise, Yankee Doodle, God Save the Queen, and Die Wacht am 

Rhein.  

Three circumstances are relevant from the perspective of my 

argument: Millet‘s passing as a woman, the foregrounding of ―her‖ 

constructed body, and the plan to reintroduce Millet as his own imitator. 

Of course, these incidents are not without parallel in Twain‘s works. Male 

cross-dressing appears in several Twain texts, among them Huckleberry 

Finn and Pudd‘nhead Wilson, fitting well into his larger fascination with 

doubles and duplicities. Throughout his career Twain was intrigued by 

mistaken identities and the dilemma, described by Susan Gillman, as 

―whether one can tell people apart, differentiate among them‖ (5). 

Clemens, who took the rather revealing pseudonym Twain, was fascinated 

by masks, twins, double personalities, look-alikes, impersonators, as well 

as impostures: ―the pose of a pose, the fake of a fake‖ (Gillman 6). He 

liked to amuse his audience with what he called ―double jokes,‖ those that 

―aimed at deceiving the listener but at making him pleasurably conscious 

of his own deception‖ (Gillman 21). The idea of the constructed body also 

appears in some other pieces, such as ―Aurelia‘s Unfortunate Young 

Man,‖ Roughing It, and ―The Lowest Animal‖ (see Fishkin 181). 

Moreover, the man who only wore his famous white suit in his seventies 

was not only eccentric but transgressive too: ―why not adopt some of the 

women‘s styles?‖ he asked, justifying his ―Dress Reform‖ by linking it to 

gender roles (qtd. in Gillman 186). 
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So, to return to my first point, the Widow‘s cross-dressing 

performance is a convincing full passing to the degree that even Millet‘s 

fiancée is deceived. This is so in spite of the fact that it is difficult for him 

to ―endure these awkward clothes‖ (63) and that he appears smoking a 

pipe (62). Moreover, since the Widow is unable to present a coherent 

story of her own life, she must be seen as having a ―touched‖ mind (86), 

as being ―eccentric‖ and ―a little crazed by this great sorrow‖ (82). Not 

only does she give a fantastic account of having ―slathers‖ of children 

(88), ―seven in two years‖ (89), of having not just sons and daughters but 

a ―considerable variety‖ (91) of children, from a ―whole colony‖ of 

husbands (89), but—and this is her most severe transgression—she uses 

very unladylike language, telling André, for example, that he is ―a mean, 

cowardly, contemptible, base-gotten damned scoundrel‖ (99). All these 

forms of slippage should give away the mimicry. But not even does 

Millet‘s fiancée see through the performance, although she does find the 

Widow ―queer‖ (115). But no slippage is noticed, because, as Twain 

seems to suggest, people will believe what they want to believe. As Millet 

claims at the end (ironically about France only), ―[w]hen France has 

committed herself to the expression of a belief, she will die a hundred 

thousand deaths rather than confess she has been in the wrong‖ (143). 

Millet‘s passing, however, involves more than gender: he also 

transgresses object/subject categories, or, in this case categories of agency. 

Instead of allowing André to act as his agent art dealer, Millet and his 

friends decide to claim agency in a very particular way, by making himself 

into his own agent, even if he needs to pass as a dead man for that.  

Second, it is the constructed body par excellence which is being 

reenacted during the performance which the Widow puts on in order to 

scare away the art dealer. This performance seems to be exactly the 

reverse of Corinna‘s disassembling herself in Swift‘s ―A Beautiful Young 

Nymph Going to Bed‖: in this comedy, the ―woman‖ starts out without 

her body, as having but one eye, no hair, no teeth, and no legs; all the 

missing parts will be supplied during her self-construction, during which 

she assembles herself into a ―supremely beautiful‖ woman (135). Con-

fronted with the prospect of having a wife who has no part that is 

―genuine‖ (138) or ―solid‖ (139), André is of course happy to sneak out 

and not ―marry that débris if she was worth a billion‖ (139). In this 

performance not only are the boundaries of gender transgressed, but those 

between ―genuine‖ and ―fake‖ too. 
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Third, with Millet‘s market value sky-rocketing in the art world, the 

pupils decide to continue tapping the artist‘s creative energies and 

introduce him as a Millet-imitator. They find a name for him too, Placide 

Duval, who would now supply an unlimited flow of Millet-imitations. 

Twain deconstructs the original/copy binary by giving primacy to the 

copy as that which will make the original original (and more valuable). 

Indeed, the copy is shown to be valued over the original when sold for 

hundreds of thousands, and the Englishman buys the original of The 

Angelus as a worthless copy. But, as Millet himself (still as the Widow) 

observes, people ―will never know it‖ (129). Moreover, it is ―a fictitious 

François Millet‖ (132; emphasis in original) who now passes as his own 

imitator (―Imitator of myself‖ [128]); it is fiction that passes as imitation, 

and the original/copy distinction gets conclusively erased. 

3. Transgression‘s slippage, gender play, or girl performing woman 

(with a difference): Vladimir Nabokov, Lolita 

Vladimir Nabokov‘s Lolita (1955) foregrounds an instance of 

gender passing usually not discussed under the heading of passing: in this 

case it is a preadolescent, a still boyish girl who turns into a ―nymphet‖ or 

―girleen‖ (Annotated Lolita 19) in order to pass for a woman. This novel, 

subverting in other ways too the stability of identity (we need only to 

think of the Humbert-Quilty doubling or characters described as having 

―a salad of racial genes‖ [9] or ―mixed parentage‖ [11]), puts in its center 

the carnal desire of the grown man for ―pale pubescent girls‖ (16), or 

―girl-children‖ (16)—whether called Annabel or Dolores. The object of 

his desire is the nymphet, the Dolores/Lolita who is not a child any more 

but not a woman yet either.  

The nymphet for Nabokov occupies a stage between girlhood and 

womanhood, somewhere between nine and fourteen, as he writes in the 

novel (16). For the Nabokov who made his name in lepidoptery by 

collecting and identifying butterflies, the nymphet corresponds to the 

―pupa‖ stage of insects undergoing metamorphosis. In fact, he emphasized 

this transitional nymphet-stage of the pupa when naming one of his 

lepidopterological finds ―Nabokov‘s Wood-Nymph‖ (see Annotated Lolita 

339). Expanding this nymphet/pupa metaphor, the author/lepidopterist 

gives the evocative name ―nympholepts‖ to the ―lone voyagers‖ who have 

a passion for collecting these nymphets (17).  
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Dolores the child only plays with the man first, when she still rather 

innocently sits on his knees or sneaks up to him from the back and plays 

peek-a-boo. Her transformation is marked by her first applying lipstick 

and eating a ―banal, Eden-red apple‖ (58). She becomes a nymphet by 

responding to Humbert‘s desire and becoming his creation: ―my own 

creation, another, fanciful Lolita‖ (62), who starts to see herself as a 

―starlet‖ (65). When she ―flows‖ into his arms, he realizes it was him who 

―willed into being‖ this ―ineffable‖ life (113), while on her part it was 

―but an innocent game ... in imitation of some simulacrum of fake 

romance‖ (113). At this stage the twelve year old Lolita is still a pupa: 

half-child, munching on candy bars and ice cream cones, and half-

woman, flirting with the man in a seemingly innocent manner, thinking 

(seemingly) that they are lovers already. While laughing in a childish 

manner with a ―young golden giggle‖ (119), she seems to know that their 

relationship verges on ―incest‖ (119). She becomes a good performer 

when her performance involves the copying of copies, or the imitation of 

simulacra of fakeness—as all nymphets do, Nabokov suggests, when, in 

an effort to pass for a woman, they imitate ―the cheapest of cheap cuties‖ 

(120). Lolita does not aim at full passing: her performance is play 

passing, mimicry rather, and the in-betweenness of this ―fey child‖ is 

emphasized in various ways.  

A combination of naïveté and deception, of charm and vulgarity, of blue 

sulks and rosy mirth, Lolita, when she chose, could be a most 

exasperating brat. I was not really quite prepared for her fits of 

disorganized boredom, intense and vehement griping, her sprawling, 

droopy, dopey-eyed style, and what is called goofing off—a kind of 

diffused clowning which she thought was tough in a boyish hoodlum 

way. (148) 

Both a girl of ―very childish appearance‖ and one who, ―owing 

perhaps to constant amorous exercise,‖ radiated ―some special languorous 

glow‖ (159), she is the ultimate pupa, at home both in children‘s libraries 

and in bed with Humbert on ―violent mornings‖ (160). The ―most 

mythopoetic nymphet in October‘s orchard-haze‖ (186), who in school 

gives the impression that she is ―morbidly uninterested in sexual matters‖ 

(195), yet knows exactly how to tempt Humbert when saying, ―Carry me 

upstairs, please. I feel sort of romantic to-night‖ (207). 

What is very important in the novel is that Lolita‘s construction is 

carried out as much by Humbert as Lolita. In other words, it is the man‘s 

desire which constitutes the nymphet, who responds to this desire by her 
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self-construction. But what Humbert desires is not the ―powdered‖ 

butterfly of a grown woman (12), but a pupa in metamorphosis, a 

transgressor from girlhood to womanhood. It is this in-betweenness which 

turns him on, giving him an ―incestuous thrill‖ (80): seeing the nymphet 

verging on womanhood, the daughter turned into lover, child into woman, 

boy into girl even. He will not want to be wholly deceived; he does not 

demand full passin from Lolita (in fact, once a mature woman, a mother, 

she does not interest him any more). His obsession is rather with 

transgression itself: the complete destabilization of categories—

metamorphosis, transitionality, in-betweenness, slippage. 

 

*** 

 

I would like to conclude my paper by reiterating the following claims. 

First, gender passing presents new counter-arguments to the 

essentialist position. Whether woman becomes woman, man becomes 

man or, indeed, woman becomes man or man becomes woman, gender is 

shown as a discursive construct constituted by bodies whose biological 

markers have been made irrelevant. 

Second, given the constructions of passing in these texts (French 

male artist to female sibling, nymphet to woman), gender‘s catachrestic 

character gets highlighted: it is shown to be a metaphor lacking its 

referent in ―reality.‖ The ―original‖ biological sex of the gender performer 

is made totally inconsequential: the ―authenticity‖ of the performance has 

nothing to do with whether the performer is ―originally‖ a man or a 

woman. In fact, there are no ―original‖ or ―true‖ genders to be ―copied‖ 

when performed. It is not something ―out there‖ which is cited, evoked, or 

imitated when gender is being performed; rather, those processes are 

iterated whereby gender is constructed again and again in discourse. 

Third, the texts show differences in terms of agency and the degree 

to which they each reproduce existing scripts. The full passer, who 

follows normative scripts of gender performance can lay little claim to 

agency other than overriding ―original‖ biological sex; here the ―new‖ 

gender will be performed simply by way of letting oneself be interpellated 

by a powerful ideology, some well-know script of womanhood. Yet 

agency does get to be problematized in texts of gender passing too, 

especially in gender play. Gender play will not only come about from 

shifting back and forth between gender constructions (which can happen 
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in full passing too), but from the trying out of positions of in-betweenness 

and multiplicity, and the revealing of various forms of slippage. 
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What Makes a Good Life?  

An Oral Historical Analysis of the United States‘ 

Economic Model of Schooling in Relation to 

Perceived Quality of Life. 

Benjamin Chaffin Brooks 

Abstract 

This research paper, through the use of oral history, examines a 

demographically diverse group of participants‘ perceptions of what 

constitutes a quality life, and whether their perceptions match the current 

economics-based quality of life focus of schooling in the United States. 

Seven major themes related to perceived quality of life were developed 

through the coding of nine participants‘ oral history interviews. Each 

participant viewed his or her own quality of life as good or better, and as 

such, having a positive relationship to each theme can be viewed as 

contributing to a high quality of life, while having a negative relationship 

to a theme can be viewed as hampering a high quality of life. The seven 

themes, listed in order of their strength and importance in relation to 

quality of life, are Interpersonal Relationships, Engagement, Adversity, 

Internal Motivation/Personality, Financial Security, Occupational Identity 

and Faith, though Internal Motivation/Personality and Faith will not be 

discussed in this paper because of the difficulties in relating them to 

education policy. What is clear from the findings is that while economic 

and financial considerations are perceived as important to achieving a 

high quality of life, other considerations, namely social and psychological 

well-being, are of a greater importance. These findings call into question 

the United States‘ economics-based quality of life focus on schooling, and 

discusses the potential for policy changes that incorporate a more well-

rounded approach to schooling. 
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To some degree, schooling in the United States has always been 

linked to our nation‘s need to create and maintain a strong economy. In an 

ever-growing fashion, however, the curriculum taught in schools today is 

geared toward increasing personal and societal economic gains. The 

assumed benefit of improving an individual or a society‘s economic 

standing is that it will improve the quality of life of the individual and the 

society in which the individual resides. The shift in schools toward 

stringent accountability measures that are increasingly curriculum-

centered, and conversely, decreasingly centered on the needs of the 

student, is done under the proposition that we, as a nation, need to 

improve scholastic performance broadly, and specifically in STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) fields, so that we 

can compete and excel in the burgeoning, global innovation economy. 

And while maintaining and even improving personal and societal 

financial wealth seems a reasonable endeavor for our republic, the 

question remains, should it be the main focus of our educational system? 

Indeed, Marilyn Cochran-Smith (2006) sees this as one of the three great 

worries of our educational system as we move into the 21
st
 century. She 

states:  

In the United States, we have seen a growing assumption that the 

primary purpose of public education...is to produce a workforce that will 

meet the changing demands of an increasingly competitive, global, and 

knowledge-based society. A narrow focus on producing the nation‘s 

workforce has pushed out other traditional goals of teacher education 

chief among them the goal of producing teachers who know how to 

prepare future citizens to participate in a democratic society. (p. 24) 

Nel Noddings (2003), extends this point: 

Often [in today‘s schools] we equate happiness with financial success, 

and then we suppose that our chief duty as educators is to give all 

children the tools needed to get ―good‖ jobs. However, many essential 

jobs, now very poorly paid, will have to be done even if the entire 

citizenry were to become well educated. (p. 22-23) 

The purpose of this research paper is to examine what the perceived 

role of economics and economic considerations is in achieving a high 

quality of life and to see if the United States‘ economically focused model 

of formal schooling matches individual‘s perceptions of a high quality of 

life. The next section will briefly describe the methodology used for this 

paper. That will be followed by a review of the historical context for this 
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paper, establishing the United States‘ economic model of schooling. The 

final two sections will cover the narrative of findings on perceived quality 

of life themes, and then a discussion of the findings in relation to the 

economic model of schooling, Lane‘s construct of quality of life and 

Noddings‘ construct for educating the whole child. 

Methodology 

This research paper is based on a portion of the findings of a much 

larger oral history investigation examining the relationship between 

educational attainment and quality of life. Oral history was chosen for this 

study as it was the best way to facilitate the level of in-depth information 

needed to fully examine the relationship between educational attainment 

and quality of life and confront the economic model of schooling in its 

historical context.  

To understand oral history as a research method and why it was 

chosen for this study, one must understand the unique purpose behind 

undertaking an oral history project. This can be difficult because of the 

similarities it shares with traditional history. For example, all ―historical 

research is the systemic collection and evaluation of data related to past 

occurrences for the purpose of describing causes, effects, or trends of 

those events. It helps to explain current events and to anticipate future 

ones (Gay & Airasian, 2003, p. 166).‖ Unlike traditional history, which 

mainly engages in an extensive literature review (‗literature‘ used here 

can mean documents, books, pamphlets, recordings, movies, photographs 

and other artifacts (Gay & Airasian, 2003)) oral history, through the use 

of extensive interviewing in combination with that in-depth literature 

review, is able to reveal a depth of understanding that is not possible by 

only examining traditional historical artifacts. As Yow (2005) points out, 

―Oral history testimony is the kind of information that makes other public 

documents understandable (p.11).‖ It does this by exploring the rationale 

and the processes that go into the making of a decision. To this effect, 

oral history is attempting to understand the ‗why‘ behind the ‗what.‘ 

Traditional history is also attempting this level of understanding, but it 

cannot attain the level of personal understanding that oral history does 

because there is a psychological intimacy that is created in an interview, 

and can be examined by the researcher. Even with the most personal of 
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written correspondence this intimacy is impossible, and the traditional 

historian is at a disadvantage. 

There is an additional rationale for undertaking an oral history 

project, and that is that oral history is able to reach research topics 

unavailable to traditional history because much of our history is not 

written down. Again, Yow (2005) states, ―Oral history reveals daily life at 

home and at work—the very stuff that rarely gets into any kind of public 

record (p. 12).‖ This type of account helps to put all of life‘s events, both 

big and small, into perspective, and makes it possible to understand at 

least part of what is important in an individual‘s life.  And while these 

accounts may not be fully generalizable to the public at large, if done 

well, they can be strongly anecdotal. 

For this study extensive interviewing of nine participants who vary 

demographically based on age, educational attainment, gender, race, 

religion and socioeconomic status was utilized to examine how these 

participants perceived quality of life. While demographic diversity was an 

important element in determining participants for this study, the only 

fixed variables that are incorporated were having a participant‘s 

educational attainment commensurate to his or her occupational 

attainment as this would assist in confronting the presuppositions of the 

economic model of schooling. To achieve this, I used a combination of 

quota selection sampling and snowball sampling to find the participants 

listed in Table 1 below.  

 

Table 1. Participants Demographics Table 

Participant 

Name 

Race Gender Age  Educational 

Attainment 

Occupation(s) 

April 

Morgenthal 

White Female 27 Master‘s Degree Teacher of deaf 

education 

Brian Hellman White Male 45 Associate‘s 

Degree 

Industrial Automation 

Distributor 

Cheryl 

McDonald 

African 

American 

Female 40s Some College Executive Secretary  

David Levy White Male 27 Juris Doctorate Lawyer 

Francine Nelms African 

American 

Female 48 Some High 

School 

Janitorial, dry 

cleaning, factory, 

Meals on Wheel 

Gayle Jones African 

American 

Female 50 GED Unemployed; on 

disability 

Hadley Bowling White Female 30 Bachelor‘s 

Degree 

Engineer 
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Participant 

Name 

Race Gender Age  Educational 

Attainment 

Occupation(s) 

Jonas Thom White Male 38 Master‘s Degree Consultant and Trainer 

in Mental Health 

Louise Spiegel White Female 85 Some Graduate 

School 

Social Activist 

 

Participants were interviewed two times with each interview lasting 

approximately one hour. In general, the questions of the first interview 

consisted of demographic information, early life memories and 

discussions of schooling, family experiences, and other elements of 

childhood. The second interview dealt predominantly with adult 

experiences in relationships, jobs and other elements of the participant‘s 

life and then some ‗philosophical‘ questions concerning how they 

perceive their quality of life, what the most important contributing factors 

are to that quality of life, and what role learning has played in relation to 

that quality of life. 

In addition to the interviewing, all material was transcribed and the 

content of the interviews was checked for reliability and validity. All of 

the interviews proved sufficiently reliable and valid to be included in this 

study. I then, using line by line coding, coded all of the interviews by 

hand and using NVivo software. Through this process 37 potential themes 

were identified. These potential themes were then further examined for 

frequency of occurrence and relationship to other potential themes, after 

which each potential theme was either deleted from consideration, 

combined with other themes to create a more all-encompassing theme or 

left as is. All told, seven major themes were uncovered in relation to 

perceived quality of life. These will be discussed in the results section of 

this paper.  

Historical Context: The Economic Model of Schooling 

Education in the United States has always had several purposes for 

its citizenry with one of those purposes being the economic prosperity (or 

subjugation) for both the individual and society. The concern presented 

and examined in this section is whether or not economic concerns have 

become the dominant source for educational policy and curricular 

changes in the United States‘ recent past and into its present and future. 

The conclusions drawn from this section will serve as the foundational 

context for this study, and its examination of quality of life. This section 

briefly describes major eras of education and education reform in the 

United States, with an eye toward the role economics played in policy 
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decisions during these eras. Topics include the Common School 

Movement, the Industrial Revolution, the GI Bill and the Cold War, the 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), A Nation at Risk, 

Goals 2000, the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), and the current 

policy proposals under President Obama. 

The Common School Movement‘s origins can be traced to Thomas 

Jefferson and the dawn of the United States. Though Jefferson was in no 

way alone in championing the principles of the common school, it was his 

Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge, drafted as a member 

of the Virginia Assembly‘s Committee to Revise the Laws of the 

Commonwealth, that served as the first piece of legislation promoting the 

common school (McNergney & Herbert, 1998). This bill called for 

schools that were tax-supported, open to boys and girls, free for up to 

three years, and would teach reading, writing, arithmetic and history. In 

addition the bill called for the construction of grammar schools, like those 

discussed earlier, that what teach the more advanced students (McNergey 

& Herbert, 1998). In 1818, decades after this first bill, Jefferson continued 

the common school fight while addressing its purpose, writing in his 

Report of the Commissioners for the University of Virginia, ――objects of 

primary education‖ such qualities as morals, understanding of duties to 

neighbors and country, knowledge of rights, and intelligence and 

faithfulness in social relations (Noddings, 2005, p. 10).‖ Broadly 

speaking, common school reformers called for taxation for public 

education, longer school terms, a focus on getting particular groups of 

nonattenders into schools, hierarchical school organizations, 

consolidation of small school districts into larger ones for the purpose of 

lowering per pupil expenditure, standardization of methods and 

curriculum and teacher training (Kaestle, 1983 in McNergney & Herbert, 

1998). Amazingly, these are many of the major issues still confronting 

educational reformers and policymakers.  

While the above details what common school reformers wanted for 

their schools, it only alludes to the potential rationale(s) behind this 

movement. In the years following Jefferson‘s death, Horace Mann took 

up the cause of common schools and became their guiding force. Indeed, 

Mann, as Spring (2005) put it, and ―[t]hose who created and spread the 

ideology of the common school worked with as much fervor as leaders of 

religious crusades. And, in fact, there are striking parallels between the 

two types of campaigns. Both promised some form of salvation and moral 

reformation. In the case of the common school, the promise was the 
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salvation of society (p. 77).‖ This ―salvation of society,‖ Spring argues, 

contained three distinctive features. The first, was the educating of all 

children in the same schoolhouse. Spring (2005) states: 

It was argued that if children from a variety of religious, social-class, and 

ethnic backgrounds were educated in common, there would be a decline 

I hostility and friction among social groups. In addition, if children 

educated in common were taught a common social and political 

ideology, a decrease in political conflict and social problems would 

result. (p. 74) 

The second distinctive feature was the idea of using schools as 

instruments of government policy, and the third was the creation of state 

agencies to control local schools (Spring, 2005). The third distinctive 

feature may have occurred out of necessity in seeing the first two through 

to fruition, but it is through the beliefs behind the first two that we can see 

the overriding purpose behind the common school movement.  

In the early 19th Century, the United States was a very young and 

fragile nation. Education was viewed as a means of spreading the belief 

system underlying our republic and for creating a sense of national pride. 

This was attempted during the colonial era, but was secondary to the 

importance of religion. Religion and morality were still important in this 

new school movement, but not as important as strengthening and 

maintaining this tenuous common bond formed between an ethnically, 

racially, religiously and economically diverse, and geographically 

spreading, citizenry (McNergney & Herbert, 1998; Spring, 2005).  

Now, creating a sense of nation was not the only rationale behind 

Mann and others pushing of common schools. Mann also believed that 

creating a common bond between the citizenry would improve relations 

between capital and labor, first through eliminating the friction caused by 

class consciousness and second by increasing the general wealth of 

society. Spring (2005) states: 

Mann felt that common schooling, by improving the general wealth of 

society, would be the answer to those reformers who were calling for a 

redistribution of property from the rich to the poor. His argument is one 

of the earliest considerations of schooling as capital investment and of 

teaching as the development of human capital.  Within his framework of 

reasoning, education would produce wealth by training intelligence to 

develop new technology and methods of production. Investment in 

education is a form of capital investment because it leads to the 

production of new wealth and teaching is a means of developing human 
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capital because it provides the individual with the intellectual tools for 

improved labor. (p. 82) 

It can be argued that Mann and other common school advocates 

never achieved this lofty unity, and it can also be argued that common 

schools in actuality had the exact opposite effect on class consciousness 

(see Katz, 1968). Regardless, long after the common school movement 

came to an end, many of its pillars, especially the economic link between 

intellectual development and capital growth, remained constants in the 

public school system. Over time, this economic component would 

become more and more the driving force of educational reform as 

educating for democracy and educating for religion were cast aside. This 

transition can be seen during industrialization. 

Toward the end of the 19th Century the United States embarked on 

an era of unprecedented industrialization. Factories extracting natural 

resources and others manufacturing and distributing a wide-range of new 

products popped up throughout the Rust Belt and in urban centers across 

the country. More workers and more nuanced skills were needed to drive 

this new economic engine of the United States. This led to a push to 

increase the focus of education into practical, vocational applications and 

to find ways to get a broader demographic spectrum of workers into the 

factories (Anyon, 2005). On these points, Spring (2005), summarizing 

Katz (see Katz, M., 1968), demonstrating the shift from common school 

ideal to education for industrialization, states: 

Within the context of these events, upper-class reformers were seeking 

to ensure that they would benefit from these changes by imposing a 

common school system that would train workers for the new factories, 

educate immigrants into acceptance of values supportive of the ruling 

elite, and provide order and stability among the expanding populations 

of the cities. (p. 94) 

In addition to inculcating skill sets and belief systems on citizens 

through education, efforts were also made to increase the workforce in 

novel ways. Preschools have their American birth in the factory-system. 

Factory owner Robert Owen started the first one in the United States at a 

factory so that mothers could come to work and not have to worry about 

child care and to prepare children who were too young to start working 

(there were no child labor laws at this point, so children started working 

at very young ages) for their futures working in the factories (McNergney 

& Herbert, 1998). These preschools were not the nurturing environments 
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that we think of today when we think of preschools. Indeed, most schools, 

particularly urban public schools, were uncomfortable and filthy and with 

teachers who were severe in their methods of discipline (McNergney & 

Herbert, 1998).  

These conditions would not last for too long as a wave of 

progressive social reform swept the nation. On the industrial front, child 

labor laws and sanitation laws were implemented. Women fought for and 

received the right to vote. And in education, efforts were made to upset 

the path that current education practices led its students down. The focus 

of education, while still contributing to personal and societal economic 

solvency, broadened once again to some of the calls of the Common 

School Movement and to some new areas as well. Noddings (2005) notes, 

by way of an example, that: 

[T]he National Education Association listed seven aims in its 1918 

report, Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education: (1) health; (2) 

command of the fundamental processes; (3) worthy home membership; 

(4) vocation; (5) citizenship; (6) worthy use of leisure; and (7) ethical 

character. (p. 10) 

These types of aims continued to be the driving force behind 

education for the next few decades. This is not to say that ‗factory 

schools‘ were not still in existence and that were not still deplorable 

conditions in some urban schools, but that at least at the policy level the 

focus had shifted. New wrinkles to these aims emerged after World War 

II and into the Cold War era. 

After the end of World War II, a major shift occurred in educational 

policymaking and in the aims attributed to public education. The shift in 

policymaking came in the form of increased federal involvement in 

funding (Carpentier, 2006) and on issues of curriculum (Spring, 2005). 

The reasons for these shifts were due in large part to the fear of the spread 

of Communism and the power struggle for global superiority between the 

Soviet Union and the United States during the Cold War and the space 

race. Spring (2005) summarizes his interpretation of these shifts laid out 

in his The Sorting Machine: National Educational Policy since 1945 from 

1976:  

The interpretation given in The Sorting Machine stresses the expanded 

role of the corporate liberal state in the management of human resources. 

Within the framework of this interpretation, selective service, the NSF 

[National Science Foundation], the NDEA [National Defense Education 
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Act], and the War on Poverty are considered part of the general trend in 

the twentieth century to use the school as a means of cultivating human 

resources for the benefit of industrial and corporate leaders. This 

interpretation recognizes the problems and failures of the schools in 

achieving these goals and the evolving complexity of political 

relationships in the educational community. Spring‘s major criticism of 

educational events is that schools were increasingly used to serve 

national economic and foreign policies and, as a result, failed to prepare 

students to protect their political, social, and economic rights. (p. 376) 

As Spring points out, this is one interpretation of educational policy 

during this era. It is also important to note that the Civil Rights Movement 

and court decisions like Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas 

that called for an end to ‗separate, but equal‘ practices would also factor 

into education policy decisions. Indeed, Spring, notes that the main 

opposing interpretation comes from neoconservative scholar, Diane 

Ravitch (1983, in Spring, 2005) who stated, ―At every level of formal 

education, from nursery school to graduate school, equal opportunity 

became the overriding goal of postwar educational reformers (p. 376)‖ 

and that the needs of industry and foreign policy were not involved in 

education policy decisions. Ravitch brings a negative connotation to this  

―overriding goal‖ of equal opportunity, but regardless if one accepts that 

element of her argument it is difficult to say that at least a portion of what 

drove policy decisions for at least some policymakers was progressive 

social and educational equity. In addition, one can also confront Spring‘s 

characterization of the economic educational focus being increasingly 

used to benefit national economic needs. This may be true, and as 

Carpentier (2006) points out, ―After 1945, growth in public expenditure 

on education and economic growth went hand in hand (p. 705),‖ but it 

should also at least be addressed that increased national economic wealth 

is perceived by some to benefit individual economic wealth, which in turn 

improves the quality of one‘s life. Ultimately, Spring‘s interpretation 

rings largely true for this researcher with the couple of stated caveats. As 

we enter the modern era of education policy this focus on economics 

continues to grow and that other once prominent components of education 

policy like, religion, democracy, equal opportunity and even national 

pride take a backseat to competition in the global marketplace. 

As Ronald Reagan took over the presidency in 1980, the 

Republican Party had two vocal segments on how schooling should be 

approached in the United States. Reagan sought the support of the 
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religious right by supporting a school prayer amendment, educational 

choice, a ―restoration of moral values‖ in public schools, cutting federal 

support for bilingual education, abolishing the Department of Education 

and generally limiting federal involvement in educational practices. 

Ultimately, however, Reagan, without completely abandoning the 

religious right, chose to formulate his policy decisions more in line with 

the fiscally conservative Republicans. His rationale for doing this came 

from the findings of reports, most notably the National Commission on 

Excellence in Education‘s A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for 

Educational Reform from 1983 (Apple, 1988; Spring, 2005). This report 

makes its message clear: 

Our nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, 

industry, science, and technological innovation is being taken over by 

competitors throughout the world…[The] educational foundations of our 

society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that 

threatens our very future as a nation and a people. What was 

unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occur—others are matching 

and surpassing our educational attainments. (NCEE, 1983, p. 5 in Apple, 

1986, p. 199-200) 

The language of education reform is clearly in the language of 

economics, and the repercussions are clear, if we do not improve 

education with the purpose of furnishing the needs of our economy, our 

nation will fail.  

With such economic factors in education being endorsed by major 

educational reports and by President Reagan, the religious right found it 

useful to join forces with fiscal conservatives, as membership in one 

group certainly did not exclude membership in the other. As Apple (1986) 

points out, four key agenda items were undertaken by this new coalition: 

1) proposals for voucher plans and tax credits to make schools 

more like the idealized free-market economy; 

2) the movement in state legislatures throughout the country to 

―raise standards‖ and mandate both teacher and student 

―competencies‖ and basic curricular goals and knowledge; 

3) the increasingly effective attacks on the school curriculum for 

its anti-family and anti-free enterprise bias, its ―secular 

humanism,‖ and its lack of patriotism; and 

4) the growing pressure to make the needs of business and 

industry into the primary goals of the school. (p. 198) 
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This plan for educational reform ultimately led to a transformative 

change in the aims of education. ―No longer is education seen as part of a 

social alliance that combines many minority groups, women, teachers, 

administrators, government officials, and progressively inclined legislators, 

all of whom acted together to propose social democratic policies for 

schools,‖ as Spring (1988) states, but instead, ―it aims at providing the 

educational conditions believed necessary both for increasing profit and 

capital accumulation and for returning us to a romanticized past of the 

‗ideal‘ home, family, and school (p. 283).‖ This path of educational reform 

continues with the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. 

The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) was one of the first major 

pieces of legislation passed by President George W. Bush, and 

demonstrated his attempt to replicate the type of educational 

advancements
1
 achieved during his time as governor of Texas (Hursh, 

2007). NCLB has four pillars that represent its ideological purpose: 

No Child Left Behind is based on stronger accountability for results, 

more freedom for states and communities, proven education methods, and 

more choices for parents. 

Stronger Accountability for Results 

Under No Child Left Behind, states are working to close the 

achievement gap and make sure all students, including those who are 

disadvantaged, achieve academic proficiency. Annual state and school 

district report cards inform parents and communities about state and 

school progress. Schools that do not make progress must provide 

supplemental services, such as free tutoring or after-school assistance; 

take corrective actions; and, if still not making adequate yearly progress 

after five years, make dramatic changes to the way the school is run. 

More Freedom for States and Communities 

Under No Child Left Behind, states and school districts have 

unprecedented flexibility in how they use federal education funds. For 

                                                 
1
 These ‗advancements‘ out of Texas are, of course, greatly disputed, just as the 

perceived benefits of NCLB have been widely scrutinized. While a discussion of these 

topics is valuable, the purpose of this section is to look at ideological underpinnings of 

educational policies, not to get bogged down with issues of implementation. 
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example, it is possible for most school districts to transfer up to 50 

percent of the federal formula grant funds they receive under the 

Improving Teacher Quality State Grants, Educational Technology, 

Innovative Programs, and Safe and Drug-Free Schools programs to any 

one of these programs, or to their Title I program, without separate 

approval. This allows districts to use funds for their particular needs, such 

as hiring new teachers, increasing teacher pay, and improving teacher 

training and professional development. 

Proven Education Methods 

No Child Left Behind puts emphasis on determining which 

educational programs and practices have been proven effective through 

rigorous scientific research. Federal funding is targeted to support these 

programs and teaching methods that work to improve student learning 

and achievement. In reading, for example, No Child Left Behind supports 

scientifically based instruction programs in the early grades under the 

Reading First program and in preschool under the Early Reading First 

program. 

More Choices for Parents 

Parents of children in low-performing schools have new options 

under No Child Left Behind. In schools that do not meet state standards 

for at least two consecutive years, parents may transfer their children to a 

better-performing public school, including a public charter school, within 

their district. The district must provide transportation, using Title I funds 

if necessary. Students from low-income families in schools that fail to 

meet state standards for at least three years are eligible to receive 

supplemental educational services, including tutoring, after-school 

services, and summer school. Also, students who attend a persistently 

dangerous school or are the victim of a violent crime while in their school 

have the option to attend a safe school within their district. (retrieved 

8/11/09 from http://www.ed.gov/nclb/overview/intro/4pillars.html) 

Additionally, NCLB ―requires that 95% of students in grades 3 

through 8 and once in high school be assessed through standardized tests 

aligned with ‗challenging academic standards‘ in math, reading and 

(beginning in 2007-2008) science (Department of Education, 2003)‖ and 

http://www.ed.gov/nclb/overview/intro/4pillars.html
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that ―each year, an increasing percentage of student are to demonstrate 

‗proficiency‘, until 2014, at which time for all states and every school, all 

students (regardless of ability or proficiency, whether they have a 

disability or recently immigrated to the United States and are English 

language learners) are expected to be proficient in every subject (Hursh, 

2007, p. 296).‖ 

Before dissecting the language of the four pillars of NCLB, it is 

important to note that NCLB is not the sole ownership of conservatives or 

Republicans. Not only was it passed with broad bi-partisan support in the 

House and Senate (Hursh, 2007), but it is also just the most recent 

example of federal educational legislation attempting to confront issues of 

accountability, testing and measurement and educational aims. Indeed, 

NCLB is actually the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, which was signed into law by President 

Johnson, a Democrat. The ESEA was essentially anti-poverty legislation 

as it provided funding for improved educational programs for 

educationally underserved children, and as Spring (2005) puts it: 

In general, the ESEA followed in the tradition of federal involvement in 

education that had been evolving since World War II. The basic thread 

was planning for the use of human resources in the national economy. In 

the 1950s, under pressure from the technological and scientific race with 

the Soviet Union, emphasis had been placed on channeling talented 

youth into higher education. In the early 1960s, the emphasis shifted to 

providing equality of opportunity as a means of utilizing the poor as 

human resources. (p. 393) 

The Goals 2000 Educate America Act is the immediate precursor to 

NCLB, and while first proposed by President George H.W. Bush, a 

Republican, was ultimately enacted and signed by President Clinton, a 

Democrat. Though Clinton removed the elements of this legislation that 

pandered to the religious right, he kept the core elements of it which 

called for increased achievement testing in ‗essential‘ subjects with 

students to be measured by ―world class standards‖. Additionally, Goals 

2000 along with the School-to-Work Opportunities Act continued the 

strengthening of the bond between education and business ―by 

emphasizing the importance of educating workers for competition in 

international trade (Spring, 2005, p. 456).‖ Interestingly, it can be argued 

that Democrats have done more than Republicans to crystallize the 

strength of the bond between economic concerns and education because 

they traditionally remove any notion of blurring the lines between private 
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and public education, issues of school prayer, vouchers and any other 

policies that have religious implications. 

Returning to the present, the language of NCLB represents the 

interests of many educational stakeholders, while ultimately being an 

overwhelmingly pro-business, economics-concerned piece of legislation. 

For example, ―close the achievement gap‖ appeals to supporters of social 

and educational equity for ethnically, racially, socioeconomically and 

gender diverse students, and ―more freedom for states and communities‖ 

and ―choice‖ appeal to conservatives who have longed for state and local 

control of education policy decisions and the return of religious teachings 

and practices to the public school setting. Ultimately, however, the policy 

proposals within NCLB are clearly geared toward business and economic 

competitiveness. President Bush said as much while giving a speech in 

2006: 

NCLB is an important way to make sure America remains competitive in 

the 21
st
 century. We‘re living in a global world. See, the education 

system must compete with education systems in China and India. If we 

fail to give our students the skills necessary to compete in the world in 

the 21
st
 century, the jobs will go elsewhere. That‘s just a fact of life. It‘s 

the reality of the world we live in. And therefore, now is the time for the 

Untied States of America to give our children the skills so that the jobs 

will stay here. (Department of Education, 2006, p. 2 in Hursh, 2007, p. 

297) 

It should also come as no surprise that the passage of NCLB marked 

the biggest effort by corporate lobbyists in educational legislation history. 

As Hoff (2006) points out, ―That year [2001], the Business Roundtable 

and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce formed a coalition of 50 other 

business groups and individual companies to support key elements of the 

legislation (p. 3)‖ and such a coalition is already being formed to ward off 

in any significant changes being made during NCLB‘s reauthorization. 

Although still early on in the presidency of Barack Obama, it would 

appear that while some educational reform will certainly be undertaken 

while he is in office, most notably increased funding by the federal 

government at all levels of public education and possible attempts to 

broaden the core curriculum, that our education policies, particularly 

NCLB, will continue to feed the goals of major industry through 

improving our competitive balance within the global marketplace. 

President Obama made his goals for education known during his February 

24, 2009 Address to Congress: 
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The…challenge we must address is the urgent need to expand the promise 

of education in America. In a global economy, where the most valuable 

skill you can sell is your knowledge, a good education is no longer just a 

pathway to opportunity. It is pre-requisite. Right now, three-quarters of the 

fastest-growing occupations require more than a high school diploma, and 

yet just over half of our citizens have that level of education. We have one 

of the highest high school dropout rates of any industrial nation, and half 

of the students who begin college never finish. This is a prescription for 

economic decline, because we know the countries that out-teach us today 

will out-compete us tomorrow. That is why it will be the goal of this 

administration to ensure that every child has access to complete and 

competitive education, from the day they are born to the day they begin a 

career. That is a promise we have to make to the children of 

America.(Retrieved from www.nytimes.com on March 2, 2009) 

President Obama continues his educational message by couching 

his goals in the language of social equity, personal development and 

patriotism, but the economic purpose remains: 

That is why this budget creates new teachers—new incentives for 

teacher performance, pathways for advancement, and rewards for 

success. We‘ll invest—we‘ll invest in innovative programs that are 

already helping schools meet high standards and close achievement gaps. 

And we will expand our commitment to charter schools. It is our 

responsibility as lawmakers and as educators to make this system work, 

but it is the responsibility of every citizen to participate in it. So tonight I 

ask every American to commit to at least one year or more of higher 

education or career training. This can be a community college or a four-

year school, vocational training or an apprenticeship. But whatever the 

training may be, every American will need to get more than a high 

school diploma. And dropping out of high school is no longer an option. 

It‘s not just quitting on yourself; it‘s quitting on your country. And this 

country needs and values the talents of every American. (Retrieved from 

www.nytimes.com on March 2, 2009) 

At this point it should be clear that economic factors have played a 

role in education policy and curriculum decisions throughout the history 

of education in the United States, but that over the past couple of decades 

economic factors have become the driving force behind educational 

policy and curricular change regardless of our leaders political affiliation. 

The assumptions underlying this economic push into education are that 

improving scholastic attainment will lead to greater individual and 

societal economic rewards (Anyon, 2005), and that greater individual and 

societal economic rewards will lead to improved quality of life or 

happiness for the citizenry. 

http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
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Narrative of Findings 

Seven major themes related to perceived quality of life were 

developed in this study through the coding of nine participants‘ oral 

history interviews. Each participant viewed his or her own quality of life 

as good or better, and as such, having a positive relationship to each 

theme can be viewed as contributing to a high quality of life, while 

having a negative relationship to a theme can be viewed as hampering a 

high quality of life. The seven themes, listed in order of their strength and 

importance in relation to quality of life, are Interpersonal Relationships, 

Engagement, Internal Motivation/Personality, Adversity, Financial 

Security, Occupational Identity and Faith. Two of these themes, Internal 

Motivation/Personality and Faith, though important to overall well-being 

will not be discussed here because of the difficulties in relating them to 

education policies. Internal Motivation/Personality is best regarded as a 

likely innate quality and if it is acted upon by external factors, these 

factors were not uncovered given the nature of this study. Faith will not 

be discussed because United States‘ law does not, at least technically, 

allow for the inclusion of religious or faith-based teachings. While some 

of the participants did discuss the importance of non-religious faith, this is 

still a gray area for United States‘ education law.  

The table below briefly describes the quantitative findings of this 

study. Included in the table are the seven major themes with a brief 

description of each theme‘s subthemes, the number of participants who 

reported on each theme and the number of instances each theme was 

mentioned. 

 

 

Table 2. Quality of Life Themes 

Theme 
Number of 

Participants 

Number of 

Thematic 

References 

Interpersonal Relationships (family, 

friends, adult, community, cultural 

identity) 

9 167 

Engagement (community, volunteering, 

creative, physical activity, culture 

experience, general group membership) 

8 121 
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Theme 
Number of 

Participants 

Number of 

Thematic 

References 

Internal Motivation/Personality (for 

success in education, occupation, personal 

control, personal life) 

8 76 

Adversity (overcoming viewed as positive, 

not overcoming viewed as negative) 
8 39 

Financial Security (having enough money, 

not being rich) 
8 21 

Occupation (fit, sense of purpose, 

achievement, sense of identity, pay) 
7 51 

Faith (religious, non-religious) 6 33 

 

Interpersonal relationships proved to be the most recalled and 

described theme that this study found in relation to quality of life. All 

nine participants mentioned interpersonal relationships a combined total 

of 167 unique instances throughout the course of the interviewing 

process. Many participants mentioned several different types of 

relationships, including relationships with family, friends, adult, 

community and cultural groups. Among these, relationships with family 

proved the most significant with all nine participants mentioning the 

importance of some form of family relationship a total of 104 times. 

Brian, in discussing his father, gives a good example of a positive familial 

relationship: 

I had a really good relationship with my dad growing up, a real good 

one. He was funny. He had a great sense of humor. My brothers and I 

would get Madd Magazine and dad would read them and he would crack 

up and you know, we thought it was so great that our dad reads Mad 

Magazine and that he laughs and thinks its great. And he would, we 

would play baseball games and stuff, and he was always there. He was a 

really good dad in that he was there for you at all the really important 

things. 

Interpersonal relationships appear to serve a fundamental need for 

these participants to feel connected to others and to have others to rely on 

and also to be relied on or to feel needed. Hadley makes the case for this 

role of interpersonal relationships in discussing her family and friends: 

I have always been the type of person who loves to be surrounded by 

friends and family. I think that provides some level of security for me. 
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There is very rarely a time when I want to be alone. There are times 

when I am like, I want to be alone. But not very often. I could just hang 

out with people all the time…So I think now I am older with a family, I 

just think that being close and being sure that not only my family, but 

my friends know that I care about them and that I would always be there 

for them and that a really close relationship is important for me. 

Engagement was the next most well-regarded quality of life theme, 

with engagement through community, volunteerism, creativity and 

physical activity being most often discussed. There is a great deal of 

overlap between engagement and interpersonal relationships, as they both 

tend to involve interaction between individuals or groups, but engagement 

appears to deal less with psychological considerations and more with 

intellectual, moral, physical and social needs. Hadley describes the 

positive creative, intellectual and social impact sports and music had on 

her as a child: 

I had fun. I think it broadens you and helps socially, you know, you meet 

kids. I think socially, especially when you are little. When you play 

soccer a lot of it is learning to share, learning to work with others, 

learning to interact with other kids, I mean come on you are not going to 

be Olympians at five, right? So you are just out there learning how to 

interact. And then also developmentally, playing sports, playing music, 

anything artistic, you know it draws on different parts of the brain I 

think, makes you think differently, taps into your creative side. 

Louise extends this point in discussing the rhythm in music has 

infected the way she views the world around her: 

To tell you the truth, it is strange, but I‘ve come to realize that rhythm is 

really what I am very good at. And whether that has to do with the fact 

that I have always been physically active and have a good ear; I think the 

combination has made me very sensitive to rhythms. Which I hear in 

nature and all kind of things. It is very personal. 

Overcoming adversity proved to be a very important theme for a 

number of the participants in achieving a high quality of life. It also 

appears that during times when participants were not yet able to overcome 

their adversity, they perceived their quality of life as low. What caused 

adversity was different for each participant and could be as generally 

recognizable as anything from setbacks at school or work to childhood 

sexual abuse. Gayle describes how she was able to confront and begin to 

overcome her abuse: 
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He [a psychologist] started seeing me three times a week and he got me 

to talking, but first he said ‗I want you to yell‘. And he said ‗I am going 

to tell the guards to just let you scream‘, so I started screaming. And 

from yelling and stuff, he said ‗I want you to write‘, and he said one day, 

‗you are not going to believe this, but you are going to be a writer‘, and 

then I started writing. And he said ‗I want you to just write a letter to 

your mother and tell her all the abuse that happened and then ask her to 

come up here to visit you‘. She won‘t hit you or abuse you, and he 

showed me all of the guards downstairs and whatever. And it took 

awhile, but I did it. I got the most help, I think out of all of my 

childhood, there.  

It is also important to note that at times these themes can overlap. 

April describes her challenges in overcoming a series of deaths of people 

close to her, and how the strengthening of her interpersonal relationships 

with her family contributed to her ultimate success: 

There was a ten year span of time when just everyone I knew, somebody 

in some shape or form of our family, died. It wasn‘t, obviously, good, 

but I think my whole family banded together and got through it. And it 

made us all stronger and we talked about it a lot, talked through it a lot. I 

think it just kind of helped me put things in perspective and still to this 

day helps me put things in perspective, so I am really grateful for 

everything that I have, and so many people have things way less than I 

did, and way worse circumstances than I did. I just feel like I was given 

a really good life, and I think I have done a good job with myself. I am 

trying to be a good person, and there are obviously things that I could 

have done better and that I would change if given the opportunity. But I 

kind of think that everything happens for a reason. I don‘t kind of think, 

I think that everything happens for a reason. I am okay with it. Life is 

good. 

The next theme the participants related to their perceived quality of 

life was financial security. Interestingly, every participant who mentioned 

financial security made it clear that being rich was not an objective or a 

need. And while every participant may have a differing interpretation of 

how much money is ‗enough‘, this is a telling admission. Hadley 

describes this view: 

Certainly financially [is important to quality of life], I think everybody 

likes things, but I just want security, I don‘t want to ever live where I 

didn‘t feel like I could pay the bills. So that is a function of happiness for 

me; that I live within my means and I feel comfortable and secure.  
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David and Cheryl demonstrate another interesting component to 

financial security, which is that while financial security is desired, it is not 

as strong a pull on quality of life as some other factors. David states: 

I don‘t really think about money to tell you the truth. And its probably 

because I have enough, and I don‘t have a lot of needs. I am not very 

material. But I have a nice car and my apartment is perfectly nice and I 

play at a private golf club, so I have a lot of nice things. But, so I guess it 

is tied to money to some extent, but I think it is more ‗am I happy with 

who I am, and who my friends are, if I have good relationships with my 

family‘. 

Cheryl reiterates David‘s notion on family and relationships, while 

also factoring in issues of health in putting financial security in its place: 

You could be very financially well off not have a care in the world, in 

terms of finances, totally where you want to be on track for retirement or 

goals or whatever, and be in a very unhappy or dysfunctional or 

unsatisfying relationship. Whether that‘s with a spouse or partner, it 

could even be with your children, or a parent or a sibling. To me they go 

together, like the material and fiscal aspects of life as well as your 

mental and physical well-being. You know, if you‘re well off, but you 

have cancer, I guess being well off makes it more comfortable, but 

ideally you would like to not have cancer because you can enjoy life 

better. 

The last theme, occupational identity, is closely tied to financial 

security. Brian recognizes this relationship, while also putting his 

occupation in its place in relation to the rest of his life. He states: 

Well, it [his job] is important to me because it is, obviously, my major 

source of income, but I never felt like I was one of those people who is 

married to their job. I like to leave work at work and I feel like my whole 

life is much more than just my job and who I am at my job.  

Brian was not alone in having the perspective that occupation is 

important for financial considerations, while maintaining the importance 

of not having one‘s whole life wrapped up in one‘s employment. There 

were, however, other considerations outside of finances. Cheryl explains: 

Work doesn‘t stress me anymore. I stopped stressing out about work 

when I left P&G  because it consumed my life. I was physically sick 

from the stress and I just said I won‘t do it. I mean I work hard, but if it 

out of my hands, out of my control, I don‘t take it home. I don‘t think 

about work at home until the alarm clock goes off. I just leave it here. 
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For some participants, however, occupation and occupational 

success play a larger role in perceived quality of life. They receive a great 

of satisfaction out of a job well-done and actively enjoy what they are 

doing in their occupations. Even for these participants, though it is clear 

that other considerations, usually familial interpersonal relationships, still 

trump occupational success. Hadley describes this relationship and how 

she balances it: 

I really like GE [General Electric]. I think it is a great company. I love 

what I am doing. I think ultimately I want to have more of a leadership 

role where I have a team of people working for me, and I can drive 

strategy. I mean my job right now is very strategic so that is fun. But 

we‘ll see. That is always a balance. With more responsibility it means 

more time, so I always try to keep things in check with what I have at 

home with my family and at work. 

In the next section these findings will be examined in relation to the 

economic model of schooling described earlier and to prominent 

constructs dealing with quality of life and the aims of education. 

Discussion 

To this point, it has been shown that the American educational 

system has historically included economic considerations when making 

policy and curriculum decisions. It is also clear that in recent decades and 

into the foreseeable future, economic considerations, both personal and 

societal, have become of paramount importance to our education 

policymakers. Through the findings presented above, however, it is clear 

that while economic indicators like financial security and occupational 

identity are generally important to individuals, there are more important 

components that are perceived to create a high quality of life. There are a 

number of scholars working on elements of the relationship described 

here between education and quality of life. I will briefly discuss two, 

economist Robert E. Lane‘s conceptualization of quality of life and 

education researcher Nel Noddings‘ theory for educating the whole child. 

Robert E. Lane is a political scientist and economist who quickly 

realized the finite boundaries of power that market economies, like that of 

the United States, had in achieving happiness for its citizenry. Lane never 

abandoned economics or its language in his forays into quality of life 

research, but he did not overstate its place. In developing his theory, Lane 
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has borrowed from many major fields of study, including philosophy, 

psychology, sociology and economics to form one quality of life theory 

that examines the full person. The philosophical underpinnings of this 

theory borrow heavily from both Aristotle and Mill, while declaring 

neither scholar‘s theory to be conclusive in determining quality of life. 

From economics and Mill, Lane pulls heavily from the principles of 

marginal utility, and in doing so shows that simple economic indicators 

(i.e. income) do not reflect the full balance of a quality life. He refers to 

this as the ―economistic fallacy (p. 104).‖ From psychology and 

sociology, he demonstrates the necessity for measuring subjective well-

being as a key component of quality of life, while denoting its definite 

limits, particularly in relation to poor social and economic conditions.     

In pulling all of these disciplinary thoughts together Lane has 

created eight elements of a theory of quality of life. He states: 

If I may be permitted to borrow the language of Jefferson, I 

hold these truths to be self-evident: 

(1) that people have multiple sources of happiness and 

satisfaction and will seek a variety of goods in their pursuits of 

happiness; 

(2) that (above the poverty level) the goods that contribute 

most to happiness, such as companionship and intrinsic work 

enjoyment, are not priced, do not pass through the market, and 

[less obviously] have inadequate shadow prices; 

(3) that as any one good becomes relatively more abundant 

the satisfaction people get from that good usually [but not 

universally] wanes in relation to the satisfaction they get from 

other goods. (Schumpeter called this proposition an ―axiom‖ 

rather than a psychological hypothesis); 

(4) that, therefore, when people and societies become richer, 

they will receive declining satisfaction from each new unit of 

income and increasing satisfaction from such other goods as 

companionship and intrinsic work satisfaction; 

(5) that, as a corollary to propositions 3 and 4, when 

companionship is abundant, its power to yield satisfaction will 

also diminish compared to the power of money; 

(6) that, as historical and social circumstances change, the 

power of the various available goods (e.g., income, 

companionship, work satisfaction) to yield satisfaction will 
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change with the changes in the supply of each good (as well as 

with changing taste); 

(7) and that any assessment of the quality of life must be 

governed by these ―self-evident‖ truths. 

(8) that in assessing quality of life, the SWB of the people 

living those lives is not, by itself, an adequate measure of its 

quality. (p. 104–105) 

 

Lane then uses these ‗truths‘ as the underpinnings for formulating 

his definition of quality of life, or perhaps more accurately, for describing 

the component pieces, and the relationship between those component 

pieces, that go into achieving a high quality of life. He states, ―I believe 

there are three ultimate, coordinate goods: subjective well-being, human 

development (including virtue) and justice, no one of which may be 

resolved into or subordinated under another (p. 110).‖  

Lane has embraced the practical importance of monetary security 

without overstating its value to the individual or the society in which that 

individual lives; he has stated that subjective well-being is also valuable, 

but cannot be fully understood unless it places the individual‘s sentiments 

about his or her own life, into the social and cultural context in which that 

individual lives; and finally, it embraces the notion that while it is of great 

importance for the individual to achieve well-being in his or her own life, 

that individual cannot be experiencing a truly high quality of life, if the 

world around the individual is unjust. This final concept can be as large-

scale as the effects of global warming and the war in Iraq to racial strife in 

Hungary. Lane has created a theory that echoes Aristotle, but adds some 

practicality. This theory understands that to assess quality of life, one 

must examine all the facets of our species‘ existence that make us human. 

In the results of this study all three of these coordinate goods are on 

display with the Engagement and Interpersonal Relationships themes 

probably doing the best jobs of confronting all three goods, while most of 

the other themes, including Financial Security and Occupational Identity, 

generally confront two of three coordinate goods. The Engagement theme 

in particular ardently supports Lane‘s notion that to fully achieve a good 

life one cannot only be concerned with one‘s self. Jonas illustrates this 

point. He went to a very wealthy, highly-regarded high school in a suburb 

of Cincinnati, Ohio. The majority of the children who went there were the 

sons and daughters of the Cincinnati elite, though Jonas was only able to 
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go there because his father taught there. He describes his disbelief at how 

little these rich and powerful people did to help others: 

But my social justice point, what shocked me about it…I get angry about 

social justice issues and I didn‘t see a lot of good work being done by 

those families and that was weird to me because I grew up in this, again, 

this sort of Sisters of Charity, Jesuit tradition, like everybody did social 

justice work.  And these guys weren‘t and they had all the authority and 

it was bizarro to me. 

April furthers Lane‘s point on helping others by viewing it as a 

negative part of her life that she is not helping others more: 

I feel like I am doing my part, I am helping deaf kids learn to talk, so I 

feel like that is nice and it is a nice duty to fill for society, but at the 

same time I feel like there is other stuff that I can do, there is time for me 

to go to a hospital and volunteer. I do feel guilty about it…I still feel 

bad. 

If Robert E. Lane is the theoretician who brought the varied 

philosophical perspectives and singular disciplinary research together for 

quality of life research, Nel Noddings is one of the main forces in 

applying this concept to formal education. Noddings has long been a 

proponent of educating the ‗Whole Child.‘ An education with this as its 

focus would address not only the academic needs of a child, but also the 

―physical, moral, social, emotional, spiritual, and aesthetic aims (p. 10)‖ 

that a child may have, and that we should not compartmentalize these 

curricular goals into different subjects, but instead have them 

incorporated into every lesson and every class (Noddings 2005, 2005b, 

2006). These aims clearly fall in line with the results reported in this 

paper.  

Noddings argues that there is currently a major push for an 

academics-only focus to the educational process, but that that falls out of 

line with the traditional goals of education in this and other countries, and 

that it is a mistake to continue to push the agenda to the disadvantage of 

the Whole Child (Noddings, 2005).
2
 Noddings (2006) states, ―Students 

need to know how schooling is related to real life, how today‘s learning 

objective fits into their own interests and plans, and even whether there is 

any meaning to life itself (p. 154).‖ Louise echoes Noddings sentiments 

                                                 
2
 Please see the Historical Context section for a full discussion of the traditional and 

current aims of education in the United States. 
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while lamenting some of the changes currently occurring in public 

schools: 

Well, they take away the librarians, they take away the clubs, they take 

away the sports. All the things that are the socializing mechanisms that 

schools need are things we will take away from you if you don‘t pass the 

levy. And then because experts, expert in sports and expert in this and 

expert in that became very important, but most of the people got pushed 

off to the side and are not participants. We have kind of professionalized 

children‘s lives and opportunities, which is not a good thing. So 

exploration, your own definition of what learning is about are not things 

that I see happening. Now it is meet the test. Meet the grade. Get 

through. And I think there is a lot of mischief going on. 

Flowing from this pursuit of educating the Whole Child, Noddings 

theorized that happiness should be a main aim of the educational process. 

Ultimately, Noddings is a perfect companion to Lane because her 

operationalization of happiness—even though I disagree with her 

language usage—is essentially the same as Lane‘s operationalized 

definition of Quality of Life. Still, I think it valuable to spend a little time 

exploring Noddings‘ ‗happiness‘ in her words. She begins by stating that 

neither objective nor subjective measurements are sufficient in assessing 

happiness. She (2004) states: 

It seems obvious that a judgment of happiness is best made by the person 

who claims or disavows happiness…[W]e cannot credibly say that 

someone is happy if that person says that she is not. Thus, SWB or 

something like it is essential for those studying happiness. 

However, there are objective features of happiness, and these have long 

been recognized. Even Aristotle acknowledged that health, wealth, 

reputation, friends, freedom from worry and fear and certain sensual 

pleasures play a role in happiness. It is unlikely that people who are 

desperately poor or miserably ill would claim to be happy. But surveys 

have shown repeatedly that increased wealth, beyond the relief of 

poverty, does not often bring with it greater happiness. (p. 22) 

To this Noddings (2004) adds: 

We cannot be entirely satisfied with an objective description because it 

seems soulless; it misses something vital at the heart of the concept. The 

subjective is indeed built into the concept. If it is carried to extremes, 

however, the subjective loses touch with reality as it appears in everyday 

life. (p. 25) 
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Combined with this assertion that both objective and subjective 

elements of life contribute to happiness, Noddings also feels that the 

meeting of needs and some wants is essential to achieving happiness 

(2004). Obviously, basic biological or ‗survival‘ needs must be met, but 

Noddings also addresses two other types of needs to be met, expressed 

needs and inferred needs, when reasonable, to aid a happy life. Expressed 

needs are ―those needs that arise within the one who needs. Such needs 

may be verbally expressed or, unarticulated, they may be expressed 

through forms of body language (Noddings, 2004, p. 58).‖ Expressed 

needs may not concern issues of life or death, which leads to the 

potentially semantic, potentially philosophical query as to whether 

expressed needs are actually ‗wants‘. Regardless of the conclusion one 

draws on this distinction Noddings (2004) argues, ―In contemporary 

Western societies, it seems right to say that the satisfaction of some wants 

is itself a basic need (p. 62)‖, and that if these expressed needs or wants 

are attainable, perhaps with assistance, not harmful and remain constant 

over an extended period of time that they should be met as they will 

contribute to overall happiness. 

Inferred needs are those needs that are deemed good for an 

individual (or perhaps a group of school children), but are not expressed 

by that individual. Examples of this might include brushing one‘s teeth, 

getting enough sleep and eating well, but we must be careful with inferred 

needs because we run the risk of coercion, or putting our beliefs or needs 

onto another (Noddings, 2004). One person‘s acceptable shelter is 

another‘s hovel. Ultimately the message to be taken away from both 

expressed and inferred needs is that needs and thus, happiness, can be 

highly individualized, which adds another layer in examining both 

objective and subjective measures. 

Bringing the conversation back to education, Noddings breaks up 

educating for happiness into two fundamental parts, education for 

personal life and education for public life. Briefly stated, education for 

personal life includes training in making a home, developing a sense of 

place and a relationship with nature, parenting skills, character and 

spirituality, and interpersonal growth or relationships, and education for 

public life includes training in work preparation and training in 

understanding and taking part in our community, democracy, and service. 

These are precisely the attributes attributed to achieving a high quality of 

life according to the participants in this study. One of the participants, 

April, a teacher herself, takes a hopeful eye to a sad situation in echoing 
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the call for the training Noddings describes above, particularly in relation 

to educating for personal life, while also summing up what the majority of 

the participants needed for a high quality of life: 

I think some school systems are starting to get the idea that kids need 

more social and emotional help in school, like figuring out what to do 

when a kid is not nice to you. It is not okay to just beat up a kid. What 

can you talk about, what can you say to the kid, what can you say to your 

parents, how do you work through those things, without using violence 

or without using bad words…Yeah, I think there a lot of things that are 

not built into curriculum that should be. That being the social emotional 

piece being important. Like coping skills. What to do when you are sad. 

What do to when somebody dies. Like all of those emotional things that 

are brought up that for some reason people don‘t talk about, and teachers 

are scared to go there with kids I think know, because there are so many 

rules, and the dynamics of a teacher/child relationship have changed so 

much. It is sad, but I think those kind of pieces should be part of 

curriculum. 

Clearly further, more large-scale research endeavors must be 

undertaken to assess exactly what factors contribute to a quality life and 

exactly what formal schooling contributes to achieving that quality life, 

and while no one, including Lane and Noddings is calling for an end to 

economic considerations in formal schooling, it also seems clear that 

some serious discussions need to be had concerning the policies 

maintaining the United States current economic model of schooling and 

whether those policies are ultimately doing the children of the United 

States a disservice.  
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Honoring Professor Zoltán Abádi-Nagy as a 

Distinguished Member of the Fulbright Family 

Huba Brüchner 

It is with great pleasure to publish an article about the world‘s 

largest educational exchange program, the Fulbright Program in this 

anniversary volume honoring Professor Abadi Nagy Zoltán. He himself 

participated in the Fulbright Program as a visiting scholar at the 

University of Minnesota, the University of Oklahoma, and the University 

of California, Irvine in 1987–1990. Later he became a member of the 

Fulbright Board and served as the Chair of the Board (in 1998–1999 and 

in 2002–2004 and in 2006–2007). 

During his time as Chairman we celebrated the tenth anniversary of 

the Fulbright Commission in 2002 with an international conference and 

an exhibition about the history of the program in Hungary. He had a 

pivotal role in the great success of these celebrations and events, he 

opened both the conference and the exhibition in the magnificient 

building of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

As the director of the Fulbright Commission I would like to express 

my gratitude, appreciation and happiness to have the opportunity to know 

and work with Zoltán who has been always ready to do his best for the 

Program, for its grantees and for the better functioning of the Fulbright 

Commission in Budapest. He was helping us timelessly, when it was 

needed traveled back and forth between Budapest and Debrecen, attended 

meetings, hosted groups of Fulbrighters at the University of Debrecen, 

had presentations on the system of (higher) education in Hungary and 

worked hard on establishing the Debrecen Chapter of the Hungarian 

Fulbright Alumni Association... and... and.... (the list is almost endless). 
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I highly admired him as a very distinguished Hungarian professor, 

as a great alumnus of the Fulbright Program, as a member and chair of the 

Fulbright Board and as a model and a friend. 

We all who are close to the Fulbright Program can thank him for 

everything what he has done for the Program, for the Hungarian higher 

education in Hungary and on international (global) scale. He is a born 

bridge builder who can do this with a special elegance, dedication and 

good humor. 

Zoltán, happy 70th birthday with the hope that we can enjoy your 

great mentorship, good work and nice personality for many more 

decades! God bless You! 
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Senator J. William Fulbright and His Educational 

Exchange Program: The Fulbright Program 

Huba Brückner 

 
―I have thought of everything I can think of, and the 

one thing that gives me some hope is the ethos that 

underlies the educational exchange program. That 

ethos, in sum, is the belief that international relations 

can be improved, and the danger of war significantly 

reduced, by producing generations of leaders, who 

through the experience of educational exchange, will 

have acquired some feeling and understanding of 

other peoples‘ cultures ... and of differences among 

these cultures. It is possible—not very probable, but 

possible—that people can find in themselves, through 

intercultural education, the ways and means of living 

together in peace." 

(J. William Fulbright, 1905-1995) 

 

Educational exchanges flowed from the humanistic tradition of 

American scholarship. These scholars drew heavily on European cultural 

sources, while contributing their own considerable insights and research 

techniques. One such scholar, Charles Rufus Morey, a young American 

professor of art and archeology from Princeton, went to Rome‘s 

prestigious American Academy in 1904. Morey became known as a great 

art historian of the early Christian period. Morey returned to Rome in 

1945 and until 1950 he was the U.S. cultural attaché. While there, he also 

served uniquely for three years as director of the American Academy. 

Morey in 1948 founded the binational Fulbright program in Italy. He 

influenced many intellectual exchanges. Morey was part of the 
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distinguished group of American scholars engaged in personal cultural 

exchanges before the exchanges became officially institutionalized. 

Around the time Morey first went to Rome, the first privately 

endowed cultural exchange program started in England using the 6-

million-pound estate of Cecil Rhodes. The Rhodes scholarships were 

created with a stated imperial, not at all binational, objective. The South 

African diamond merchant envisioned a world under British rule. The 

Rhodes scholarships enabled Americans, Germans, and British colonial 

subjects to attend Britain‘s elite universities. Thirty-two awards were 

earmarked each year for students from the United States. 

One Rhodes scholar in 1925 was a young college graduate from 

Arkansas, J. William Fulbright. This man‘s eventual contribution to 

scholarly exchange may be regarded—ironically, given Cecil Rhodes‘s 

attachment to British imperialism— as Rhodes‘s unanticipated 

achievement. For the young, impressionable Fulbright, who had not seen 

an ocean, a major American city, let alone a foreign country, never forgot 

the enlightening, broadening experience of studying at Oxford and living 

in another civilization. He stayed abroad for four years and returned home 

with two Oxford degrees. "It was almost like a dream," Fulbright recalled 

later. He ascended rapidly to the U.S. Senate. In 1944, with the war still 

raging, he spent a month in England at the Conference of Allied Ministers 

of Education. There, he was further inspired to promote the exchange of 

students. The purpose, he told the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee 

hearing (1945), ―is to try to bring about a fairer understanding of the 

history of each of these countries....instead of emphasizing the 

differences.‖ Fulbright added, ―It inherently has an element of promoting 

mutual security.‖ He decided that year to create an American scholarly 

exchange. ―I was looking for intellectual leaders who could be political 

leaders,‖ Fulbright said. 

Though little remembered, it was Fulbright, the unusual first-year 

representative in Congress, who secured passage of the resolution calling 

for the creation of, and U.S. membership in, a United Nations 

organization. It would have ―international machinery with power to 

prevent further aggression.‖ Fulbright would also fight for the Bretton 

Woods Agreement, which established the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund. 

In 1945, again a freshman, this time in the U.S. Senate, Fulbright 

almost surreptitiously initiated an intellectual exchange program for the 
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United States. It would become in the next decades the centerpiece of 

American private as well as public intellectual exchange programs. 

In 1941, the State Department initiated an educational and cultural 

exchanges with China. This was the U.S. government‘s initial 

international educational exchange outside the Americas. In 1946, the 

first official peacetime program of information and cultural affairs 

envisioned a long-term operation eliminating the wartime propaganda 

functions. The new program would focus on ―peoples‖ rather than 

governments. The same year (1946), the first peacetime foreign-policy 

review of U.S.-Soviet relations, drafted by Clark Clifford as a top-secret 

report for President Truman, proposed ―cultural [and]intellectual 

interchange‖ along with economic measures ―to demonstrate to the Soviet 

Union that we have no aggressive intentions, and that peaceable 

coexistence of capitalism and communism is possible.‖ 

The Mutual Educational Exchange Program of the Fulbright 

Program named in honor of Senator J. William Fulbright—who first 

proposed it—was established by the U.S. Congress in 1946. 

From Rhodes to Fulbright Scholarship 

As adapted to the Fulbright Program, the Rhodes model of 

converging multinationalism among a few nations became a global 

system of binational exchanges, each between the United States and a 

partner nation. Within each exchange, grantees move in both directions, 

ideally in balanced numbers. By this system the United States has 

exchanged grantees with around 150 nations. With each of 50 of those 

nations binationalism is further institutionalized by an executive 

agreement (made, on the U.S. side, by authority of the U.S. Congress) 

that establishes a binational commission to administer the exchange in the 

partner nation. The result is a worldwide network of binational 

exchanges, each responsive to the needs of both nations. 

Such binationalism was a primary objective of Senator Fulbright. ―I 

had not wanted this to be solely an American program,‖ he wrote. ―In 

each country, binational commissions were to develop the kind of 

program that made sense to them—what kinds of students, or teachers 

and professors, should be selected, what kind of research work. The 

binational commissions would make their recommendations to the 

[Fulbright Scholarship Board], which had the final authority, but the 
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commissions‘ recommendations were usually followed..... The binational 

commissions and the way they have been administered have protected the 

program against political and cultural bias.‖
1
 

According to the vision of Senator Fulbright grants should be made 

to individuals who are, or are likely to become, community leaders. Some 

may believe that Fulbright grants should be awarded chiefly to educators, 

actual or prospective. Their explanation is the ―multiplier effect‖—the 

idea that, because of the large number of students an educator can 

motivate, grants to educators have the broadest social impact. Senator 

Fulbright, too, sought a "multiplier effect", but he visualized it more 

expansively as including community leaders of all professions. 

―There is a multiplier effect in international education,‖ he wrote, ―and 

it carries the possibility—the only real possibility—of changing our 

manner of thinking about the world, and therefor—of changing the 

world. For every university professor whose outlook has been 

broadened by study in another country, many thusands of students will 

gain some measure of intercultural perspective. For every business 

person who has studied in another country, many associates are likely to 

gain some appreciation of the essential futility of nationalistic economic 

policies and of the way in which an international division of labor 

benefits all countries. For every politician or diplomat who, through 

study abroad, has gained some appreciation of the world as a human 

community, untold numbers of ordinary citizens, as well as their leaders, 

may be guided away from parochialism and narrow nationalism to 

broader, more fruitful perspectives.‖
2
 

No person has spoken more eloquently of that purpose of the 

program than Senator Fulbright himself: 

―The essence of intercultural education is the acquisition of empathy—

the ability to see the world as others see it, and to allow for the 

possibility that others may see something that we have failed to see, or 

may see it more accurately... 

The simple, basic purpose of the exchange program we initiated over 

forty years ago is to erode the culturally rooted mistrust that sets nations 

against one another. Its essential aim is to encourage people in all 

countries, and especially their political leaders, to stop denying others 

                                                 
1
 The Price of Empire, p. 215. 

2
 The Price of Empire, p. 231. 
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the right to their own view of reality and to develop a new manner of 

thinking about how to avoid war rather than to wage it.‖
3
 

The History of the Program 

The first binational Fulbright agreement—that between China and 

the United States—was signed in Nanking on November 10, 1947, one 

year and three months after President Truman approved what became 

known as the Fulbright Act. Public Law 584 of the 79th Congress, 

approved August 1, 1946 was cleverly rushed through Congress by young 

Fulbright as an amendment to the Surplus Property Act of 1944. The 

amendment stipulated that foreign credits earned overseas by the sale of 

surplus U.S. wartime property could be used to finance studies, research, 

instruction, and other educational activities of Americans in institutions of 

higher learning abroad. A ten-person (later expanded to twelve) 

uncompensated Board of Foreign Scholarships appointed by the president 

was created to oversee the program. In 1990, the Congress honored the 

founder of the program by changing the name to the J. William Fulbright 

Foreign Scholarship Board. 

Funding for the Fulbright program began in 1948 with the passage 

of the U.S. Information and Educational Exchange Act. 

In 1958, the past value of the Fulbright program was assessed by 

John T. and Jeanne E. Gullahorn. More than 100 former grantees from 

nine Midwest states were interviewed. Some findings: between 97 percent 

and 93 percent said that living as a foreigner was maturing, one of their 

life‘s most valuable experiences. Their interest in international affairs 

increased, and by living abroad they gained considerable perspective on 

the United States. Their university superiors agreed the Fulbright awards 

had been beneficial not only for the grantee but for other faculty and 

students as well. Ninety-two percent of the Fulbrighters believed that 

receiving the award had been beneficial to their professional careers. 

More than half (53 percent) said they had maintained contact with 

individuals abroad on a professional basis. 

The concept of binationalism and mutual benefits inherent in the 

Fulbright exchanges was increasingly recognized in academe and the 

Congress. Yet the world was different from the immediate post-war era 

into which the Fulbright Act was quietly born. Now (1961), President 

                                                 
3
 The Price of Empire, p. 217–219. 
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Kennedy was in the White House. Technological and scientific education 

were top national priorities. The Soviet‘s Sputnik had been orbiting. 

Education, at home and abroad, was a concern of Congress. It 

consolidated educational exchanges under the basic congressional 

mandate—the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961. 

The Fulbright-Hays Act sought ―to provide for the improvement and 

strengthening of the international relations of the United States by 

promoting better mutual understanding among peoples of the world 

through educational and cultural exchanges.‖ Fulbright-Hays, still the 

operative legislation today, added significant programs to cultural 

exchange. 

The Fulbright-Hays Act is the charter that continues to set the tone, 

coordinate, and provide legislative support for diverse educational and 

cultural exchanges. The act specifically requires the president to ―insure 

that all programs... shall maintain their non-political character and shall 

be balanced and representative of the diversity of American political, 

social and cultural life. The President shall insure that academic and 

cultural programs... shall maintain their scholarly integrity and shall meet 

the highest standards of academic excellence or artistic achievement.‖ 

Then Secretary of State Dean Rusk hailed the Fulbright-Hays Act as ―a 

milestone on the road to wider recognition that these constructive and 

creative activities are one of man‘s best hopes for world peace.‖ 

John Foster Dulles—probably to ward off further demagogic attacks 

on the State Department from Senator Joseph McCarthy—removed 

information programs from the department and placed them in the newly 

created United States Information Agency (USIA). The Fulbright 

program was not considered politicized when educational and cultural 

affairs were managed in the autonomous Cultural bureau (CU) in the 

State Department. CU and particularly the Fulbright program, received 

few, if any, particular directives from the State Department. The Fulbright 

program was seen as valuable, prestigious, and not threatening to the 

State Department‘s daily policy interests. The program was generally 

assumed to be ―in the national interest.‖ And by 1977 scholarly 

exchanges, along with USIA‘s cross-border radio broadcasts and visits to 

the United States from foreign leaders, were regarded as ―public 

diplomacy.‖ 

On the fortieth anniversary of the original Fulbright Act, two 

members of the USIA staff writing in the Foreign Service Journal said 
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that the Fulbright program ―never had a formal list of political 

objectives.‖ 

For America, the Fulbright program may be the most important 

legislation affecting the nation‘s social and political culture since the 

Morrill Act of 1862 created the land grant universities and county-agent 

educationalists. The Fulbright program takes federal support for education 

a further step. The program supports the internationalizing of education in 

participating countries and enhances America‘s contribution to education 

in other countries. By its emphasis on individual scholarship the Fulbright 

program helps to develop civic culture, one of the necessary components 

for a functioning democratic society. 

The program operates in around 150 countries worldwide. Since its 

inception over 60 years ago, approximately 300,000 Fulbrighters have 

participated in the program including 36 Nobel laureates, 60 Pulitzer 

Prize winners, one Secretary General of the United Nations Organization, 

many Heads of State as Prime Ministers and Ministers of Foreign Affairs, 

artists and ambassadors, professors and physicians, court justices and 

CEOs. 

These Fulbrighters, past and present have enabled the Fulbright 

Program to become the world‘s largest and most prestigious scholarly 

exchange program. 

A Moving Affirmation 

When Senator Fulbright died in 1995 the great outflow of world 

press comments that marked Senator Fulbright‘s death was a moving 

affirmation of his global prominence. They included the following: 

―Fulbright....was one of the most influential Americans of the 

century...‖ (Daily Telegraph, London) 

―The successful Fulbright fellowships have been described by a 

master of Pembroke college, Oxford, as ‗the largest and most significant 

movement of scholars across the face of the earth since the fall of 

Constantinople in 1453.‘‖ (Independent, London) 

―[Senator Fulbright was]one of the politicians who had the 

strongest influence on U.S. diplomacy in the 30 years that followed the 

end of World Ward II...‖ (Le Figaro, Paris) 

―[He] characterized the best in American tradition...‖ (Dagens 

Nyheter, Stockholm) 
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Those comments join in common appreciation of the moral tenacity 

of Senator Fulbright‘s statemanship and the world-changing significance 

of the scholarships he persuaded the Congress of the United States to 

create. That appreciation echoes in these words of President Clinton‘s 

eulogy: 

―In the work he did, the words he spoke and the life he lived, Bill 

Fulbright stood against the 20th century‘s most destructive forces and 

fought to advance its brightest hopes... The Fulbright Scholarship 

Program is a perfect example of Bill Fulbright‘s faith—different kinds of 

people learning side by side, building what he called ‗a capacity for 

empathy, a distaste for killing other men, and an inclination for peace.‘‖ 

Aims and Management Structure of the Program 

The goals declared in the proposal for launching the program did 

not changed basically during the course of the years. The most important 

one among them is ―to promote better understanding between the United 

States and other nations‖. It is a fact, that those who have spent longer 

period in an other country with the help of a scholarship, could get better 

familiar with its inhabitants, culture, values and problems. It is also true, 

that they can better estimate the values of their own country. Due to their 

personal experiences, most of the former Fulbrighters became deeply 

devoted to mutual understanding. 

The program used to be administered by the Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Department of State. From 1978 to 1999, 

these tasks were performed by the United States Information Agency 

(USIA), according to policy guidelines set forth by the J. William 

Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board (FSB). This Board is comprised of 

twelve members in the fields of education and public administration. 

Appointed by the President(s) of the United States, these individuals 

formulate policies and procedures and select criteria for the Fulbright 

Program. Board members also approve the final candidates for awards. 

From 1999 on the Educational and Cultural Affairs Bureau (ECA) of the 

Department of State has been supervising the Fulbright exchange 

program. 

The primary source of funding for the Fulbright Program is an 

annual appropriation by the U.S. Congress to the U.S. Department of 

State. In addition, partner nations as well as host institutions in the United 
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States and abroad contribute through direct funding and indirect support 

such as salary supplements, tuition waivers and university housing. The 

total U.S. Government funds for the period of 1947–2010 were more than 

USD 3 billion.  

We can truly state, that the Fulbright Program has proved to be one 

of the best investments of the United States. During the past 60+ years 

more than 120,000 U.S. citizens and 180,000 from abroad participated in 

the program, among them such prominent persons, like Willy Brandt the 

former German Chancellor, Javier Solana the former Secretary General of 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the famous Italian writer 

Umberto Eco, and Nobel Price awarded economist Milton Friedman, to 

mention only a few of them. 

The prestige of the Fulbright Program is highly assured by the 

Fulbright Prize established in 1993. It is similarly prominent as the Nobel 

Prize for Peace. The Prize is awarded to those who have played 

significant role in increasing mutual understanding between the people of 

the United States and the people of other countries. The inaugural 

Fulbright Prize was awarded to Nelson Mandela, President of the 

Republic of South-Africa in 1993. Jimmy Carter former U.S. President 

received the 1994 Prize. 

The Main Components of the Fulbright Program 

– The Fulbright Student Program 

 For U.S. and foreign graduate students and graduating seniors. 

 • In 2008, 1,526 Americans studied abroad with either full or partial 

support from the Fulbright Program. This figure includes the 

Fulbright English Teaching Assistantships Program. In the same 

year, 3,193 foreign students were offered new or renewed grant 

awards for study at U.S. universities. This figure includes the 

Fulbright Foreign Language Teaching Assistant Program. 

 

– The Fulbright Scholar Program 

 For U.S. and foreign scholars and professionals to lecture and/or 

conduct research in a wide variety of academic and professional 

fields, including the humanities, social sciences, physical sciences, 

and business administration. 
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 • In 2008, 1,167 Americans studied and taught or conducted post 

doctoral research and 828 visiting scholars went to the United 

States to lecture or conduct post doctoral research for an 

academic year or term. Of these, 42 Scholars-in Residence spent 

up to a year teaching on U.S. college and university campuses. 

 

– The Fulbright Teacher Exchange Program 

 For U.S. and foreign teachers primarily at the secondary level—

often a one-to-one exchange. 
 

 • In 2008, 350 teachers and administrators from 27 countries 

participated in semester and year-long classroom exchanges or 

shorter-term specialized seminars. 

 

- The Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program 

 The Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program promotes leadership 

development in professional fields critical to U.S. relations with 

developing and transitioning countries. The program brings mid-

career professionals from around the world to the United States for 

a year of academic coursework, professional development, and 

leadership training. Grants are given in various fields, including 

public health, economic development, finance and banking, 

environmental management, educational planning, higher education 

administration, and law and human rights. In 2008, there were 163 

Humphrey Fellows from 90 countries. 

U.S. Department of Education 

The overseas International Education and Foreign Language Studies 

programs, authorized by section 102(b)(6) of the Fulbright-Hays Act, are 

administered and funded by the U.S. Department of Education (USED) 

under a Congressional appropriation to USED. They are one way 

programs designed to promote and improve the nation‘s resources in the 

less commonly taught languages (LCTLs) and the areas of the world in 

which those languages are spoken. 

In 2008, four Fulbright-Hays programs supported a total of 1,061 

American teachers and prospective teachers, who received their support 

through U.S. institutions of higher education, organizations or interagency 

agreements. These programs are: 
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− The Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad 

(DDRA) Program; 

− The Fulbright-Hays Faculty Research Abroad (FRA) Program; 

− The Fulbright-Hays Group Projects Abroad (GPA) Program; 

− The Fulbright-Hays Seminars Abroad Program 

 

The Seminars Abroad Program provides four- to six-week summer 

seminars, designed by USED and Fulbright commissions, for K-12 

teachers in foreign languages, social sciences and humanities, 

administrators and curriculum specialists of state and local educational 

agencies, and college faculty. Upon their return, participants are expected 

to share their broadened knowledge and experiences with students, 

colleagues, members of civic and professional organizations, and the 

public in their home communities. Individual participants are evaluated 

by the U.S. Department of Education, with the assistance of academic 

review panels, and then submitted to the J. William Fulbright Foreign 

Scholarship Board for final selection. Overseas activities are supported by 

USED funds under the terms of inter-agency agreements between USED 

and the State Department. In 2008, six seminars involving 96 participants 

were funded. (Hungary hosted such seminars eight times till 2010.) 

Historical Background of the Program in Hungary 

At the end of the 1940‘s and in the next decades, according to the 

political situation, there seemed to be little prospect for Hungary—and 

also for other countries in the region—to participate in the Fulbright 

Program. The signing of the cultural agreement between Hungary and the 

U.S. resulted favorable conditions shortly after the return of the 

coronation regalia back to Hungary in 1978.  

In the AY of 1978/79 the program started with the participation of one 

Hungarian and one American citizen, each spending one month in each 

others‘ country. In the course of the years the number of grantees has 

gradually grown, and by the beginning of the 90‘s this number was already 

35–45 on both sides.  

Thanks to the EEI (East European Initiative) and other special finacial 

supports Hungary could have these higher figures of participants. There are 

no such extra financial resources for Hungary now this is why the present 

figures are around 30–30. 
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The year 1990 has brought a significant change in the history of the 

program in Hungary. The Republic of Hungary and the United States of 

America signed an agreement on December 6, 1990 to establish a 

Hungarian-American Commission for Educational Exchange (Fulbright 

Commission). Hungary was one of the first countries in our region that 

joined the group of nations participating in educational exchange 

programs administered by Fulbright Commission. 

The agreement has been renewed in March 2007. 

Fulbright Program in Hungary 

The goal of the Hungarian-American Fulbright Commission for 

Educational Exchange is to support educational and research programs 

which are in harmony with the spirit of the signing partner states and 

which receive financial support from the two governments. The Fulbright 

Commission organizes the exchange of Hungarian and American 

graduate students, teachers, scholars, researchers, lecturers and artists. 

The aim of the office is to increase the visibility of the Fulbright Program 

in Hungary, to enhance the viability of Hungarian-American relations, 

and to encourage possibilities for scholarly exchange between the two 

countries. During the course of the past almost 30 years around 850 

Hungarians and 900 Americans participated in the U.S.—Hungarian 

exchange program. 

Management Structure 

The highest decision making body of the Commission is the Board. 

Five members are citizens of the United States and five are citizens of the 

Republic of Hungary, all are prominent personalities in the scholarly and 

economic communities. Respectively, two members are representatives of 

the diplomatic mission of the United States in Hungary and of the 

Hungarian Government. The Ambassador of the United States of America 

to Hungary and the Minister of Education of the Republic of Hungary 

serve as honorary chairmen of the Board. 

There were many prominent chairs of the Fulbright Board in 

Hungary. One of them was Professor Zoltán Abádi-Nagy who served 

from 1996 to 1999 and from 2002 to 2008. He chaired the Board when we 

celebrated the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the Fulbright 

Commission in Budapest. 
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The Fulbright office in Budapest works as a foundation. The bigger 

part of the program‘s budget (cca. 80%) is provided by the United States, 

however the Hungarian partner significantly contributes to the budget 

right from the opening of the Fulbright Commission. This means not only 

financial support, but in-kind contribution, too, since the Hungarian 

partner provides the office rooms and utilities to run the Commission. 

Fund raising is an important source of money to help more Hungarian 

students to go to the U.S. In the Academic Year of 2010–2011 we will 

have 7 more student grantees who will get a grant (including support for 

covering tuition fee) to study or do research in the United States. 

Grant possibilities 

The Fulbright Program accepts candidates from the different fields 

of science and arts. Priority is given to the social sciences and humanities 

as they relate to the United States and Hungary. Emphasis is given to 

subjects related to the social, economic and political changes in Hungary. 

Other fields connected with contemporary Hungary are also considered, 

such as environmental protection, business administration, management 

of nonprofit organizations, privatization, studies on democracy, health 

care, public law and others. The Commission also focuses special 

attention on fields where Hungarian-American cooperation promises long 

term benefits. 

In the spirit of the Fulbright Program special preference is given to 

candidates who are willing to share their experiences and knowledge in 

the broadest possible way. 

The Fulbright Program offers the following grants for Hungarian 

candidates: 

− graduate student grants (postgraduate studies or research for 

achieving higher degrees, Ph.D.); 

− grants for researchers; 

− grants for university lecturers; 

− teacher exchange grants; 

− supplementary grants in all grant categories for those who need 

some additional financial support. 

 

The duration of the graduate student grant is typically 9–10 months 

(2 university semesters); that of the lecturer grant is 5 or 9 months (1 or 2 
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semesters) and research grants are for 3–9 months; highschool teachers 

grant is for one school-year. 

All awards are subject to budget appropriations. The grants can be 

obtained by an open competition. Basic eligibility requirements are 

Hungarian citizenship, university or college graduation and English 

proficiency. The applications are evaluated by a committee of American and 

Hungarian experts. The final decision is made by the Board of the 

Hungarian Fulbright Commission. 

Grant possibilities for Hungarian citizens are announced in February 

each year in daily newspapers, local papers, university papers and through 

Internet. To provide broader information on the Fulbright Program‘s grant 

possibilities and advising on a successful application, the office organizes 

short seminars in several university sites throughout the country (annually 

10 or more of them from Sopron to Nyìregyháza). The many acquired 

information help in preparing the appropriate American style curriculum 

vitae and workplan not only for a Fulbright grant but also for other 

fellowship applications. 

Great emphasis is given on spreading information on the program 

throughout the country. It is a pleasure, that during the past years the 

number of applicants from Budapest and out of Budapest has been 

continuously growing. According to the impressions of the experts 

participating in the evaluation procedure, it is true, that there are many 

applicants with great professional knowledge and excellent proficiency in 

English. Annually, there are 10–15 Hungarian students, 3–5 lecturers, 8–10 

researchers and 3–6 highschool teachers awarded by the Fulbright 

Scholarship to travel to the United States. 

As declared in the guidelines of the Fulbright Program only those 

candidates are accepted who, after returning from abroad, intend to serve 

their country‘s scientific, educational and intellectual sphere. 

Spending a certain period of time in the United States, Fulbright 

scholars will have the chance to better understand the inhabitants, culture, 

everyday life and values of the host country. They may get a lot of help 

from Alumni associations, i.e. from local organizations of former 

Fulbrighters. 
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Long Lasting Effects 

During the course of years about 900 Hungarians went to the U.S. 

as Fulbright grantees and around 980 American citizens came to Hungary. 

Many of our Hungarian grantees have had important leading role in our 

economy, national and international business, have pivotal role in our 

higher education as professors, university administrators, or serve as 

members of the government or being famous artists. 

A few examples: 

Prof. Dr. Zoltán Abádi-Nagy, Rector of the Kossuth Lajos 

Tudományegyetem, Debrecen; Vice Rector of the University of Debre-

cen; AY 1987–1990, University of Minnesota, University of Oklahoma 

and University of California, Irvine 

Prof. Dr. Sándor Damjanovich, Member of the Academy, AY 

1996–1997, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD 

Ms. Judit Elek, Film Director, AY 1993–1994, Jewish Theological 

Seminary of America 

Dr. Zoltán Fejős, Director, Museum of Ethnography, AY 1992–1993 

Dr. Mária Gödény-Polony, National Institute of Oncology, AY 

1996–1997, University of Califormia, San Fransisco 

Dr. Zoltán Illés, Member of Parliament; AY 1995–1996, University 

of North Carolina 

Dr. Géza Jeszenszky, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs, AY 

1984–85, University of California 

Dr. András Lánczi, Director, Institute for Political Science, 

Corvinus University of Budapest, AY 1997–1998, Louisiana University 

Dr. András Nagy, Former President of the Hungarian Centre of the 

International Theatre Institute, AY 1998–1999, St. Olaf College 

Dr. Katalin Nagy, Dean, University of Szeged, AY 2002–2003, 

Cornell Medical College, Sloan Kettering Cancer Center 

Ms. Szilvia Perényi, Former Vice President of the Organizing 

Committee of Paraolympic Games, Atlanta 1996, AY 1994–1995, Florida 

State University 

Dr. Miklós Persányi, Former Minister of Environment and Water, 

Director, Budapest ZOO 

Ms. Réka Szemerkényi, Former Secretary of State, Foreign and 

Security Policy, Office of the Prime Minister 

Dr. József Temesi, Vice Rector, Corvinus University, AY 1994–

1995, University of New Hampshire 
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Ms. Éva Tóth, writer, Vice President, Hungarian Pen Club, AY 

1992–1993 

Mr. György Csepeli,  

Dr. Péter Dávidházi, Department of 19th Century Literature, 

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, AY 2002–2003, Columbia University 

Prof. Gábor Hamza, Head of Department of Roman Law, Eötvös 

Loránd University, AY 1989–1990; 

Dr. Pál Pepó, Head of Centre for Agricultural Sciences, University 

of Debrecen, AY 2007–2008, Princeton University 

Dr. Gyula Kodolányi, Eötvös Loránd University, AY 1984–1985, 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

Dr. György Such, Director of the Hungarian Radio, AY 1999–2000, 

University of Missouri 

Prof. Elemér Hankiss, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, AY 1987–

1988, Woodrow Wilson Center 

Mr. Péter Forgács, Film director, AY 2006–2007, New York 

University 

Mr. András Kepes, Reporter, anchor, writer, AY 1985–1986, 

Stanford University 

Dr. Tamás Ungvári, writer, translator, editor, university professor, 

AY 1986–1987, Claremont-McKenna College 

Prof. Péter Scharle, Széchenyi István University, AY 2000–2001, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Dr. László Vass, Rector of the Budapest College of Communication 

and Business, AY 1995–1996, American University 

Dr. Jenő Bárdos, Head of Department of English Language and 

Literature, University of Veszprém, AYs 1988–1990, Rutgers—The State 

University of New Jersey 

Prof. Tibor Frank, Director, School of English and American 

Studies, Eötvös Loránd University, AYs 1987–1991, University of 

California at Santa Barbara 

Dr. István Sértő-Radics, Mayor of Uszka, Recipient of the U.S.—

EU Democracy and Civil Society Award (1998), Member and Head of 

the Hungarian delegation to the EU Committee of Regions, President of 

the Commission for External Relations, AY 1991–1992 and AY 2002–

2003, University of Mississippi 

Prof. László Rosivall, Hungarian Academy of Sciences and 

Semmelweis University, AY 2004–2005, University of Alabama 
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U.S. Grantees in Hungary 

Each year there are 25–35 lecturers, teachers, researchers and 

postgraduate students coming from the U.S. to Hungary in the framework 

of the exchange program. As American citizens, they can apply for 

scholarship in the United States and they are also selected in an open 

competition. Scholarship possibilities are announced according to the 

request of the host country e.g. Hungary. Year by year the Commission 

makes a survey of the Hungarian requests for American Fulbright visiting 

professors, researchers, students that serves for basis of the award 

assignment for American applicants. 

Before starting their academic year in Hungary, American scholars 

participate in an orientation course to get acquainted with the history of 

Hungary, the internal and foreign affairs of the country. They get a survey 

on the Hungarian higher education system, its development projects, and 

several fields of her cultural life. As part of the orientation course, 

participants have the opportunity to go for a Budapest sightseeing and a 

Szentendre–Visegrád tour. 

Above the basic professional functions (research, teaching and 

studying) the Fulbright program has a key role in the development 

process of the Hungarian higher education (introduction of new subject 

fields and new teaching methods; implementation of the credit system and 

Ph.D. programs; new methods of managing the institutions of higher 

education; alumni, fund-raising etc.). At present the program has two 

distinguished chair positions, the Marshall Chair for Political Sciences 

and the László Országh Chair for American Studies. The latter helps to 

further improve the better understanding and bridge building between the 

people of the United States and Hungary. 

While staying in Hungary, U.S. scholars get together during the 

―monthly meetings‖ to share their work—research experience, to listen to 

lectures on up-to-date topics i.e. the U.S. aid projects to Hungary, the 

political situation, the developments in higher education etc. 

Participants also had the possibility to visit several great institutions 

(universities, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, National Széchényi 

Library) and to enjoy other programs such as visiting film-shooting, or 

manufactoring plants etc. 

Within the course of time, some ―monthly meetings‖ were 

broadened and became Fulbright weekends. On the occasion of these two-

day meetings out of Budapest American participants may get to know 
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other university towns, higher education institutions, culture and famous 

sites of the visited towns. A weekend in Pécs where they had the 

opportunity to pay a visit to Mohács or the trip to Debrecen which was 

followed by a memorable visit at the Hortobágy National Park. 

The Fulbright Commission gives great emphasis to build 

professional relationships between the Hungarian and American scholars 

participating in the program. This kind of "networking" may be developed 

to a long-term partnership between institutions. 

Some years ago a Hungarian Film Series were organized at several 

university campuses in the United States with the assistance of our former 

American Fulbright scholars.  

Hungarian Fulbright Association 

In 1991 former Hungarian Fulbrighters established the Fulbright 

Association operating as an independent organization to: 

− gather Hungarian scholars previously spending their 

scholarship in the United States and support their cooperation 

in the spirit of the Fulbright Program; 

− keep contacts with Hungarian scholars currently in the United 

States; 

− professional-personal contacts with American scholars in 

Hungary; 

− help building contacts between Hungarian institutes, 

individuals and American research, educational institutions and 

experts; 

− foster the relationship with other national Fulbright associations 

and patronize the regular meeting of European Fulbright 

Associations; 

− organize and arrange conferences, excursions and other cultural 

programs. 

 

In 1996 the Fulbright Program had its 50th anniversary. The 

Hungarian Alumni Association in full cooperation with the Hungarian 

Fulbright Commission hosted a worldwide Alumni Conference under the 

title of ―The Spirit of Global Understanding‖. The conference had 

contributed to further disseminating the Fulbright spirit worldwide 

including the altered conditions of Central and Eastern Europe.  
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In view of the Fulbright spirit the conference focused on the role of 

the Fulbright Program in fostering mutual understanding of nations, 

cultural and scientific collaboration. In this context special attention was 

paid to the role of the international scientific and educational exchange 

programs in preventing and dissolving conflicts.  

The Spirit of Global Understanding conference brought together 

more than 250 Fulbright alumni to meet between August 14–17, 1996 in 

Budapest, Hungary. The conference was organized in the neo-renaissance 

palace of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The participants were 

representing 26 different countries of three continents, including 

Hungarians, Americans, Germans, Italian citizens, a representative of 

distant Sri Lanka and of Panama. 

The general atmosphere of the meeting was very warm, friendly. 

The awareness of the significance of individual contributions, as well as 

common efforts, was further increased by the presence and active 

participation of the distinguished guests of the conference. We were 

greatly honored by the messages that U.S. President Bill Clinton and 

Hungarian President Árpád Göncz had addressed to the conference 

participants, as well as by President Jimmy Carter‘s memorable speech 

delivered at the closing lunch. 

In 2002 Fulbrighters in Hungary celebrated the tenth anniversary of 

the establishment of the Fulbright Commission in Budapest and the 

beginning of the history of the Hungarian Alumni Association. The 

celebrations (held again in the magnificent building of the Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences) included a conference (Fulbright—Challenges 

and Responses) and an anniversary gala with the active participation of 

then present and former U.S. and Hungarian grantees. An exhibition 

about the history of the Fulbright program in Hungary and about the 

professional achievements of grantees to and from Hungary was 

organized, too. The anniversary celebrations—with a great number of 

international participants—gave an opportunity to those present to further 

develop the spirit of better understanding and mutual cooperation. 

The organizers were extremely glad to welcome the participants of 

the New Century Scholars Program from 21 different countries. The then 

brand new component of the ever growing Fulbright Program is an 

excellent example of how to adapt a well established international 

exchange program to the needs and requirements of the 21st century. In 

the frame of the New Century Scholars Program, 30 participants (10 from 

the United States and 20 from 20 different countries of the world) worked 
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together on a timely global issue (like Challenges of Health in a 

Borderless World). 

It is worth to mention that during the past more than 62 years, the 

Fulbright Program has been grown as a globally significant, worthable 

and highly valuable exchange program. It must go on while there is 

always a base to add new components and initiatives to it like the Alumni 

Initiatives Award Program or the Senior Specialists Program. Nowadays, 

there are at least twelve different components (including those offered 

exclusively to the alumni) of the Fulbright family of grants. 

 

J. William Fulbright 

 

William Fulbright was born on April 9, 1905 in Sumner, Missouri. 

His mother was a teacher. William inherited his mother‘s curiosity for the 

world. He was educated at the University of Arkansas where he was 

awarded the B.A. degree in Political Science in 1925. He applied for, and 

was granted, a Rhodes Scholarship. 

Fulbright‘s passion for knowledge began at Oxford and never really 

ceased. When Fulbright returned to the United States he was an 

exceptional student at George Washington University Law School. In 

1936, Fulbright returned to Arkansas where he was a law professor and 

three years later, from 1939 to 1941 the president of the University of 

Arkansas—then the youngest university president in the country. 

In 1942, Fulbright began his career in politics—entering Congress 

at the age of 37. Being both passionate and astute he went on to a 30-year 

term in Washington. He was entering Congress in January 1943 and 

becoming a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee. 

Fulbright stood up for his beliefs—even if it was politically risky. In 

the mid-‘50s, he opposed Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, he was the only 

Senator who vote against an appropriation for McCarthy‘s Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations. In this highly politicized environment, 

Fulbright was constantly calling for sympathy and understanding. 

As Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Fulbright 

worked hard to understand the nations that dealt with the United States. 

He never fell prey to the stereotypes of the cold war. He resisted to 

popular tendency of his times to belligerence and treated Soviet leaders 

with respect as he sought to reach understanding between peoples. It is in 

this spirit that the House adopted a Fulbright resolution encouraging 

participation in what would later become the United Nations. 
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Senator Fulbright always stood by his convictions. He faced 

opposition in the Senate. Yet despite popular opposition, Fulbright never 

gave up hope for a better world. ―If one believes that we are aggressive 

inherently, it makes it almost impossible to feel that we will ever get over 

this tendency to periodically destroy ourselves, our accumulated wealth 

and our lives. Or, is this tendency to aggression environmental, a result of 

experience and training? Of course, I belong to that school.‖ This last 

statement goes without saying, as does Fulbright‘s position in American 

history as one of the country‘s great humanitarians. In 1963, Walter 

Lippman wrote of Fulbright: "The role he plays in Washington is an 

indispensable role. There is no one else who is so powerful and also wise, 

and if there were any question of removing him from public life, it would 

be a national calamity." 

Fulbright‘s humanity was a constant throughout his career. 

Nowhere is this clearer than the educational program that bears his name. 

The Senator believed that "education is the best means—probably the 

only means—by which nations can cultivate a degree of objectivity about 

each other‘s behavior and intentions….Educational exchange can turn 

nations into people, contributing as no other form of communication can 

to the humanizing of international relations." 

Without the conviction and passion of Senator J. William Fulbright 

there could be no Fulbright Program. 

He received numerous awards from governments, universities, and 

educational organizations around the world for his efforts on behalf of 

education and international understanding. In 1993 he was presented the 

Presidential Medal of Freedom by President Clinton. The Hungarian 

Government awarded him the Silver Cross of the Republic of Hungary in 

1994.  

Senator J. William Fulbright died on February 9, 1995 at the age of 89. 
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Statistical History of Hungarian Grantees to the U.S.A. 

Number of Applicants for Fulbright Grant and Selected Candidates 

 

 

 

 
AY  

2010/2011 

AY  

2009/2010  

AY  

2008/2009  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 13 2 3 2 2 1 

Researchers 35 10 16 8 28 9 

Students 86 17 64 12 54 13 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
6   1 1 3 0 

Teacher  

Exchange 
17 6 7 3 11 5 

Special   2   1   1 

Extension / 

Renewal 
            

Total 157 37 91 27 98 29 

 

 

 

 
AY  

2007/2008  

AY  

2006/2007  

AY 

2005/2006  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 5 3 8 2 3 0 

Researchers 29 8 23 6 29 10 

Students 54 10 47 10 45 10 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
4 1 3 0 5 1 

Teacher  

Exchange 
11 5 11 4 11 5 

Special   1   0   1 

Extension / 

Renewal 
  0   0   0 

Total 103 28 92 22 93 27 
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AY  

2004/2005  

AY  

2003/2004  

AY  

2002/2003  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 5 2 15 2 12 3 

Researchers 23 9 31 11 52 12 

Students 43 10 84 11 106 11 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
9 2 12 1 2 1 

Teacher  

Exchange 
11 5 15 5 13 5 

Special   2   1   0 

Extension / 

Renewal 
  4   0   0 

Total 91 34 157 31 185 32 

 

 

 

 
AY  

2001/2002  

AY  

2000/2001  

AY  

1999/2000  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 10 4 13 5 11 4 

Researchers 50 11 33 9 43 7 

Students 79 12 91 14 65 14 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
4 0 5 0 19 3 

Teacher  

Exchange 
13 5 13 3 14 3 

Special   2   1   1 

Extension / 

Renewal 
  0   13   7 

Total 156 34 155 45 152 39 
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AY  

1998/1999  

AY  

1997/1998  

AY  

1996/1997  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 13 4 14 3 10 3 

Researchers 60 10 109 8 107 12 

Students 68 15 92 14 89 9 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
  1   1     

Teacher  

Exchange 
  3   3     

Special       1   1 

Extension / 

Renewal 
  5   2   5 

Total 141 38 220 32 210 30 

 

 

 

 
AY  

1995/1996  

AY  

1994/1995  

AY  

1993/1994  

 
# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

# of 

applicants 

# of  

grantees 

Lecturers 7 3 10 7 161 3 

Researchers 72 15 92 14 79 14 

Students 74 9 54 11 52 10 

Hubert H. 

Humphrey 
  2         

Teacher  

Exchange 
          n/a 

Special   3   3   4 

Extension / 

Renewal 
  8   10   13 

Total 163 40 169 45 161 44 
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Envisioning or Effacing the Other: Different 

Approaches to Translation in the English and 

Hungarian Literary Traditions  

Thomas Cooper 

The general absence of issues of translation from curricula in the 

humanities at colleges and universities in the United States and Europe, 

whether through the unquestioned acceptance of translations as adequate 

substitutes for originals in courses on Western or world literature or the 

categorical dismissal of translations as inferior in courses on national 

literatures taught in languages other than English, implies an 

understanding of translation itself as a practice the aims and methods of 

which are uniformly agreed upon and self-evident. A comparative study 

of translation in the English and Hungarian literary traditions, however, 

suggests a view of translation not as disinterested or consistent across 

cultures, but rather culturally situated and divergent in methods and 

functions. Whereas in the English tradition over the past four centuries 

the value of a translation has been measured by its conformity to the 

conventions of the target-language literature, since the early 19th century 

the Hungarian tradition has shown recognition of the value of translation 

as a means of introducing new forms and conceptions of literature. 

Notable exceptions notwithstanding, in English literature a translation has 

only been successful if it has managed to efface on the level of style its 

status as a translation. In the Hungarian tradition, in contrast, many 

celebrated literary translations, far from showing little trace of the foreign, 

functioned as alibis for the introduction of elements alien to prevailing 

literary discursive practices, thereby announcing rather than concealing 

their status as translations. Seen in a comparative context, translation 

itself, both as articulated in theory and as practiced, emerges not as a 

monolithic pursuit based on consensus across cultures or allegedly self-
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evident norms and goals, but rather a culturally and historically situated 

product, and as such, a cause and effect of a culture‘s strivings to define 

and represent itself. In the case of the comparative study of English and 

Hungarian literature, differing views of the roles of translation can be 

interpreted as manifestations of the very different circumstances and self-

conceptions of the two literary cultures, one the literature of an imperial, 

colonizing power, the other the literature of a language community 

situated within a multi-lingual empire. The domesticating translation 

characteristic of the English (and American) tradition arguably reflects a 

complacency typical of (and functional in) a colonial culture, while the 

innovative translation by no means foreign to the Hungarian tradition 

suggests acknowledgment of the possibility of genuine otherness, an 

otherness to be preserved or mimicked in the act of translation. 

As translation scholar and theorist Lawrence Venuti (1995) has 

argued, since the late early modern period translation into English has 

been marked by the tendency towards domestication, in other words the 

privileging of discourse that avoids calling attention to itself by 

submitting entirely to prevailing norms and tastes. Citing a diverse array 

of texts, from the translations and critical writings of 17th century poets 

John Denham and John Dryden to translations into English of works by 

20th century poets and reviews of these translations, Venuti traces the rise 

of fluency in translation as the measure of value and even guarantor of 

accuracy. The texts on which he draws are often striking for the 

categoricalness of their language and the apparent assumption of the self-

evidence of their (heavily value laden) terms. A citation from the writings 

of John Denham exemplifies the view according to which the task of the 

translator is to assimilate the foreign text to the contemporary national 

canon: 

If Virgil must needs speak English, it were fit he should speak not only 

as a man of this Nation, but as a man of this age (cited in Venuti, 50). 

As Venuti observes (and documents with copious examples), for the 

next three centuries fluency continued to function as the almost 

uncontested standard of value, allowing for the denial of genuine 

difference between source and target language cultures by effecting an 

effacement of traces of foreignness from the translated text. Edward 

Fitzgerald‘s translation of the ―Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam‖ offers a 

notorious case in point. Fitzgerald transformed the verses of the Persian 

polymath into a musing on earthly pleasures with decidedly Christian 
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overtones, using the word ―paradise,‖ for instance, where later translators 

used ―kingdom of a Sultan‖ (Edward Heron-Allen) and ―Sultan‘s bounty‖ 

(Robert Graves and Omar Ali-Shah). He justifies his interpretive choices 

with his comment, as infamous as the translation itself, on the 

―amusement‖ of taking liberties with the works of ―these Persians, who 

… are not Poets enough to frighten one from such excursions, and who 

really do want a little art to shape them‖ (cited in Lefevere, 80).  

Beyond simply precluding the introduction of values and poetics 

foreign to the target language culture, domesticating translation reinforces 

existing hegemonies within the target language, serving to maintain the 

illusion of language as a product and reflection of consensus instead of a 

site of contestation between different social factions. Fluency, in other 

words, is perhaps less a matter of neutralizing the potential threat of the 

foreign, which could always be dismissed as exotic, than it is a matter of 

neutralizing any threat to established hierarchies by confirming, through 

the reproduction of the familiar in the guise of the foreign, the social, 

cultural, and national attitudes and values of the educated elites. Merely 

by suggesting the possibility of transfer, translation emphasizes the 

communicative function of language, somewhat obscuring its own role in 

the performative enactment of contested discursive practices and the 

social meanings they embody. The heavily expurgated translations of the 

poetry of Catullus by Charles Lamb, for instance, offer an affirmation of 

Victorian attitudes concerning the vices of excess and the virtues of 

restraint. In his preface Lamb cites Dryden‘s view of the responsibility of 

the translator ―to make his author appear as charming as he can‖ (lix). He 

renders Catullus more palatable for his anticipated readership by 

translating the explicit reference to homosexual acts in the first line of 

Catullus‘ apology for his love poetry (―Pedicabo ego et irrumabo‖), for 

instance, into an accusation of implicitly heterosexual profligacy 

(discussed in detail, including comparisons with the translations by John 

Nott, in Venuti, 81–89). Matthew Arnold, remonstrating against the 

adoption of stylistic features of the ballad in translations of Homer, 

buttresses his notion of culture as the antidote to anarchy by offering 

alternative renderings intended to maintain the ―nobleness‖ of the Greek 

poet by avoiding the use of ―over-familiar‖ phrases, such as Chapman‘s 

―poor wretched beasts,‖ or ―ballad-slang,‖ such as Maginn‘s ―And 

scarcely had she begun to wash / Ere she was aware of the grisly gash‖ 

(49, 51). The social implications of Arnold‘s attempt to save the Iliad 

from the vulgarity of a folk genre are apparent in his repeated insistence 
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(over fifty times in the course of his lectures) on the ―nobleness‖ and 

―noble‖ quality of Homer‘s verse, terms that refer metaphorically to an 

abstract concept, but literally to a hereditary caste. And one might think 

finally of the use of the terms ―parapraxis‖ and ―cathexis‖ as translations 

of ―Fehlleistung‖ and ―Besetzung‖) by James Strachey in an attempt to 

confer the prestige of technical terminology on the works of Sigmund 

Freud (discussed in detail in Bettelheim, 84).  

As these examples illustrate, when considering questions of 

translation, rather than speak of sources and target languages it would be 

more precise to speak of source and target discourses within languages. 

Strachey‘s translation does not safeguard the English language from a 

threat posed by the importation of something foreign. Rather, it bolsters 

the stature of a particular genre of writing within English and maintains a 

hierarchy of value in which the ―cultural‖ always figures beneath the 

―scientific.‖ But this hierarchy is specific to English and American 

culture, and a translator of Freud into a language other than English may 

see no need to adopt a scientific style or introduce neologisms. A reader 

of English and Hungarian may not immediately realize, for instance, that 

Rossz közérzet a kultúrában (which could be translated as ―malaise in 

culture‖) is the Hungarian title of Freud‘s Das Unbehagen in der Kultur, 

translated by Strachey as Civilization and its Discontents. Literary 

translation should not be understood simply as the transfer of a text from 

one language to another, but rather as the transfer of a text from the 

discursive practices demarcated, however provisionally or contentiously, 

as literature in one language to the discursive practices demarcated 

(provisionally, contentiously) as literature in another. In the case of the 

translation of poetry from English into Hungarian or Hungarian into 

English, for instance, it may not make sense to speak of English or 

Hungarian as self-evident wholes, but rather to keep in mind that we are 

considering specific sets of practices within these languages through 

which the notion of literature as a specific form of writing is asserted, 

reified, or, when the practices are contravened or abandoned, contested. 

With the decline of emphasis on formal devices in English and 

American literature since the last decades of the 18th century, fidelity in 

translation has been increasingly posited as an alleged fidelity to content 

rather than form. It would be overly bold to identify a specific moment at 

which the notion of content began to assume more prominence than form 

in English literature, but the publication of the Preface to the Lyrical 

Ballads in 1800 offers a convenient date and Wordsworth‘s character-
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ization of good poetry as ―the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings‖ 

a pithy formula for the standard by which much poetry was to be 

evaluated for the next two centuries. This shift has been accompanied by 

a change in attitudes towards translation as well, as translators have 

sought to preserve what was increasingly regarded as the essential content 

of a poem and avoid any overly conspicuous stylistic device that might 

undermine the impression of spontaneous overflow. As Robert Wechsler 

observes,  

throughout most of literary history it was to the original poem‘s form 

that most translators felt they owed their fidelity. But from the late 

seventeenth century on, form grew less and less important, and content 

reared its head higher and higher. […] Then translators began to use the 

form they chose and to preserve as much content as possible. The most 

popular choice in America today—of free verse in the translation of 

formal poetry—throws out poetic form (74). 

Indeed the acceptance of fidelity to (alleged) content over form as 

an ethical obligation rather than an artistic value has been so complete 

that it has somewhat obscured its historical origins, and as Wechsler 

notes, one may forget that the Roman‘s fidelity to Greek forms, Dryden 

and Pope‘s use of heroic couplets in translations of Virgil and Homer, and 

Voltaire‘s imposition of classical rules on Shakespeare were as little 

questioned in their day as the contemporary conception of fidelity as 

fidelity to content is today (72). 

Wechsler‘s conclusions, however, contain an element of 

contradiction. He is undoubtedly correct in his contention that ―our 

culture … has turned its back on artistic form as a form of artifice, as 

something false‖ (76), a process in which the Preface to the Lyrical 

Ballads constitutes a significant early milestone. But if this is the case, the 

translator‘s fidelity to form over content is not a fidelity to the meaning of 

the foreign text so much as a fidelity to the conventions of the target 

language literature and an affirmation and reproduction of a poetic ethos 

of 19th and 20th century English and American literary culture. By 

alleging fidelity to content the translation appears to fulfill an ethical 

obligation rather than conform to artistic conventions, purportedly 

offering an ―honest‖ rendering of the original undistorted by the stylistic 

artifice of obtrusive elements of form, but the very notion of elements of 

form as evidence of artifice and distortion is itself part of the heritage of 

the European Romantic tradition and the English and American literary 

traditions in particular (one thinks of Wordsworth and John Stuart Mill in 
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England and Emerson and Whitman in the United States). The appeal to 

the primacy of content as an explanation for the failure to (attempt to) 

translate form is nothing more (or less) than an assertion of the adequacy 

of a culturally specific value and practice to the interpretation (through 

translation) of texts originating in other cultures. 

Fidelity to content functions as more, however, than a means of 

providing a covert verification of the values of the target language culture 

or a justification for the assimilation of the foreign text to an English 

stylistics centered on (the impression of) lack of artifice. An assertion of 

the existence of meaning separate from form, it implies the transparency 

and hence irrelevance of the substance of language, reducing words 

(poems, novels) to mere instruments for the representation of an 

unequivocal reality, a reality reproduced with entire adequacy by the 

translation. As such, it is a product of and a tool in the construction and 

maintenance of an imperial vision of the world, imperial because it 

presents itself as objective, prior to and independent of any interpretive 

act, and hence uncontestable. A translation figures not as a representation 

of another work of literature, but as a representation of the content of 

another work of literature. Crucially, the notion of content itself is rarely 

interrogated. Its value lies precisely in its self-evidence. The translation of 

texts in accordance with a fidelity to content operates as a ritual through 

which the imperial vision is surreptitiously confirmed not merely through 

the inscription of the values of the imperial culture on the foreign text, but 

through the implicit denial of the possibility of differing versions of 

―content.‖   

Translation practiced in accordance with the notion of the primacy 

and transparency of content offers further confirmation of the objectivity 

of the imperial vision of reality by facilitating the construction of 

continuities across cultures and time. Domesticating translation creates 

the impression of continuity by suppressing aspects of the source 

language text that are foreign to the target language literature, thereby 

implying that the source language text contains nothing genuinely 

unfamiliar. The source language text is valuable not as a work that has 

exerted an influence on the target language literature (on the contrary the 

poetics of the target language shaped the ―original‖ by dictating the terms 

of translation), but rather as evidence of the universality of the target 

language literature, and continuity figures not as a consequence of cross-

cultural transfer so much as a corollary to the complete adequacy of the 

imperial culture. Harold Bloom‘s The Western Canon, the fundamental 
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assumption and thesis of which is the continuity of Western culture 

(literature) as reflected in its canonical works, is exemplary. While Bloom 

posits continuity across languages, he gives scant attention to issues of 

translation, usually little more than mention of the specific translations 

from which he draws his citations with no (or evasively subjective) 

explanation. In the case of Dante he uses John D. Sinclair‘s 1961 

translation, with no mention of what is lost (or possibly gained) in the 

change from verse to prose. He cites from Donald M. Frame‘s translation 

of the essays of Montaigne, which he characterizes simply as ―eloquent,‖ 

adding that Frame is, in his view, ―Montaigne‘s best interpreter‖ (49). 

Writing on Molière‘s The Misanthrope, he describes the play as a work of 

―shocking vitality …. a kind of violent scherzo from beginning to end‖ 

(160). This aspect of the play, he contends, is best conveyed by Richard 

Wilbur‘s translation. In the chapter on Faust he uses the translation by 

Stuart Atkins, which he describes as ―the most accurate English version‖ 

(222), though again he makes no mention of what is lost in the shift from 

rhyming stanzas to what is essentially free verse. Whatever the merits of 

the translations Bloom has chosen, one can hardly base contentions 

concerning continuity across languages on an appeal to their eloquence or 

accuracy without at least making explicit (and thereby situating as objects 

of scrutiny) the criteria on which these judgments are based. One can only 

accept Bloom‘s description of Atkins‘ translation as the ―most accurate,‖ 

for instance, if one dismisses rhyme as inessential, but a free verse 

rendering of Faust may lose much of the humor and irony of the original. 

In his preface to his translation of The Misanthrope and Tartuffe Wilbur 

comments that, ―Moliére‘s logic loses all its baroque exuberance in prose; 

it sounds lawyerish; without rhyme and verse to phrase and emphasize the 

steps of its progression, the logic becomes obscure like Congrève‘s‖ 

(cited in Wechsler, 88).  Bloom describes the The Misanthrope as a 

scherzo, and Faust can also be said to contain elements of scherzo, 

including humor and sudden changes of pace, but as in the case of 

Molière, without rhyme and meter buffoonery may be more tedious than 

amusing. In the original German the Director expresses his concerns 

regarding the audience with a comic mix of scorn and simpering: 

Ich weiß wie man den Geist des Volks versöhnt; 

Doch so verlegen bin ich nie gewesen; 

Zwar sind sie an das Beste nicht gewöhnt, 

Allein sie haben schrecklich viel gelesen (10, lines 43–46).  
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The tense apprehension and clownish officiousness is somehow lost 

in the free-verse rendering:  

I know what counts for popularity, 

and yet I‘ve never been quite so uneasy –  

of course they are not used to anything first-rate, 

but still they‘ve done an awful lot of reading (3, lines 43–46). 

Atkins‘ text has neither the quick pulse of the original nor its ironic 

contrast between strict adherence to form and everyday phrasing. ―An 

awful lot‖ may be excellent as a translation of ―schrecklich viel,‖ a 

similarly colloquial choice of words, but without rhyme to punctuate the 

thought the Director‘s complaint is more tiresome than funny, and the 

reader may feel increasingly eager for the whole ―Prelude on Stage‖ to 

come to an end. One could cite other examples from the opening lines of 

the play, such as the switch in the first-person pronoun from object to 

subject in Atkins‘ translation of ―Ein Schauer faßt mich‖ (6, line 29), 

which might be translated as ―A dread seizes me,‖ but for which Atkins 

offers ―I feel a sense of dread‖ (1, line 29), or the change from an active 

to passive voice in his translation of ―Das strenge Herz es fühlt sich mild 

und weich‖ (6, line 30) as ―my rigid heart is tenderly unmanned‖ (1, line 

30). The point, however, is not to contest Bloom‘s choice of translation, 

and certainly not to dismiss the possibility of cross-cultural influence, but 

rather to suggest the importance of making explicit the criteria on which 

his characterization of a particular translation as ―the most accurate‖ is 

based. When compared with the original or a varying translation, a 

translation adduced as an example of continuity across cultures may well 

seem more an example of rupture.  

Bloom‘s unwillingness to broach the complexities of translation, 

while nonetheless relying on translations as the basis for his postulate of 

continuity, is mirrored by the absence of the study of translation from 

curricula in institutions of post-secondary education, an absence all the 

more conspicuous given the centrality of texts in translation to the 

humanities, where they often constitute the majority of the readings in 

literature and philosophy to which an undergraduate or even graduate 

student is exposed. The assumed superfluity of questions of translation is 

perhaps nowhere more apparent than in the syllabi for courses on Western 

literature. While most of the readings for such courses are drawn from 

literatures other than English, little mention is made of translation beyond 

the specification of a particular text for use in the course. This is not 
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merely a convenient means of addressing the fact that students rarely have 

shared knowledge of one or more foreign languages, nor is it simply a 

question of the availability of texts. One could easily include, in lieu of a 

single, contemporary translation, several translations distant in time and 

approach as a means of suggesting the centrality rather than the 

marginality of the act of translation in the study of other cultures and eras. 

The autumn 2010 syllabus for the ―Literature Humanities‖ course at 

Columbia University, for instance, which forms part of the so-called 

―Core Curriculum‖ required of students in all disciplines (the syllabus can 

be downloaded from the university‘s website), could include, alongside 

Lattimore‘s translation of Homer, at least excerpts from the translations 

by Chapman, Cowper, or Pope, or, alongside Allen Mandelbaum‘s 

translation of the Aeneid, (at least excerpts from) the translation by 

Dryden. Yet even in the case of required readings of books from the Old 

Testament, for which there are countless radically differing English 

translations, only one version is given (the Revised Standard Version). 

The syllabus for the ―Literature Humanities‖ course is by no means 

exceptional, as a quick glance at the many syllabi available online for 

courses on Western or world literature makes clear. A successor to the 

efforts of John Erskine in the 1920s and 1930s to institute a great books 

curriculum, it bears numerous affinities with the great books courses also 

based on Erskine‘s model, such as the courses designed by Robert 

Hutchins and Mortimer Adler of the University of Chicago, which led to 

the publication of the Great Books of the Western World series in 1952 by 

Encyclopedia Britannica, issued again in 1990 in an expanded version. 

The National Great Books Curriculum, a beneficiary of funding from the 

National Endowment for the Humanities and the U.S. Department of 

Education Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, offers 

a further example. The assertion made on the homepage of its website 

concerning the importance of ―the Great Books as the primary source 

texts in a wide variety of undergraduate courses‖ 

(http://www.nationalgreatbooks.com/, emphasis added) notwithstanding, 

the vast majority of the works recommended could only be read by an 

undergraduate (or graduate student, or PhD) in translation, yet there is no 

mention whatsoever of the issue of translations. 

This neglect of translation suggests that translation itself is both 

self-evident and monolithic in its practices and aims, in other words 

everyone translates with a common purpose and according to identical 

methods, and it would be superfluous to state or interrogate this purpose 
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or these methods, or for that matter to consider contrasting translations. 

At most it is necessary to specify a particular translation, implicitly the 

best, with no explanation of criteria on which this choice was made 

(which might raise questions concerning the different contemporary 

functions differing translations might play). The disregard for translation 

in courses taught in English is complemented by the dismissal of 

translations as categorically inferior in literature courses taught in other 

languages, where the reading of a translation of Madame Bovary in lieu of 

the French text, for instance, might be scorned, with little 

acknowledgment of the possibility that the English translations may well 

come to play (or already have played) a more significant role in the 

reception of the novel among English reading audiences worldwide and 

the influence it has had on English literature itself. While the rejection of 

translation as inevitably inferior may seem to run counter to the 

assumption of the adequacy of translation that underlies the ―Western 

canon‖ or ―world literature‖ curricula, both imply an understanding of 

translation itself as a uniformly accepted and self-evident practice 

unworthy of critical scrutiny. 

Yet even a cursory comparison of different of translations of 

allegedly canonical works belies this assumption. One could enumerate 

examples, from the prose and verse translations of Homer, Virgil, Dante, 

Molière, Goethe, Baudelaire, and others to the contrasting translations of 

works by philosophers such as Aristotle, Montaigne, or Nietzsche, but a 

short excerpt from a book of the Old Testament, a staple of great books 

courses and foundational text of so-called Western culture, suffices to 

illustrate the heterogeneity of translation as a practice and product. In the 

opening lines of the Song of Solomon as rendered in Young‘s allegedly 

―literal‖ translation the Shulamite says of herself, ―Dark [am] I, and 

comely‖ (all versions cited are available at biblegateway.com). The same 

passage in the Revised Standard Version used in the Columbia Core 

Curriculum reads, ―I am very dark, but comely[.]‖ The conjunctions are 

merely differing renderings of the Hebrew ―v,‖ translated in other 

passages of the Revised Standard Version as ―and,‖ for instance in the 

opening lines of Genesis (―hashamayim v'haaretz‖ is translated as ―the 

heaven and the earth‖). The reliance on a single translation with no 

comparison of differing versions precludes any discussion of the 

interpretive choices at work in the construction and maintenance of an 

opposition between darkness and beauty, instead attributing the 

opposition entirely to the original and implying the irrelevance of history 
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in the production of meaning, an irresponsible elision and a paradoxical 

implication for a course purportedly centered around the study of 

historical continuities.  

Little different are the world literature courses often substituted for 

courses on so-called Western literature in a no doubt well-intentioned but 

ultimately disingenuous attempt to counter Eurocentric bias. Disingenu-

ous because, like the courses on the ―great books‖ of the Western 

tradition, world literature courses give similarly scant attention to 

translation, assuming and implying, wherever the reading of a text not 

originally written in English is involved, the parity of translation and 

original and the adequacy of a body of texts in English as a sample of 

―world literature.‖ Thus while the ―great books‖ courses often had and 

have an explicit and announced western bias, world literature courses in 

English, if they offer no consideration of questions of translation, are 

themselves a tacit assertion of the sufficiency of the English language and 

English language literary values in the representation of global cultures.  

In 1989 the notion of the universality or at least adequacy of the 

English language and English language culture found confirmation in an 

unlikely source. In The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-

Colonial Literatures, an examination of historical forces acting on the 

post-colonial text and context, authors Ashcroft, Gareth, and Tiffin write 

on the alleged wealth of literatures in India in languages other than 

English:    

It is frequently asserted that the work produced by contemporary writers 

in languages as diverse as Maratha, Bengali, Kannada, Telugu, 

Malayalam, etc. far outweighs in quantity and quality the work produced 

in English. This may well be the case, though until more extensive 

translations into English from these languages have been produced it is 

difficult for non-speakers of these languages to judge (121). 

The authors seem to fail to realize that reliance on English 

translations as the basis for the assessment of literature written in 

languages other than English marginalizes works that may not lend 

themselves to translation into English. More importantly, they apparently 

assume the universality of the critical values on which such assessments 

would be based. To think of English translations of works written in 

Bengali, for instance, as providing sufficient grounds for any claim 

concerning the merits of Bengali literature is to deny the very possibility 

of Bengali literature having any meaning beyond what might be of 
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interest to and readily assimilated by an English speaking readership. This 

view of translation implies that it is the task of non-English (or non-

Western) cultures to produce works of literature amenable to translation 

into English in order to demonstrate their worth, instead of the task of the 

English reader to learn the languages of these cultures. 

If, as the citation from The Empire Writes Back suggests, translation 

as a practice continues to be understood in the context of English 

language literature as an means of producing equivalent substitutes for 

texts written in other languages (and thereby a tacit assertion of the 

irrelevance of any cultural difference resistant to translation), the study of 

translation in the Hungarian literary tradition offers examples of 

contrasting views of translation reflecting very different conceptions of 

cultural otherness. Perhaps most fundamentally, in contrast to the 

repeated assertions of the importance of fluency in translation in the 

English context, in the Hungarian tradition one finds, in the works of 

authors whose fiction and non-fiction are central to the canon, frequent 

insistence on the role of translation as a means of enriching the target 

language through the introduction of new expressions, forms, and ideas, 

as well as new conceptions of literature itself, not to the exclusion of the 

competing preference for fluency, but to an extent considerably more 

conspicuous than in English or American literature. As examples from the 

critical writings and translations of influential authors from the early 19th 

century and the first decades of the 20th illustrate, in the Hungarian 

literary tradition translation at times provided an alibi for breaks with 

convention. Furthermore, far from presenting their translations as entirely 

sufficient reproductions (replacements) of texts written in other 

languages, Hungarian translators often emphasized the difference between 

original and translation and hence the inadequacy of a single translation 

as a substitute and the incommensurability of the prevailing conventions 

of the target language literature and source language literature. 

Translation according to this conception represents an articulation rather 

than an effacement of distance, a distance that becomes palpable in the 

failure of the translation to conform to the conventions of the target 

language literature on the one hand and subsume the original entirely on 

the other.  

Intellectual and literary life in Hungary at the close of the 18th 

century and throughout the first decades of the 19th was marked by the 

efforts of the so-called language reformers to mold several different 

dialects into a standardized language and introduce words perceived as 
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necessary in order for Hungarian to serve as a potential language of state. 

The role played by translation was crucial in their efforts to enrich (or at 

least increase through the introduction of innumerable neologisms) the 

language itself and nurture the development of a literary tradition 

distinctive but not isolated from the other literatures of Europe. In this 

context, translation was often explicitly regarded as a means of addressing 

alleged inadequacies of the language, what was characterized by leading 

language reformer and prolific translator Ferenc Kazinczy, for instance, 

as the ―unpreparedness of my language‖ (―nyelvemnek készületlensége,‖ 

1788, 1982, 206; all translations from Hungarian are mine). In the preface 

to his translations of works by Sallust, Kazinczy put forward a view of 

translation according to which ―it is nice sometimes to detect no foreign 

tinge in the speech, sometimes nice for the marveled foreign to shine 

through‖ (1836, reprinted in Józan 2008, 143). In an essay entitled ―On 

Translation‖ poet János Batsányi, one of Kazinczy‘s contemporaries, 

wrote that it would be a mistake to reproach a translator for using words 

foreign to the target language in order to express ideas in the foreign text, 

adding ―this by no means corrupts, but rather enriches our language‖ 

(105). In Batsányi‘s view, ―we can indeed borrow from the beauties of the 

more polished languages [pallérozottabb nyelvek] …. Our language has 

already profited no small amount [from such borrowings]‖ (106). Echoing 

this sentiment, fellow language reformer Pál Szemere contended that ―we 

sometimes enrich our language by imitating the original‖ (193).  

Many of the translations of the language reformers embody this 

view of translation as an instrument of innovation. Rather than affirm or 

maintain prevailing convention by subjecting the foreign entirely to 

domestication, they remained conspicuous for their failure to conform to 

stylistic norms and even rules (or conventions) of grammar. Kazinczy‘s 

translation of Ossian introduces archaic spellings (or rather mimicries of 

archaic spellings), neologisms, and unusual syntax, for instance in the 

excerpts below, which are followed by the corresponding passages from 

the original: 

Zengjetek a dalt, s nyújtsátok a csigát! a palotát hadd lakja öröm. Ha te is 

megaggasz, napja az égnek, ha te is elmúlsz, szép ragyogvány, ha olly 

tartatlan a te fényed is mint a Fion fénye: úgy a te dicsedet túléli az 

enyém! (208) 

Raise the song, send round the shell: let joy be heard in my hall. When 

thou, sun of heaven! shalt fail; if thou shalt fail, thou mighty light! if thy 
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brightness is for a season, like Fingal; our fame shall survive thy beams 

(226–227). 

Sok ìzben láták ők Szalgárnak sìrhelyét, sok ìzben a sötét hajlékot, hol a 

fejérkeblü Kolma lakozik (32). 

Often had they seen the grave of Salgar, the dark dwelling of white-

bosomed Colma (287). 

Így hágdala ő hőseiknek előtte Szelma felé a fenyéren. Menj, Ullin, menj 

a bék szelìd dalával (211). 

He moved towards Selma; his thousands moved behind him. Go, with a 

song of peace, said Fingal: go, Ullin (228). 

S te azzal szóllasz, Bárdja Morvának, aki rémlélek fegyverben (213). 

―Dost thou speak to the weak in arms!‖ said Carthon, ―bard of the woody 

Morven?‖ (229) 

One could mention, as concrete examples of deviation from 

common practice, the neologisms ―megaggasz,‖ a verb based on the 

adjective ―agg‖ (old or aged), and ―rémlélek,‖ a compound noun based on 

the words ―rém‖ (specter, apparition) and ―lélek‖ (soul). ―Megaggasz‖ 

was never to become part of the Hungarian language, but ―rémlélek‖ was 

later used by poet Mihály Vörösmarty (author of a poem entitled Szózat, 

or Appeal, commonly referred to as Hungary‘s second national anthem) 

in his poem A Rom (The Ruin), novelist Jókai Mór in a work of short 

fiction entitled A két halott (The Two Dead), and Zsigmond Ács‘s 

translation of the Merchant of Venice. One could also note the words 

―bék‖ instead of ―béke‖ (peace) and ―fejérkeblü‖ instead of ―fehérkeblű‖ 

(white-bosomed) as examples of non-standard spelling. This is 

particularly significant in a work by Kazinczy, who otherwise was an 

advocate of standardization. The deliberate use of non-standard spelling 

seems specifically intended to conjure an impression, however artificial, 

of distance and otherness, reminding the reader that the text is not an 

―original,‖ as it were, but a translation. 

The translation of extensive passages from the Iliad by Ferenc 

Kölcsey, for a time a prominent member of the language reform and 

author of a poem that became the text of the Hungarian national anthem, 

offers another example of translation as a pretext for failure to conform to 

common practice. Like Kazinczy‘s translation of Ossian, Kölcsey‘s Iliad 

contained spellings and grammatical constructions unusual in the 

Hungarian of the early 19th century. For instance, in the opening passages 
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of the second book, Zeus sends a dream to deceive Agamemnon 

(Kölcsey‘s translation is available at wikisource.org): 

  S a több égi lakók és hadviselő lovaghősek 

Nyugtak egész éjjel; csak Zevstől fut vala az alvás, 

Mert neki gondjai közt hánykódik szìve, Achilevst mint 

Tisztelje, és hozzon görögökre halált a hajóknál. 

S nékie lelkében e szándék tetsze leginkább: 

Hős Agamemnonnak gonosz álmot küldjön elébe[.] 

… 

Így szólt. Méne pediglen az Álom, hogy érti parancsát, 

S hirtelen eljuta gyors gályáihoz a görögöknek, 

S ment Agamemnonra, őt pedig elszunnyadva találá 

Termén, s ambroziás álom vala ömölve körűlte. 

This passage, in Samuel Butler‘s translation, reads: 

The dream went when it had heard its message, and soon reached the 

ships of the Achaeans. It sought Agamemnon son of Atreus and found 

him in his tent, wrapped in a profound slumber. […] The dream went 

when it had heard its message, and soon reached the ships of the 

Achaeans. It sought Agamemnon son of Atreus and found him in his 

tent, wrapped in a profound slumber (14).  

Szemere praised Kölcsey‘s translation, mentioning specifically his 

use of the letter ―v‖ instead of ―u‖ in proper names (―Zevs,‖ ―Achilevst,‖ 

etc.) and the participial endings -ve and -va, for instance on the verbs 

elszunnyad (doze) and ömöl (pour) in the last two lines (would could be 

translated, ―It went to Agamemnon and found him dozing in his chamber, 

an ambrosia dream poured all around him‖). The participial endings are 

equivalent to -ing in English (―running,‖ ―standing,‖ etc.), a form that 

came into Hungarian largely through the influence of Latin and remains a 

bit foreign to this day. It has become part of common speech in many 

expressions, such as ―sìrva fakad‖ (―he/she burst out crying‖), but 

nonetheless is used considerably less frequently than in English (one 

would not say, ―hallottam énekelve,‖ in English ―I heard him/her 

singing,‖ but rather would simply use the infinitive, which always ends in 

–ni, ―hallottam énekelni‖). According to Szemere, ―a poet like Homer, 

who in the time of Herodotus was already the child of a distant era, … 

loses all his distinctiveness as soon as the hue of antiquity is no longer 

discernible in the copies [of his works] in another language: here epoch 

and language and poet are inseparable‖ (195). The translation was 

valuable because ―[Kölcsey] has brought the era of the language of the 
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original into his translation. … [He] has asked… how Homer would have 

given his heroes voice in the era of Latiatuc‖ (195; ―Latiatuc‖ is a 

reference to the Halotti beszéd és könyörgés, or ―Funeral speech and 

prayer,‖ the earliest known text in Hungarian, dated to the last decade of 

the 10th century). Writing almost a century later, Jenő Vértesy, author of 

a biography of Kölcsey, offered a similar assessment. ―His translation is 

often un-Hungarian [magyartalan] and makes ill use of liberties in 

versification,‖ he wrote. ―But Kölcsey was never vacuous, and here too 

he did something significant: he wanted to give the language an archaism 

… that would take one back to the naïve world of pastors and warriors. 

Kölcsey failed, but he showed the path that [other poets] later followed 

with such glory‖ (62). 

In the first decades of the 20th century Hungarian literature went 

through a period of innovation and even upheaval similar in many ways 

to the transformations of the era of the language reform. The most 

influential literary periodical, Nyugat, was explicit about its orientation to 

the west, and its pages were filled with translations from western 

languages, often including polemic articles concerning the alleged merits 

and shortcomings of specific translations. The craving for something new 

found expression in an essay by Lajos Hatvany, published in Nyugat in 

1908. Lamenting what he perceived as the stagnation of literature in 

Hungary, he complained that too often Hungarian authors were 

encouraged to seek their models in the traditions of the past. ―Just don‘t 

mention the whole of that past,‖ he wrote, ―but rather show me, among 

the many poets, the one man, the one era, the one great or unusual figure 

in whom the artist can seek moving elements. I fear it will be hard! I 

believe we are living through a time like the end of the 18th and the 

beginning of the 19th century: there is nothing to seek here at home, we 

must look to our neighbors‖ (569). 

In this context it is perhaps hardly surprising that one finds, in the 

writings of some of the most prominent authors of the time, conceptions 

of translation similar to those of Kazinczy, Szemere, and Batsányi. In an 

article on the difficulties of translating Dante and the weaknesses of an 

existing Hungarian translation, Mihály Babits, poet, novelist, and himself 

translator of Dante (as well as Shakespeare, Baudelaire, Keats, 

Swinburne, and numerous others), wrote ―literary translation is an entirely 

separate path to the enrichment of language – and thereby of thought, of 

all of mental life – something the literature relying only on itself would 

never lead to‖ (663). Literary translation, in his view, ―forces into new 
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channels the manner of thinking of a people which until then had only 

been able to move down the familiar corridors of its language and could 

hardly have sensed anything else‖ (663). Babits regarded the publication 

of a fine translation as ―an epoch-marking date in the history of a 

language,‖ noting that the translations into Hungarian of the Bible, 

Aristophanes, Boccaccio, Shakespeare, and others ―gave new locutions, 

new possibilities, new music, and even new contents to the Hungarian 

language‖ (663). Dezső Kosztolányi, Babits‘s contemporary and the most 

prolific translator of his generation, insisted—in marked contradistinction 

to the implication of parity between translation and original prevalent in 

the English and American traditions—on the difference between trans-

lation and original. ―My literary translations do not correspond to the 

originals like a painting corresponds to the copy of a painting,‖ he wrote, 

―but rather as a painting corresponds to the object it depicts‖ (531).  

Babits‘s translations are too numerous and varied to permit easy 

generalization, but in them one comes across spellings, words, phrases, 

and images that seem distant from the Hungarian literature of his time. 

His translation of Keats The Eve of St. Agnes offers several examples (the 

first three stanzas of which are given below, followed by the first three 

stanzas of the original): 
 

Mi lelhetett, szegény fiú? 

Magadba bolygasz, sáppadón. – 

Madár se zeng már, kókadoz 

A nád a tón.  

 

Mi lelhetett, szegény lovag? 

hogy arcod bánattal csatás? 

A mókus csűre tellve, kész 

Az aratás. 

 

A homlokodon liliom, 

lázharmat, nedves fájdalom: 

s arcod szegény rózsája is 

fonnyad nagyon. 

 

O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms, 

Alone and palely loitering? 

The sedge has wither‘d from the lake, 

And no birds sing. 
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‘O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms! 

So haggard and so woe-begone? 

The squirrel‘s granary is full, 

And the harvest‘s done. 

 

‘I see a lily on thy brow 

With anguish moist and fever-dew, 

And on thy cheeks a fading rose 

Fast withereth too.‘ 

 

As the very free translation of ―knight-at-arms‖ as ―szegény fiú‖ 

(―poor boy‖) makes clear, Babits was not constrained by the original, yet 

neither did he seek to remove all trace of remoteness from the poem. 

―Lázharmat,‖ for instance, is a neologism, a literal rendering of ―fever-

dew,‖ but more conspicuously, the verb and adverb in the second line 

(―bolygasz‖ instead of the more standard ―bolyongsz‖ as the translation of 

―loiter‖ and ―sáppadón‖ instead of ―sápadtan‖ as the translation of 

―palely‖) manufacture an impression of distance, perhaps in time, perhaps 

in social register, not present in the original.   

Translations by poet Ady Endre, another member of the so-called 

Nyugat generation, of three poems by Charles Baudelaire offer similar 

examples of translation as departure from the conventions of Hungarian 

literature of the early 20th century. The unusual publication history of the 

poems itself suggests shifting conceptions of translation as recreation or 

simulation. As Hungarian literary historian János Korompay has noted, 

Ady first published his translations of Baudelaire‘s La Destruction and La 

Cloche fêlée anonymously in the literary periodical Budapesti Napló 

(Budapest Journal) in October 1904, followed two weeks later by the 

publication of his translation of Causerie, this time with his name as 

translator (Korompay, 624). In the case of the first two poems Ady gave 

his translations Hungarian titles, Pusztulás and Repedt harang, while his 

translation of Causerie was simply published under the French title. This 

omission could be interpreted as an indication of the difficulty (if not 

impossibility) of translating the French title, which in English has been 

translated as ―Conversation‖ by several translators (though Edna St. 

Vincent Millay preferred ―Episode‖). Neither ―conversation‖ nor the 

Hungarian ―beszélgetés‖ (perhaps the most immediately obvious 

translation of the French) bears the same connotations of casual 

familiarity as ―causer‖ and ―causerie,‖ connotations that suggest the 

closeness of the relationship between the poet and beauty. But more 
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interestingly, Ady‘s failure to translate the title proclaims rather than 

conceals the status of the poem as a translation. However the interpretive 

choices made in the act of translation may (or may not) have led to the 

assimilation of the French text to the values and conventions of 

Hungarian literature, no attempt is made to obscure the fact that the 

resulting Hungarian text is a translation. Furthermore, while the 

anonymous publication of the first two translations presents the poems 

simply as the work of the French poet, the inclusion of Ady‘s name as 

translator in the case of Causerie represents an acknowledgement of his 

role in their authorship and implicitly their difference from the originals 

on which they were based. This may same trivial, given that it was 

common practice to include the name of the translator, but in 1905 Ady 

further emphasized the difference between original and translation by 

publishing the three translations in a volume entitled Új versek (New 

poems), which consisted primarily of original poems, but also, alongside 

the Baudelaire poems, translations of works by Verlaire and Jehan Rictus. 

The translations were referred to simply as ―Három Baudelaire-szonett‖ 

(Three Baudelaire sonnets), ―Paul Verlaine álma‖ (Paul Verlaine‘s 

dream), and ―Jehan Rictus strófaiból‖ (From the strophes of Jehan 

Rictus). As Ildikó Józan has observed, the use of the possessive implies, 

in lieu of a first-person ―I‖ author-figure, a third person ―he‖ who cannot 

be identified as the origin of the poems. The texts figure not as the 

unmediated utterances of the original author, ―but rather as a direct or 

indirect citation of such an utterance or an evocation of an understanding 

or interpretation connected in some way to the original author‘s name‖ 

(2007, 59). Thus with each publication the figure of the translator gained 

prominence, as did the incommensurability of translation and original. 

In the context of the Hungarian literature of the turn of the century, 

the three Baudelaire sonnets are unusual in their imagery, their syntax, 

and arguably their eroticism. Below is Ady‘s translation of Causerie, 

followed by the original and the English translation by Edna St. Vincent 

Millay: 

 
Vous êtes un beau ciel d'automne, clair et rose! 

Mais la tristesse en moi monte comme la mer, 

Et laisse, en refluant, sur ma lèvre morose 

Le souvenir cuisant de son limon amer. 
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— Ta main se glisse en vain sur mon sein qui se pâme; 

Ce qu'elle cherche, amie, est un lieu saccagé 

Par la griffe et la dent féroce de la femme. 

Ne cherchez plus mon coeur; les bêtes l'ont mangé. 

 

Mon coeur est un palais flétri par la cohue; 

On s'y soûle, on s'y tue, on s'y prend aux cheveux! 

— Un parfum nage autour de votre gorge nue!... 

 

Ô Beauté, dur fléau des âmes, tu le veux! 

Avec tes yeux de feu, brillants comme des fêtes, 

Calcine ces lambeaux qu'ont épargnés les bêtes! 

 

 

Bűvös, szép őszi ég vagy, tündöklés, rózsaszirom. 

Bennem a szomorúság tengere sìrva árad 

S ha visszafut, otthagyja fanyar, bús ajkaimon 

Maró emlékezetét keserű iszapjának. 

 

Kezed hiába csúszik alélt keblemen tova, 

Amit keres, barátnőm, marcangolt hely, üres rég, 

Széttépte azt az Asszony vad karma, éhes foga, 

Óh, ne keresd a szìvem, az állatok megették. 

 

Palota volt a szìvem s a tömeg befertőzte, 

Most benne orgiáznak, gyilkolnak, civódnak ott. 

Meztelen kebled körül parfüm szálldos felhőzve. 

 

Lelkek kemény korbácsa, óh, Szépség, Te akarod. 

Lobbantsd fel ünneppiros lángjával tűzszemednek 

A rongyokat, amiket a rablók itt feledtek. 

 

 

You are a lovely, rosy, lucid autumn sky!  

But sadness mounts upon me like a flooding sea,  

And ebbs, and ebbing, leaves my lips morose and dry,  

Smarting with salty ooze, bitter with memory. 

 

— Useless to slide your hand like that along my breast;  

That which it seeks, my dear, is plundered; it is slit  

By the soft paw of woman, that clawed while it caressed.  

Useless to hunt my heart; the beasts have eaten it. 

 

My heart is like a palace where the mob has spat; 

There they carouse, they seize each other's hair, they kill. 

— Your breast is naked... what exotic scent is that?... 
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O Beauty, iron flail of souls, it is your will!  

So be it! Eyes of fire, bright in the darkness there,  

Bum up these strips of flesh the beasts saw fit to spare. 

 

Readers and critics were quick to praise what they perceived as the 

innovativeness of the poems of the volume, but without necessarily 

acknowledging (and as Józan notes, perhaps without realizing) that some 

of them were translations (2009, 241). In a letter to Ady, former 

schoolmate Oszkár Jászi wrote of how pleased he had been to read ―such 

things in Hungarian. And moreover original poems, not imitations‖ (cited 

in Ágh 2007; emphasis added). Lajos Biró cited the first four lines of 

Ady‘s translation of Causerie, contending ―no one has ever written like 

this in Hungarian,‖ but he gave no indication that he realized the poem 

was a translation (cited in Józan 2009, 242). Józan contends one can read 

the poem as a depiction of otherness, referring to ―the construction of 

images and the linguistic artificiality of the last stanza (the foreignness of 

the word order)‖ (61). One could also mention the affected preciousness 

of the phrasing, for instance ―szálldos felhőzve,‖ a phrase that could be 

translated (attempting to preserve its strangeness) as ―ascendts, clouding,‖ 

or Ady‘s translation of ―on y soûle‖ as ―orgiáznak‖ (they are having an 

orgy) and ―gorge nue‖ as ―meztelen kebled‖ (naked bosom or breast), 

translations that in both cases are more sexually explicit than the original 

and more suggestive of decadence than much of the literature of Ady‘s 

Hungarian contemporaries. A comparison with the translation by Lőrinc 

Szabó is illustrative. Szabó translates ―soûle‖ as ―tombol,‖ which means 

rave or rage and has no sexual connotations, and ―gorge nue‖ as ―tárt 

kebled,‖ which replaces Ady‘s literal ―meztelen‖ (naked, i.e. referring 

specifically to the absence of clothing) with the more general ―revealed.‖ 

By introducing elements of the erotic, Ady arguably violates or expands 

the borders of poetic language in Hungary at the turn of the century. 

Crucially, he does so in a translation, allowing the foreign element in the 

text to figure as the consequence of translation, but this ―foreignness‖ is 

really the foreignness of an element of discursive practice (explicit 

reference to sex or nudity) to the discursive practice(s) demarcated as 

―poetry‖ at the time. 

The conception of translation as a vehicle through which to introduce 

foreign elements into the target language, a conception exemplified by the 

critical writings and translations cited above, constitutes a salient 
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difference between Hungarian literature and the English and American 

traditions. Unquestionably translation was no less part of a domestic 

agenda in the Hungarian context than Denham‘s assimilation of Virgil to 

prevailing conventions or Lamb‘s expurgated versions of poems by 

Catullus were in the English. The introduction of neologisms by leaders 

of the language reform, for instance, was as much (or more) an attempt to 

address the perceived inadequacies of the Hungarian language of the time 

as it was an indication of a desire to preserve the foreignness of the 

original text in translation. But the differences in the two views 

concerning the potential roles of translation nonetheless reveal differences 

in attitudes towards the two national cultures, entirely self-sufficient in the 

case of English and American literature, situated and distinctive, but not 

exhaustive as a view of the world or means of expression in Hungarian. 

Seen in a comparative context, translation emerges not as a set of practices 

consistent across cultures and times, but as a form of self-representation no 

less historically and culturally situated than literature itself, and as such no 

less worthy of study. 

It would be misleading, as a conclusion, to insist on the dominance 

of translation as innovation in the Hungarian tradition to the exclusion of 

preferences among translators, critics, and readerships for fluency, just as 

it would be misleading to insist on the dominance in contemporary 

literature in English of domesticating translation to the exclusion of all 

other approaches, but a recent example suggests that fluency continues to 

represent a standard of value and normative force in the canon of 

translation into English. In 2009 Herta Müller was awarded the Nobel 

Prize for literature. A member of the German speaking minority in the 

western region of Romania known as Banat until her emigration in 1987, 

Müller has written in several of her essays on the tensions between her 

mother tongue and the official language of the country of her birth, noting 

the ways in which the two languages acquire their own naturalness in the 

mind of the speaker while at the same time throwing each other into 

question. This tension is often palpable in her fiction and poetry (she has 

authored collections of collage poetry in German and Romanian). For 

instance, the title of the novel Der Mensch ist ein Grosser Fasan auf der 

Welt (which could be translated as ―man is a big pheasant in the world‖), 

the story of a German speaking family hoping to obtain permission to 

emigrate, is ambiguous. In German, the pheasant is a braggart, in 

Romanian, a loser (something like a turkey in English). The characters of 

the story are German speakers, but when they utter this phrase, the 
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Romanian connotation prevails. The English translation by Martin 

Chalmers avoids this surplus of meaning entirely, replacing the 

ambiguous German with the supremely rational title Passport. Müller‘s 

Herztier (which could be translated as ―heart beast‖) was translated by 

Michael Hofmann as The Land of Green Plums. The title of Müller‘s 

most recent novel, Atemschaukel (―Breath-Swing‖), has simply been 

replaced with the English translation of the first sentence of the story 

(itself a German translation of the Latin ―Omnia mea mecum porto‖): 

―Everything I Possess I Carry With Me‖ (the novel still awaits translation 

into English, but this is the English title in use at the moment). Neither 

Der Mensch ist ein Grosser Fasan auf der Welt nor Herztier has been 

translated into Hungarian yet, but the title of the Hungarian translation of 

Atemschaukel, Lélegzethinta by Lìdia Nádori, preserves the strangeness 

of the German compound word. The striking inventiveness of Müller‘s 

use of language, no doubt in part a product of her bilingual background, is 

effectively translated out of the English titles in order to bring them into 

conformity with the utilitarian conception of language as an incidental 

tool of signification. The Nobel Prize, one of the most powerful tools in 

the construction of a canon of world literature, guarantees either the 

prompt translation of the works an author into English or, where English 

translations are already available, their spread among diverse (and often 

multilingual) English reading communities. One cannot help but wonder 

whether the insistence on ―logical‖ renderings and the avoidance of 

ambiguity in the English translations will contribute to an impov-

erishment of this ―world‖ literature by encouraging the reading of works 

of literature as simple repositories of uncontested meaning.  
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Faith and Conversation:  

The Politics and Epistemology of Religion in 

Richard Rorty‘s Philosophy 

Péter Csató 

One of the most recurrent themes in Richard Rorty‘s recent political 

philosophy is the role of religion in modern liberal democracies. Rorty 

has consistently held the view that religious belief is an irreducibly 

private matter, and as such irrelevant to public political practices. 

Although his commendation of a privatized religion founders on the 

premise that it is an inalienable right of everyone in a liberal democracy 

to hold any religious faith without the compulsion to justify it in terms 

acceptable to a secular community, religious believers could well regard 

his proposal as an undemocratic attempt at their exclusion from the 

political sphere. Given Rorty‘s staunch commitment to liberal democratic 

values, it would certainly be unwarranted to accuse him of political 

exclusionism, yet I contend in what follows that his uncompromising 

antifoundationalism leaves him no other avenue of approach to religion 

but that of criticism, which he seems willing to undertake in politically 

conceived discussions. His overt political skepticism, however, is 

mitigated, as it were, by an apparent tolerance when he construes religion 

on an epistemological basis. In two sections below, I will investigate this 

dichotomous interplay between Rorty‘s epistemological and political 

interpretations of religion, arguing that—despite his attempt to set them 

apart—the two are inextricably intertwined. In the second, I will 

concentrate on Rorty‘s reading of William James‘s ―The Will to Believe,‖ 

in which Rorty discusses religious faith as ―unjustifiable.‖ My contention 

is that his claim is plausible only if we reinstate the distinction between 

faith and reason, which Rorty, due to his skepticism about foundational 

epistemology, wholeheartedly opposes. 
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Religion as politics and as epistemology 

In the past two decades, Richard Rorty has shown a growing 

interest in issues related to religion, which is evidenced by the publication 

of several essays and a recent book,
1
 despite the fact that throughout his 

oeuvre he has repeatedly professed himself an ―atheist,‖ a ―militant 

secularist‖ (Boffetti 24), an ―anticlericalist‖ (―Anticlericalism‖ 33), or, at 

his blandest, ―religiously unmusical‖ (―Anticlericalism‖ 30). In fact, 

Rorty‘s skepticism about religion is fueled by the same distrust that he 

bears against foundationalist epistemology and, by implication, pro-

fessional philosophy. Religion, much like foundationalist epistemology in 

terms of human knowledge, promises to provide ultimate answers to 

perennial questions of human existence in an attempt to render all further 

human inquiries superfluous. Analogously, traditional philosophy, in 

Rorty‘s view, ―sees itself [...] [as] foundational in respect to the rest of 

culture because culture is the assemblage of claims to knowledge, and 

philosophy adjudicates such claims‖ (Mirror 3). The belief that 

philosophy is able to adjudicate all claims to knowledge can easily be 

mapped onto the religious believer‘s faith in the omnipotence of the deity 

s/he believes in. 

Rorty‘s antiessentialist view of philosophy dovetails with his 

political inclinations, for he holds that the dismantling of foundationalism 

paves the way for a democratized and solidary culture whose members 

are sufficiently ―nominalist and historicist‖ to believe that ―nothing has an 

intrinsic nature, a real essence,‖ thus being more willing to abandon 

essentialism and pernicious forms of ahistorical thinking (Contingency 

74). Envisaging his liberal utopia, Rorty casts his large-scale 

antiessentialism in explicitly antireligious terms when he urges that ―we 

try to get to the point where we no longer worship anything, where we 

treat nothing as a quasi divinity, where we treat everything—our 

language, our conscience, our community—as a product of time and 

chance‖ (Contingency 22). He also infers the desirability and plausibility 

of the deposal of metaphysics from the post-Enlightenment dethronement 

of religion: he argues that the idea of a culture without religion before the 

Enlightenment must have appeared no less utopian than the idea of a 

postmetaphysical culture might appear in contemporary liberal 

democracies. The decline of religious faith, he contends, ―and specifically 

                                                 
1
 The Future of Religion (2005), which comprises his conversation with Gianni Vattimo. 
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the decline of people‘s ability to take the idea of postmortem rewards 

seriously, has not weakened liberal societies, and indeed has strengthened 

them‖ (Contingency 85). Moreover, in order for the utopian liberal culture 

to function properly, it has to be fully ―de-divinized.‖ As he argues: 

[I]n its ideal form, the culture of liberalism would be one which was 

enlightened, secular, through and through. It would be one in which no 

trace of divinity remained, either in the form of a divinized world or a 

divinized self. Such a culture would have no room for the notion that 

there are nonhuman forces to which human beings should be 

responsible. [...] The process of de-divinization [...] should, ideally, 

culminate in our no longer being able to see any use for the notion that 

finite, mortal, contingently existing human beings might derive the 

meanings of their lives from anything except other finite, mortal, 

contingently existing human beings. (Contingency 45) 

Rorty, however, is known to have made even more poignant 

remarks to the detriment of religion. As Jason Boffetti reports, he bluntly 

stated in a public lecture that the Enlightenment was ―right to suggest that 

religion is something that the human species would be better if it could 

outgrow‖ (24). Boffetti also quotes Rorty as reminding his audience of 

Diderot‘s notorious claim that ―the last king should be strangled with the 

entrails of the last priest,‖ adding that ―even though some of my best 

friends are priests, I feel some sympathy with all these critics of religious 

institutions‖ (24). 

In Rorty‘s more recent texts, the militant rhetoric is somewhat 

softened, though his critique has become no less severe. He stipulates, 

nonetheless, that his criticism is motivated by ―anticlericalistic‖ rather 

than ―atheistic‖ impulses, to stress its distinctively political edge, in that it 

is directed at ―ecclesiastical institutions,‖ not at individual believers 

(―Anticlericalism‖ 33). He outright claims that despite ―all the comfort 

they provide to those in need or in despair,‖ these institutions ―are 

dangerous to the health of democratic societies‖ (―Anticlericalism‖ 33). 

Religion, he continues this line of thought, ―is unobjectionable as long as 

it is privatized—as long as ecclesiastical institutions do not attempt to 

rally the faithful behind political proposals and as long as believers and 

unbelievers agree to follow a policy of live and let live‖ 

(―Anticlericalism‖ 33).  

Rorty traces this line of political reasoning back to Thomas 

Jefferson, quoting his famous maxim in approval: ―it does me no injury 

for my neighbor to say that there are twenty Gods or no God‖ (―Priority‖ 
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175). Nevertheless, in a society whose political practices are thoroughly 

secularized, it is imperative to find a way of ―privatizing religion—

keeping it out of [...] ‗the public square,‘ making it seem bad taste to 

bring religion into discussions of public policy‖ (―Conversation-Stopper‖ 

169). The democratic tolerance towards religion comes at the price of 

what Rorty dubs the ―Jeffersonian compromise,‖ according to which 

religious believers should ―remain willing to trade privatization for a 

guarantee of religious liberty‖ (―Conversation-Stopper‖ 171). Thus, the 

religious ―must abandon or modify opinions on matters of ultimate 

importance [...] if these opinions entail public actions that cannot be 

justified to most of their fellow citizens‖ (―Priority‖ 175).  

While privatization appears to be a reasonable price to pay for 

religious freedom from an atheist‘s point of view, religious advocates 

might well look upon it as the curtailment of that very freedom. Stephen 

Carter‘s The Culture of Disbelief is certainly s case in point, which 

provoked a response from Rorty with the telling title, ―Religion As 

Conversation-Stopper,‖ in which he argues that the ―main reason religion 

needs to be privatized is that, in political discussion with those outside the 

relevant religious community, it is a conversation-stopper‖ (171). Carter, 

however, finds it objectionable that the relegation of religion to the 

private sphere leaves such a narrow discursive space to the faithful that 

their religion-specific arguments become inconsequential outside that 

limited space. Rorty quotes Carter as saying: 

[T]he effort by contemporary liberal philosophers to create a 

conversational space in which individuals of very different viewpoints 

can join [in] dialogic battle, in accord with a set of dialogic conventions 

that all can accept. The philosophical idea is that even though all of us 

have differing personal backgrounds and biases, we nevertheless share 

certain moral principles in common. [...] [The problem is that] all these 

efforts to limit the conversation to premises held in common would 

exclude religion from the mix. [...] [The solution would be to form] a 

public square that does not restrict its access to citizens willing to speak 

in a purely secular language, but instead is equally open to religious and 

nonreligious argument. (qtd in Rorty, ―Conversation-Stopper‖ 170–71) 

Carter, from his own vantage point, makes a convincing case: in his 

view, what he is asked to do is disparage his faith by declaring it 

politically insubstantial. Rorty‘s statement to the effect that religion needs 

to be excluded from the public square because it is a conversation-stopper 

must strike him as merely a question-begging attempt at silencing 
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religious voices in political debates. To Carter, it seems highly 

paradoxical that liberal democracies are founded on the ideal of an open 

and inclusive discursive space, capable of accommodating several 

conflicting viewpoints, whereas the religious find themselves excluded 

and trivialized by the champions of this very ideal.  

This contradiction can be seen to inhabit Rorty‘s argument, in that 

the success of his democratically conceived attempt to accommodate 

religious faith within the discursive space of a secularist society is 

predicated on the extent to which he is capable of proving religion to be 

antithetical, if not outright detrimental, to liberal democratic values. Rorty 

seems to be well aware of this tension, which is why he tries to blunt the 

exclusionist edge of his rhetoric by arguing that the privatization of 

religion is in the best interest of the religious themselves. His rejoinder to 

Carter is that the fear of being excluded is founded on ―the [false] premise 

that the nonpolitical is always trivial‖ (170). Rorty urges that religion be 

treated like poetry: nonpolitical, yet having the potential of being a matter 

of vital importance for certain individuals—a private pursuit that ―both 

give[s] meaning to individual human lives and [...] [is] such that mature, 

public-spirited adults are quite right in not attempting to use them as a 

basis for politics‖ (170). This analogy makes Rorty‘s argument no less 

problematic, for it implicitly raises doubts as to whether religion is 

capable of providing the believer with a Weltanschauung as compre-

hensive as to accommodate politics. He seems to suggest, thereby, that 

one‘s religion cannot constitute an acceptable set of beliefs to rely on in a 

public conversation unless it is purged of its specifically religious content. 

Furthermore, Rorty‘s insistence on a depoliticized religion gains 

relevance only within a politicized discursive space: despite his intention 

to the contrary, his argument cannot escape being articulated in political 

terms.  

There is, however, a notable change of heart to be observed in 

writings where Rorty construes religion in epistemological, rather than in 

political terms. He endorses the classical pragmatist view of religion, 

which rests on Charles Sanders Peirce‘s redefinition of beliefs as ―habits 

of action‖ as opposed to representations. Antirepresentationalism in this 

context consists in the view that religion can be construed as a set of 

social and discursive practices (adopted with or without reflection), which 

constitute, rather than represent, one‘s faith. This is, in fact, the reversal 

of the traditional metaphysical model which posits belief as an essentially 

internal property, and treats any linguistic utterance of religious content as 
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the expression—externalization—of one‘s faith. The reversal consists in 

the claim that faith is not a property one can de facto internalize or 

externalize, but, rather, one claims oneself a believer from within a certain 

set of discursive practices. It is due to the assumptions resulting from 

these practices that, for instance, the believer sees providence where the 

nonbeliever sees mere contingency. Thus, one‘s actions and utterances are 

not merely representations of faith, but its very abode. This anti-

foundationalist approach to religious faith is cogently phrased by Gary 

Wihl in his discussion of the broader issue of conviction: ―Convictions do 

not appear as representable things in and of themselves, separate from 

their concrete embodiment. The language of convictions, therefore, does 

not function like a representational medium‖ (10). 

We can take Wihl‘s account of conviction to be applicable to 

religious faith, in that his formulation argues against the existence of a 

nondiscursive object of representation to which faith can be shown to 

correspond. It also implies that any faith or conviction can be firmly held 

inasmuch as certain assumptions constitutive of that faith remain 

unexamined, or even inaccessible. For this reason, if a religious 

believer—given that s/he is sufficiently aware of the distinctively 

philosophical sense of ―representation‖—were consciously to reflect on 

his/her language when involved in some kind of religious practice (such 

as praying), s/he would be unlikely to differentiate between his/her words 

being representations and those being constituents of his/her faith. 

Moreover, the ability to make this differentiation might undercut the 

distinctively religious content of one‘s faith simply on account of the 

epistemological (or rationalizing) nature of the reflection. Thus, for very 

different reasons, ―the language of convictions‖ can be accepted as being 

nonrepresentational by the pragmatist antifoundationalist and by the 

religious believer alike: to the former, this fact is a logical corollary of 

discarding traditional epistemological distinctions, while to the latter, 

his/her religious conviction constitutes a foundation firm enough to be 

sustained without epistemological underpinnings.  

This curious affinity seems to account for Rorty‘s conciliatory 

attitude toward religion, not least because once he resolutely turns his 

back on foundational epistemology, he cannot appeal to classical 

distinctions between faith as an epistemologically dubious form of 

thought, and something less dubious like rationality. As he outright states 

at one point: the ―claim that [...] we [atheists] are appealing to reason, 

whereas the religious are being irrational, is hokum‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 
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172). At another point, he criticizes Sidney J. Hook for championing 

science as a model for pragmatist thought, and for debunking faith in the 

face of rationality. Hook antagonizes science and theology by reference to 

their differing attitudes toward ―the mysterious:‖ ―one tries to solve 

mysteries,‖ Hook says, ―the other worships them [...] [and] believes that 

some specific mysteries are final‖ (181). Rorty, by contrast, claims that 

the ―anti-scientific, holistic pragmatist [which he considers himself to be] 

[...] wants us to adopt naturalism without thinking of ourselves as more 

rational than our theistic friends‖ (―Without Method‖ 66). Pragmatists, 

Rorty adds, should settle for ―the laissez-faire attitude that sees religion 

and science as alternative ways of solving life‘s problems, to be 

distinguished by success or failure, rather than rationality or irrationality‖ 

(―Without Method‖ 66). In short, religion and science can, at best, be 

demarcated by reference to the different purposes they serve as social and 

discursive practices, not along illusory epistemological lines. 

This pragmatist argument revolves around the assumption that 

appealing to reason when justifying a knowledge claim yields no more 

foundational validity (in an epistemological sense)l than appealing to 

faith. This insight, however, does not exempt us from the necessity to be 

able to tell the ―right‖ sort of justification from the ―wrong‖ one, since, as 

we can surmise from Rorty‘s foregoing politically-charged argument, 

there is much at stake when it is to be decided whether a certain 

justification does or does not fall in with the discursive norms of a 

community. In this specific context, marking out the right kind of 

justification is of crucial importance, if one is to argue convincingly either 

for the inclusion, or for the exclusion of religion in/from the public 

square. Further, the ability to make a differentiation between religion 

conceived in political terms, and religion conceived in epistemological 

terms presupposes a method of some sort whereby one can isolate the 

―purely‖ epistemological from the ―purely‖ political content in the 

argument of one‘s religious interlocutor. Nonetheless, once the 

distinctions between faith and reason (neither being more or less 

epistemologically sound than the other), or between truth and justifiability 

(both being functions of social and discursive practices) have been 

blurred, there is no reason to retain the dividing line between the political 

and the epistemological either—in other words, there is no such thing as 

―pure content‖ (epistemological or political) to be isolated. For this 

reason, it is misleading to construe Rorty‘s attitude toward religion as 

oscillating between ―epistemic acceptance‖ and ―political dismissal,‖ for 
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that would presuppose two essentially distinct antithetical poles, which 

allow one to switch back and forth between them at will. Rather, the two 

kinds of attitude can be seen as intertwined, amounting to a critique of 

religion that is more tangled than to admit of the neat economy of 

binaries.  

What obfuscates the binary pattern is the fact that Rorty‘s criticism 

of religion stems from his thoroughgoing antiepistemological persuasion. 

His dismissal of foundational epistemology, in its turn, can be seen as the 

prerequisite of his defense of religion in the face of rationality. Rorty‘s 

comprehensive argument against foundationalist epistemology, in turn, 

extends to include religion as one possible form of thought which posits a 

putatively ultimate foundation which is instrumental in adjudicating 

knowledge claims. Nonetheless, it is only from the premise of the vacuity 

of such epistemological foundations that Rorty‘s endorsement of religion 

can be plausibly argued for. Thus, ironically enough, the platform on 

which Rorty is willing to grant the practical use of religious faith is 

predicated upon the insight that religion, as subsumed under the notion of 

foundationalist epistemology, is a redundant nonsubject, and, as such, due 

to be disposed of. In other words, once we concede Rorty‘s argument that 

epistemological foundationalism is to be overthrown, it becomes 

impossible to ascribe even a deflated (private) significance to religion. 

In the section below, I will probe Rorty‘s claim that religious faith 

is virtually unjustifiable in the context of William James‘s related 

arguments. I contend that ―unjustifiability‖ yields the same political 

verdict for religion as ―privatization‖ does.  

Faith and justification: reading Rorty via James 

In classical pragmatism, the dismissal of the faith-reason dichotomy 

is arguably most emphatic in William James‘s ―The Will to Believe.‖ In 

his seminal essay, James bluntly claims to be ―defending the legitimacy 

of religious faith‖ in the face of ―some rationalizing readers‖ (449), being 

represented in the essay by the British mathematician and philosopher, 

William Kingdon Clifford. Clifford held the rigidly rationalist view that 

―[b]elief is desecrated when given to unproved and unquestioned 

statements, for the solace of the private pleasure of the believer. [...] It is 

wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything upon 

insufficient evidence‖ (qtd in ―The Will‖ 461-62). James argues that if 
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one were to agree with Clifford on the wrongness of holding religious 

beliefs on insufficient evidence, one might be withheld from the hope of 

having something greater than oneself to hold onto: ―one who should shut 

himself up in snarling logicality,‖ James contends, ―and try to make the 

gods extort his recognition willy-nilly [...] might cut himself off forever 

from his only opportunity to make the gods‘ acquaintance‖ (476). James 

identifies the difference between religious belief and other kinds of belief 

by relating the former to one‘s ―passional nature,‖ the latter to one‘s 

―intellect‖ (rationality). He states his thesis as follows: ―Our passional 

nature not only lawfully may, but must decide an option between 

propositions whenever it is a genuine option that cannot by its nature be 

decided on intellectual grounds‖ (464). This thesis is indicative of James‘ 

attempt to blur the distinction between faith and reason in repudiation of 

the metaphysical notion of an all-encompassing epistemology, but he still 

does not seem to break entirely with epistemologically-conceived 

distinctions.  

Despite the apparent affinities between their positions, Rorty 

severely criticizes James for his equivocation, which he takes to be an 

undesirable (and avoidable) relapse into the paradigm of foundational 

epistemology (―Religious Faith‖ 154). In critique of James‘ above-quoted 

thesis, Rorty objects that ―James accepts exactly what he should reject: 

the idea that the mind is divided neatly down the middle into intellect and 

passion, and the idea that possible topics of discussion are divided neatly 

into the cognitive and the noncognitive ones‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 155). 

Rorty thinks that James should not have drawn a distinction between 

―intellect‖ and ―emotion,‖ but, rather, he should have ―distinguish[ed] 

issues that you must resolve cooperatively with others and issues that you 

are entitled to resolve on your own‖ (―Polytheism‖ 37). Religion, 

according to Rorty, is clearly the latter sort of issue: like Romantic art, he 

argues, religion is a ―paradigmatic project of individual self-

development,‖ in that it does not require intersubjective agreement like 

natural sciences or law, which are ―paradigmatic projects of social 

cooperation‖ (―Polytheism‖ 35). Rorty, however, does not so much blur 

the cognitive-noncognitive distinction as reformulates it in terms more 

congenial to his neopragmatist discourse by substituting the socially-

conceived dichotomy of public and private for the invidious 

epistemological dualism. The new distinction certainly makes it more 

difficult to dismiss religion with the offhand gesture of rendering it 

―irrational,‖ but it also makes it vulnerable to an alternative form of 
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dismissal: one that is based on the thoroughly pragmaticized view of 

religious faith as a dispensable add-on to culture. 

To spell out what is at stake in Rorty‘s argument, it is worthwhile to 

examine how he reiterates the rationale for the socially-conceived split in 

his recent work. He contends: ―If social cooperation is what you want, the 

conjunction of the science and common sense of your day is all you need. 

But if you want something else, then a religion that has been taken out of 

the epistemic arena, a religion that finds the question of theism versus 

atheism uninteresting, may be what suits your solitude‖ (Future 39). 

Using the word ―solitude‖
2
 points up yet another affinity between Rorty 

and James. In The Varieties of Religious Experience (1902), James 

defines the object of his inquiry as follows: ―Religion [...] shall mean for 

us the feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in their solitude, 

so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they 

may consider the divine‖ (36). ―Solitude‖ in both James and Rorty 

signifies the nonepistemic nature of religious experience, which entails 

that shared norms of commensuration may not be applied to explicate it. 

James also contends that science—the paradigmatic discourse of 

epistemic commensuration—merely ―catalogues her elements and records 

her laws indifferent as to what purpose may be set forth by them, and 

constructs her theories quite careless of their bearing on human anxieties 

and fates‖ (Varieties 440). Human anxieties and fates are to be tackled at 

an individual level, which, according to James, is the very purpose 

religion serves. As he goes on to add:  

The pivot round which [...] religious life [...] revolves, is the interest of 

the individual in his private personal destiny. Religion, in short, is a 

monumental chapter in the history of human egotism. The gods believed 

in [...] agree with each other in recognizing personal calls. Religious 

thought is carried on in terms of personality, this being, in the world of 

religion, a fundamental fact. Today, quite as much as at any previous 

age, the religious individual tells you that the divine meets him on the 

basis of his personal concerns. (440) 

James‘s claim for the individualization of religion would, in 

principle, explain away the need for the common ground of epistemology. 

With faith having become an irreducibly private matter, religious 

                                                 
2
 See also ―Religion As Conversation-Stopper,‖ where Rorty, in reference to Whitehead, 

defines religion in pragmatic terms as ―‗what we do with our solitude,‘ rather than 

something people do together in churches‖ (169).  
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experience takes singular forms not translatable into communal terms, 

which, however, has anomalous consequences regarding the cultural 

sustainability of religion. By positing the radical privacy of religious 

faith, one undercuts the status of religion as a discursive practice, or as a 

language game whose rules can be mastered (or, at least, observed) on 

account of which it would be capable of being publicly shared. As a 

consequence, religion can be saved only at the expense of demotion: once 

we acknowledge that the singularity of one‘s religious experience is 

exempt from communal accountability, religious discourse gets inevitably 

isolated from the secular public discourses of the given community, 

whereby its cultural impact gets drastically reduced. Radically private 

experience presupposes a radically private language which, constituting 

an incommensurable conceptual scheme, makes conversation between the 

religious and the nonreligious next to impossible.  

Nevertheless, conceding the privacy of various forms and instances 

of religious experience serves very different purposes for James and 

Rorty. James‘ aim in Varieties is to chart out the psychology, or, one 

might say, phenomenology of religious faith based on numerous case 

studies whose specific content, though connected by various intracultural 

elements, proved to be singular to the individual case being investigated. 

In Rorty‘s usage, however, ―solitude‖ assumes a function analogous to his 

notion of ―private irony‖: it serves to argue that religion, being 

nonepistemic, can and should retreat from public discourse (―Anti-

clericalism‖ 36), but this retreat is one that religion can only benefit from. 

For this retreat to occur, Rorty argues, not only the notion of rationality, 

but also the ―pursuit of universal intersubjective agreement‖ should be 

abandoned by religious people (―Anticlericalism‖ 36). His explanation 

runs as follows:  

[I]f you identify rationality with the pursuit of universal intersubjective 

agreement and truth with the outcome of such a pursuit, and if you also 

claim that nothing should take precedence over that pursuit, then you 

will squeeze religion not only out of public life but out of intellectual 

life. This is because you will have made natural science the paradigm of 

rationality and truth. Then religion will have to be thought of either as an 

unsuccessful competitor with empirical inquiry or as ―merely‖ a vehicle 

of emotional satisfaction. (―Anticlericalism‖ 36–37) 

The force of the argument is contingent on accepting Rorty‘s 

hypothesis that ―rationality‖ and ―universal intersubjective agreement‖ 

are interchangeable terms. It is hard to see, however, the compelling 
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reason for conceding the validity, let alone the inevitability, of the 

hypothesis. Intersubjective agreement is highly conceivable within and 

among religious communities, whose members might even make a point 

of avoiding the semblance of ―rationality‖ in discourses on matters of 

faith. Conversely, it is also possible that a religious believer wittingly 

appeals to rational reasoning when devising a religious argument for 

fellow-believers or when justifying his/her faith to nonbelievers. Rorty 

does not explicitly deny the plausibility of these options, but he does hold 

the view that refraining from rationality and thereby from participating in 

conversations in the ―public space‖ of the ―epistemic arena‖ (―Anti-

clericalism‖ 36) is an opportunity that religious believers would do well 

to act upon. As he contends: 

[T]o say that religion should be privatized is to say that religious people 

are entitled to opt out of this [epistemological or political] game. They 

are entitled to disconnect their assertions from the network of socially 

acceptable inferences that provide justifications for making these 

assertions and draw practical consequences from having made them. 

(―Anticlericalism‖ 37–38; emphasis added) 

By saying that ―religious people are entitled to‖ choose to stop 

playing their language game by publicly acceptable rules, Rorty seems to 

suggest that it is to their privilege that they can do so, while participants 

in scientific, political, or philosophical conversations are required, willy-

nilly, to abide by the consensual discursive norms of their respective 

discourses. In the rest of this section, I will argue that that not only are the 

religious required to keep to communally acceptable discursive rules 

when devising arguments for their faith, but it might well be a 

prerequisite of articulating the distinctively religious content of their 

beliefs.  

To unfold the argument, we need to revisit James‘ above-quoted 

thesis in ―The Will to Believe,‖ which can be read as advancing the 

central antifoundationalist claim that ―evidence‖ as the token of ―truth‖ is 

just as much a matter of belief as religious faith, for there is no ultimate 

court of appeal which could conclusively adjudicate among various 

knowledge-claims: ―The desire for a certain kind of truth [...],‖ James 

observes, ―brings about that special truth‘s existence‖ (―The Will‖ 473). 

What James is articulating here is by no means a paradigmatic idealist 

statement: instead, he argues that ―evidence‖ and ―truth,‖ just like faith, 

are intersubjectively formulated social/cultural constructions. As he puts 
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it: ―Our faith is faith in someone else‘s faith, and in the greatest matters 

this is most the case. Our belief in truth itself, for instance, that there is a 

truth, and that our minds and it are made for each other—what is it but a 

passionate affirmation of desire, in which our social system backs us up?‖ 

(―The Will‖ 463).  

The Rortyan claim that religion is what one does in one‘s solitude 

may be seen as a corollary to James‘s implicit suggestion that becoming 

religious means taking up a certain habit of action (rather than, say, that 

of epiphany), so the primary question to be raised is not how this habit 

squares with the social/political climate or the scientific findings of the 

day, but how the religious believer can benefit from his/her faith. James‘s 

genuinely pragmatic insight is that the legitimacy of one‘s religious faith 

is not determined by epistemological validity or communal arbitration, 

but solely by its utility: ―On pragmatic principles, if the hypothesis of 

God works satisfactorily in the widest sense of the word, [it] is true‖ 

(Pragmatism 618). Rorty endorses this Jamesian view, which he restates 

as follows: ―Do not worry too much about whether what you have is a 

belief, a desire or a mood. Just insofar as such states as hope, love and 

faith promote only [...] private projects, you need not worry about 

whether you have the right to have them‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 155). In 

other words, you are under no compulsion to justify your religious beliefs 

(desires, moods) to your (nonreligious) peers as long as you keep them 

private.  

This, however, is not quite what James suggests. Following right 

after the above-quoted sentence about utility being the only test of one‘s 

faith, James goes on to add: ―Now whatever its residual difficulties may 

be, experience shows that it [the hypothesis of God] certainly does work, 

and that the problem is to build it out and determine it so that it will 

combine satisfactorily with all the other working truths‖ (Pragmatism 

618). It would be wrong to surmise, however, that the acts of ―building 

out‖ and ―determining‖ the ―hypothesis of God‖ are solely matters of 

individual volition: what James designates as ―all the other working 

truths‖ can be taken to mean ―justified‖ beliefs shared by a certain 

community.  

For the ―hypothesis of God‖ to combine satisfactorily with the 

shared beliefs of a thoroughly secularized community, however, either the 

communally defined discursive practices and processes of justification, or 

the hypothesis needs to be so radically modified that neither could be 

recognized as bearing out its original function. On the one hand, if 
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communal agreement on justificatory processes is adjusted to apply to 

religious beliefs, certain entrenched (because hitherto justifiable) beliefs 

are bound to be discarded as being incompatible with the newly acquired 

(hereupon justifiable) ones. In this case, however, the justificatory 

processes themselves are in danger of getting distorted to the point of 

losing their capability of yielding epistemic consensus (unless the very 

concept of justification is radically altered). On the other hand, if the 

―religious hypothesis‖ is to be made plausible even to atheists, the 

hypothesis itself, while leaving justificatory processes intact, gets deflated 

to such an extent that its distinctively religious content is likely to 

evaporate. This seems to imply that the justification of one‘s religious 

faith in the face of a secular community (like the secularized institutions 

of contemporary liberal democracies) can be spelled out in terms 

acceptable for that community, or the very need to justify religious faith is 

to be abandoned altogether. 

To be able to argue coherently for beliefs which do not stand in 

need of justification, Rorty makes a distinction between religious belief 

and other kinds of belief, asserting that ―pragmatist philosophy of religion 

must follow [Paul] Tillich and others in distinguishing quite sharply 

between faith and belief‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 158). ―Belief,‖ in this 

pragmatist sense, is a habit of action that one might be called upon to 

justify when involved in a ―common project‖ which requires a 

responsibility ―to ourselves to make our beliefs cohere with one another, 

and to our fellow humans to make them cohere with theirs‖ (―Religious 

Faith‖ 149). According to Rorty, one should not expect this kind of 

coherence from religious believers, which implies that they are free to go 

without justifying their faith to others: 

Liberal Protestants, to whom Tillich sounds plausible, are quite willing 

to talk about their faith in God, but demur at spelling out what beliefs 

that faith includes. Fundamentalist Catholics, to whom Tillich sounds 

blasphemous, are happy to enumerate their beliefs by reciting the Creed, 

and to identify their faith with those beliefs. The reason the Tillichians 

think they can get along either without creeds, or with a blessedly vague 

symbolic interpretation of creedal statements, is that they think the point 

of religion is not to produce any specific habit of action, but rather to 

make the sort of difference to a human life which is made by the 

presence or absence of love. (―Religious Faith‖ 158) 

By referring to love, Rorty seems to be making the case that not 

only is faith exempt—by subjective volition—from having to be justified 
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to others, but it is virtually inexplicable. Rorty cites as an example a 

parent‘s or spouse‘s love, which ―often seems inexplicable to people 

acquainted with those spouses and children‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 158). By 

implication, we can infer from the inexplicability of faith to the 

explicability of belief, but this inference runs the danger of reinstating the 

epistemological dichotomy of the cognitive and the noncognitive 

(rationality and irrationality), which Rorty is ever so eager to discard. 

Furthermore, Rorty does not make a convincing case for his allegation 

that one‘s religious faith can be enclosed in a putatively private sphere, 

insulated from the beliefs of others as well as from one‘s own different 

kinds of beliefs.  

He seems to be aware of how problematic his claim is, as he poses 

the question at one point: ―Can we disengage religious beliefs from 

inferential links with other beliefs by making them too vague to be caught 

in a creed [...] and still be faithful to the familiar pragmatist doctrine that 

beliefs have content only by virtue of inferential links to other beliefs?‖ 

(―Religious Faith‖ 159). For, he goes on to ask, ―what becomes of inter-

subjectivity once we admit that there is no communal practice of justi-

fication—no shared language game—which gives religious statements 

their content?‖ (―Religious Faith‖ 159). Rorty‘s answer is that we can still 

make sense of utterances of religious content by correlating them with 

certain ―patterns of behavior, even when we cannot do so by fixing the 

place of such utterances in a network of inferential relations‖ (160). 

What Rorty seems to be suggesting is that the atheist and the 

religious believer are speaking different languages proper, as if they were 

communicating from within remote cultures. He fails, however, to take 

into consideration the possibility that the religious believer can appeal to 

his/her secularist interlocutor‘s language game to argue for his/her faith. 

This assumption could be valid only if religious faith, like any other 

belief, were not always already contextualized in an epistemologically 

and politically constrained conversational space, without which it would 

not be possible to ascribe any cultural value to religion in the first place. 

As a consequence, not only are religious believers under constant 

compulsion to justify their faith to those who do not share it, but they are 

also compelled to rely on a publicly accepted language game for them to 

be taken seriously in the given debate.  
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The Myth and History of Woodrow Wilson‘s 

Fourteen Points in Hungary 

Tibor Glant 

World War I ended 92 years ago, but no genuine attempt has been 

made to relate the full story of Wilson‘s Fourteen Points and its influence 

on Hungarian revisionism and on the Hungarian psyche. The Fourteen 

Points (and, especially Point Ten) were not simply a statement of 

American war aims as President Wilson saw them in January 1918. 

Technically speaking, Wilson‘s address to Congress is one out of many 

public declarations of war aims by the belligerents in the war; yet it has 

attained mythical status, and not just in Hungary. Because of what Wilson 

came to represent by the end of the war, the Fourteen Points became a 

symbol of a better future, a world without future wars and based upon 

international cooperation, including some form of collective security. For 

Hungarians after the Treaty of Trianon it became an undefined set of 

―Wilsonian principles‖ (most notably national self-determination) that 

should have served as the basis for peace. Since this was not the case, 

Hungarians expected treaty revision to take place on the basis of these 

very principles. Interpretations of Wilson‘s conduct ranged from tragic 

mistake to willful destruction of Hungary. Communist Hungary after 

1956 also considered it something important: it was one of the four 

American historical items included in the high school curriculum. 

This article aims to (1) explain how the Fourteen Points fit into the 

complex system of Allied war aims towards Austria–Hungary and (2) 

analyze why the myth of the Fourteen Points came about and how it has 
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served (or was prevented from serving) realistic as well as unfounded 

revisionist expectations in Hungary, for almost a century.  

Allied War Aims 

At the beginning of the war, Russia was the only major Allied 

power to declare her intention to dismember the empire of the Habsburgs: 

this was included in Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Sazonov‘s 13 points 

in September 1914. Anglo-French war aims against Vienna were based 

upon Realpolitik: they depended on the constantly changing military 

situation and domestic developments. And although proponents of the 

dismemberment of Austria–Hungary were prominently represented 

among the key decision makers in both countries, the issue was first 

raised in public diplomacy only in early 1917. Meanwhile, the lesser 

Allies, Italy and Rumania, were promised territories form Austria and 

Hungary in their respective treaties signed in London (1915) and 

Bucharest (1916), and promptly joined the war thereafter.
1
 

In December 1916 the newly reelected US president called upon all 

belligerents to publicly declare their war aims. The Allied reply (January 

10, 1917) was worded by Paris, and it promised support for separatist 

movements inside Austria–Hungary. The Central Powers refused to 

reveal their war aims until a peace conference was called.
2
 A dejected 

Wilson called for peace without victory (January 22), but the Germans 

went back on earlier pledges and declared unrestricted submarine warfare 

on January 31. In response, the United States entered the war, but 

declared herself an Associated Power to indicate that she did not share all 

Allied war aims. In his speech delivered to the joint session of Congress 

on April 2, Wilson claimed that the US would fight the war to make the 

world safe for democracy and to prevent future wars. Four days later, the 

Senate granted the declaration of war on Germany. The US went on to 

declare war on Austria–Hungary, too, in December 1917. Wilson‘s 

decision to enter the war as an Associated Power gave him more leeway 

in bilateral negotiations with the Central Powers, but it also limited his 

room to move in military terms by creating what Theodore Roosevelt 

                                                 
1
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called ―A Fifty-Fifty War Attitude:‖ Washington would have to be rather 

selective in where she sent her troops because they might engage the 

troops of countries the United States did not declare war upon.
3
 

During the course of 1917 Russia changed her form of government 

twice and exited the war following the Bolshevik Revolution in St. 

Petersburg. During the war, France had four changes of government; 

three took place in 1917. In December 1916, Henry Asquith was replaced 

by David Lloyd George as British premier. In other words: of the four 

Allied and Associated Powers that would, one way or another, decide the 

future of Hungary, only the US had the same head of state at the outbreak 

and the conclusion of the conflict; the winter of 1916–17 proved to be a 

major turning point for each one of them. Changes in domestic politics 

combined with the ever changing military situation to continuously re-

shape Allied war aims during the war.  

With some considerable simplification we might say that the history 

of the European war breaks down into three major periods. Until the 

winter of 1916 the frontlines moved rather dramatically. By the turn of 

1916–17, the lines froze and this balance was upset only in late 1917 by 

the Italian defeat at Caporetto and Russia‘s exit from the war. Paris had 

legitimate fears that, following a separate German–Russian peace (which 

did come about in Brest-Litovsk on March 3, 1918), German troops 

would be moved to the western front and thus Berlin may get the upper 

hand. This imminent threat helped bring Clemenceau (nicknamed ―The 

Tiger‖) to power and he brought along a major revision of French war 

aims towards Vienna and Central Europe. (The third period lasted from 

February to November 1918. In the final, and quite hectic, year of the 

war, a major German offensive in July almost broke through in the 

western front, but by the fall the Central Powers surrendered one by one, 

and the war ended on November 11 with the German surrender.) 

During the critical winter of 1917–18, the Allies logically believed 

that the only feasible way of preventing German troops on the Russian 

front from being moved to the French front would be to engage them 

otherwise. The obvious solution was to remove Austria–Hungary form 

the war and force the Germans to choose between trying to score a quick 

victory in the west or securing contacts with German forces in Rumania 

(the Mackensen Army) and key allies in the Balkans (Bulgaria and 
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Turkey). There were two options: Austria could be negotiated out of the 

war via a separate peace treaty granting the empire of the Habsburgs 

territorial integrity. Or, she could be forced out of the war by inciting 

ethnic unrest among the prominent minorities that had had enough of 

Austrian and Hungarian rule. Either way, the Allies believed, Germany 

would be forced to occupy Austria and this would delay a major German 

offensive on the French front until US troops arrived in numbers. The 

Quay D‘Orsay and the British Foreign Office launched a series of secret 

talks with official and unofficial Austrian and Hungarian representatives, 

mostly in the spy capital of the war, Bern, Switzerland. In public, they 

supported the would-be successor states to apply more pressure on the 

Ballhausplatz and the new Emperor Charles, who had replaced Francis 

Joseph in January 1917.
4
 Since the US joined the war in April 1917, it is 

in this context that we must look at Wilson‘s diplomatic moves and 

performance. 

American War Aims and Diplomacy
5
 

Until April 1917 Wilson saw himself as a bringer of peace: he 

offered to mediate in the fall of 1914 and sent Colonel Edward M. House 

on multiple diplomatic missions to Europe to feel out both sides in the 

conflict. But, in February 1917, he felt he had run out of options, and 

asked Congress for a declaration of war on Germany. In his words, this 

was to be the final showdown between good and evil, or, as he put it, ―the 

war to end all wars.‖ Of course, in 1917 the US was in no position to send 

a major army to Europe that would significantly contribute to the Allied 

cause. In fact, in the Congressional debate the main argument was that the 

economic power of the new world giant alone would settle conflict. 

Wilson‘s chief goals from day 1 were: (1) to win the war with minimum 

American loss of life and (2) to bring about a League of Nations that 
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would guarantee world peace and international cooperation. A diplomatic 

solution seemed in order, as Wilson had to sell his project to friend and 

foe alike. Thus, from the beginning, negotiation was the central element 

of his Habsburg diplomacy, too. 

The starting point was the Allied note of January 10, 1917, which 

called for the dismemberment of Austria–Hungary. On February 8, 1917, 

following the diplomatic break with Germany Secretary of State Robert 

Lansing sent detailed instructions to Ambassador Walter Hines Page in 

London, stating that Wilson was ―trying to avoid breaking with Austria in 

order to keep the channels of official intercourse open‖ for negotiation. 

―The chief if not the only obstacle is the threat apparently contained in the 

peace terms recently stated by the Entente Allies that in case they succeed 

they would insist upon a virtual dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. Austria needs only to be reassured on that point, and that chiefly 

with regard to the older units of the Empire.‖
6
 This note marks the 

beginning of a secret diplomatic offensive that used public diplomacy as 

but one out of many means to achieve its goals. The Fourteen Points were 

undoubtedly the highlight of these public diplomatic efforts, but they 

must be viewed in the broader context of Wilson‘s (Habsburg) diplomacy. 

Short of a better option, Wilson adopted the ―divide and rule‖ 

policy of his Allies towards Berlin and Vienna. He launched this policy as 

a neutral, as we have seen, two months before the American declaration 

of war on Germany, and pursued this line until five months after he had 

asked for, and secured, the declaration of war against Austria–Hungary. 

American negotiations with Vienna were terminated not by the 

declaration of war in December 1917, but as result of the Sixtus affair of 

April 1918. It follows from the above that public diplomacy only served 

the goals of secret diplomacy: and, ironically, it was conducted by a 

president who called for ―open covenants of peace openly arrived at‖ in 

the Fourteen Points speech. Wilson clearly proved himself more than the 

missionary diplomat historian Arthur S. Link saw in him:
7
 for the sake of 

the new world that the League of Nations would bring about, he was quite 

willing to pursue secret diplomacy as well. 
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Between February 1917 and May 1918 the American policy 

towards Austria–Hungary was basically the same: Washington tried to 

negotiate Vienna out of the war. In this game, public diplomacy was used 

to raise the stakes for Vienna. In February 1917 the US indicated to the 

Ballhausplatz that she did not support the break-up of the Monarchy. In 

April no declaration of war was sought against Vienna, Germany‘s most 

important ally. However, Vienna terminated diplomatic relations with 

Washington in response to the American declaration of war on Germany. 

Since no progress was made until December, Wilson asked for a 

declaration of war on Austria–Hungary, too. Meanwhile, the Inquiry 

began preparations for a ―scientific peace,‖ and in its first report it 

suggested that Vienna‘s willingness to negotiate could and should be 

intensified by publicly supporting separatist aspirations inside the 

Habsburg Empire while rejecting the obvious outcome: dismemberment. 

It was at this juncture that the President decided to address Congress and 

outline American war aims in a public address, as he saw them in early 

January 1918.
8
  

The Fourteen Points reflected many of Wilson‘s concerns about 

both the war and the future of mankind. Five of the fourteen points dealt 

with the future of the world: open diplomacy, freedom of the seas and 

trade, the reduction of armaments to the level of national defense (#1-4), 

and the creation of the League of Nations (#12). Nine of the fourteen 

points addressed actual territorial issues. The fifth point called for a 

reasonable settlement of colonial claims, the seventh demanded the 

restoration of Belgian territories and independence, while the eighth 

postulated that French territories should be evacuated and Alsace-

Lorraine be returned to France. The remaining six of the fourteen points 

addressed problems of Eastern, Central and Southern Europe. Wilson 

demanded the evacuation of territories occupied by the Central Powers in 

Russia, Italy and the Balkans (#5, 9, and 11), and proposed the liberation 

of all ethnic groups under Ottoman rule (#12) as well as the restoration of 

Polish independence (#13). The one point that was worded in a way that it 

remained open to different interpretations was Point Ten: ―The peoples of 

Austria–Hungary, whose place among the nations we wish to see 

safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest opportunity to 

autonomous development.‖ 
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Point Ten could be, and was, interpreted in two different ways. 

When he asked for clarification on Point Ten, Secretary of the Navy 

Josephus Daniels was informed by his own Chief Executive that the 

United States ―could not undertake to dictate the form of government of 

any country or dismember‖ it.
9
 At the same time, to an inquiry from 

French Ambassador Jules Jusserand whether Point Ten represented 

dismemberment, Wilson replied that it did.
10

 At that point, it did not; not 

yet. In a speech delivered on February 11, Wilson added ―Four 

Principles‖ to the already listed fourteen: the postwar settlement must be a 

just one (based on national self-determination), people and territories 

must not be bartered with, and any settlement that would create future 

conflicts was unacceptable. 

Meanwhile, secret negotiations in Switzerland continued between 

Austrian politician Heinrich Lammasch and Wilson supporter in exile 

George D. Herron until May 1918, when the publicity surrounding the 

Sixtus affair, arguably the most crucial diplomatic scandal of the war, 

rendered all such talks redundant. The story goes back to 1917, when the 

two Sixtus brothers of Bourbon-Parma offered to mediate (in this case, 

deliver letters) between Vienna and Paris. In a letter addressed to the 

French President, Austrian Emperor Charles I offered, among other 

things, Alsace-Lorraine in return for a separate peace and territorial 

integrity for Austria–Hungary. While this offer seemed acceptable to 

Paris in 1917, it certainly did not after the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. 

Clemenceau now sought confrontation with Austrian Foreign Minister 

Count Ottokar Czernin through the Swiss press that printed both Allied 

and Central Powers news in French, German, and Italian alike. On April 

2, 1918 Czernin spoke in the Austrian parliament and described French 

insistence on Alsace-Lorraine as the only obstacle to peace. He was 

referring to the recent failure of the secret Armand-Revertera negotiations 

without actually naming them. When the details of his speech reached 

Paris via the Swiss press, Clemenceau accused Czernin of lying and 

published Emperor Charles‘s letter. Czernin asked the Emperor for 

clarification as he was clearly unaware of the Sixtus-letter. He later would 

resign and Berlin would force Vienna to agree to the establishment of 

joint military command under German control (Spa, Belgium, May 2). 

This, in turn, ruled out a possible separate peace with Austria–Hungary, 
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as the young Emperor had no control over his own army. When 

Clemenceau was probed in the French legislature about his conduct, he 

replied that it was a premeditated move to prevent a ―half-peace‖ with 

Austria. He certainly achieved his goal.
11

 

The cessation of secret peace talks created a new situation in 

Washington. Up to that point, as we have seen, Wilson had pursued a 

single-track policy of trying to negotiate Vienna out of the war. Dissident 

voices in his own administration, most notably that of Secretary of State 

Robert Lansing, became louder and demanded more open support for the 

would-be successor states, which, in turn, would have amounted to open 

support for dismemberment. In May, the President was not ready to take 

that step yet. It was a combination of military developments in Soviet-

Russia and the gradual realization of the ramifications of the termination 

of the secret talks that convinced him. 

Wilson found an unwelcome challenger in Lenin for being the 

prophet of the post-war world without wars. This realization is generally 

accepted by Wilson scholars as one of the chief reasons why he went 

public with the Fourteen Points and the Four Principles.
12

 He obviously 

would have liked to see the Reds fail against the Whites in the Russian 

civil war that followed the proclamation of the Soviet Republic in St. 

Petersburg,
13

 but he ruled out military intervention for two reasons: (1) he 

did not want to go against his own policy of not interfering in the 

domestic affairs of other countries; and (2) he had no sizable army or 

navy available to dispatch to the Far East, since he was under strong 

Allied pressure to provide immediate military help on the western front. 

Short of other options, Wilson decided on a policy of supplying the White 

forces with contraband, but, to do that, he needed at least two things: 

Vladivostok as a port of entry and the Trans-Siberian Railway as a means 

of transportation. The Czechoslovak Legion provided him with an excuse 

to occupy Vladivostok with a token force. 
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The Legion was 50,000 strong. It was officially under French 

command and Paris agreed to ship it to the western front to help fight for 

an independent Czechoslovakia if it could make it to a port to sail from. 

The Legion secured Lenin‘s approval and set out for Vladivostok. 

Because of a series of misunderstandings mostly due to lack of 

communication, the Legion decided to occupy the strategically important 

stops along the Trans-Siberian Railway, which was the only line of 

transportation available. The news of the Legion‘s exploits in Russia 

reached Washington in late May, and it opened up the doors of the White 

House to the first ever separatist politician from Austria to be received by 

Wilson, Tomas G. Masaryk, the future president of the would-be 

Czechoslovakia.  

The ―heroic struggle of the Czechoslovak Legion for independence‖ 

captured the imagination of the American people, not least because 

Wilson‘s own semi-official department of propaganda, the Committee on 

Public Information (CPI), secured the continuous flow of information an 

analysis in this particular matter. Helping the Czechs to fight for their 

independence proved to be sufficient justification for sending a token 

American occupying force to Vladivostok. Incidentally, it also prevented 

the Japanese from moving in and expanding their control over the Far 

East. Support for the Legion meant support for Czechoslovak 

independence. On September 3, Washington officially recognized the 

Czechoslovak National Council as a de facto belligerent government.
14

 

On September 27, Wilson described an additional ―Five Particulars‖ of 

peace to supplement the Fourteen Points and the Four Principles. On 

September 30, Bulgaria asked for an armistice, and within six weeks 

Germany and all her allies surrendered. The war ended abruptly on 

November 11, 1918. 

Armistice Talks and Peace Preparations 

As has been mentioned, American preparations for a ―scientific 

peace‖ began in September 1917. While Wilson was gradually moving 

away from non-dismemberment, the Inquiry worked on possible means of 

regional integration in the Danube basin. All possible ―trialist‖ solutions 
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were evaluated and a comprehensive card catalogue and map collection 

was assembled. When the war did end, the Inquiry was called upon to 

submit its final recommendations. Sometime in mid-October, a 100-page 

report including several maps was submitted, together with an 11-page 

synopsis. It proposed dismemberment, but pointed out that this would be 

unjust for Hungary. It described the ―linguistic frontier… to be constant 

with the accepted principles of modern democracy,‖ but concluded that 

―the line of division between language groups is, in many districts, 

entirely impracticable as a national frontier.‖ This amounted to an 

admission that the Inquiry could not meet the requirements set by the 

President in the Four Principles for a just peace in Central Europe.
15

 

Meanwhile, Vienna asked for peace on the basis of the Fourteen Points in 

October, but Wilson made it clear that the Fourteen Points had been 

reconsidered.  

In late October, under the supervision of Colonel House, who 

represented the US in armistice negotiations, Walter Lippmann and Frank 

I. Cobb prepared an updated commentary on the Fourteen Points, which 

then was sent to Washington for Wilson‘s approval. Of Point Ten they 

wrote: ―This proposition no longer holds.‖ This revised version of the 

Fourteen Points was the official American line that Colonel House 

followed in the armistice negotiations with Austria. Thus, Point Ten 

finally came to stand for the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary, 

although Lippmann and Cobb reiterated that Washington ―supports a 

programme aiming at a Confederation of Southeastern Europe.‖
16

 

Regional integration after dismemberment was a relatively new but 

important development in Wilsonian diplomacy. To understand it, we 

must go back to the summer of 1918. 

During the summer of 1918 Wilson gradually began to accept 

dismemberment as something inevitable. This was manifested in two 

projects embraced by the CPI: one in Europe, the other in the United 

States. The CPI‘s foreign propaganda campaigns were orchestrated by the 

muckraking journalist Will Irwin. His right-hand man for propaganda in 

enemy countries was James Keeley of the Chicago Herald, who 
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commenced work only in July 1918. Under strong Allied pressure, the 

American delegates to the Inter-Allied Propaganda Conference in London 

(August 14–17) agreed upon a new program to liquidate Austria–Hungary 

and the K und K army by inciting nationalist unrest using an all-out 

leaflet campaign. Meanwhile, in the United States the CPI began to 

sponsor an organization called the Mid-European Union, whose aim was 

to forge some level of cooperation among the would-be successor states. 

Thus, it was Wilson‘s openly stated expectation that some kind of 

regional integration take place in the Danube basin, replacing the empire 

of the Habsburgs, but the representatives of the future victors in the 

United States started fighting over the spoils even before victory had been 

secured.
17

  

By the Armistice, Wilson‘s Habsburg diplomacy had run into the 

second dead-end street. The first one was the single-track policy of trying 

to negotiate Vienna out of the war, cut short by the Sixtus affair. The 

second one was dismemberment combined with regional integration. His 

own scientific advisors in the Inquiry made it clear that this would not 

work, and the Mid-European Union collapsed before the armistice. The 

President decided to put the issue on the back burner and began to focus 

on the League of Nations. He proposed an umbrella treaty with all the 

Central Powers that would create the League, and the League would draw 

the final boundaries in the contested areas, but only after wartime hatreds 

had cooled off. 

The Paris Peace Conference 

Wilson‘s call for an umbrella treaty under the aegis of the League of 

Nations was the same defensive retreat that he displayed with the ―Peace 

without Victory‖ speech after his last attempt to mediate in the war had 

failed. In addition, the lack of a consistent American policy in Paris 

forced him to make a series of compromises.
18
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The first of these compromises was about the League of Nations. 

The Peace Conference created the Covenant of the League of Nations 

first, but made separate peace treaties with each of the defeated Central 

Powers, or their successors (e.g. Austria and Hungary). Each of the 

Versailles treaties included the Covenant as Article I, but they also 

included very specific boundaries that reflected the largely unchallenged 

desires of the victors. Following the signing of the German treaty, Wilson 

returned to the States and submitted the treaty for ratification to a Senate 

in which the Republicans had won a clear majority in the 1918 midterm 

elections. The Republican majority in the Senate, driven by genuine 

concerns about collective security (Article X) and by personal dislikes 

(Henry Cabot Lodge) of the president, rejected the treaty. Thus, Wilson 

did bring about the League, but his own country refused to join it.
19

 This, 

in turn, seriously hindered his negotiating position in Paris. 

The second compromise was the direct result of the first one. The 

conference started work with the Covenant of the League, but insisted on 

various punitive measures (economic, military, and territorial) against the 

vanquished. The US was not interested in European territorial disputes, 

and the American Commission to Negotiate Peace (hereafter: ACNP) 

served as a moderating force in the boundary decisions (e.g. preventing 

the proposed Czechoslovak–Yugoslav corridor in Western Hungary). 

However, the committee work was done by the very same Inquiry experts 

who had reported to the president that they had no ―just and practicable‖ 

solution to territorial matters in the Danube Basin. With or without the 

League, this was not going to be an American peace. 

In Paris, Wilson was gradually forced to surrender his monopoly 

over decision making, which was his third compromise. During the war, 

as chief representative of the United States in foreign affairs, he had a free 

hand, and he exercised it. The biggest input into his decisions came from 

without his cabinet: from Colonel House, who accepted no official post 

during the war. The roots of the treaty fight go back to Wilson‘s decisions 

about the composition of the peace delegation. Of the five American 
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Commissioners, only one was a Republican. More importantly, the 

President left both American Nobel Peace Prize winners (incidentally, 

both Republicans) at home. One understands his decision regarding the 

dying TR, but his choice to ignore Elihu Root remains puzzling. Root was 

the President of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and 

Wilson had sent him on a mission to study conditions in Russia in the 

second half of 1917. Thus, the ACNP was dominated by Democrats, 

which indicates that Wilson tried to sustain his one-man control over 

decisions. Undefined roles, parallel sessions in Paris, the constantly 

changing military situation in Central Europe and clash of egos 

contributed to nearly chaotic conditions inside the ACNP. Wilson sensed 

this, and after signing the German peace treaty, he went home and never 

returned to Paris. The political, economic, territorial, and military 

decisions about Hungary and the successor states of Austria–Hungary 

were made after he had departed. At this point in time, Frank L. Polk was 

in charge of the ACNP. In the face of conflict and challenge, Wilson 

again retreated.  

Peace in the lands between Germany and Soviet-Russia was made 

according to the designs of French security.
20

 The Treaty of Trianon 

dismembered the Kingdom of Hungary. Hungary lost two thirds of her 

territory and population: Rumania got a piece of the Kingdom of Hungary 

which was bigger than Trianon Hungary itself. 3.5 million Hungarians 

found themselves living in the successor states, most of them just across 

the new borders. Clearly, President Wilson‘s ideas (the Fourteen Points, 

the Four Principles and the Five Particulars) about a just and scientific 

peace did not apply to Hungary.  

Hungarians, of course, refused to accept the proposed peace terms, 

or the fact that the successor states used military force to lay claim to 

more and more Hungarian territory. Revisionist propaganda to defend 

Hungarian territorial integrity and/or to reclaim lost territories started in 

late 1918 and remained the most important political and diplomatic issue 

for Budapest until the two Vienna Awards on the eve of World War II. 
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Hungary, the Fourteen Points, and the ―Culture of Defeat‖ 

In an excellent and thought provoking expose, Wolfgang 

Schivelbusch reviewed the ―culture of defeat‖ in the American South after 

the Civil war, France after 1871, and Germany after World War I.
21

 Next, 

I will explain how Schivelbusch‘s theory fits Hungarian treaty 

revisionism and the myth of the Fourteen Points. 

Schivelbusch identifies the various stages of coming to terms with 

defeat. Defeat in battle in most cases is followed by revolution. The new 

elites propelled to power by these revolutions blame the old elite for the 

war and defeat and distance themselves from the past (purification). They 

believe that the victors will respect the new political establishment (which 

is a denial of the old order they, the victors, had fought against), and 

defeat turns into a euphoric dreamland. However, the vanquished are 

always blamed for the war, and punitive peace terms are enforced by the 

victors: thus bringing about a rude awakening. The myth of double 

betrayal is born: (1) the victors betrayed us, by punishing us instead of 

the old order, from which we have purified ourselves, and (2) the leaders 

of the revolution also betrayed us, because their promises never 

materialized. The legitimacy of victory is questioned (―stab in the back‖ 

theories), and the spirit of revenge and scapegoating takes over. Because 

of betrayal, the vanquished become the moral victors in the war; their 

culture is superior to that of the (―savage‖) victor. Defeat results in moral 

purification, while victory carries the seeds of defeat in the next conflict. 

The vanquished reinterpret their own history and come to view the road to 

defeat a dead-end street. Renewal is completed by the declaration of the 

moral superiority of the defeated over the victor. 

Defeat was followed by revolutions in Hungary after the First 

World War. The October revolution of Count Michael Károlyi created its 

own dreamland and placed the concept of a just, Wilsonian peace (the 

Fourteen Points) at its center. From posters that read, ―From Wilson only 

a Wilsonian Peace‖ to the major press organs of the Károlyi period, the 

media promoted the expectation that the American President was ―our 
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only hope‖ and that he would never accept an unjust settlement.
22

 This 

was clearly an escape from reality: as has been pointed out, Wilson made 

it clear before the armistice talks that Point Ten of the Fourteen Points did 

not apply anymore. In this dreamland, Wilson brought the just peace 

while Hoover provided the necessary food and medical supplies to 

survive. An alternative dreamland was created by the Hungarian Soviet 

Republic by claiming that Hungary‘s future lay in a post-imperialist, 

socialist world under Soviet guidance. Awakening came when the 

successor states, with strong backing from the French, attacked the 

Kingdom of Hungary after the armistice to secure territories and create a 

fait accompli for the Peace Conference.
23

 The rudeness of this awakening 

was made abundantly clear by the Treaty of Trianon. Simultaneously, the 

myth of double betrayal was born.  

The first one was supposedly committed by the Allies in general 

and President Wilson in particular. According to it, we, Hungarians, got 

rid of the old order and rearranged our country along the democratic lines 

promoted by the American president, then placed our future in the hands 

of the victors and our ―trust in the chivalry of the enemy.‖
24

 They 

betrayed us by not giving us a fair, Wilsonian peace. The second myth of 

betrayal follows from the above, and was generated by the Horthy regime 

in the early 1920s. That regime defined itself as ―counterrevolutionary‖ in 

denial of the 1918–19 revolutions and blamed Károlyi and Kun for defeat 

and territorial losses. This, at least in part, was due to the fact that the 

Horthy era witnessed the partial return of the pre-war elite of the 

Kingdom of Hungary. 

Schivelbusch writes, ―It is a short step from the idea that victory 

achieved by unsoldierly means is illegitimate (or deceitful, swindled, 

stolen, and so on) and therefore invalid to an understanding of defeat as 

the pure, unsullied antithesis of false triumph.‖
25

 What seemed legitimate 

and logical from the point of view of the Allies and the successor states 
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was illegitimate, unjust and unjustifiable for Hungarians. The continuous 

modification of armistice lines to the detriment of Hungary in 1918–19 as 

well as the thinly veiled French support for military action against 

Hungary after Hungary had surrendered all pointed to an unjust peace. 

Betrayal continued to mix with dreamland when the Hungarians argued 

that Americans are also morally responsible for the treaty and they should 

act as impartial judges as they are not interested in territorial gains in 

Europe. This delusional expectation was further intensified by the fact 

that the 1921 separate US-Hungarian peace treaty did not include the 

Trianon borders.  

Revenge and scapegoating appeared on two different levels in post-

World War I Hungary. On the one hand, the two revolutions created their 

own narratives and claimed their own victims. During the Károlyi 

revolution the strong man of Hungary, former Premier István Tisza, was 

brutally murdered by ―revolutionaries‖ in front of his own family. Like 

the Károlyi regime, the Bolsheviks also blamed the old order for 

everything and installed a reign of terror unforeseen in Hungary. The 

murder of Tisza and the Red Terror created a backlash and a spirit of 

revenge, and while many of the Bolshevik murderers were investigated by 

the police and sentenced by the courts, some historians question the 

legitimacy of these trials and point to White Terrorist massacres west of 

the Danube in the fall of 1919.
26

 In interwar Hungary ―Bolshevik Jews‖ 

were responsible for territorial losses, in post-World War II communist 

Hungary ―White Fascists‖ were the root of all evil. This is what happens 

when historical narratives are monopolized by political ideologies.  

Revenge and scapegoating also manifested themselves in the 

territorial revisionist policies of Trianon Hungary. The ―ungentlemanly‖ 

Czechs, Rumanians and Yugoslavs as well as French diplomats (all 

unworthy victors) were held responsible for the unjust treaty,
27

 and 

Hungarians applauded the two Vienna Awards, granted by Nazi Germany 

on the eve of the war, that returned some of the lost territories. 
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Belief in the inevitability and legitimacy of territorial revision thus 

went hand in hand with the myth of double betrayal, scapegoating, and 

the spirit of revenge. Miklós Zeidler‘s excellent book on Hungarian 

revisionism is available in English
28

 for additional detail, so I would like 

to focus on a more specific example: Hungarian filmic propaganda 

against the Soviet Union during World War II. Postwar communist 

authorities tried to destroy all copies of these films. The lone survivor 

appears to be Zoltán Farkas‘s Negyedízigen (To the fourth generation, 

1942). This is a pro-Christian, anticommunist propaganda movie that 

carries no anti-Semitic references. At the siege of a small Russian town, 

civilians flee, but an old man surrenders to the Hungarian troops. He is 

István Keresztes, a former Bolshevik leader in the Tiszakövesd Soviet in 

1919, who had lived in the Soviet Union since 1920. He is disillusioned, 

and would like to return to Hungary to his family, among them his son, 

Gábor. In the battle of Krivoi Rog, Vera, Keresztes‘s Soviet-born 

daughter, kills a Hungarian soldier, who later turns out to be her own 

brother. She then returns to Hungary with her father, where she faces a 

non-Soviet way of life based on individual achievement and family 

values, and learns the truth about her brother‘s death from a returning 

Hungarian soldier. As the front draws near to Hungary, Vera starts to 

work for Soviet intelligence. Her conscience and guilt force her to recon 

with herself. She turns against the Soviets, and gets killed in a shootout 

with Soviet paratroopers. The title of the movie refers to the Second 

Commandment: ―I do not leave unpunished the sins of those who hate 

me, but I punish the children for the sins of their parents to the third and 

fourth generations.‖ The movie ends with Keresztes entering a church and 

reading the very next sentence from the Bible: ―But I lavish my love on 

those who love me and obey my commands, even for a thousand 

generations.‖
29

 

The Farkas movie takes us to the final two stages of coming to 

terms with defeat: claiming moral victory and renewal. In the film, the 

dead-end street of the past is the Hungarian Soviet Republic, and the 

superiority of Christian faith is established over atheistic communism. 

Hungarian superiority is represented by the civilized Hungarian troops 
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liberating the Soviet Union. Soviet inferiority is embodied in Vera: lack 

of family values, women turned into killing machines, total loss of 

individuality; all leading to personal tragedy ―to the fourth generation.‖  

As has been pointed out, the Fourteen Points had nothing to do with 

the reconquest of the territories lost in Trianon. The Nazi German alliance 

and occupation (in 1944) meant that Hungary ended up on the receiving 

end of still another defeat. A second, even more punitive Treaty of 

Trianon (1947) was enforced. But, for half a century, Hungary was part of 

the Soviet bloc together with the successor states; thus any revisionist 

reconsideration of the treaty was beyond question. Post-World War II 

democratic Hungary had but two years, and in that period only the first 

two steps of coming to terms with defeat were taken: dreamland and 

awakening. The 1947 communist takeover brought about a new historical 

narrative: that of the ―guilty nation‖ which served as ―Hitler‘s last 

satellite,‖ and therefore deserved the punishment of the second Trianon 

Treaty. With a few notable exceptions, communist Hungarian history 

writing focused not on historical fact but on ideological expectation. This 

worked against the common sense and experience of the people who 

witnessed these events, and in 1989 the lid came off.  

The lack of proper academic discourse of the past has recently 

brought about a revival of pre-World War II revisionist literature. On one 

level, this is a heritage of the communist era. At the end of the war, the 

Soviet-sponsored, temporary government of Hungary (1944–45) began to 

issue lists of ―Fascist, anti-Soviet, antidemocratic print media.‖
30

 These 

were to be submitted to the authorities for destruction, and not complying 

with the regulation had serious legal and personal consequences. The 

attempt to destroy all printed proof of a way of life combined with the 

brutal destruction of the social order of prewar Hungary by Stalinist 

methods resulted in quiet but stubborn resistance, and people hung on to 

these books. Since 1989 these publications have sold at exorbitant prices 

at auctions, while a poor man‘s version of many of these texts is being 

made available on the internet.
31

 Some of these publications contain 

unacceptable ideas and poorly argued ―histories.‖ Others are simply pulp 
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fiction crime stories depicting Soviet agents in the West in an unfavorable 

light. 

The Fourteen Points in Hungarian History Writing 

By way of conclusion let us review the postwar history of the 

Fourteen Points. The analysis provided in the first half of this essay on the 

war was made possible by the opening of French (1972) and Russian 

(1991) archives, by the availability of American and Hungarian primary 

resources, and by the output of new left history writing. This, however, 

does not mean that there was no means of reviewing the myths 

surrounding the Fourteen Points, even before World War II.  

Wilson‘s statements about the coming peace in 1918 received 

global exposure from the CPI, which circulated 10,000 copies of nine 

different pamphlets of Wilson speeches in German. Yet, this pamphlet 

campaign was launched rather late, and the Fourteen Points and the 

Lippmann-Cobb interpretation reached Hungary at about the same time, 

just as the war was nearing its end. Hungarian leaders chose to hear the 

things they wanted to hear and ignore the information they did not want to 

face: this is how the dreamland of the Károlyi era was born.
32

  

In the interwar period much of the primary Wilson material was 

already available. Thus, for historians of the interwar period the problem 

was not the shortage of resources. To use, and amend, Schivelbusch‘s 

terminology: in interwar Hungary the various stages of coming to terms 

with defeat existed simultaneously and did not follow one another in strict 

chronological order. This can be demonstrated by both official Horthy era 

history writing and the narratives turned out by various extreme right 

wing movements.  

Professor Jenő Horváth was the ―official‖ historian of Trianon 

between the wars.
33

 He contributed the chapter on the diplomatic 
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background of the treaty to the Justice for Hungary volume,
34

 and penned 

the most detailed account of what he called the ―Hungarian question in 

the 20th century.‖ In the first of two volumes of this seminal work, he 

prints the documents of the armistice negotiations between Washington 

and Vienna, but comes to a surprising conclusion: ―President Wilson was 

unaware of the fact that he lent his support not to freedom but to 

annexation and that he was set against Emperor Charles in the interest of 

Czech émigrés.‖
35

 This is the Masaryk myth, according to which the 

Czech professor convinced the American professor-president behind 

closed doors to support the reorganization of Central Europe. Horváth, to 

use Schivelbusch‘s theory, is in the third stage of coming to terms with 

defeat: questioning the legitimacy of victory at the expense of balanced 

historical analysis. 

Since territorial revision was achieved with the help of Nazi 

Germany, the American line is largely missing from the historical 

narratives of the extreme right. One representative historian of the various 

fascist movements was Lajos Marschalkó, who blamed Bolshevik Jews 

and Károlyi for defeat and territorial losses. In Kik árulták el 1918-ban 

Magyarországot (Who betrayed Hungary in 1918) he passes 

condescending remarks about Károlyi‘s childlike faith in the Fourteen 

Points and correctly interprets American diplomatic correspondence that 

said Point Ten would not be the basis for armistice negotiations.
36

 In 

postwar emigration, he stepped up the rhetoric and described the 

Hungarian Soviet Republic as ―a country of hunchbacks‖ but failed to 

mention Wilson or the Fourteen Points.
37

 Written in a somewhat different 

tone, an other key text, A magyar nemzet őszinte története (An honest 

history of the Hungarian nation) by Ödön Málnási, does not even mention 

the Fourteen Points.
38

 Thus, in the historical paradigm of the extreme 
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right, the scapegoat was not the misled American president but the 

physically and mentally distorted ―Bolshevik Jews‖ who ran the 

Hungarian Soviet Republic. 

Postwar Hungarian history writing represented the other extreme. 

Also using highly emotional language, it turned out dozens of books to 

demonstrate how western imperialists misrepresented the Soviet system 

and how they tried to destroy it hand in hand with the prewar elite of 

Hungary. Hungary‘s attempt to normalize her relations with the western 

powers during the 1960s brought about a marked change in the tone and 

quality of Trianon history writing. Authors like Zsuzsa L. Nagy, Mária 

Ormos, Tibor Hajdu, Magda Ádám, and Lajos Arday
39

 produced 

surprisingly balanced accounts, given the circumstances in Hungary. Yet, 

these works did not offer new analyses of the Fourteen Points. The 

relevant chapter of the 10-part, 20-volume history of Hungary put out by 

the Academy did. The authors interpreted Wilson‘s speech as an attempt 

to ―dissuade the Soviet government from making a separate peace and 

promised help in its fight‖ against the Germans. But, the authors go on, he 

also tried to ―monopolize the Soviet program for peace and partly tailor it 

to the designs of American imperialism.‖
40

 Like in the case of Horváth, 

ideological concerns overrode historical analysis. 

Communist Hungary had an interesting problem with American 

history in general and the Fourteen Points in particular. American history 

and American studies were relegated to the realm of ―if you don‘t talk 

about it, it doesn‘t exist.‖ In the cultural policy of ―the three T-s,‖ it fell 

considerably closer to ―Tilt‖ (forbid) than ―Tűr‖ (tolerate), while 

―Támogat‖ (support) was never an option. On the other hand, the 

establishment viewed itself as the heir apparent of ―the Glorious 

Hungarian Soviet Republic‖ and treated the time between 1919 and 1947 

as an unnecessary, fascist dead-end street. It described Hungary‘s road 

from defeat to communism as a natural process in 1918–19, but in this 

discourse the Fourteen Points could not be ignored. This dichotomy can 
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be observed in education policy, too. With two to three history classes a 

week, secondary school history textbooks of my generation covered four 

American topics in four years: the American Revolution, the Civil War, 

the Fourteen Points, and Roosevelt‘s New Deal.  

It follows from the above that the three major schools of Trianon 

history writing of the first 70 years in Hungary evaluated the Fourteen 

Points on the basis of preconceptions and not facts. All in all, before 1989 

there was always some consideration that overruled historical common 

sense in telling the story of the Fourteen Points. The task was left for our 

generation, and with this essay I intended to start academic discussion. 
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Composition, Rhetoric, and the Job of Citizen 

John Jablonski 

The United States has and has had an ambivalent attitude toward 

composition and rhetoric. During the 1992 election former President Bush 

charged that then-candidate Clinton gave the impression that America 

was in a state of decline, but Bush urged voters to ―look beneath the 

rhetoric and look at the facts‖ (―Bush, Clinton,‖ A4). Bush wasn‘t alone 

in conjuring up an image of a menacing rhetoric. Clinton said that what 

he offered was ―a partnership—not rhetoric, not hot speeches, not cheap 

thirty-second television ads, but a true partnership (―MSU‖ A1). From 

both of these quotations rhetoric appears is clearly assumed to be 

deceitful. According to Bush, it is the antithesis of ―facts‖; to Clinton it is 

the equivalent of ―hot speeches‖ and ―cheap ... ads.‖ He offers truth, a 

―true partnership.‖  

And yet the language of politics is replete with the vocabulary of 

classical rhetoric. David Broder recently quoted Richard Lamm as stating 

that Clinton is ―demagoguing the Medicare issue.‖ Broder also suggests 

that the presence of Ross Perot in the coming election makes it difficult 

for Dole to ―attack ... Clinton‘s character‖ (E2). Aristotle couldn‘t have 

said it better. The crass emotional appeal represented by the ―demagogue‖ 

is heaped upon the assault on Clinton‘s ethical appeal. Both criticisms 

suggest that Clinton‘s message should be disregarded because of its 

reliance on pure emotion and on Clinton‘s poor character. 

Into this discussion we also have the fact that composition or 

oratory, the heirs of classical rhetoric, have been mandatory courses of 

study for incoming American university students for one-hundred years at 

least. Albert Kitzhaber traces the beginnings of composition to Harvard 

University during the 1860s and 70s and notes that it is codified in 

Harvard‘s catalogue in 1874 and requires students to write ―a short 
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English Composition, correct in spelling, grammar, and expression...‖ 

(qtd. in Kitzhaber 35). Scholars at Harvard thought that incoming students 

were deficient in writing skills, and in 1891 a committee undertook to 

study the ―composition and rhetoric problem‖ (qtd. in Kitzhaber 44). In 

fact, this committee blamed the underpreparation of students on primary 

and secondary schools, advocating that these institutions focus on 

composition. However, the committee‘s suggestion was one that 

continues to embroil composition scholars: that these schools focus on 

teaching the rigors of good grammar, proper style, and mechanical 

correctness, thus allowing Harvard to engage in its ―true purpose—

advanced education‖—in Kitzhaber‘s words (45). 

Fred Newton Scott at the University of Michigan thought that the 

report with its insistence on language correctness was misguided, and 

suggested that it aimed to raise the standard of composition ―by the hair 

of the head‖ (qtd. in Kitzhaber 47). This conflict, then, leads to the central 

problem of composition and rhetoric in schools: whether its role is to 

inculcate proper and correct language or whether its role is something 

else, something more. Scott gives a concise view of his view, at least, of 

the role of composition. Writing in 1909 in an article called ―What the 

West Wants in Preparatory English‖ (remember that Michigan was 

considered the West then) Scott notes that 

It is of course necessary that our young people should spell and 

punctuate properly, should make the verb agree with its subject, use 

words in their dictionary senses, and write sentences that can be read 

aloud without causing unnecessary pain to the mandibles... But these 

matters ... are subsidiary 

... a means to an end... The main purpose of training in composition is 

free speech, direct and sincere communion with our fellows, that swift 

and untrammeled exchange of opinion, feeling, and experience which is 

the working instrument of the social instinct, and the motive power of 

our civilization. 

(qtd. in Stewart 39) 

What Scott is talking about here is the job of citizen, and much of 

what we as educators do is train students for that job. Historian Paul 

Gagnon has a similar view in his essay ―Why Study History.‖ He argues 

that history helps inculcate powers of ―judgement‖ in individuals in a 

democratic society for what he calls ―the profession of citizen, which like 

it or not, exercise it or not, we are born into‖ (43). Now, the term 

―democracy‖ is always a tricky one, and tends to be defined in cliches or 
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in political terms. For the present I would like to adapt a definition used 

by Daniel Boorstin, which is a system ―governed by a spirit of equality 

and dominated by the desire ... to give everything to everybody‖ (153). 

To that definition I would add a system that believes in publicly providing 

all ideas and data to all citizens. And that our jobs as educators is often to 

impart to students the means by which they can manage and use the 

conflicting ideas and information that they face. The job of citizen is 

demanding, requiring us to actively undertake our right and obligation to 

participate in public discourse, which should not be defined simply as 

political dialogue. Public discourse is in an ongoing conversation, both 

oral and written, between citizens about public issues: social, political, 

cultural, academic, commercial, scientific. Composition and rhetoric give 

students the tools to participate, to undertake their new profession, and to 

actively analyze and create the arguments—the use of specific evidence to 

support disputable positions—and information that characterize public 

life. 

Composition and rhetoric in this citizen-building sense has a long 

history. Textbooks show that rhetoric developed in Greece of the fifth 

Century BC in Sicily and that it developed out of individual citizens‘ 

needs to personally litigate property disputes. In fact, by the time of 

Aristotle‘s Rhetoric, the three main arenas of a citizen‘s public discourse 

are identified: law courts, politics, and ceremonies. Representatives were 

not ―hired‖ to plead citizens‘ cases, argue their votes, or eulogize their 

passing ancestors. Citizens had no choice but participation. This is not to 

yearn for some Golden Age. We have to remember that citizenship then 

was not universal; that women were not citizens; that ―foreigners‖ were 

not afforded any rights of citizenship; and that even Aristotle takes care to 

discuss the merits of using torture for the testimony of slaves (I,1376b ff). 

However, we can adopt some principles, the chief one of which is that 

truth is not universal. It is probable. Aristotle forthrightly admits that a 

probability is not the truth, but rather ―what happens for the most part ... 

among things that can be other than they are‖ (I, 1357a. 16). We can only 

imagine those citizens arguing their property rights without deeds, or 

court registers, or bills of sale, or land surveys.  

The importance of probability Aristotle‘s Rhetoric is underscored 

by James Kinneavy who notes that  

the human sciences ... involve the contingent, the variable, that 

changeable, and therefore the free... Politics, ethics, [and] rhetoric ... 
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enable us to change some aspect of our life and therefore we can 

deliberate about the ways we may choose to effect the change. (76) 

The implication for the task of citizen is clear. We have access to 

large amounts of data, some of which is true, or accurate, some of which 

is not true. Some information is biased from its source or exists only in 

remnants (remember Clinton‘s mention of ―cheap thirty-second television 

ads"). Nevertheless, citizens have to engage that information, find 

patterns in it, assess its truth or usefulness, create informed arguments that 

explain that information, and then work publicly to persuade other 

citizens to accept that interpretation—in the face of many competing 

interpretations. The end, of course, is action—casting a vote, signing a 

contract, making a manifesto, arguing one‘s way out of a traffic citation, 

or—particularly in the case of students—getting a grade. 

Of course, students don‘t ask about Aristotle‘s position on probable 

truth very often, and yet the capacity to analyze and craft arguments is 

necessary, particularly when viewing two or more disparate arguments 

that are based on the same or similar data. It‘s too simplistic to state that 

if one citizen holds a position different from ours, then that person must 

be wrong-headed, misguided, immoral, or mentally inept. This presents a 

good question: How can two individuals, using the same evidence, which 

we have already said is largely based on probabilities, come to completely 

different points of view? Stephen Tuolmin in The Uses of Argument 

provides an effective model. He suggests—and what follows is an 

abbreviated version of his complete model—that we develop our claims 

(or what he calls ―conclusions‖) based on data that is bound together in 

the face of ―warrants‖ that act as ―bridges [that] authorise the sort of step 

to which our particular argument commits us‖ (98). Tuolmin further 

discusses the nature of both data and warrants by stating the ―data are 

appealed to explicitly, warrants implicitly ... warrants are general ... and 

have accordingly to be established in quite a different way from the facts 

[that] we produce as data‖ (100). Tuolmin depicts this relationship in the 

following diagram: 
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Tuolmin‘s Argumentation Scheme 
 

 

DATA CLAIM 

 

 ―Facts‖ Conclusion 

 Evidence Thesis 

 Specifics Generalizations 

 Details/Support Disputable position  

 

 

WARRANT 

 

 

Another way of looking at warrants is to view them as assumptions 

that we hold, assumptions that we adopt from a number of sources: 

culture, political background, personal history, gender, family, religion, 

etc. These assumptions are responsible for different claims, even when 

working with the same data. For example, it was recently reported (Grand 

Rapids Press) that people living in the Himalayas have developed hearts 

that qualitatively process oxygen differently from those of people who 

live in less lofty altitudes, their hearts, in fact, burning glucose rather than 

fatty acids. This seems to me to qualify as a fact. However, two distinct 

claims may be made for these data. A group of scientists or anthropo-

logists who make their livings by tracing the events of evolution may 

make the claim evolution works. However, a group of fundamentalist 

Christians, for instance, who specifically have a creationist view of 

human development and who forthrightly reject evolution would probably 

reject this claim, perhaps citing the data as showing biological 

―adaptation.‖ Evolution is not just a scientific theory. Whether they 

understand it completely or not, individuals have definite views on the 

subject; it is a topic of public policy in schools as well as churches. And 

as citizens, we need to understand how warrants work to create the 

arguments of public life. 

Someone might ask ―Why composition?‖ ―Why writing?‖ ―Can‘t 

we discuss the work of citizens in other classes such as history?‖ ―And 

can‘t we teach the formation of arguments in speech classes?‖ Certainly 

such disciplines undertake the task of educating citizens, and taught well, 

they often depend on students‘ command of written discourse. However, 
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the study of composition, of writing down our data and claims, of using 

the former to develop the latter, makes our positions plain, allows us to 

refine those positions, and frees us—after having made an artifact of our 

argument—to speculate on the assumptions that are responsible for our 

public thoughts. Composition is a deliberate act. We have to choose our 

words, aiming at particular purposes and audiences, contemplating the 

acceptance or rejection of our views, meeting notions already held by an 

audience, and meeting objections, determining the most effective order 

for our thoughts. Of course, we also have to pay attention to matters of 

grammar, spelling, sentence structure, style, and all of the other details of 

linguistic correctness. Peter Elbow suggests that by writing, we free our 

minds for more thinking. He writes that thoughts and feelings ―play round 

in our heads and continue play round and round‖ (288). Once on paper or 

on a computer screen, though, those thoughts ―have a place ... they evolve 

into another thought or even fade away. Writing is a way to get what is 

inside one‘s head outside, on paper, so there‘s room for more‖ (288). If 

composition can help us as citizens accomplish the task of refining our 

visions and allowing us to have more, or alternate, visions, then it 

performs a powerful role in free societies by becoming, as Elbow 

suggests, a kind of ―cognitive savagery‖ (290).  

The previous discussion should not be construed as meaning that 

composition and rhetoric are without critics. The Late James Berlin, for 

example, notes in Rhetoric and Reality that ―every rhetorical system is 

based on epistemological assumptions (my italics) about the nature of 

reality, the nature of the knower, and the rules governing the discovery 

and communication of the known‖ (4). In other words, any rhetorical 

system is loaded with its own idealogy ("Ideology‖ 477). Berlin is 

particularly concerned with what he calls ―Current Traditional‖ rhetoric 

that assumes that reality is ―objective‖ and is ―located in the material 

world"; this rhetoric is found in classrooms that emphasize mechanical 

correctness and linguistic precision. He claims that this model was 

developed by universities in the late nineteenth century as a means of 

servicing an emerging managerial class, which had ―a naive faith ... that 

[their] economical and political interests ... were ... inherent features of 

the universe‖ (Reality 37). Berlin further claims that this class uses its 

rhetoric and the language in which it is couched as a means of preserving 

its ―privileged status‖ (37). Before his death, Berlin favored a ―social-

epistemic‖ rhetoric, one that is based on an interaction of individuals 

within a discourse community, one in which new truths and realities are 
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developed in this free interchange. Such a model ―views knowledge as an 

arena of ideological conflict: there are no arguments from transcendent 

truth since all arguments arise in ideology‖ ("Ideology‖ 489).  

Such a view of composition and rhetoric does not reject the notion 

of using precise language. (Berlin was masterful in his writing—and 

mechanically very correct.) But it does foster a view of free individuals 

grappling with important issues under uncertain, probablistic 

circumstances, searching for a workable truth. In other words, individuals 

working as citizens. 

Richard Rodriguez explains that as a young boy he was forced to 

learn English and his parents made to use English in their home even 

though Spanish was their language. Spanish represented for him the 

private, home world, and English represented the open and public life that 

he entered as a result of his graduate education. He notes that his new 

public language in his new (and largely academic) world ―allow[ed] those 

of us from other cultures to deal with each other in a mass society‖ and 

thus had ―a profound political impact‖ (404).  

Rodriguez‘s experience is not atypical. Education may be 

considered a process by which the individual becomes a public person, 

taking on the rights and obligations of participating in public discourse. 

Composition and rhetoric, viewed as tools in helping us become citizens, 

help in this process. Chaim Perelman suggests the following the role for 

rhetoric: 

... let us recast our philosophy in terms of a vision in which people and 

human societies are in interaction and are solely responsible for their 

cultures, their institutions, and their future—a vision in which people try 

hard to elaborate reasonable systems, imperfect but perfectible. (Realm 

160) 

In our times we have all seen systems in which citizens have had no 

or very little opportunity to participate in their legitimate public 

discourses. When citizens do not, cannot, or will not participate in a 

system such as the one envisioned by Perelman, they lose the rights and 

obligations of citizens—with all the imperfection that that implies. Rather 

than deciding for themselves the courses of their lives, the public things 

of their lives are either done for them or to them. 
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Fictional In-Betweenness in Deborah Larsen‘s  

The White (2003) 

Judit Ágnes Kádár 

Fictional in-betweeness refers to the state of mind of those 

characters in various prose writings, who present themselves as biracial 

and trans-cultural shape-shifters. Among the wide spectrum of possible 

exciting approaches ranging from the sociological to the ethnographic 

one, the psychoanalytical examination of the individual hero/ine‘s change 

of identity may give a special view of trans-cultural transformations. In 

the following paper I call attention to a recent piece of fiction that is 

thematically closely tied to early American writing: Deborah Larsen‘s 

The White (2003), a contemporary novel that expands the early captivity 

narratives with a present-day psychoanalytical understanding of inter-

cultural transfer and shape shifting.  

In the 1820s five American books addressed the issue of inter-

marriage: Yamoyden (1820) by James Eastburn and Robert Sands, James 

Seaver‘s A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison (1824), Lydia 

Maria Child‘s Hobomok (1824), Catherine Maria Sedgewick‘s Hope 

Leslie (1827) and James Fenimore Cooper‘s The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish 

(1829). All of these narratives reverse the prototypical paradigm of 

English husband and Indian wife by presenting the marriages of white 

women and Indian men. In the critic Rebecca Blaevis Faery‘s view ―The 

gender reversal makes the racial mixing more ideologically charged; the 

white woman, icon of the racial purity of the nation, had to remain closed 

to penetration by ‗dark savages‘ if the white identity of the country was to 

be preserved (Faery 179).‖ Exactly this feature of such stories and the 

fictional challenge to white supremacy is one of the most exciting aspects 

of North-American literature. 
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Interestingly, although the critic Richard Vanderbeets gives 

―discrete historical and cultural significances of the Indian captivity 

narrative (Vanderbeets 549),‖ he provides a fairly thorough explanation of 

their shared features as follows:  

 
1 ritual reenactments of practices, e.g. cannibalism, scalping, blood drinking 

(rituals of war and purification, medicine) 

2 the hero(ine)‘s archetypical journey of initiation 

3 ―undergoing a series of excruciating ordeals in passing from ignorance to 

knowledge (Vanderbeets 553)‖ 

4 the pattern (essential structuring device) of separation/trans-

formation/return or refusal to repatriate: 

SEPARATION (abduction) 

TRASFORMATION (ordeal, accommodation, adoption) 

– separation from one‘s culture= symbolic death; rebirth= symbolic 

rebirth 

– often adopted in the stead of a lost family member 

– transformation process:  

1. ritual initiation ordeal (e.g. run the gauntlet) 

2. gradual accommodation of Indian modes and customs (e.g. food, firstly 

found disgusting, then partial compromise of hunger, finally full 

accommodation of Indian diet) 

3. highly ritualized adoption into new culture (Vanderbeets 554) 

―Deepest immersion into the alien culture (Vanderbeets 558)‖, symbolic 

adoption to the tribe, complete for mostly those taken at an early age, 

some even conceal their white identity so as not to be returned by ex-

family. 

RETURN (escape, release, redemption) or refusal to be repatriated and a 

final decision made to stay with the tribe.  

 

Although I can only partly agree with Vanderbeets regarding the 

limited historical significance of the captivity narratives, his above 

sketched scheme of shared narrative pattern is effectively applicable to 

recent literary texts, such as The White, too (see Chart STR later). 

Following 29 editions of Mary Jamison‘s captivity, Larsen‘s The 

White appeared in 2003. The novel provides us with a 21th Century 

interpretation of the original story of the daughter of Irish immigrants 

living on the dangerous edge of the Pennsylvania frontier in 1758, at the 

time of the French and Indian War. The 16 year-old girl, captured along 

with her entire family and few neighbors by a raiding party of Shawnees 

and French mercenaries, experienced the murder and scalping of her kin 

and kind, then found herself adopted into a family of Senecas. Mary/ 

Two-Falling-Voices lived as a member of the tribe for fifty years, 
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marrying twice, raising seven children, and at the end of her life allowing 

herself to be interviewed by a New York state physician and amateur 

historian, Jeames Seaver, who firstly wrote down her account.  

As for its genre, The White is a captivity account, adventure tale, 

lyrical meditation on a woman‘s coming of age, frontier romance first 

was written as a screenplay, and then was transformed into a novel with 

poetics. ―My novel is an invention, not a recreation,‖ Larsen claims in an 

interview and adds: Mary Jemison‘s ―voice was a gift, pure and simple. I 

just listened for the voice that wasn‘t obviously there, for the voice that 

lay between the lines in the narrative (www.readinggroupguides.com/ 

guides3/white2.asp#interview).‖ With her empathy and experience of a 

woman and ex-nun, the writer provides us with the womanly perspective 

of the Jemison story as an addition to and extension of Dr Seaver, the 

Latinist rhetorician‘s objectivizing white male discourse. The novelist 

underlines the lack of emotional understanding the previous narrative 

presents arguing: ―How little of her lay on his pages. He had in no way 

captured her face (W 210),‖ the author claims. Larsen‘s approach to 

psychology as a critical element in her reconstruction of the character of 

Mary Jamison is demonstrated for instance in the section on her severe 

depression (W 26) in the initiation stage, the scene on her marital and 

child bearing doubts depicted by her internal dialogue with her fetus in 

the accommodation stage (W 68), or in the process of gradually blending 

Seneca Indian and Christian imagery and understanding of her hybrid 

culture and world (W 123) in the stage of total adoption and no return.  

In my textual analysis I present how shape shifting and developing 

an in-between identity is textually marked in The White. The three parts 

of the novel are named after three valleys, each notifying a stage of 

Mary/Two-Falling-Voices‘s life and character development:  

 

Buchanan Valley (-1758) = captivity and stage of ritual 

initiation 

Ohio Valley (1758-62) = gradual accommodation 

Genesse Valley (1762-1833) = adoption, no return 

 

By the same token, these valleys refer to Two-Falling-Voices‘ 

metaphorical habitats: two hill slopes, she is in between two cultures, with 

all the ups-and-downs of her life and identity formulation in that context. 

In the analysis of the novel as well as counter-passage narratives in 

general, I have applied psychoanalytical criticism to better understand the 

http://www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/white2.asp#interview
http://www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/white2.asp#interview
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motivations and effects of trans-cultural shape shifting and developing a 

hybrid ethnic identity. I found that in the case of this particular novel the 

author attempts to provide a psychoanalytical insight into the counter-

passing character that the original manuscript (i.e. Seaver‘s Jamison‘s 

biography) could not provide for a number of reasons. The heroine here is 

presented not only as a rather passive victim of circumstances, but also as 

an active, self-supporting, wise and very humane figure. Contemporary 

fiction and films (e.g. Little Big Man, Dances with Wolves, The Scarlet 

Letter), too, tend to expand our understanding of history and trans-

cultural relations, especially passage rites, with the help of early and post-

Freudian psychoanalysis.  

Now let us turn our interest to the latter, and Larsen‘s The White in 

particular. In my view, three psychoanalytical aspects of the central 

character‘s development are worth investigating here: in accordance with 

the plot (action), what kind of challenges have to be faced by Mary/Two-

Falling-Voices; what sort of emotions does she present; and finally, what 

characterizes her way of thinking and development (i.e. trans-cultural 

shape shifting). Chart STR below is to provide a sketchy view on the 

stages of ritual initiation, gradual accommodation and adoption, with 

special regards to the protagonist‘s action, challenges, emotions and 

impacts on her character development.  

 

Chart STR (separation/transformation/return?) 

 
 action Challenges emotions attached impact on Mary‘s 

character development 

RITUAL 

INITI-

ATION 

 taken captive at 

the age of 16 

 family scalped, 

murdered 

 separation 

 adopted by 
Shawnee 

Indians 

 factual tone 
about her 

family‘s 
relocation to 

Buffalo Creek 

reservation in 
1831 and her 

death in 1833. 

 experiencing 

violence, 

separation, 

alienation 

(physical and 
cultural) 

 language, 
customs 

different, little 

motivation to 
learn (hate, 

disgust, fear 

make her reject 
acculturation), 

almost all 

previous ties 

broken 

 shock, fear, 

suicidal thoughts 

vacuumnumb 

 accuses her father 
of having been 

over-optimistic 

(7) and mentally 
abandoning his 

family (12) 

 the only thing for 
sure: the ―fields 

are just 
themselves (8).‖ 

 wounded, wordless, 

emotionally numb 

 existential and 

philosophical 
confusion: ―Where 

was God now (17)?‖ 

+ wants to die (18) 

 Indian as generic 

term turning to a 
more specific 

knowledge, still 

strong Christian 
imagery  

 perceives the loss of 

the last symbolic 
remnants of her 

family (shawl, 

scalps, cake).  

 English language 

and the 
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Scriptureidentity 

sustained  

GRADUAL 

ACCOM-

MODA-

TION 

 getting used to 

food 

 peers (Branch 
and Slight 

Wind) introduce 
her to the tribal 

customs and 

lifestyle. 
Sisterhood is 

the only shared 

feeling, 
common 

identifier for 

her.  

 blankness of 

non-thought 
(26).‖ 

 dress, dipped in 
water (rebirth 

ritual) 

 
 

 involved more 

and more in 

tribal pursuits 

(work, hunting, 
communication) 

 getting married, 

but having a 
stillborn child  

 everything is 

new for her, she 

should adopt 
but still little 

motivation, 
attachment 

 husband is 

functional but 
not real 

emotional tie 

 first child dies 

 curiosity, yet feels 

alien, different, 

confusion 

 sisters: empathy: 

feel she is a 
skeleton (41) 

 Slight-Wind 
encourages Mary 

by starting to pick 

up some English 

words—real 

sisterhood 

gesture. 

 wounds are being 

healed, but still her 

pain is signified 

 Shawnee becomes a 

specific term applied 
individually on her 

peers 

 Mary becomes 
hesitant about her 

identity 

 real healing begins 

with sisters 
functioning as 

mediators in the 

―crossing game‖. 

ADOPTION 

AND 

REFUSAL 

TO 

RETURN 

 homemaking, 

establishing a 
real family and 

emotional ties, 

children born 

 (re)naming 

 getting active, 
developing real 

affection for 
people and the 

adoptive 

environment  

 cleaning and 

shifting rituals 
(Branch asks for 

the English 

word for ‗scalp‘ 
(70) and Mary‘s 

reaction 

signifies a 
painful, 

dramatic 

outbreak of 
emotions:  

 Indian mother 

 marital doubts 

and childbirth 
and death 

(internal 

dialogue with 
her fetus (68)  

 occasionally on 
the brinks of 

Indian 

existence: 2 
scalps, taboo for 

her, ―You are 

not being your 
white parents‘ 

daughter in 

this….My white 
parents? (69)‖ 

 whitish 
daughter born 

early, dies 

 White men‘s 
execution 

festivity: others 
wonder if she is 

ready to accept 

 growing respect 

and love for her 
husband 

 maternal care 

 security and 

growing stability 
and emotional 

attachment  

 compromise, 
negotiated 

lifestyle and 
world view for 

her peace of mind  

 emotionally 
confused and then 

cathartic spiritual 

purification (68): 
understands and 

accepts that the 

early born child 
(=her shape 

shifting and 

healing processes 
are still 

incomplete, need 

 growing stability 

and emotional 
attachment that 

make her not wish to 

return to her former 
culture 

 becomes finally 
―genuinely 

American‖, similar 

to Grey Owl, the 
Métis or Standing -

with-Fist (Dances 

with Wolves) who 
are considered by 

critics as 

archetypical, 
genuine Canadians 

and Americans since 

they merge both 
cultures in their 

selves. 

 her shift seems 

almost complete, but 

the real change 
comes only later. 
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Bending Tree 

helps her in 
many ways 

 second husband 
Hiokatoo gets 

interesting and 

wise for her, 5 
more kids born 

 losing 3 sons 
Thomas, John, 

Jesse (due to 

transcultural 

clashes and 

impacts) 

 telling Seaver 
her story, tends 

to resist, 
paradigms that 

are different: ―I 

hardly 
recognize 

myself in what 

you say (206).‖ 

her new identity 

(101), question: 
are your 

wounds healed 

already? 

 losing touch 

with white 
culture 

 the urge to tell 
her story is an 

intellectual 

challenge for 

the aging Mary. 

 

 changing 
politics her 

once firm 
position 

becomes shaky 

again 
(mediators=spie

s?, witch?) 

some more 

experiences) that 
the kid must die. 

Besides, 

Sheninjee urges 
her to give an 

English name to 

their new child  

 When at the end 

of Part 2 whites 
approach, the 

word ―Us? (91)‖ 

signifies the 
moment of 

recognition.  

 Sheninjee calls 
them ―stinking 

white (92)‖ -
>hurts Mary and 

presents similar 

racial prejudice 
that the Shawnee 

could experience 

earlier. He cuts a 
white‘s ear, 

making Mary beg 

him let the victim 
go and now 

certain in her 

position as a 
Shawnee woman 

(94).  

 Bending Tree 
gives her back her 

mother‘s shawl 
and snowflakes 

begin to 

accumulate (97), 
notifying the 

break with her 

white past and 
turning into 

nostalgia, a very 

womanish way of 
healing past 

wounds. 

 able to tell 
intuitively her 

husband‘s death 
(102), his death 

loosens her 

attachment, might 
leave the tribe 

(106), but 

Thomas keeps 
here back 

 Seneca Indian 
violence makes 

 Sheninjee‘s 
emphatic assistance 

and care changes her 

mind: ―Who would 
wish for some other 

world? (76), she 

wants to own the 
land, which is 

ambivalent but 

surely a sign of 
optimism and 

acceptance, sense of 

belonging+ newly 
achieved balance of 

hybrid identity, in-

betweenness. Real 
acculturation 

complete.  

 Sheninjee‘s attack 
on the white guy 

advances her 
maturation and helps 

her locate herself as 

a mediator in 
between the two 

worlds (93). 

 Disparity between 
Biblical imagery and 

Aboriginal 
spirituality (109), 

finally chooses to 

stay away from ―that 
white country (109)‖ 

for Thomas‘s sake. 

 Seneca violence 
makes her revolt 

once more, finally, 
and helps her 

confirm her in-

between identity. 

 The latter signifies 

her full maturation, 

self-trust and will-
power, finally, to 

make her own 

choices with all the 
experience and 

wisdom she has 

gained on the way. 

 gradually loses track 

with white culture 
and saves a special 

blend of Good 

Spirits and Jesus 

(123).  

 Finally ―she found 
herself pacing off a 

boundary…., the 
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her sick and again 

shaky about 
where she belongs 

(115) 

 feels different 
from white 

women who 
―melt‖ in heat 

(107) 

 second marriage: 
little telling of the 

wedding or 

children being 

born. Now: 

mature 
personality, 

knowing what she 

wants She lives in 
an Indian way 

with all the 

necessary 
modifications that 

she needs to feel 

comfortable and 
happy (121).  

 feels as a three-

legged doe named 

Doubt (138) 

+urged to keep 
things in balance. 

 tends to tell, retell 

and make up 
stories sometimes 

against rumor and 

false tales (165) 

 little reflection on 

the pain of losing 
her sons, by then 

probably the act 

of story telling 

started to function 

as an effective 

healing method. 

 uneasy about 

Seaver‘s way of 
telling her story: 

―How little of her 

lay on his pages. 
He had in no way 

captured her face 

(210).‖ 

fields of her own, 

―including one great 
hill and one great 

valley (176).  

 Everywoman, no 
one, someone, 

owing her Gardow, 
down-and-up land, 

depending on where 

you see: valley or 
hill. 

 facing the question 

of group belonging 

she considered her 

experience and 
decided for the 

Genesee (190) kept 

along white stories. 

 

As this chart presents, the protagonist‘s unconscious motivations 

(e.g. the dramatic breakup of her father‘s image, the shock of horrifying 

violence, the impacts of several childbirths and deaths as well as the 
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encouraging power of sisterhood) open up her psyche, imagination and 

revitalize her after the numbing shock of captivity, loss and alienation. 

However, in the course of her life among the Natives, each experience 

turns her into a more-and-more conscious, strong-willed and energetic 

agent who not only actively shapes her own life (fate), but is also capable 

to formulate her story within the limitations as well as outside Dr. 

Seaver‘s narrative. 

Taking four quotes from the text, I would like to share a deeper 

understanding of the process of psychic, behavioral and social changes 

explained above, while the way how these processed are depicted and 

textually signified is highlighted as well.  
 

1/ ―She did that which Branch told her to do; she took all of Slight-

Wing‘s suggestions. The sisters looked for signs of at least 

momentary happiness in Two-Falling-Voices; they looked for frowns, 

for the softening of the eyes that comes with wonder; they looked for 

rapid breathing, an impatient movement of the hands. They looked in 

vain. She was almost completely devoid of gesture. Her face was 

blank, her voice was low and without inflection, she answered 

questions with the shortest of phrases. They never saw her weep 

(40).‖ 

2/ ―Why did you allow my father to enter you? Answer me. Why did you 

allow him? You allowed my father, you allowed a man whose race 

tore you from your young womanhood and from your valley, whose 

race held the dripping scalping knife above your mother‘s head, your 

own father‘s head, the heads of your brothers and sisters—(68).‖ 

3/ ―In reply, Mary wound a strand of her own hair around and around 

her hand. Then she jerked that length of hair suddenly and violently 

upward so that she winced at her own action. ‗Scalped. Scalp‘ she 

said. And then she jerked the strand of hair upward once again and 

the gesture was at once steely, accusatory, and full of 

acknowledgement (71).‖ 

4/ ―‗I was wrong, he [Black Coals] said. I only thought I was talking to 

a Seneca. Instead I‘ve been talking to a white. You have not stood in 

the place of our dead brother after all. Inside yourself you stubbornly 

resist our ways.‘  

‗Whose ways? Yours? Your mother‘s? The old chief‘s? I am white—‘ 

‗That is clear:‘ 

‗And I am Seneca. And I am a woman. What happened to the idea for 

which we are known here—that our men and women are good 
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partners. Why does a woman rejoice when she finds it is the Seneca 

who have taken her a prisoner? (116)‖ 

…. 

―My brother, let me make the few decisions in my power about my 

own life and death, about on what lands I will roam (117).‖ 

The first quote presents Mary as a passive, wordless, broken and 

blank victim of the circumstances, absolutely unable to react properly to 

her environment or to communicate, express her feelings and thoughts 

and listen to others. In the second situations the fetus in her womb is 

posing accusatory questions to her related to her commitments and/or the 

lack of them, her being a racial in-betweener, a cultural hybrid; in fact the 

image is a Freudian hypnotic (day)dream, since a mother often 

communicates with her fetus, however, here the unborn child‘s ―talk‖ is 

more Mary‘s own soul talking to her ego on the verge of reality and 

dream. 

The third quote provides us with an image of a hysteric woman and 

her cathartic symbolic action to break with the unbearable heritage of the 

past moment when she was violently torn from her family and exposed to 

brutality. She acts out an almost self-mutilating rebel and at the same time 

acknowledges the present as it is. As for the last quote, it shows the 

change from frustration in a situation in which Mary/Two-Falling-

Voices‘s own husband turns out to be prejudiced against white folks and 

barbarous without thinking, into an extremely outspoken, strong view of 

the world and can stand up for (hybrid) herself, moreover, can make 

others accept her as she is. She is white, Seneca and a woman in the same 

person, as she declares here. From numbness to explicit self-expression, 

from wordlessness to speaking out, the stages of psychological change 

and the attached identity formulation are wonderfully staged in the text of 

Larsen‘s novel. 

Studying fictional shape shifters, the psychoanalytical perspective 

of the central characters provides us with an understanding of the 

motivations behind intercultural transfer, its possible impact as well as all 

kinds of reactions of the original and new human environment. Elizabeth 

Wright enlists some significant factors (#1-8) that psychoanalytical 

examination of these texts should consider in her introduction to 

psychoanalytical criticism. In the following, these factors are investigated 

in the course of this particular piece of fiction. 

In the discourse of colonial wars and captivity, the force of history 

affecting the participants (#1) in both the psychoanalytic and literary 
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situation is a fundamental issue. Similarly to other war fiction, the 

individual‘s extremely limited ability to shape his/her own fate is a major 

issue. As the story unfolds, the central character gradually gains power 

over her fate even among those severe circumstances, while at the end she 

becomes powerful and able to work against the so-called forces of history 

in her inner world shaped by the power of words. A correlated psychic 

feature of such stories is what since Freud we call the desire, rooted in 

lack (#2), for free land, respect, understanding and sympathy. Mary/Two-

Falling-Voices, under the forces of history, piecemeal obtains all these 

valuable components of our sense of freedom but the road is challenging, 

as Chart STR presents. Besides, her personal fight for obtaining freedom 

and respect is counterparted by the transformation of her sense, 

knowledge and understanding of the power of language. 

Both traditional psychoanalytical and postcolonial criticism 

investigate thoroughly the discourse of (will to) power (#3): since in 

captivity, deprived of any support from her original culture, language, 

ties, peer contact and spiritual support, there is a relative lack of personal 

sphere of action. In her complex situation, her highly ambivalent feelings 

are depicted by her action, words and inner thoughts, too. Indian savagery 

underlines her alienation that firstly naturally divert her desires away 

from her new environment and only after healing her wounds can she 

obtain new personal relationships and develop a feeling of trust and 

shared desires. Her unconscious, i.e. her internalized set of power-

relations (#4) gets more sophisticated, and is partly depicted by her 

thoughts and action (see Chart STR). Out of the most regrettable, passive 

and occasionally unconscious victim position, Mary/Two-Falling-Voices 

develops a fully conscious, strong self which is capable of shaping her 

own life and position in the community. The fifth component that Wright 

considers relevant in the psychoanalytical examination of such texts is the 

relationship between her unconscious and the existing social order 

(#5), which is rather complex and constantly changing along the storyline. 

For sure, the process of maturation reveals a lot about her unconscious to 

herself as well, and from the time of her second marriage she proves to be 

able to even change the given social order by partly acting against the 

traditions and negotiating a happy medium between the two lifestyles and 

cultures.  

Wright suggests that one should include the question: what is 

repressed in our culture (#6) in the textual analysis of such narratives. 

This issue surfaces here in the form of virtues she longs for: simplicity of 
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lifestyle appealing to environmentalists, Rousseauians and Thoreauians 

among many; as Robert Berkhofer claims, the vigorous minds and bodies 

and natural virtue free of the complexities and sophistication of modern 

civilization (Berkhofer 72) are appealing and stimulating for such a shape 

shifter. 

The next factor that psychoanalytical criticism offers for examination 

in the text is sexuality as a strategy of power and knowledge at a 

particular moment of history (#7). In a biracial context marriage means 

to be accepted both as a mature woman and as a member of the tribe. 

Although in this particular text sexuality is not explicitly discussed, only 

the lack of deep love and mutual understanding are signified by 

elimination, while in the case of the second marriage it is the number of 

children and the desire for them that are stated. Maybe due to Larsen‘s 

Christian orientation, a deeper analysis of sexuality was beyond question. 

The knowledge and power of biracial mediators, liaison persons in the 

particular colonial context of encounter between Native and European 

cultures is discussed elsewhere in detail. Here the author presents the 

process of getting aware of her own powers and knowledge in Mary‘s 

character. 

The linguistic practices that generate socio-cultural activity (#8) 

seem to be perhaps one of the most exciting aspects of the text that 

psychoanalytical criticism helps to reveal. Mary‘s mother warns her to 

keep the Scripture and English language, however, she is unable to. She is 

numb, wordless for a long time, demonstrating her personal unconscious 

escape from the sign system of her captors, in fact the ultimate escape for 

the time being. Later in the transformation process she gets acquainted 

with the new communication system she is supposed to comprehend and 

use for survival and social prestige. She learns Shawnee language and 

shares English with her kids and adoptive sisters, eventually finding 

pleasure in trying to regain English (e.g. word games, rhymes), finally 

wishes her story to be recorded. She lets the men of letters put down her 

story, document her life, even if she is somewhat unsatisfied with the 

result. Like the fixation of a photo, it can fragmentarily save her image 

and she seems to call for some trans-historical retelling of her story with 

deeper understanding, which is provided by Larsen here. 

Last but not least, another psychologically interesting feature of the 

counter-passage narrative of Jamison in the scope of Larsen‘s novel is the 

way the characteristic elements of multiplicity, images of flowing 

consciousness, partial objects, fragmented experiences, memory and 
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feelings tend to work up into certain unifying processes, for instance the 

search for order, similarity, wholeness, ―assuming identity and 

completeness of objects and selves within conforming constraints and 

recognized limits (Wright 64).‖ According to psychoanalytical criticism, 

the personality of such a shape shifting character can be understood in 

terms of two poles: 

1. schizophrenic (transform identity, shifting boundaries) 

2. paranoiac (pressed to territorialize, mark out, take possession of) 

For Mary/Two-Falling-Voices, her personality is torn between on 

the one hand the paranoiac urge to mark out her own position in the 

society as well as on the land, to take possession of a firm name, identity 

and piece of land that belongs to her exclusively, and on the other hand 

the schizophrenic urge to leave her ties behind and shift into a less limited 

existence. Besides the natural inclinations of any person to escape the 

captivity and find firm ground in the world, a woman is always somewhat 

more forced to seek for security, while trying to find her own unlimited 

peace of mind and happiness. The physical, mental and spiritual 

challenges almost drive her mad and suicidal at the crossroads of 

schizophrenic and paranoiac pressures. Nevertheless, she is able to 

identify, elaborate and sustain some constant elements to grab: the land, 

human affection and respect and a positive, stabile, self-supporting 

attitude towards life in general.  

And so, in 1797, Mary, known to her French captors as l‘autre, known to 

the Seneca as Two-Falling-Voices, known to her first husband as Two, 

known to her second husband as Two-Falling; known to her white 

neighbors as Mary; known to her white solicitor as Mrs. Jemison; known 

to her children as Mother; came to own land: more than ten thousand 

acres. (W 178) 

Moreover, she realizes the power of language that no one can take 

away from her. It was Freud who discovered that psychoanalysis has to 

deal with the body caught up in the tropes and figures of language (W 

175),‖ and the second half of the novel presents how this body can leap 

out of the encapsulated tropes of one language into the freedom of her 

own ways of telling. 

The aging Mary cannot read any more and develops a keen interest 

in telling her story as well as languages, the power of language and telling 

and an excitement in formulating her in-between consciousness via 

language and blending cultural experiences by two languages, worlds, 
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experiences, she takes pride in that achievement and dreams of telling the 

whites one day about it. Her human environment is confused about her: is 

she a witch? A ghost? Surely her hybrid personality is quite difficult to 

pigeonhole for both communities. Her defense reaction is that she keeps 

telling stories (W 168), the world around her getting ferocious and too 

complex, she even develops her inner world through language, the act of 

telling (W 173) and un-telling (W 174) as means of spiritual defense of 

her privacy in a once alien world. 

Following the textual analysis of the specific details regarding Mary 

Jamison‘s character transfiguration, an extended view on attitudinal and 

behavioral identification in general is aimed to present the process of 

transculturation and the correlated creation of a hybrid ethnic identity in 

the context of fictional in-betweenness. 

Obviously, in the new captivity situation Mary‘s attitude towards 

whites and Indians, her family and peers is primarily shaped by 

preconceptions, like the prejudice that it is better dead than living with an 

Indian. The initial events even strengthen the same, for the brutality and 

loss she experiences turn her absolutely against her captors. The Noble 

Savage image of Cooperian sentimentalism clashes in the reader‘s mind 

with the naturalistic details of combat and savagery once we enter the 

tribal scenes. However, following Mary‘s life, we can share her 

sensitivity to cultural coding and received notions of race and color. Then 

in a semi-intentional acculturation stage of such stories, a part of the 

central character‘s former identity is eventually erased, also depicted by 

the heroine‘s temporary numbness (similarly to the popular movie heroine 

Standing with Fist in Dances with Wolves). Her previous cultural 

identifications are overwritten by Native culture and she experiences a 

kind of racial absorption. In the long run, she is forced to elaborate 

alternative modes of being, while her conversion is a temporary or 

permanent social strategy of survival.  

Such a fictional character provides an example of what James 

Clifton calls an ―alternative subculture available for inspection, testing, 

and at least temporary affiliation (Clifton 277).‖ By the time she becomes 

a ‗white Indian‘, proto-feminist heroine through appropriation, our 

perceptions and understanding fluctuates with the ebbs and flows of the 

heroine‘s emotions, attitude and fate. The stories of trans-culturation 

depict ―process where one gives something in exchange for getting 

something; the two parts of the equation are thereby modified. A new 

reality is produced. Transculturation is in a state of constant transmutation 
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(Vautier 269).‖ These trans-cultural texts prove us that identity, as well as 

the notion of race, are constructions. The so-called métissage texts call 

attention to the ambivalent hybrid identities continuously in a flux 

(Vautier 270). As Vaultier claims, the life experience of the so-called 

―‗side-by-sideness‘, leads to the possibility of sharing cultural experiences 

rather than ‗resisting‘ the imposition of alien forms of culture (Vaultier 

269).‖ The ‗culture brokers‘, liaison persons, biracial shape shifters in 

general all go through the inclinations of belonging, contributing, 

socializing surrounded by internal and external anomalies of all sorts.  

In the process of developing a trans-cultural identity, fictional 

creation of a hybrid identity, the shape shifter‘s victim position and 

internalized self-image is changing along with his/her imaginary relations 

to real relations. S/he shifts from the ―state of shipwreck (Ghosh-

Schellhorn 181)‖ in the ―extremity of colonial alienation (Bhabha 114)‖ 

his/her displacement and alienation, through the self-awareness similar to 

a white Creole woman, a ‗white nigger‘, confronting the challenges of 

Otherness and then shifting its boundaries (Bhabha 118). Bhabha calls 

attention to the ―ambivalences of identification, antagonistic identities of 

political alienation and cultural discrimination (Bhabha 119)‖ and he adds 

that in this discourse ―the Other must be seen as the necessary negation of 

a primordial identity—cultural and psychic-that introduces the system of 

differentiation which enables the ‗cultural‘ to be signified as a linguistic, 

symbolic, historic reality (Bhabha 118–9).‖  

The way from being the Other to being ‗One of Us‘ is symbolically 

implied in many ways. In The White, the cultural in-betweenness of the 

heroine is indicated in different ways. It is there for instance in verbal 

utterances, like Sheninjee telling Mary: ―I am not white, but you are now 

truly one of our race (W 63),‖ as well as in symbolic action, objects and 

locations. As for the latter, the valley locations structuring the text and 

correlating Mary/Two-Falling-Voices‘ figure with the topography of the 

land provide a symbolic example: ―Two-Falling-Voices. Two voices, two 

pitches, two slopes (W 32).‖ Depending on the viewpoint one takes, her 

down-and-up land, Gardow, is a valley or hill, just like depending on 

one‘s approach, she can be taken as a Native or white. However, I 

suppose the point of the story is to eliminate either/or-s and replace them 

by both, referring to the side-by-sideness of these cultures, instead of 

considering them in terms of opposition. The reviewing critic of the Daily 

News claims that ―Being American is to wear a coat of many colors. 

Larsen‘s novel is an instructive, winning reminder that the coat was once 
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woven from broadcloth and buckskin, feathers and silk, in a fabric as hard 

to unravel as it is to deny (www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/ 

interview.asp).‖ 

To take a broader look at racial self-identification and affirmation of 

newly obtained identity among the blurred racial lines of North-American 

societies, I quote a contemporary person, who shares the fictional 

character‘s hybrid identity and presents how it feels to be not only 

fictionally in-between cultures. 

The benefit [of being biracial] to my mind is that when you meet people, 

they can‘t immediately pigeonhole you. Therefore, when I meet a 

person, clearly they notice that I am not White but they don‘t identify me 

as a Black. And that confuses them. And probably if they are going to be 

dealing with me on an ongoing basis, it‘s going to enter their minds…. 

[Not being able to pigeonhole me] forces people to approach me as an 

individual first until they can figure out who I am eventually… Anyway 

that‘s an asset [not being pigeonholed]. And by the same token, that‘s 

one of the drawbacks of being biracial, because when I see a Black 

person, I‘m not immediately identified as being Black…When I see 

Black people, especially here in this town, I want to run up to them and 

say ―Hey! Guess what, I know you don‘t realize it, but I‘m Black too, 

you can talk to me.‖ …So that‘s a drawback—you feel like people that 

you do identify with don‘t necessarily immediately identify with you. 

(man born in 1965, self-identity: Afro-American, derived from an Afro-

American father and an Asian Japanese mother) (www.pbs.org/wgbh/ 

pages/frontline/shows/secret/portraits/4.html) 

However, what is even more exciting about the whole phenomenon 

of counter-passage in the context of such fiction is the act of refusing to 

return to the original, socio-culturally superior majority culture of the 

white Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture. During the colonial Indian wars, 

captives often refused to return to ‗civilization‘ and sometimes were 

forcibly repatriated (e.g. Ohio Valley Indian campaign 1764). Frances 

Slocum (1778–1847) of a Pennsylvania Quaker family, at the age of five 

is stolen by Delaware Indians and given to a couple who had recently lost 

their daughter. She marries a native Indian, then returns to her adoptive 

parents and finally a reunion with her white family is arranged, where she 

chooses to remain with her people, the Miami Indians. She is respected by 

both Indians and pioneers and is referred to as the White Rose of Miami. 

Brandon poses the question why, and provides a dubious explanation: 

persons of lower social status, mostly ignorant folks forget their former 

connections due to the long cohabitation with Indians and preferred ―easy 

http://www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/interview
http://www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/interview
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/secret/portraits/4.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/secret/portraits/4.html
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and unconstrained‖ existence to the ―blessings of improved life (Brandon 

253).‖  

I can partly agree with the above statement, for many of these 

‗folks‘ made a rather conscious decision to stay with the Natives, 

experiencing both cultures and developing strong emotional ties as well. 

The author Larson says in an interview: ―The Mary of history was plainly 

concerned about her children‘s welfare. My Mary—for The White is not a 

‗history‘ as such—chooses to remain on her lands for complicated 

reasons which accrue throughout her life (author interview 

www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/white2.asp#interview).‖ In my 

view, the non-return culture brokers, shape shifters primarily acted under 

the pressure of circumstances (fate), however, other factors like prestige, 

virtues, love, being accustomed to, also make them shape-shift and not 

wish to return to whites.  

Taking a brief overview on the latter, sociologists and literary 

critics investigate how social prestige and virtues attached to Native 

culture affect a white middle-class person‘s preference and decision about 

his/her socio-cultural alliances. Goldstein discusses the concept of social 

prestige in detail and argues that ―deference entails the acknowledgement 

(or lack thereof) of an individual‘s worth or dignity (Goldstein 181),‖ 

while negative deference implies that one is regarded as unworthy, 

disreputable and undignified in a particular community. Our fictional 

shape shifters firstly face the problem of different sets of values of the 

two cultures they move in between, then they seek acknowledgement in 

the new one which takes shape in the social prestige they achieve. 

Prestige is a symbolic reward, the ―subjective dimension of social 

stratification (Goldstein 182)‖ that greatly motivates how we locate 

ourselves in a community. It is influenced by the following factors: 

occupational role and accomplishment, wealth, income (and how is it 

attained), lifestyle, educational attainment, political or corporate power, 

family connections, possession of titles, ranks and ethnicity.  

Besides the above practical motivations behind individual 

acculturation, an important additional factor appears that ideologically 

affect the shape shifter‘s imagination about his/her encounter with the 

culture of the Other, and that is the two sets of virtues that formulate 

his/her perceptions of Indian culture. The first set refers to the pre-

received images s/he had had access to prior to encountering Native 

culture, and the second is the more realistic set of virtues that s/he 

recognizes throughout the contact experience. In his seminal book entitled 

http://www.readinggroupguides.com/guides3/white2.asp#interview
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The White Man‘s Indian, Berkhofer argues that whites tend to appreciate 

in Indian culture for its sexual innocence, equality of status, peaceful 

simplicity, healthful and bodies, ―vigorous minds unsullied by the wiles, 

complexities, and sophistication of modern civilization…free of history‘s 

burdens, mostly following the so called primitivist tradition (Berkhofer 

72).‖ The Canadian Daniel Francis in his The Imaginary Indian (1993) 

adds that there has been a widespread admiration for certain qualities like 

bravery, physical prowess, natural virtue—but all these belong mostly to 

the historical image of the Indian in the past, their only marketable image 

that sells well (Francis 176), what non-Natives think about being an 

Indian like, which is mostly an appropriated image (Francis 172). 

Agreeing with Vine Deloria, Francis adds: incapable of adjusting to the 

continent, searching for ways to feel at home, newcomers look at the 

image of the First Nations and seek solution for identity and alienation 

problems by going Native (Francis 189). Archibald Belaney/Grey Owl for 

instance is an archetypal Canadian, for he ―connects through the 

wilderness with the New World (Francis 223).‖ Non-Native Canadians 

are trying in a way to become indigenous people themselves and to 

resolve their lingering sense of not belonging where they need to belong. 

By appropriating elements of Native culture, non-Natives have tried to 

establish a relationship with the country that pre-dates their arrival and 

validates their occupation of the land (Francis 190).‖  

Similarly, Little Big Man, Frances Slocum/the White Rose of 

Miami, or Mary/Two-Falling-Voices in The White present examples of 

archetypically American characters who leave somewhat behind their 

white origins and develop a fictionally in-between cultural mediator role 

that may help both ‗paleface‘ and ‗redskin‘ understand each other. 
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